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Preface
This redbook is unique in its detailed coverage of DB2/400 advanced functions.
This redbook is intended for programmers, analysts, and database designers
who intend to develop applications for the DB2/400 relational database system,
which is integrated into the Operating System/400 (OS/400), available on the
AS/400 platform.
The purpose of this redbook is to provide suggestions, guidelines and practical
examples about when and how the advanced functions offered by DB2/400 can
be effectively used. This redbook contains information that you may not find
anywhere else, including programming techniques for the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Referential Integrity and Check Constraints
Triggers
DRDA over SNA, DRDA over TCP/IP, and Two-Phase Commit
Stored Procedures
SQL Procedures (SQL scripting language)
DB2 Call Level Interface Programming (DB2 CLI)

The book reports examples developed in several programming languages (RPG,
COBOL, and C), using native and SQL data access interfaces, both in the
Integrated Language Environment and with the Original Program Model.
Some knowledge of the relational database technology and application
development environment on the AS/400 platform is assumed.
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Chapter 1. Introducing DB2/400
Overview
This chapter includes:
•

A general introduction to DB2/400

•

An overview on the contents of the book

1.1 An Integrated Relational Database
Integration has been one of the major elements of differentiation of the AS/400
platform in the information technology marketplace. Advantages and drawbacks
of fully integrated systems have been the subject of endless disputes in the last
few years. The success of the AS/400 system indicates that integration still is to
be considered one of the premier advantages of this platform. Security,
communications, data management, backup and recovery: all of these vital
components have been designed in an integrated way on the AS/400 system.
They work according to a common logic with a common end user interface.
They fit together perfectly, since all of them are part of the same piece of
software: the Operating System/400 (OS/400).
The integrated relational database manager has always been one of the most
significant facilities that the AS/400 has provided to the users. Relying on a
database manager integrated into the operating system means that virtually all
the user data on the AS/400 system is stored in a relational database and that
the access to the database is implemented by the operating system itself. Some
database functions are implemented at a low level in the AS/400 architecture;
some are even performed by the hardware.
A recent survey has pointed out that a significant percentage of AS/400
customers do not even know that all of their business data is stored in a
relational database. This might sound strange if you think that we consider the
integrated database as one of the main technological advantages of the AS/400
platform. On the other hand, this means that thousands of customers use,
manage, back up, and restore a relational database everyday without even
knowing that they have it installed on their system. This level of transparency
has been made possible by the integration and by the undisputed ease of use of
this platform. These have been key elements of the success of the AS/400
database system in the marketplace.
During the last couple of years, each new release of OS/400 has enhanced
DB2/400 with a dramatic set of new functions. As a result of these
enhancements, the AS/400 system becomes one of the most functionally rich
relational platforms in the industry.
DB2/400 is a member of the DB2 family of products, including also DB2 for
OS/390 and DB2 Universal Database. The DB2 family is the IBM proposal in the
marketplace of relational database systems and guarantees a high degree of
application portability and a sophisticated level of interoperability among the
various platforms that are participating in the family.
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1.2 DB2/400: An Overview
This section provides a quick overview of the major features of DB2/400. A full
description of the functions that are mentioned in this section can be found in
several IBM manuals. Refer, for instance, to DB2 for AS/400 Database
Programming, SC41-5701 , DDS Reference, SC41-5712-01, and DB2 for AS/400 SQL
Programming Guide, SC41-5611 for more information on these subjects.

1.2.1 The DB2/400 Basics
As we have already mentioned, the major distinguishing characteristic of the
AS/400 database manager is its being part of the operating system. In practice,
this means that the large majority of your AS/400 data is stored in the relational
database. Although the AS/400 system also implements other file systems in its
design, the relational database on the AS/400 system is the most commonly
used by the customers. Not only your relational data is stored in the database,
but also typical non-relational information such as the source of your application
programs.

1.2.1.1 Physical Files and Tables
Data on the AS/400 system is stored in objects called physical files. Physical
files consist of a set of records with a predefined layout. Defining the record
layout means that you define the data structure of the physical file in terms of
the length and the type of data fields that participate in that particular layout.
These definitions can be made through the native data definition language of
DB2/400, called Data Description Specifications (DDS). If you are familiar with
other relational database platforms, you are aware that the most common way to
define the structure of a relational database is by using the data definition
statements provided by the Structured Query Language. This is possible on the
AS/400 system also. The SQL terminology can be mapped to the native DB2/400
terminology for relational objects. An SQL table is equivalent to a DDS defined
physical file. We use both terms interchangeably in this book. Similarly, table
rows equate to physical file records for DB2/400 and SQL columns are a
synonym of record fields.

1.2.1.2 Logical Files, SQL Views, and SQL Indexes
By using DDS, you can define logical files on your physical files or tables.
Logical files provide a different view of the physical data, allowing columns
subsetting, record selection, joining multiple database files, and so on. They can
also provide the physical files with an access path when you define a keyed
logical file . Access paths can be used by application programs to access
records directly by key or for ensuring uniqueness.
On the SQL side, we have similar concepts. An SQL view is almost equivalent to
a native logical file. The selection criteria that you can apply in an SQL view are
much more sophisticated than in a native logical file. An SQL index provides a
keyed access path for the physical data exactly the same way as a keyed logical
file does. Still, SQL views and indexes are treated differently from native logical
files by DB2/400 and they cannot be considered to exactly coincide.
By database file, we mean any DB2/400 file such as a logical or physical file, an
SQL table, or view. Any database files can be used by applications for
accessing DB2/400 data.
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1.2.1.3 DB2/400 in a Distributed Environment
It is becoming more and more common for companies and businesses to
organize their computing environment in a distributed way. The need to access
remote data is constantly growing. DB2/400 provides several options for
operating with remote platforms, both homogeneous and heterogeneous.
The Distributed Data Management architecture (DDM) is the basis for distributed
file access. You can create a DDM file on your AS/400 system and have it direct
your data access requests to a remote database file. This remote file can be
another DB2/400 database file or also a CICS managed data file residing on a
host platform. Only native data access is allowed for DDM files.
On top of the DDM architecture, IBM has created the Distributed Relational
Database Architecture (DRDA). DRDA defines the protocol by which an SQL
application can access remote tables and data. DB2/400 participates in this
architecture as do all the products of the DB2 Family. This means that your
DB2/400 database can be accessed by any SQL application running on another
AS/400 system or on DB2 for OS/390, DB2 Universal Database, or DB2 for VM. A
DB2/400 application with embedded SQL can access relational data stored in a
DB2 for OS/390, DB2 for VM, or on another AS/400 system. The DRDA
architecture is implemented directly into OS/400.
IBM has also licensed DRDA to many other companies, such as Informix
Software Inc., Ingres Corporation, and Oracle Corporation.
The AS/400 system provides several other interfaces for client platforms to
access DB2/400 data. Client Access/400 is a rich product that allows broad
interoperability between a PC client and the AS/400 system. For database
access, Client Access/400 provides the PC with:
•

A sophisticated file transfer function that allows subsetting of rows and
columns.

•

Remote SQL APIs that you can embed in your PC programs to access data
stored in DB2/400 files.

•

An ODBC interface to DB2/400 data that allows applications that use this
protocol to access the AS/400 database.

1.2.2 DB2/400 Advanced Functions
The main purpose of this redbook is to describe in detail and with practical
examples the rich set of functions that have been implemented in the DB2/400.
This section provides a quick overview of the most important advanced features.

1.2.2.1 Referential Integrity
Referential integrity is a set of mechanisms by which a database manager
enforces some common integrity rules among database files. An example of a
Referential Integrity rule is a customer master file and an invoice file. You do
not want to have invoices related to non-existing customers; every invoice must
reference a valid customer. As a consequence of this rule, it makes sense that if
somebody attempts to delete a customer with outstanding invoices, the delete
operation is rejected. Without Referential Integrity implementation, the only way
to ensure that these rules are enforced is by writing appropriate routines in the
applications.
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With Referential Integrity, this kind of rule can be implemented directly into the
database. Once the rules have been defined, DB2/400 automatically enforces
them for the users.

1.2.2.2 Check Constraint
Check constraints are validity checks that can be placed on fields of database
physical files and SQL tables. It ensures that the value being entered in a
column of a table belongs to the set of valid values defined for that field. For
example, you may specify that the ″legal″ values for an employee evaluation
field defined as integer might be 2,3,4 or 5. Without the check constraint, user
can enter any integer value into such a field; to ensure that the actual value
entered is as specified you must use a trigger or code the rule in your
application.

1.2.2.3 Database Triggers
Triggers are user-written programs that are associated with database files. You
can define a trigger for update, delete, and insert operations. Whenever the
operation takes place, regardless of the interface that is changing the data, the
trigger program is automatically activated by DB2/400 and executes its logic. In
this way, you can implement complex rules at the database level with total
independence from the application environment. You can use triggers for a
variety of purposes in your database design. Two examples are data validation
and audit trail creation.

1.2.2.4 DRDA and Two-Phase Commit
DRDA is the architecture that meets the needs of application programs requiring
access to distributed relational data. This access requires connectivity to and
among relational database managers. The database managers can run in like
or unlike operating environments and communicate and operate with each other
in a way that allows them to execute SQL statements on another computer
system. There are several degrees of distribution of database management
system functions. DB2/400 currently supports the following levels of distribution:
•

Remote Unit of Work
With a remote unit of work, an application program executing in one system
can access data at a remote system using SQL. A remote unit of work
supports access to one database system within a unit of work (transaction).
If the application needs to interact with another remote database, it has to
commit or rollback the current transaction, stop the current connection, and
start a new connection.

•

Distributed Unit of Work
With a distributed unit of work, within one unit of work, an application
executing in one system can direct SQL requests to multiple remote
database systems. When the application is ready to commit the work, it
initiates the commit, and commitment coordination is provided by a
synchronization point manager. Whether an application can update multiple
databases in one unit of work depends on the two-phase commit protocol
support between the application′s location and the remote systems.
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1.2.2.5 Stored Procedures
A stored procedure is an ordinary program that can be called by a DRDA
application with a simple CALL SQL statement. The stored procedure can be
called locally or remotely. A remote stored procedure provides the most
advantages:
•
•

•

It reduces the traffic across the communication line.
It splits the application logic and encourages an even distribution of the
computational workload.
It provides an easy way to call a remote program.

1.2.2.6 SQL Procedures
DB2/400 SQL procedures support lets you write stored procedures using
extensions to the SQL as defined by the ANSI Persistent Stored Module
language specification. The PSM language includes constructs common to most
programming languages such as the declaration of local variables, statements to
direct the flow of control (IF-ELSE-ENDIF, WHILE, LOOP), and the assignment of
expressions to variables. After you create an SQL stored procedure, the
database manager automatically creates a *PGM that implements the logic of
the stored procedure.

1.2.2.7 Call Level Interface (CLI)
DB2 Call Level Interface (CLI) is IBM′s callable SQL interface to the DB2 family
of database servers. It is an Application Programming Interface for relational
database access, and uses function calls to pass dynamic SQL statements as
function arguments. DB2 CLI is based on Microsoft ODBC specification and the
International Standard for SQL/CLI. Using this interface, an application developer
can code, compile, and ship an application without targeting a specific DBMS.

1.3 How This Book is Organized
This section provides a brief summary of the contents of the present document
and an outlook on its organization.
As we have already mentioned, the book focuses primarily on the ″advanced″
functions introduced since V3R1. The main purpose of this publication consists
in complementing the official documentation on DB2/400; for this reason, we
have followed a practical approach to discuss the DB2/400 functions.
We thought that the best way to explain the DB2/400 functions was showing how
they can contribute to the development of a real-life application environment.
This is the reason why there are various chapters linked together by this
common denominator; we present a simple order entry application scenario
where most of the new functions can be used.
The order entry application has been developed in a modular way, each of the
modules being autonomous enough to allow the reader to read a single chapter
without the need for understanding in depth all the aspects of the entire
application. We developed the various modules using the three most common
programming languages on the AS/400 platform: RPG, COBOL, and C. The
document includes examples developed both with ILE and with OPM compilers.
A general description of the application scenario is provided in Chapter 2,
“Using Advanced Functions: An Order Entry Application” on page 7. This
section shows the entire picture without going into too much detail. For more
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details on the flow of each module, refer to Appendix B, “Order Entry
Application: Detailed Flow” on page 371.
Referential Integrity is discussed in “Referential Integrity” on page 12. This
chapter describes the steps necessary to create the database for our application
and to define referential integrity for it. The chapter also discusses many
aspects of referential integrity that do not necessarily apply to the order entry
database.
The DB2/400 integrity constraint framework has been enhanced by check
constraint. The various aspects of check constraint definition and its integration
into applications are described in Chapter 4, “Check Constraint” on page 63.
You can find information and examples on triggers in Chapter 5, “Database
Triggers” on page 81. This chapter gives a general introduction on how triggers
can be designed and developed. Several examples of trigger programs
document advanced trigger development techniques including soft-coding the
trigger buffer and changing the record that fired the trigger. This in-depth
discussion is rounded out with a list of useful recommendations.
If you are interested in writing distributed DRDA applications, check Chapter 6,
“DRDA and Two-Phase Commitment Control” on page 159. Besides code
examples, there is information on moving from DRDA-1 to DRDA-2, coexistence
between the two stages of DRDA, and recovering from failures in a two-phase
commit environment. The last section of this chapter concentrates on a remote
unit of work over TCP/IP implementation.
If you need to become familiar with stored procedures, Chapter 7, “Stored
Procedures” on page 201 reports code examples along with considerations on
performance techniques, parameter passing, commitment control, and so on.
If you are database programmer or analyst with the task to port SQL code from
other database management systems such as Oracle or SQL Server, consult
Chapter 8, “SQL Procedures” on page 235. This chapter presents in a cook
book form SQL Procedures support of DB2/400. SQL procedures implement the
ANSI based SQL scripting language for the AS/400 system.
Chapter 9, “Combining Triggers, Referential Integrity, and Stored Procedures”
on page 285 provides some additional information about the interaction of the
various functions, how the different actions are sequenced by DB2/400, and what
are the implications on commitment control.
And last but not least, Chapter 10, “Call Level Interface Programming” on
page 295 offers an in-depth journey into the world of CLI programming. This API
set allows the application developer to develop, compile, and ship programs
without targeting any specific DB2 database system. To make your life easier
Appendix Appendix C, “Examples on DB2 CLI” on page 379 contains a set of ILE
C programs that use advanced coding techniques such as scrollable cursors,
multiple result sets, querying the system-wide catalog, and stored procedures.
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Chapter 2. Using Advanced Functions: An Order Entry Application
Overview
This chapter provides:
•

A description of the order entry scenario

•

The database structure

•

The logical flow of each application component

•

A highlight of the advanced functions used in this application

2.1 Introduction to the Order Entry Application
This chapter describes how a simple Order Entry application can take advantage
of the advanced functions available with DB2/400. It provides a description of
the complete application, in terms of logical flow and database structure. The
actual implementation of this application can be found in the various specific
chapters, where we exploit this application scenario to show how to use the
DB2/400 functions.
By presenting an application scenario, we intend to show how the advanced
DB2/400 functions can be applied to a real-life environment and what are the
technical implications of using those functions. For this reason, the application
may appear simplistic in some respects (for example, the user interface or some
design choices). We present a simple, easily understandable scenario that
includes most of the aspects we discuss throughout the book.
We chose to develop the various components of the application using different
programming languages to show how the various languages can interact with
the DB2/400 functions.
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2.2 Order Entry Application Overview

Figure 1. Application Overview.

8

The picture shows the interaction of DB2/400 functions.
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The order entry application shown in Figure 1 on page 8, represents a simple
solution for an office stationery wholesaler.
This application has the following characteristics:
•

The wholesale company runs a main office and several branch offices.

•

A requirement of the branch offices is their autonomy and independence
from the main office.

•

Data is, therefore, stored in a distributed relational database;
information about customers and orders are stored at the branch office,
whereas the central system keeps information about the stock and the
suppliers.

•

A main requirement of this company is the logical consistency of the
database. All orders, for instance, must be related to a customer and all the
products in the inventory must be related to a supplier. This is why we need
to use Referential Integrity in this database. See Section 3.4.3, “Another
Example: Order Entry Scenario” on page 27, where we describe how
Referential Integrity can be configured for this particular scenario.

•

The sales representatives contact the customer over the telephone. Each
sales representative is assigned a pool of customers. According to the
policy of the sales division of this company, a sales representative is allowed
to place orders only for a customer of his or her pool. This policy is needed
to guarantee a fair distribution of the commissions on the sales
representatives′ turnover. This requirement can be effectively enforced by
means of a trigger program that automatically checks the relationship
between a customer and the sales representative when the order is placed
(see Section 5.5.2, “Audit Trail Trigger Example Programs” on page 103).

•

In placing an order, the sales representative first introduces some general
data such as the order date, the customer code, and so on. This process
generates a record in the Order Header file.

•

The sales representative then inserts one or more items for that specific
order. If the specific item is out of stock, we want the application to look in
the inventory for an alternative article. The inventory is organized in
categories of products, and on this basis, the application performs a search.
Since the inventory file is located remotely, we use a DRDA(*) connection
between the systems. Additionally, since the process of searching the
inventory may involve many accesses to the remote database, a stored
procedure is called to carry out this task (see Section 7.4, “The Order Entry
Application: Stored Procedures Examples” on page 211).

•

When the item or a replacement has been found, the inventory is updated
and a record is inserted in the local order detail file.
At this point, we want to release the inventory record to allow other people
to place a new order for the same product. We commit the transaction at
this time and DB2/400 ensures the consistency of the local and remote
databases, thanks to the Two-Phase Commitment Control support.

•

When all order items have been entered, the order is finished and a
finalizing order program is called. This program can:
−
−

Add the total amount of the order to the Customer table to reflect the
customers′ turnover.
Update the total revenue produced by the sales representative on this
customer.
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−

Update the total amount of the order in the Order Header table.

•

An update event of the Order Header table starts another trigger program
that writes the invoice immediately at the branch office.

•

As we have mentioned, the ″atomic″ logical transaction is completed when a
single item in the order has been inserted to reduce the locking exposures.
If the system or the job fails, we must be able to detect incomplete orders.
This can be done when the user restarts the application. A simple restart
procedure will check for orders having the total equal to zero (not
″finalized″). These orders are deleted and the stock quantity of all the items
is increased by the amount that we had reserved during the order
placement. We can also present a choice menu to the user, asking whether
the incomplete orders should be finalized.

2.3 Order Entry Database Overview
The Order Entry application is based on a distributed database. Each Branch
Office location keeps all the data related to its own customers in its local
database, whereas the information concerning the items available in the
warehouse is stored in the remote database at the Head Office.
The local database consists of these physical files:
•

CUSTOMER file, containing the information related to the customers

•

ORDERHDR file, with the data related to where the Order items are stored

•

ORDERDTL file, where each record represents a Detail of an Order

•

SALESCUS table, which keeps the relationship between a sales
representative and the customers for whom that sales representative is
authorized to place orders.

The central database consists of the following two files:
•

STOCK file, containing information about the contents of the warehouse

•

SUPPLIER file, containing the information related to our suppliers

The following table shows the record layouts for the files of both local and
central databases.
Table 1. CUSTOMER File
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Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

CUSTOMER_NUMBER

CUSNBR

CHAR( 5)

Customer Number

CUSTOMER_NAME

CUSNAM

CHAR(20)

Customer Name

CUSTOMER_TELEPHONE

CUSTEL

CHAR(15)

Customer Phone Number

CUSTOMER_FAX

CUSFAX

CHAR(15)

Customer Fax Number

CUSTOMER_ADDRESS

CUSADR

CHAR(20)

Customer Address

CUSTOMER_CITY

CUSCTY

CHAR(20)

Customer City

CUSTOMER_ZIP

CUSZIP

CHAR( 5)

Customer Zip Code

CUSTOMER_CRED_LIM

CUSCRD

DEC (11,2)

Customer Credit Limit

CUSTOMER_TOT_AMT

CUSTOT

DEC (11,2)

Customer Total Amount

DB2/400 Advanced Database Functions

Table 2. ORDERHDR File
Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

ORDER_NUMBER

ORHNBR

CHAR( 5)

Order Number

CUSTOMER_NUMBER

CUSNBR

CHAR( 5)

Customer Number

ORDER_DATE

ORHDTE

DATE

Order Date

ORDER_DELIVERY

ORHDLY

DATE

Order Delivery Date

ORDER_TOTAL

ORHTOT

DEC (11,2)

Order Total

ORDER_SALESREP

SRNBR

CHAR(10)

Sales Rep. Number

Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

ORDER_NUMBER

ORHNBR

CHAR( 5)

Order Number

PRODUCT_NUMBER

PRDNBR

CHAR( 5)

Product Number

ORDERDTL_QUANTITY

ORDQTY

DEC (5,0)

Order Detail Quantity

ORDERDTL_TOTAL

ORDTOT

DEC (9,2)

Order Detail Total

Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

SALESREP_NUMBER

SRNBR

CHAR(10)

Sales Rep. Number

CUSTOMER_NUMBER

CUSNBR

CHAR( 5)

Customer Number

SALES_AMOUNT

SRAMT

DEC (11,2)

Sales Rep. Total Amount
for this Customer

Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

SUPPLIER_NUMBER

SPLNBR

CHAR( 5)

Supplier Number

SUPPLIER_NAME

SPLNAM

CHAR(20)

Supplier Name

SUPPLIER_TELEPHONE

SPLTEL

CHAR(15)

Supplier Phone Number

SUPPLIER_FAX

SPLFAX

CHAR(15)

Supplier Fax Number

SUPPLIER_ADDRESS

SPLADR

CHAR(20)

Supplier Address

SUPPLIER_CITY

SPLCTY

CHAR(20)

Supplier City

SUPPLIER_ZIP

SPLZIP

CHAR( 5)

Supplier Zip Code

Field Name

Alias

Type

Description

PRODUCT_NUMBER

PRDNBR

CHAR( 5)

Product Number

PRODUCT_DESC

PRDDES

CHAR(20)

Product Description

PRODUCT_PRICE

PRDPRC

DEC (7,2)

Product Unit Price

PRODUCT_AVAIL_QTY

PRDQTA

DEC (5,0)

Product Available Qty

SUPPLIER_NUMBER

SPLNBR

CHAR( 4)

Supplier Number

PRODUCT_CATEGORY

PRDCAT

CHAR( 4)

Product Category

PROD_MIN_STOCK_QTY

PRDQTM

DEC (5,0)

Prod. Minimum Stock Qty

Table 3. ORDERDTL File

Table 4. SALESCUS File

Table 5. SUPPLIER File

Table 6. STOCK File
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2.4 DB2/400 Advanced Functions in the Order Entry Database
In Figure 2 you can see the Order Entry database structure and how the
Advanced Database Functions have been implemented.

Figure 2. Order Entry Application Database Structure

As stated in the Overview of this chapter, the main objective of presenting this
application scenario along with this specific database design is to show how the
functions provided by DB2/400 can be used and how they can work together in a
single application. Let′s analyze Figure 2 from each function standpoint.

Referential Integrity
On both the local and the remote system, the physical files previously described
represent entities tied to each other by logic and business relationships.
•

12

Relationships among CUSTOMER, ORDERHDR, and SALESCUS files:
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We want every order to refer to an existing customer and we want to prevent
anybody from deleting a customer that has related orders. Similarly, each
sales representative must be in charge of existing customers, so that each
sales representative in the SALESCUS file must be associated to a customer
code that exists in the CUSTOMER file.
These two relationships are described in Figure 2 on page 12 where the
Referential Integrity network for our database is explained.
•

Relationship between ORDERHDR and ORDERDTL files:
We require that every detail item in the Order Detail file is related to an
existing header in the Order Header file. Additionally, when an order has to
be removed, we want that the detail information to be deleted as well. This
business rule is translated into the arrow linking the ORHNBR field in
ORDERDTL to the same field in the ORDERHDR file.

•

Relationship between STOCK and SUPPLIER files:
At the remote side, we have a business relationship between the STOCK and
the SUPPLIER files; we need to know who provides us with each of our
products, so we do not want to keep an item in the STOCK file if its supplier
is not present in the SUPPLIER file. For the same reason, we cannot allow
the deletion of a Supplier as long as we have a product provided by that
supplier stored in the STOCK file. This business rule is represented by the
arrow linking the SPLNBR field in the STOCK file to the same one in the
SUPPLIER file.

We want these relationships to be enforced at any time, even when data is
changed through interfaces such as interactive SQL or DFU. For this reason, this
scenario provides a good example of Referential Integrity implementation.
As we describe in the appropriate chapter, these relationship can easily be
translated into a proper Referential Integrity constraint (see Section 3.2,
“Referential Integrity Concepts” on page 16). Once these constraints have been
defined, DB2/400 automatically keeps our data consistent with our business
rules, no matter what kind of interface is used to change the contents of the
database. Application programmers do not need to implement any of the
integrity checking in their applications, which provides benefits in terms of ease
of development and maintenance.

Triggers: In Figure 2 on page 12, you can see that we defined three trigger
programs, two of them in the ORDERHDR file and one in the CUSTOMER file.
In our scenario:
•

•

•

When a sales representative inserts a new order for a certain customer, we
want to check that the sales representative is authorized to deal with that
customer. In addition, we want to keep track of any attempts to violate the
rule.
When the order has been completed and accepted by the customer, we want
to print the related invoice.
If the total amount of an order exceeds the 90% of the customer credit limit,
a fax is sent to the customer or a message is inserted into the job log. If the
customer belongs to a privileged group recognized by a customer number
starting with the digit ″9″, the credit limit is automatically increased by 30%.

Since we want these functions performed each time an ORDERHDR insertion or
an ORDERHDR update or a CUSTOMER update takes place, we associate an
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Insert Trigger and an Update Trigger to the ORDERHDR file and an Update
trigger to the CUSTOMER file.

Stored Procedures: Figure 2 on page 12 shows a stored procedure associated
to the remote physical file, STOCK. As we stated in Chapter 7, “Stored
Procedures” on page 201, the purpose of this procedure is to update the
available quantity in the STOCK file and to look for a replacement when the
required product is not available.
This function has been implemented in a stored procedure to speed up
performance. Instead of issuing several SQL statements from the local system,
we just call the stored procedure and wait for the result. This implementation
reduces the network traffic and simplifies the logic of the client application.

Two-Phase Commit: The company database is distributed between a central
site, where the STOCK and SUPPLIER table are located, and several remote
branch offices. The warehouse is located at the central site and it is centrally
managed there.
On the other hand, the information related to the customers and orders is
independently managed at each branch office.
Consequently, our application will access both the local and the remote
database. In a single Unit of Work, the application updates both the STOCK file
on the remote side and the ORDERDTL file at the local side.
DRDA-2 and two-phase commit guarantees the consistency of the entire
database, even after system failures. See Chapter 6, “DRDA and Two-Phase
Commitment Control” on page 159 for a complete discussion of DRDA-2 and
two-phase commit.
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Chapter 3. Referential Integrity
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

Referential Integrity concepts

•

Defining Referential Integrity relationships

•

Creating Referential Integrity constraints

•

Constraint enforcement

•

Application impacts of Referential Integrity

•

Constraint management

3.1 Introduction
Referential integrity deals with relationships between data values in a relational
database. These data relationships are usually closely tied with business rules;
for example, every part order must reference a valid customer.
In DB2/400, once these relationships and rules have been defined to the
database manager, the system automatically ensures that they are enforced at
all times, regardless of the interface used to change the data (an application, the
Data File Utility, Interactive SQL, and so on).
For example, in the Order Entry database described in Section 2.3, “Order Entry
Database Overview” on page 10, all the records in the Order file should have a
customer number matching an existing customer in the Customer file.
Moreover, a customer should not be removed when it has existing orders in the
database. These are the types of data relationships that benefit from referential
integrity.
In a Referential Integrity environment, such relationships or business rules are
defined to the DB2/400 with referential constraints . DB2/400 supports both a
native and a SQL interface for associating constraints with your database files.
Before Referential Integrity was available in DB2/400, the application
programmers were responsible for enforcing these types of relationships in their
programs. This programming effort is no longer needed once the Referential
Integrity support has been implemented in DB2/400. The database management
system (DBMS) supported Referential Integrity provides greater application
development productivity since programmers now have less code to write, test,
and maintain; the integrity enforcement is done automatically by DB2/400.
Application integrity enforcement also had no protection against data changes
made through other interfaces such as an interactive PC user. The constraints
are now enforced in all environments resulting in greater data integrity and
consistency leaving less room for user error.
Referential Integrity may also improve your applications performance because
the integrity checks performed by DB2/400 are more efficient than those done in
an application program. The DBMS can use more efficient methods for enforcing
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these relationships at a lower level in the system which eliminates a majority of
the overhead associated with the application level enforcement.

3.2 Referential Integrity Concepts
In DB2/400, the following physical file (or table) constraints have been
introduced:
•
•
•
•

Unique constraints
Primary key constraints
Referential constraints
Check constraints

A detailed definition of these constraints can be found in the publications DB2 for
AS/400 Database Programming, SC41-5701 , and DB2 for AS/400 SQL Reference,
SC41-5612 . This section provides the concepts and the basic definitions that are
necessary for Referential Integrity. The terms table and physical file constraints
refer to the same database definitions.
Unique Constraint
A unique constraint is the rule that identifies a unique key in a database file. A
unique key is a field or a set of fields in a physical file that must be unique,
ascending, and can contain null-capable fields.
Primary Key Constraint
A primary key constraint identifies a primary key in a database file.
A primary key is a field or a set of fields in a physical file that must be unique,
ascending, and cannot contain null-capable fields.
Note:
New function was added in V4R2M0 to allow a Primary Key constraint to
be defined where one or more columns in the key allow NULL values.
When this condition is detected, than a check constraint will be implicitly
added to the file to ensure column will not contain NULL values. This
means that this check constraint will prevent any NULL values being
inserted into columns defined for the Primary Key.
Parent Key
A parent key is a field or a set of fields in a physical file which must be unique,
ascending, and can contain null values. Both a primary and a unique key can be
the parent key in a referential constraint.
Foreign Key
A foreign key is a field or a set of fields in a physical file whose value, if not null,
must match a value of the parent key in the related referential constraint. The
value of a foreign key is null if at least one of the key fields is null.
Referential Constraint
A referential constraint is the file attribute that causes the database to enforce
referential integrity for the defined relationship.
Referential Integrity
The state of a database in which the values of the foreign keys are valid; that is,
each non-null foreign key value has a matching parent key value.
Parent File
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The parent file is the file that contains the parent key in a referential constraint.
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Dependent File
The dependent file is the file that contains the foreign key in a referential
constraint.
Referential Constraint Rules
The referential constraint definitions also include delete and update rules that
define which actions should be taken by the DBMS when a parent key value is
updated or deleted.
•

•

•

Delete Rule
A delete rule is applied when a row in the parent file is deleted. A record is
deleted from the parent file and its parent key has matching foreign key
values in the dependent file with:
−

A CASCADE rule. The system also deletes all of the matching records in
the dependent file.

−

A SET NULL rule. The system sets all null-capable fields in the matching
foreign keys to null. The foreign key fields that are not null-capable are
not updated.

−

A SET DEFAULT rule. The system sets the matching foreign key values
to their corresponding default value. This default foreign key value must
also have a matching parent key value.

−

A RESTRICT rule. If at least one dependent record exists, the system
prevents the parent key deletion. An exception is returned.

−

A NO ACTION rule. This is similar to the Restrict rule. However,
enforcement is delayed until the logical end of the operation. If the
operation results in a violation, the system prevents the parent key
deletion and returns an exception to the user.

Update Rule
An update rule is applied when a parent key is updated. An update is issued
for a parent key value that is matching some foreign keys in the dependent
file with:
−

A RESTRICT rule. If at least one dependent record exists, the system
prevents the parent key update. An exception is returned.

−

A NO ACTION rule. This is same as the Restrict rule. However,
enforcement is delayed until the logical end of the operation. If the
operation results in a violation, the system prevents the parent key
update and return an exception to the user.

Check Constraint
Check constraint ensures that users authorized to change a column′s value
use only values that are valid for that column.

Referential Cycle or Cyclic Constraints
A set of referential constraints forms a referential cycle if any file in the chain is
dependent on itself. A simple example of a referential cycle is given by
self-referencing constraints (that is, those referential constraints having primary
and the foreign key in the same file). (See Section 3.4.4, “Self-Referencing
Constraints” on page 29 for a further discussion and an example.)
Check Pending
This is the state of a referential constraint when potential mismatches exist
between foreign and parent keys for a constraint relationship.
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3.3 Defining a Referential Integrity Relationship
This section describes the considerations that should be taken into account
when setting up a Referential Integrity relationship:
•
•

•
•

Prerequisites for a Referential Integrity constraint
Journaling and commitment control requirements for Referential Integrity
constraints
Referential Integrity access path considerations
Verifying the current integrity of your database

3.3.1 Constraints Prerequisites
A full description of the prerequisites and limitations on the database files and
the constraints themselves can be found in the DB2 for AS/400 Database
Programming, SC41-5701 . The basic requirement is that your parent key and
foreign key must have matching field attributes and definitions. Here, we also
want to point out some other considerations.
When defining a referential constraint, the foreign key and parent key null
attributes do not have to exactly match. When a foreign key contains
null-capable fields, DB2/400 treats the entire foreign key value as null whenever
any of the foreign key fields is null. This behavior is defined in the standards as
a match option of no match . Currently, this is the only match option supported
by DB2/400. The null foreign key behavior is important because Referential
Integrity only ensures that non-null foreign keys have a matching parent key
value.
You will experience better performance when your foreign key fields and parent
key fields have identical null attributes. In fact, the non-null field attributes
deliver the best performance.
Ideally, your parent and foreign key fields should be fairly stable, something
similar to a person′s social security number. This is due to the fact that to
guarantee integrity, the system must verify referential integrity each time your
parent and foreign key values change. Therefore, the less your foreign and
parent keys change, the less time the DBMS spends verifying referential
integrity.

3.3.2 Journaling and Commitment Control Requirements
When a referential constraint is defined with a delete or update rule other than
RESTRICT, the system has to perform some actions on the corresponding foreign
keys each time a delete or an update of the parent key takes place. For a delete
case, for example, it deletes the matching dependent records when the delete
rule is CASCADE. The DBMS must ensure that the parent key record and all
matching dependent records are deleted. All of these record deletions must be
considered as ONE logical operation.
To ensure the atomicity of this operation, the system requires journaling and
commitment control in some cases. If the delete and/or the update rule is other
than RESTRICT, both the parent and the dependent files must be journaled . In
addition, the parent and dependent file must be journaled to the same journal
receiver. See Section 3.6, “Journaling and Commitment Control” on page 38 for
a further discussion.
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Since the Restrict and No Action rules cause similar rule enforcement, the
Restrict rule provides better performance since journaling and commit are not
required.

3.3.3 Referential Integrity and Access Paths
DB2/400 uses access paths (or indexes) to perform the referential constraint
enforcement as efficiently as possible. The DBMS, however, does not require its
own access path for this enforcement. When a constraint is added to a physical
file, the system first tries to share an existing path; if one cannot be shared, then
a new access path is created. This sharing is similar to the sharing performed
for logical files today.
When a constraint is added to a physical file and an access path matching the
constraint criteria exists, this access path is shared and the ownership of the
access path itself is transferred to the physical file. Similarly, if a logical file
access path is shared, then access path ownership is transferred from the
logical file to the physical file. If an existing access path cannot be shared, a
new one is created and owned by the physical file. The user does not have
direct access to this newly created access path.
Similarly, when a logical file or an SQL index is created on a physical file with
existing constraints, the system tries to share the constraint access paths as
well (see DB2 for AS/400 Database Programming, SC41-5701 for detailed
information about access path sharing).
If the existing access path has more than one key field the constraint only shares
that access path if they are defined with the same key fields in the same
sequence. Partial sharing is not allowed. If the existing access path has been
created over FLD1, FLD2, and FLD3, when you create a constraint, that access
path is shared only if the key of the constraint exactly matches FLD1, FLD2, and
FLD3. If, for instance, the constraint is defined over just FLD1 and FLD2, the
system has to build a new access path.
When an SQL index or logical file is deleted and the associated access path is
shared by a constraint, the actual access path is left and ownership remains with
associated physical file. Similarly, when a file constraint is removed and the
access path is being shared, ownership is transferred back to the corresponding
logical file or SQL index. If the constraint is not sharing an access path, both the
constraint and the associated access path are removed.
Physical file constraints are not separate objects such as logical files and SQL
indexes. Referential Integrity constraints and their associated access paths are
part of the file description. In fact, when a physical file is saved, the system also
saves all the constraints and their associated access paths that have been
defined for that file.
On the contrary, when you save a physical file that has related logical files, the
user is responsible for saving these logical files. For this reason, when a unique
keyed access path is required, define a unique constraint instead of a logical file
or an SQL index.
Since they provide a keyed access path, physical file constraints are similar to
logical files. If you run an SQL query on a file with constraints defined over it,
you will see that the query optimizer evaluates all the access paths available:
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logical files, SQL indexes, and constraint access paths (see the example on page
21).
For example, let′s consider the ORDERDTL file in Order Entry database. This file
has a primary key constraint defined on the fields ORHNBR, PRDNBR, and a
referential constraint with foreign key ORHNBR and parent key ORHNBR in the
ORDERHDR file. If we create an SQL index ORDDTLIDX with key fields ORHNBR
and PRDNBR:

CREATE INDEX ORDENTL/ORDDTLIDX
ON ORDENTL/ORDERDTL
(ORDER_NUMBER, PRODUCT_NUMBER)
We find the following message in the job log:

CPI3210: File ORDDTLIDX in ORDENTL shares access path.
The second level text specifies that the logical owner of the access path is
member ORDERDTL in the ORDENTL/ORDERDTL file.
On the other hand, you might create the ORDERDTL file without a primary key
constraint and create a unique logical file over ORDER_NUMBER and
PRODUCT_NUMBER. If afterwards you add a referential constraint over the
same fields (see Section 3.4, “Creating a Referential Constraint” on page 23),
you receive the following message:

CPI3210: File ORDERDTL in ORDENTL shares access path.
The second level text specifies that the logical owner of the access path is
member ORDERDTL in the ORDENTL/ORDERDTL file. The system shares the
existing access path built when the logical file was created, but the ownership of
the access path itself is transferred to the physical file ORDERDTL.
If we update a record in ORDERDTL, in the job log, we can read:





Display All Messages
Job . . :

P23KRZ75D

User . . :

ITSCID07

System:
Number . . . :

SYSTEM03
003869

4 > DSPJOB
ODP created.
Blocking used for query.
All access paths were considered for file ORDERDTL. 1
Additional access path reason codes were used.
Arrival sequence access was used for file ORDERDTL.
ODP created.
ODP deleted.
1 rows updated in ORDERDTL in ORDENTL.
More...
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F17=Top

F18=Bottom





Figure 3. The SQL Optimizer Uses Constraint Access Paths

The second level text for the message 1 is shown in Figure 4 on page 22.
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Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :
Date sent . . . . . . :

CPI432C
Information
05/19/94

Severity . . . . . . . :

00

Time sent . . . . . . :

19:20:08

Message . . . . : All access paths were considered for file ORDERDTL.
Cause . . . . . : The OS/400 Query optimizer considered all access paths
built over member ORDERDTL of file ORDERDTL in library ORDENTL.
The list below shows the access paths considered. If file ORDERDTL in
library ORDENTL is a logical file then the access paths specified are actually
built over member ORDERDTL of physical file ORDERDTL in library ORDENTL.
Following each access path name in the list is a reason code which
explains why the access path was not used. A reason code of 0 indicates
that the access path was used to implement the query.
ORDENTL/ORDERDTL 4, ORDENTL/ORDDTL_HORD
2
The reason codes and their meanings follow:
1 - Access path was not in a valid state. The system invalidated the
access path.
2 - Access path was not in a valid state. The user requested that the
access path be rebuilt.
3 - Access path is a temporary access path (resides in library QTEMP) and
was not specified as the file to be queried.
4 - The cost to use this access path, as determined by the optimizer, was
higher than the cost associated with the chosen access method.
More...
Press Enter to continue.



F3=Exit F6=Print F9=Display message details
F21=Select assistance level

F12=Cancel



Figure 4. Physical File Constraints Evaluated by the Optimizer

In 2 ORDENTL/ORDERDTL is the access path shared by the primary key and
the SQL index ORDDTLIDX; ORDENTL/ORDDTL_HORD is the access path
created for the referential constraint ORDDTL_HORD.

3.3.3.1 File Availability
When adding a referential constraint, the DBMS exclusively locks the file and
access paths involved. The system then must verify that every foreign key value
is valid. This add and verification process can take as little as several seconds
or minutes to complete. When the existing files contain a large number of
records (hundreds of millions), this process can possibly run for hours. The add
process is much quicker when the constraint access paths are shared instead of
building them from scratch. Consider the file availability impact before creating
a constraint during normal system activity.

3.3.3.2 Referential Integrity Verification Queries
Before creating referential constraints over existing files, you might want to
check if any mismatch exists between your candidate parent and foreign keys.
Unmatched (or orphan) foreign key values can be determined with one of the
following queries. In these queries, DEPFILE is the dependent file with a foreign
key consisting of FKEYFLD while PARFILE and PKEYFLD are the parent file and
parent key.

SELECT * FROM mylib/DEPFILE
WHERE FKEYFLD NOT IN
(SELECT PKEYFLD FROM mylib/PARFILE)
or
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OPNQRYF FILE((mylib/DEPFILE) (mylib/PARFILE))
FORMAT(MYLIB/DEPFILE)
JFLD((DEPFILE/FKEYFLD PARFILE/PKEYFLD))
JDFTVAL(*ONLYDFT)
In most cases, the queries take longer to run than the system verification
process performed during the execution of ADDPFCST or CHGPFCST commands.
Please be careful with the verification queries on large files. This is probably a
good place for using DB2/400 Query Governor (CHGQRYA).

3.4 Creating a Referential Constraint
This section discusses the interfaces and commands that you can use to add a
referential constraint and create a Referential Integrity network. A Referential
Integrity network is a set of physical files linked by referential constraints. We
also use the term Cascade network to indicate a Referential Integrity network
where the constraints are linked by delete cascade rules.
Two interfaces are available for creating physical file (or table) constraints:
•

The native interface that supplies the new CL command Add Physical File
Constraint (ADDPFCST) to add a physical file constraint to a database file

•

The SQL interface that provides:
−

−

CREATE TABLE statement, which has been enhanced with the
CONSTRAINT clause that allows a table constraint to be added when
creating a table.
ALTER TABLE statement, which allows a table constraint to be added to
an existing table with the ADD clause.

Either interface can be used to define a constraint over physical files or SQL
tables. However, only SQL supports a constraint definition at table creation
time.
Note
In DB2/400, the SQL interfaces allow you to specify a column-name longer
than 10 characters. If the column-name is longer than 10 characters, a
system-column name is automatically generated. The SQL constraint
interface supports both the column-name and the system-column-name; in
contrast, only system-column-name can be specified when using the native
interface for constraint processing. See the DB2 for AS/400 SQL Reference,
SC41-5612 for further information.

3.4.1 Primary Key and Unique Constraints
The first step in creating a referential constraint is identifying the parent key. A
unique or primary key constraint can be used to identify the parent key.
Only one primary key constraint can be associated with a physical file, whereas
you can define multiple unique constraints over the same file. When a primary
key constraint is added to a physical file, the associated access path becomes
the primary access path of the file (for example, the access path used to access
the file when a OPNDBF command is issued).
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If you want to define a primary key or a unique constraint over your CUSTOMER
file with customer number (CUSNBR) as the parent key, you have several
options to choose from:
At creation time, you can define the primary key or unique constraint on the SQL
CREATE TABLE statement:

CREATE TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
(CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
............ other fields ...........
,
CONSTRAINT customer_key
PRIMARY KEY (CUSNBR))
or, similarly:

CREATE TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
(CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
............ other fields ...........
,
CONSTRAINT customer_key
UNIQUE (CUSNBR))
You can also easily add constraints to existing files as well. In this case, the
existing records must not contain any duplicate values for the unique or primary
key fields. If the system does find duplicate values, the constraint is not added
and an error message is returned.
With the native interface, the ADDPFCST command can be issued with the
following parameters:

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
TYPE(*PRIKEY)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(customer_key)

or

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
TYPE(*UNQCST)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(customer_key)

With SQL, the equivalent action takes place with the following two ALTER TABLE
statements:

ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
ADD CONSTRAINT customer_key
PRIMARY KEY (CUSNBR)

or

ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
ADD CONSTRAINT customer_key
UNIQUE (CUSNBR)

If the physical file was created uniquely-keyed (with DDS) the associated access
path is the primary access path and is a potential parent key. In this case, a
primary key constraint can be created over this file only when its fields match
those of the file′s primary access path. A unique constraint can be defined over
any set of fields in the file capable of being a unique key.
If a physical file was not created as a unique-keyed file, a user cannot add any
primary key constraint to the file; only unique constraints can be added.
If the parent file does not have an existing keyed access path that can be shared
for the primary key or unique constrain, the system creates one constraint.
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3.4.2 Referential Constraint
Let′s consider the Order Entry Database structure and the business rule existing
between CUSTOMER and ORDERHDR files as described in “Referential Integrity”
on page 12. In that scenario:
•

A user does not want anyone to create an order for a customer that does not
exist in the database. This means that we want to prevent anybody from
inserting a new record in the ORDERHDR file if its corresponding Customer
Number (CUSNBR) is not in the CUSTOMER file. This rule can be translated
into a referential integrity constraint between CUSTOMER (parent file) and
ORDERHDR (dependent file), where CUSNBR in CUSTOMER is the parent
key and CUSNBR in ORDERHDR the foreign key.

•

In addition, the user wants to prevent updates or removals of a customer in
the CUSTOMER file when outstanding orders exist in the ORDERHDR file for
this customer. To ensure this data relationship, the delete and update rule
should be set to RESTRICT or NOACTION. Both the delete and update rule
use RESTRICT for this particular example.

Using SQL, the constraint can be defined when we create ORDERHDR table:

CREATE TABLE mylib/ORDERHDR
(ORDER_NUMBER
FOR COLUMN ORHNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
........ other fields .............
,
CONSTRAINT orderhdr_cnbr
FOREIGN KEY (CUSNBR)
REFERENCES mylib/CUSTOMER (CUSNBR)
ON DELETE RESTRICT
ON UPDATE RESTRICT)
Otherwise, if ORDERHDR file already exists, using native interface:

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/ORDERHDR)
TYPE(*REFCST)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(orderhdr_cnbr)
PRNFILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
PRNKEY(CUSNBR)
DLTRULE(*RESTRICT)
UPDRULE(*RESTRICT)
or SQL interface:

ALTER TABLE mylib/ORDERHDR
ADD CONSTRAINT orderhdr_cnbr
FOREIGN KEY (CUSNBR)
REFERENCES mylib/CUSTOMER (CUSNBR)
ON DELETE RESTRICT
ON UPDATE RESTRICT
During the creation of this referential constraint, the DBMS first tries to share an
existing access path for the foreign key. If one cannot be shared, the DBMS
creates an access path. Once the foreign key access path has been identified,
DB2/400 then verifies that every non-null foreign key value has a matching
parent key.
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If the system does find invalid foreign key values during the creation of the
referential constraint, the constraint is still added to the file. The DBMS also
automatically disables the referential constraint and marks the relationship as
Check Pending. However, if invalid foreign key values are found during
constraint creation through the SQL interface, the constraint is not added to the
file.

3.4.2.1 Implicit Creation of Primary Key Constraint
DB2/400 allows you, in some cases, to define a referential constraint on a
dependent file even if there is no primary or unique key constraint defined on the
parent file. In these cases, a primary key constraint with a system-generated
name is implicitly added to the parent file. A requirement for the implicit
creation of the primary key constraint is that the fields of the parent file chosen
as parent key fields satisfy the conditions for parent keys: unique and not
null-capable. They must also match exactly the attributes of the foreign key.
The following example shows a situation where an implicit primary key
constraint is being created:

A B
.....
┌───┬───┬──────────┐
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
└───┴───┴──────────┘
PARENTF
CREATE TABLE mycoll/parentf
(A char(10) NOT NULL,
B char(15) NOT NULL, ....)

F1 F2
.....
┌───┬───┬──────────┐
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
└───┴───┴──────────┘
DEPENDF
CREATE TABLE mycoll/dependf
(F1 char(10) NOT NULL,
F2 char(15), ....)

ADDPFCST FILE(MYCOLL/DEPENDF)
TYPE(*REFCST)
KEY(F1)
CST(MYCST)
PRNFILE(MYCOLL/PARENTF)
PRNKEY(A)
DLTRULE(*RESTRICT)
UPDRULE(*RESTRICT)
Figure 5. Implicit Creation of a Primary Key Constraint

In the scenario previously described, the ADDPFCST statement generates two
constraints; MYCST that is the referential constraint for file DEPENDF, and a
system-generated constraint that is a primary key constraint on file PARENTF.
This option is available only by using the ADDPFCST command; no implicit
primary key is ever created by a CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE specifying a
FOREIGN KEY constraint.
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3.4.2.2 Multiple Constraints
You can add multiple constraints to a physical file in a single step by using the
SQL CREATE TABLE statement. For example:

CREATE TABLE mylib/ORDERHDR
(ORDER_NUMBER
FOR COLUMN ORHNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL ,
........ other fields .............
,
CONSTRAINT orderhdr_key
PRIMARY KEY (ORHNBR)
CONSTRAINT orderhdr_cnbr
FOREIGN KEY (CUSNBR)
REFERENCES mylib/CUSTOMER (CUSNBR)
ON DELETE RESTRICT
ON UPDATE RESTRICT)
This statement creates an ORDERHDR file with an ORHNBR field as the primary
key and CUSNBR as the foreign key in a referential constraint having CUSNBR in
the CUSTOMER file as a parent key and both the Delete and the Update rules set
to RESTRICT.

3.4.3 Another Example: Order Entry Scenario
Let′s set up the Referential Integrity network for the Order Entry database.
All the business rules described in “Referential Integrity” on page 12 can be
translated into physical file constraints.
•

Key fields definition:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Customer_Number (CUSNBR) must be unique in the CUSTOMER file.
Order_Number (ORHNBR) must be unique in the ORDERHDR file.
Order_Number plus Product_Number (ORHNBR plus PRDNBR) must be
unique in the ORDERDTL file.
SalesRep_Number plus Customer_Number (SRNBR plus CUSNBR) must
be unique in the SALESCUS file.
Supplier_Number (SPLNBR) must be unique in the SUPPLIER file.
Product_Number (PRDNBR) must be unique in the STOCK file.

Each of them identifies the primary access path and can potentially be
defined as a parent key.
•

An order should not be inserted into the ORDERHDR file unless it references
an existing customer in the CUSTOMER file. This relationship identifies a
referential constraint between ORDERHDR and the CUSTOMER file. A
customer should not be deleted or have their customer number changed
when outstanding orders for this customer exist in the ORDERHDR file. This
relationship can be enforced with the delete and update rules set to
RESTRICT.

•

An order detail entry should not be inserted into the ORDERDTL file without
referencing a valid order number in the ORDERHDR file. This relationship
identifies a referential constraint between ORDERDTL and ORDERHDR files.
When an order is deleted, all of its order detail rows have to be deleted as
well; an order number should not be updated when it has existing detail
rows in the ORDERDTL file. This leads to choosing a delete rule of
CASCADE and an update rule of RESTRICT.

•

A sales representative should not be inserted in the SALESCUS file until the
associated customer exists in the CUSTOMER file. This identifies a
referential constraint between SALESCUS and CUSTOMER files. When a
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customer is removed, the corresponding sales representatives information
should be removed as well; again, the customer number cannot be changed
if it is referenced by records in the SALESCUS. Thus, the update rule should
be RESTRICT and the delete rule CASCADE.
Let′s focus on the local database: CUSTOMER, ORDERHDR, ORDERDTL, and
SALESREP files:
┌──────────────────┐
│
CUSTOMER
│
└──────────────────┘
delete CASCADE
delete RESTRICT
update RESTRICT
│
│ update RESTRICT
┌─────────┘
└────────┐
│
│
┌────────┴─────────┐
┌────────┴─────────┐
│
SALESCUS
│
│
ORDERHDR
│
└──────────────────┘
└──────────────────┘
│ delete CASCADE
│ update RESTRICT
┌────────┴─────────┐
│
ORDERDTL
│
└──────────────────┘

Figure 6. Order Entry Referential Integrity Network

To define referential constraints, the parent key has to exist before creating the
referential constraint.
Therefore:
1. Create the CUSTOMER file with:
•

Primary constraint on CUSNBR

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER) TYPE(*PRIKEY)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(CustKey)
2. Create the SALESCUS file with:
•

Unique constraint on SRNBR plus CUSNBR

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/SALECUS) TYPE(*UNQCST)
KEY((CUSNBR SRNBR))
CST(SalesCusKey)
•

Referential constraint with CUSNBR as foreign key and CUSTOMER as
parent file:

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/SALECUS) TYPE(*REFCST)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(SalesCusCNbr)
PRNFILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
PRNKEY(*PRIKEY)
DLTRULE(*CASCADE) UPDRULE(*RESTRICT)
3. Create ORDERHDR file with:
•

Primary constraint on ORHNBR

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/ORDERHDR) TYPE(*PRIKEY)
KEY(ORHNBR)
CST(OrderHKey)
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•

Referential constraint with CUSNBR as foreign key and CUSTOMER as
parent file:

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/ORDERHDR) TYPE(*REFCST)
KEY(CUSNBR)
CST(OrderHdrCNbr)
PRNFILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
PRNKEY(*PRIKEY)
DLTRULE(*RESTRICT) UPDRULE(*RESTRICT)
4. Create ORDERDTL file with:
•

Referential constraint with ORHNBR as foreign key and ORDERHDR as
parent file:

ADDPFCST FILE(mylib/ORDERDTL) TYPE(*REFCST)
KEY(ORHNBR)
CST(OrderHdrNum)
PRNFILE(mylib/ORDERHDR)
PRNKEY(ORHNBR)
DLTRULE(*CASCADE) UPDRULE(*RESTRICT)
Here is an example for the SALESCUS file using the SQL Create Table interface:

CREATE TABLE ordentl/SALESCUST
(SALESREP_NUMBER FOR COLUMN SRNBR CHAR(10) NOT NULL,
CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR(5) NOT NULL,
SALES_AMOUNT
FOR COLUMN SRAMT DEC(11,2)
NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
CONSTRAINT salescus_key PRIMARY KEY (SRNBR, CUSNBR),
CONSTRAINT salescus_cnbr FOREIGN KEY (CUSNBR)
REFERENCES ordentl/CUSTOMER (CUSNBR)
ON DELETE CASCADE
ON UPDATE RESTRICT)

3.4.4 Self-Referencing Constraints
A self-referencing constraint is a referential constraint having a primary and
foreign key in the same physical file. You can use these constraints when you
want to enforce a hierarchical structure on your data because a self-referential
constraint implements a tree-relationship among the records of your file where
the root of the tree has a null foreign key value.
When adding data to a file with a self-referential constraint, you have to follow a
precise sequence; you need to start by inserting the ″root″ value.
For example, in a company, the EMPLOYEE file contains all the employees; the
Employee_Number (EMPNO) is the primary key of the file. On the other hand,
the manager of an employee must also be an employee and has to be the parent
key of their associated employee records in the same file.
In this case, you need to define a referential constraint with MGRID as a foreign
key and EMPNO as a parent key. EMPLOYEE is both a parent and a dependent
file:
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CREATE TABLE TEST/EMPLOYEE (EMPID
INT
NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT ,
NAME
CHAR(30) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT ,
MGRID
INT
,
DEPTNO INT
,
POSITION CHAR(30) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT ,
CONSTRAINT employee_key
PRIMARY KEY (EMPID),
CONSTRAINT employee_mgr
FOREIGN KEY (MGRID)
REFERENCES test/EMPLOYEE (EMPID)
ON DELETE SET NULL
ON UPDATE RESTRICT)
In the EMPLOYEE file example, you can only insert an employee record if the
corresponding manager has already been inserted. Therefore, the first record to
insert is the Chief Executive Officer. This record′s foreign key value is NULL.
Afterwards, your insertions follow each branch of the hierarchy down to the
lowest level.

3.5 Constraints Enforcement
The enforcement of referential constraints is performed during any update or
delete of parent records and any time a dependent record is updated or deleted.

3.5.1 Locking Considerations
The DBMS uses different locks on the parent and dependent rows when
enforcing referential constraints. The lock type depends on the type of
enforcement being performed and the delete and update rules.

Foreign Key Enforcement
The sequence for inserting a dependent row or updating a foreign key value to a
non-null value is:
•

A shared lock (*SHRUPD) is obtained on the dependent file and file member.

•

An update lock is obtained on the dependent record being inserted or
updated.

•

A read lock is established on the matching record of the parent file, if it
exists.
If a matching parent key value does not exist, a referential constraint
violation is signaled (CPF502D) and the requested operation is rolled back.
All locks are released at the end of the operation.

NOACTION and RESTRICT Rule Enforcement: NOACTION and RESTRICT rule
enforcement does not require any data changes to the matching dependent
records. The DBMS performs RESTRICT enforcement immediately; NOACTION
enforcement is delayed until the logical end of the operation (see also the
example of Figure 9 on page 34).
The sequence for updating or deleting a parent key value with a NOACTION or
RESTRICT rule is:
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•

A shared lock (*SHRUPD) is obtained on the parent file and file member.

•

An update lock is obtained on the parent record being deleted or updated.
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•

A read lock is established on the first matching record in the dependent file,
if any.
If a matching foreign key value does exist, then a referential constraint
violation is signaled (CPF503A) and the requested operation is rolled back.
All locks are released at the end of the operation.

CASCADE, SET NULL, SET DEFAULT Rules: When the delete rule is CASCADE,
SET NULL, or SET DEFAULT, the delete of a parent record having matching rows
in the dependent file causes delete or update operations on the matching
dependent rows.
The sequence for deleting a parent key value with CASCADE, SET NULL, or SET
DEFAULT rules is:
•

A shared lock (*SHRUPD) is obtained on the parent file and file member.

•

An update lock is obtained on the parent record being deleted.

•

A shared lock (*SHRUPD) is obtained only on the dependent file member.
The system also logically opens and allocates the dependent file at this time.

•

All matching dependent records (if any) are allocated exclusively with an
update lock and the corresponding update or delete operation is executed.
These locks are released at the end of the logical operation or the next
explicit user commit. The DBMS does not logically close and de-allocate the
dependent file until the parent file is closed. Thus, other system functions
such as CLRPFM that need exclusive access to a file cannot work on the
dependent file until the parent file is closed.

If the system is unable to obtain the needed locks, constraint enforcement
cannot be performed and the requested operation is not allowed. This might
happen, for example, when you have just deleted a parent row with a parent key
value of ′ X′ and DB2/400 is trying to ″cascade″ that delete to the dependent file.
However, another job is actually updating the dependent row that has a foreign
key value of ′ X′ at the same time. Thus, the DBMS cannot obtain the required
locks for a cascade rule; the parent row delete request is not allowed and the
following error message is returned indicating that constraint enforcement
cannot be performed:

CPF502E: Referential constraints could not be validated for member...
See Section 3.7.1, “Referential Integrity I/O Messages” on page 46 for a further
discussion on the new CPF messages associated with referential integrity.

3.5.2 Referential Integrity Rules Ordering
When a physical file is the parent file for more than one referential constraint
and these constraints have different delete rules, the DBMS sequences the rules
as follows:
1. RESTRICT rule is applied first; therefore, if at least one of the constraints has
delete rule RESTRICT, the deletion is prevented and none of the dependent
records are updated or deleted; then:
2. CASCADE rule
3. SET NULL rule
4. SET DEFAULT rule
5. NOACTION rule
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Most database environments do not want or need different constraint rules on
the same file ( See Chapter 9, “Combining Triggers, Referential Integrity, and
Stored Procedures” on page 285 for an example on the rules ordering.)
If you have a Cascade network, deleting a record in the parent file causes the
deletion of all the matching records in the dependent file. If the dependent file is
itself a parent file in another referential constraint, the delete might propagate
actions to the lower level, and so on. If any failure occurs, the system rolls back
all the changes.
On the other hand, when you mix different delete rules in your Referential
Integrity network, you can delete a parent record only if:
•

None of the dependent files involved is a parent in a referential constraint
having delete rule RESTRICT or NOACTION.

OR
•

None of the records being deleted has any dependent record.

The following example shows this situation:
┌───────────┐
│ PF01
│
└───────────┘
CASCADE
┌──────────┘
│
┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF11
│
└───────────┘
SETNULL
CASCADE
┌───┘
└───┐
│
│
┌─────┴─────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF21
│ │ PF22
│
└───────────┘ └───────────┘

CASCADE
└───────────┐
│
┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF12
│
└───────────┘
RESTRICT
SET DEFAULT
┌───┘
└─────┐
│
│
┌─────┴─────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF23
│ │ PF24
│
└───────────┘ └───────────┘

Figure 7. Delete Propagation in a Referential Integrity Network

In the Referential Integrity network in Figure 7:
•

A delete operation on PF01 causes:
−

A deletion of the dependent records in PF11. Each of these deletes, in
turn, issues:
- Updating the related dependent records in PF21, setting the foreign
key values to NULL.
- Also deleting all of the related dependent records in the PF22 file.

−

By deleting the dependent records in PF12, each of these deletions, in
turn, causes:
- Updating the related dependent records in PF24, setting the foreign
key values to their default values.
- But for the constraint existing between PF12 and PF23, the delete
rule is RESTRICT. Therefore, if the records that are about to be
deleted in PF12 have dependent records in PF23, their deletion is
prevented. In turn, since it cannot delete all the records in PF12 file,
the system prevents even the deletion of the original record in PF01.

In this example:
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•
•

•

The delete from PF01 is executed.
The cascaded deletes to PF11 and PF12 are performed.
As soon as the records are deleted from PF12, the RESTRICT rule is
enforced.
The system issues an error message and rolls back the previous deletions,
ending the implicit commitment control cycle.

On the contrary, if you do not have any RESTRICT or NOACTION rule shown in
Figure 8, when the user or an application issues a delete on PF01:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The delete from PF01 is executed.
The cascaded deletes to PF11 and PF12 are performed.
The cascaded deletes to PF22 are performed.
The SET NULL rule on PF21 is executed.
The SET DEFAULT rule on PF24 is handled.
If any failure occurs, the system rolls back all the changes.
┌───────────┐
│ PF01
│
└───────────┘

CASCADE
┌──────────┘
│
┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF11
│
└───────────┘
SETNULL
CASCADE
┌───┘
└───┐
│
│
┌─────┴─────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF21
│ │ PF22
│
└───────────┘ └───────────┘

CASCADE
└───────────┐
│
┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF12
│
└───────────┘
SET DEFAULT
│
│
┌─────┴─────┐
│ PF24
│
└───────────┘

Figure 8. Delete Propagation in a Referential Integrity Network

Whether you use a RESTRICT rule or a NOACTION rule broadly depends on your
application environment needs and on whether you intend to add database
triggers to your database. For a discussion on how DB2/400 sequences the
Referential Integrity rules and the execution of trigger programs, refer to
Chapter 9, “Combining Triggers, Referential Integrity, and Stored Procedures”
on page 285. Even if you do not intend to define any trigger on your database,
you may still want to differentiate between RESTRICT and NOACTION, especially
if the parent key in the Referential Integrity relationship is subject to operations
affecting multiple rows such as an SQL UPDATE statement.
Consider, for instance, the following example:
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PRICETABLE
Category
Price
┌───────────┬───────┐
│Cheap
│ 10.00│
├───────────┼───────┤
│Bargain
│ 15.00│
├───────────┼───────┤
│Expensive │ 20.00│
├───────────┼───────┤
│Outrageous │ 25.00│
└───────────┴───────┘
PK

INVENTORY
ItemNo Price Description
┌──────┬───────┬───────────┐
│ 5530 │ 15.00 │
│
├──────┼───────┼───────────┤
│ 4353 │ 10.00 │
│
├──────┼───────┼───────────┤
│ 1233 │ 20.00 │
│
├──────┼───────┼───────────┤
│ 8163 │ 15.00 │
│
├──────┼───────┼───────────┤
│ 9934 │ 20.00 │
│
└──────┴───┬───┴───────────┘
│
│FK
└────────────────────┘

Figure 9. Impact of Restrict versus NOACTION

If you want to update your PRICETABLE and lower all the prices by five dollars,
you might use the following SQL statement:

UPDATE PRICETABLE SET PRICE = PRICE - 5.00

The statement runs successfully if the referential integrity rule for the constraint
shown in Figure 9 is NOACTION. After the first record is updated, a parent key
value of $10.00 no longer exists for the INVENTORY file. However, a NOACTION
rule allows the enforcement to be delayed until after all the rows have been
updated. At this point, a parent key value of $10.00 does exist and no constraint
violation is signaled.

3.5.3 A CASCADE Example
A database contains the following files:
•
•
•

ORDERH, containing the order headers
DETAIL, containing the items of any order
FEATURE, containing all the features associated to the products in the
DETAIL file

In this case, a record cannot be inserted in FEATURE if the related product is not
in the DETAIL file; likewise, you cannot insert an order item in DETAIL, if the
related order header is not in ORDERH.
On the other hand, when you delete an order, you want to remove all the related
items and all the corresponding features from the database. For this reason, we
need to define two referential constraints: the first one between FEATURE and
DETAIL, the second one between DETAIL and ORDERH. For both constraints, the
delete rule must be CASCADE. The update rule can be either RESTRICT or
NOACTION.
Let′s create the tables previously described:

CREATE TABLE TEST/ORDERH
(ORDER_NUMBER
FOR COLUMN ORHNBR CHAR (5)
CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR (5)
ORDER_INS_DATE FOR COLUMN ORHDTE DATE NOT
ORDER_DELIV_DATE FOR COLUMN ORHDLY DATE NOT
ORDER_TOTAL FOR COLUMN ORHTOT DEC(11,2) NOT
CONSTRAINT ORDERH_KEY PRIMARY KEY (ORHNBR))
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NOT NULL,
NOT NULL,
NULL,
NULL,
NULL WITH DEFAULT 0,

CREATE TABLE TEST/DETAIL
(ORDER_NUMBER
FOR COLUMN ORHNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL,
PRODUCT_NUMBER FOR COLUMN PRDNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL,
PRODUCT_QUANTITY FOR COLUMN PRDQTY DEC (5, 0) NOT NULL,
PRODUCT_TOTAL
FOR COLUMN PRDTOT DEC (9, 2) NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT DETAIL_KEY PRIMARY KEY (ORHNBR, PRDNBR),
CONSTRAINT DETAIL_ORD FOREIGN KEY (ORHNBR)
REFERENCES TEST/ORDERH (ORHNBR)
ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE RESTRICT)

CREATE TABLE TEST/FEATURE
(ORDER_NUMBER
FOR COLUMN ORHNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL,
PRODUCT_NUMBER FOR COLUMN PRDNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL,
FEATURE_NUMBER FOR COLUMN FTRNBR CHAR (5) NOT NULL,
FEATURE_QUANTITY FOR COLUMN FTRQTY DEC(5,0) NOT NULL,
FEATURE_TOTAL
FOR COLUMN FTRTOT DEC(9,2) NOT NULL,
CONSTRAINT FTR_KEY PRIMARY KEY (ORHNBR, PRDNBR, FTRNBR),
CONSTRAINT FTR_PRD FOREIGN KEY (ORHNBR, PRDNBR)
REFERENCES TEST/DETAIL (ORHNBR,PRDNBR)
ON DELETE CASCADE ON UPDATE RESTRICT)
If TEST is not an SQL collection, you must explicitly start journaling the files to
the same journal. The following commands create the journal and journal
receiver and then start journaling for ORDERH, DETAIL, and FEATURE:

CRTJRNRCV JRNRCV(mylib/JRNRCV)
CRTJRN JRN(mylib/JRN) JRNRCV(mylib/JRNRCV)
MNGRCV(*SYSTEM) DLTRCV(*YES)
STRJRNPF FILE(TEST/ORDERH
TEST/DETAIL
TEST/FEATURE)
JRN(mylib/JRN)
You can insert a complete order interactively or through an application
according to the following logic sequence:
•

Insert the order data into ORDERH.

•

Insert a product into DETAIL. If this item has features:
−

Insert the related features into FEATURE.

Repeat this point down to the last order item.
If any error occurs during this process, issue a ROLLBACK; if all the operations
end successfully, you might COMMIT the inserts.
For example, you might insert the order data shown in Figure 12 on page 38.
If you try to insert a dependent record before inserting the related parent record,
the system cannot perform the insert and an error message is issued. In our
example, if the following insert statement:

INSERT INTO TEST/DETAIL VALUES (′77120′, ′00200′, 5, 500)
is performed before inserting the corresponding order header data in ORDERH,
the system issues the message:
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CPF502D: Referential constraint violation on member DETAIL.
The second-level text explains that you cannot insert that record because it does
not match any parent key.





Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :
Date sent . . . . . . :

CPF502D
Notify
06/05/94

Severity . . . . . . . :

30

Time sent . . . . . . :

18:11:17

Message . . . . : Referential constraint violation on member DETAIL.
Cause . . . . . : The operation being performed on member DETAIL file
DETAIL in library TEST failed. Constraint DETAIL_ORD prevents record number
0 from being inserted or updated in member DETAIL of dependent file DETAIL
in library TEST because a matching key value was not found in member ORDERH
of parent file ORDERH in library TEST. If the record number is zero, then
the error occurred on an insert operation. The constraint rule is 1. The
constraint rules are:
1 -- *RESTRICT
2 -- *NOACTION
Recovery . . . : Either specify a different file, change the file, or
change the program. Then try your request again.
More...
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F6=Print F9=Display message details
F21=Select assistance level

F12=Cancel





Figure 10. Inserting a Foreign Key Not Matching A n y Parent Key Value

Likewise, if you try to update a row in DETAIL having matching records in
FEATURE, for example:

UPDATE TEST/DETAIL SET PRDNBR = ′99999′
WHERE PRDNBR = ′00420′
the system issues the following message:

CPF503A: Referential constraint violation on member DETAIL.
The second-level text explains that you cannot update that product number
because it has depending features:
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Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :
Date sent . . . . . . :

CPF503A
Sender copy
06/05/94

Severity . . . . . . . :

30

Time sent . . . . . . :

18:27:26

Message . . . . : Referential constraint violation on member DETAIL.
Cause . . . . . : The operation being performed on member DETAIL file
DETAIL in library TEST failed. Constraint FTR_PRD prevents record number 3
from being deleted or updated in member DETAIL of parent file DETAIL in
library TEST because a matching key value exists in member FEATURE of
dependent file FEATURE in library TEST. The constraint rule is 1. The
constraint rules are:
1 -- *RESTRICT
2 -- *NOACTION
Recovery . . . : Either specify a different file, change the file, or
change the program. Then try your request again.
Possible choices for replying to message . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
More...
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F6=Print F9=Display message details
F21=Select assistance level

F12=Cancel





Figure 11. Updating a Parent Key Having Matching Foreign Keys

From Figure 12 on page 38, you can see how deleting from one of the files
propagates to the dependent files. For example, the deletion of the product
number 00420 from DETAIL issues the delete of three records in FEATURE.
Deleting the order number 77120 itself causes the deletion of three records in
DETAIL; each of them propagates the delete to its matching records in FEATURE.
So with a single statement, all the matching rows in the cascade network are
deleted:

DELETE FROM TEST/ORDERH
WHERE ORHNBR = ′77120′
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ORDERH
┌────────┬────────┬────────────┬────────────┬─────────┐
│ ORHNBR │ CUSNBR │ ORHDTE
│ ORHDTY
│ ORHTOT │
├────────┼────────┼────────────┼────────────┼─────────┤
┌──┤ 77120 │ 00123 │ 1994-05-31 │ 1994-06-30 │ 1300
│
│ └────────┴────────┴────────────┴────────────┴─────────┘
│
PK
│
│
│
│
DETAIL
FK
┌─────────┬────────┬────────┬─────────┐
│ │ ORHNBR │ PRDNBR │ PRDQTY │ PRDTOT │
│ ├─────────┼────────┼────────┼─────────┤
├─│ 77120 │ 00200 │
5 │
500 │──────────────┐
├─│ 77120 │ 00420 │
10 │
400 │────────────┐ │
└─│ 77120 │ 00500 │
8 │
400 │──────────┐ │ │
└─────────┴────────┴────────┴─────────┘
│ │ │
│
│
│ │ │
└───PK───┘
│ │ │
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
│
│ │ │
┌───FK───┐
│ │ │
FEATURE
│
│
│ │ │
┌─────────┬────────┬────────┬────────┬─────────┐ │ │ │
│ ORHNBR │ PRDNBR │ FTRNBR │ FTRQTY │ FTRTOT │ │ │ │
├─────────┼────────┼────────┼────────┼─────────┤ │ │ │
│ 77120 │ 00500 │ GK004 │
1 │
50 │┤ │ │
│ 77120 │ 00500 │ RF321 │
1 │
20 │┘ │ │
│
│
│
│
│
│ │ │
│ 77120 │ 00420 │ QQ997 │
1 │
60 │──┤ │
│ 77120 │ 00420 │ QQ001 │
2 │
40 │──┤ │
│ 77120 │ 00420 │ RD441 │
1 │
10 │──┘ │
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│ 77120 │ 00200 │ YH532 │
2 │
80 │────┘
└─────────┴────────┴────────┴────────┴─────────┘
Figure 12. Example of a Cascade Network

In a cascade network with multiple levels, DB2/400 implements what is called the
breadth cascade as opposed to the depth cascade implemented elsewhere. In
the scenario described in Figure 12, DB2/400 deletes the record from the Order
Header file first, then all the records from the Detail file, and last, all the records
from the Feature file. See also Figure 110 on page 288 for a discussion of how
the Referential Integrity rule interacts with one another in a cascade network.

3.6 Journaling and Commitment Control
As stated in Section 3.3.2, “Journaling and Commitment Control Requirements”
on page 19, if a Referential Integrity network has update and delete rules other
than RESTRICT, then the DBMS requires journaling and commitment control.
Again, this requirement helps DB2/400 ensure the atomicity of operations that
change or delete multiple records due to referential constraints. Either all of the
record operations must complete or none of them.
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For example, when you delete a record that activates a chain of cascaded
deletes: if some failure occurs during the cascade process before the DBMS can
delete all the dependent records, all the records deleted so far are un-deleted
and the parent and dependent files are returned to their previous state.
Journaling and commitment control enable the DBMS to ensure this type of
transaction atomicity.
Both the parent and dependent files must be journaled and journaled to the
same receiver. (Technically, only the parent file needs to be journaled for NO
ACTION rules). In addition, the user is responsible for starting the journaling of
their physical files.
However, the user can utilize system change journal management when setting
up the journaling environment to offload journal management responsibilities to
the system. If MNGRCV(*SYSTEM) and DLTRCV(*YES) are specified on the
CRTJRN or CHGJRN commands, the system automatically manages the
attachment of a new journal receiver and delete the old receiver after the new
one has been attached. Thus, the user can choose to just start journaling and
let the system take care of the management work.
In contrast, the system implicitly starts a commitment control cycle for the user if
the delete or update rule requires commitment control whenever the current
application or user is running with no commitment control.
This implicit commitment control cycle is transparent to the user and application
program. If any failure occurs before the update or delete operation has been
carried out by the system, all the changes related to the database operation are
rolled back automatically. Other changes previously made by the application are
not affected by this automatic roll-back.
Let′s consider the example in Figure 12 on page 38 where the application
working on those files is not using commitment control.

.......

UPDATE ..... 1

┌─remove
│
INSERT ..... 1
│ remove
│
DELETE FROM TEST/ORDERH
│ remove
WHERE ORHNBR = ′77120′───┤
│ remove
2│
│ remove
│
│ remove
│
└─remove

77120 from ORDERH
00200 from DETAIL
00420 from DETAIL
......
GK004 from FEATURE

│
│Automatic
│ Rollback
│
│
│
3

RF321 from FEATURE
......
RD441 from FEATURE
YH532 from FEATURE

Figure 13. System-started Commitment Control Cycle

The application Figure 13 does not use commitment control. When the DELETE
operation is performed, DB2/400 activates an implicit commitment control cycle
( 2). If a failure occurs in 3, the records removed are placed back into the
files. Any changes in 1 are not affected by automatic roll-back.
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In Figure 14 on page 40, you can see the same scenario as previously
described, but with a native RPG ILE program handling the delete cascade.

FORDERH
FAnother

UF A E
UF E

C
C

C
C

keyval

K DISK
K DISK COMMIT
...
UPDATE
AnotherFmt 1
...
WRITE
ORDERH
recordstr 1
...
...
MOVEL
′77120′
keyval
DELETE
ORDERH
┌─
│ remove 77120 from ORDERH
│
│
│ remove 00200 from DETAIL
│
│
│
│ remove 00420 from DETAIL
│
│
......
│
2│ remove GK004 from FEATURE 3│
│
│ remove RF321 from FEATURE
│
......
│ remove RD441 from FEATURE
│
│ remove YH532 from FEATURE
└─
...

99

Figure 14. A Native Application and a Delete Cascade

3.6.1 Referential Integrity Journal Entries
A new attribute has been added to the journal entries to identify which journal
entries were created as a result of referential constraint enforcement. The term
side-effect journal entries is used in this discussion to refer to these new entries.
This side-effect information is identified by the new parameter Ref Constraint
(Yes/No) in the Display Journal Entry Details display. If a record is deleted from
a dependent file directly, the change is recorded into the journal with an entry
specifying Ref Constraint(No); if the same record is deleted by DB2/400 as the
result of enforcing a Delete CASCADE rule, the system records a side-effect
journal entry having Ref Constraint(Yes).
Similar information has been added for Triggers; see Section 5.7, “Trigger
Journal Entries” on page 156 for a detailed discussion.
If you consider the example in Figure 12 on page 38, when you delete a record
from ORDERH, the system automatically removes all the related products and,
for each product, all the corresponding features. When you remove the order
77120:

DELETE FROM TEST/ORDERH
WHERE ORHNBR = ′77120′
the system logs the following journal entries:
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Display Journal Entries
Journal . . . . . . :

QSQJRN

Library . . . . . . :

TEST

Type options, press Enter.
5=Display entire entry
Opt

Sequence Code Type Object
2304 F
OP ORDERH
2305 C
BC
2306 C
SC
2309 R
DL ORDERH
2311 R
DL DETAIL
2312 R
DL DETAIL
2313 R
DL DETAIL
2315 R
DL FEATURE
2316 R
DL FEATURE
2317 R
DL FEATURE
2318 R
DL FEATURE
2319 R
DL FEATURE
2320 R
DL FEATURE
2322 F
CL ORDERH
2323 C
EC

Library
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST

Job
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D
P23KRZ75D



Time
22:37:02
22:37:03
22:37:03
22:37:03
22:37:04
22:37:04
22:37:04
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:05
22:37:06



Figure 15. Journal Entries after Deleting a Parent Record

OP means Open Member, CL is Close Member, and DL means Delete Record.
The BC entry corresponds to a Start Commitment Control operation and the SC
entry is a Start of Commit cycle (the delete action was performed with
Commitment Control level *CHG).
After the parent file has been opened and the commitment control cycle has
been started, an application first deletes the parent record (Entry# - 2309). The
DBMS then gets control and enforces the associated Delete CASCADE rules,
causing all the matching rows in the dependent file (all the products) and
eventually all the features related to the products to be deleted. Side-effect
journal entries (2311-2320) are logged as a result of the constraint enforcement
perfomed by DB2/400.
Note
Until the parent file is closed (Entry# - 2322) in this delete cascade operation,
you cannot execute a CHGJRN command on this journal. This is due to the
fact that the system requires that all of the files involved in this logical
transaction to be closed so that a synchronization point can be established
for this journal. After this synch point has been establish, the system
de-allocates the journal, making it available to any system function.

.
If you use option 5 on the DL entry for the ORDERH file, the complete entry for
the explicit parent key delete is shown in Figure 16 on page 42.
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Display Journal Entry
Object
Member
Code .
Type .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Column
00001

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

ORDERH
Library . . . . . . :
ORDERH
Sequence . . . . . . :
R - Operation on specific record
DL - Record deleted

TEST
2309

Entry specific data
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5
′77120001231994-05-311994-06-30
′

Bottom
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F6=Display only entry specific data
F10=Display only entry details F12=Cancel F24=More keys





Figure 16. Journal Entry Information for a Delete Cascade Operation

The corresponding entry details are shown in Figure 17.





Display Journal Entry Details
Journal . . . . . . :
Sequence . . . . . . :

QSQJRN
2309

Code . . . . . . . . :
Type . . . . . . . . :

R - Operation on specific record
DL - Record deleted

Object . .
Member . .
Date . . .
Count/RRN

ORDERT
ORDERT
06/07/94
2

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

Job . . . . . . . . :
User profile . . . . :
Commit cycle ID . . :

Library . . . . . . :

Library
Flag . .
Time . .
Program

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

005547/ITSCID07/P23KRZ75D
USERID07
Ref Constraint . . . :
2306
Trigger . . . . . . :

TEST

TEST
1
22:37:03
QCMD
No 1
No

Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F10=Display entry F12=Cancel
F15=Display only entry specific data

F14=Display previous entry





Figure 17. Showing an Application Related Journal Entry

In 1, the system reports that this delete operation was not the result of
referential constrain enforcement.
In contrast, the side-effect entry details all specify Ref Constraint: YES. For
example, the complete entry 2311 is shown in Figure 18 on page 43.
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Display Journal Entry
Object
Member
Code .
Type .

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Column
00001

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

DETAIL
Library . . . . . . :
DETAIL
Sequence . . . . . . :
R - Operation on specific record
DL - Record deleted

TEST
2311

Entry specific data
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5
′7712000420
′

Bottom
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F6=Display only entry specific data
F10=Display only entry details F12=Cancel F24=More keys





Figure 18. Journal Entry Information for a Dependent Record

This deletes the product 00420 and the corresponding detailed information is
shown in Figure 19.





Display Journal Entry Details
Journal . . . . . . :
Sequence . . . . . . :

QSQJRN
2311

Code . . . . . . . . :
Type . . . . . . . . :

R - Operation on specific record
DL - Record deleted

Object . .
Member . .
Date . . .
Count/RRN

DETAIL
DETAIL
06/07/94
3

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

Job . . . . . . . . :
User profile . . . . :
Commit cycle ID . . :

Library . . . . . . :

Library
Flag . .
Time . .
Program

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:

005547/ITSCID07/P23KRZ75D
USERID07
Ref Constraint . . . :
2306
Trigger . . . . . . :

TEST

TEST
1
22:37:04
QCMD
Yes 2
No

Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit F10=Display entry F12=Cancel
F15=Display only entry specific data



F14=Display previous entry



Figure 19. Journal Entry Details for a Referential Integrity Side-effect Journal Entry

Notice that the field marked with 2 means that this delete operation was
performed by the DBMS due to referential constraint enforcement.
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3.6.2 Journal Changes Apply and Referential Integrity
When you apply or remove journal changes, DB2/400 does not allow referential
constraints to prevent the recovery of your database files. Although each apply
or remove change is allowed, the associated referential constraints are
constantly verified to prevent you from violating the referential integrity of your
database. If the journal change does violate Referential Integrity, the constraint
is marked as check pending and the system continues onto the next journal
entry. See the Check Pending discussion in Section 3.8.1, “Constraint States” on
page 47.
Moreover, during the process of applying or removing journal changes, update
and delete rules are ignored. If you have a cascade delete rule, for instance,
removing a record from the parent file does not remove any of the dependent
records. This is because the dependent record changes are also recorded in
your journal with the side-effect journal entries discussed in Section 3.6.1,
“Referential Integrity Journal Entries” on page 40 and these entries can be
applied as well.
This design allows you to use the journal entries to recover your database files
to a known state without violating the integrity of your database.
To avoid check pending situations, you must apply or remove journal changes on
all files in your Referential Integrity network to ensure that your related parent
and dependent files are recovered to the same data level.
For instance, let′s consider the example in Figure 12 on page 38.
If you experience a data loss, you might need to restore all the files in the
Referential Integrity network. When you apply the journal changes, include all
the files involved in the Referential Integrity network:

APYJRNCHG JRN(TEST/QSQJRN)
FILE((*ALL))
CMTBDY(*YES)
In this way, you are protected from check pending conditions and from data
inconsistencies.
On the other hand, if you apply the journal entries only to ORDERH, the order
77120 is deleted, but all the related products are still in the database. The
system allows you to apply the journal changes with the following command:

APYJRNCHG JRN(TEST/QSQJRN)
FILE((TEST/ORDERH))
CMTBDY(*YES)
The DETAIL_ORD constraint (between ORDERH and DETAIL) is found in the
established/enabled state with check pending status YES. To bring the two files
back to the same data level, you might also apply the journal changes to the
other files in the network.
In our example, DETAIL and FEATURE:

APYJRNCHG JRN(TEST/QSQJRN)
FILE((TEST/DETAIL) (TEST/FEATURE))
CMTBDY(*YES)
At this point, you have to re-enable the constraints so that the system can
re-verify this relationship.
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The following diagram summarizes which database changes can cause a check
pending condition (marked with CP) when they are applied through an Apply
Journal Changes (APYJRNCHG) command only to a parent or only to a
dependent file, and similarly, when they are removed from not all the files of the
network.

On dependent file:

On parent file:

┌────────┬─────┬──────┐
│
│ APY │ RMV │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Insert │ CP │ -- │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Update │ CP │ CP │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Delete │ -- │ CP │
└────────┴─────┴──────┘

┌────────┬─────┬──────┐
│
│ APY │ RMV │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Insert │ -- │ CP │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Update │ CP │ CP │
├────────┼─────┼──────┤
│ Delete │ CP │ -- │
└────────┴─────┴──────┘

Always apply or remove journal entries within commit boundaries, starting from
the beginning of a logical unit of work down to the end of a logical unit of work,
since the system guarantees the data consistency within the commit boundaries.
Therefore, when you apply journal changes, set the CMTBDY value to *YES in
APYJRNCHG command.

3.7 Referential Integrity Application Impacts
Before Referential Integrity has been implemented, referential integrity
validations must be performed by the application program. Now you can let
DB2/400 ensure your data integrity through the Referential Integrity constraints.
We have already said that using Referential Integrity may improve your
application performance because the integrity checks are much more efficient
and quicker when performed at the operating system level rather than by an
application.
However, once a programmer has defined referential constraints to the DBMS,
the existing integrity checks should be removed from the application program.
Otherwise, the application performance will degrade because the same checking
is being performed twice (at the application level and at the system level).
The application programmer must also consider the fact that once the
Referential Integrity constraints are defined to the DBMS, Referential Integrity
enforcement is performed at all times on all interfaces. If you have applications
that only need the data to be consistent at specific points in time or applications
where the inconsistency is accepted because another program will correct it,
then DBMS referential constraints will probably prevent these applications from
running smoothly. A programmer must verify that the DBMS-supported
Referential Integrity matches the integrity and business rules currently enforced
by their applications.
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3.7.1 Referential Integrity I/O Messages
Several new error messages have been defined to handle the errors occurring
during Referential Integrity enforcement. Instead of coding integrity checks into
your application programs, coding is now needed to handle the new Referential
Integrity error conditions that can be raised by DB2/400 during referential
constraint enforcement.

Notify Messages: There are three new notify messages for Referential Integrity
errors:
CPF502D: Referential constraint violation member <member name>
This message is issued when the user or the application tries to insert or update
a foreign key and a matching parent key value does not exist.
CPF502E: Referential constraints could not be validated for member <member
name>
This message is issued when the system cannot validate a referential constraint
because of a record or a file lock.
CPF503A: Referential constraint violation on member <member name>
This message is issued when the delete rule is NOACTION or RESTRICT and the
user or the application tries to delete or update a parent key having matching
foreign key values.
These messages have a severity 30 and the default reply is Cancel.

Escape Messages: There are two new escape messages for Referential Integrity
errors:
CPF523B: Referential constraint error processing member <member name>
This message is issued when the system cannot enforce a referential constraint.
CPF523C: Referential constraints journal error
This message is issued when the system cannot enforce a referential constraint
because the corresponding parent and dependent files are not journaled or they
are not journaled to the same journal.
Both messages have a severity 30 and fall into the range of escape messages
that are unrecoverable.

3.7.1.1 Handling Referential Integrity Messages in Applications
To handle these messages, new file status codes have been provided for ILE
languages. In the OPM environment, any message due to errors in Referential
Integrity enforcement maps to the existing I/O error status codes: ″01299″ for
RPG/400 and ″90″ for COBOL/400.

Referential Integrity Messages in ILE RPG Programs: You can check the new
status ″01222″ if you want to handle the CPF502E message. There is also a
corresponding inquiry message RNQ1222 and a corresponding escape message
RNX1222; both of them have severity 99 and the following text:

Unable to allocate a record in file &7 due to referential
constraint error (R C G D F).
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Status ″01022″ will handle CPF502D and CPF503A. There is also a corresponding
inquiry message RNQ1022 and a corresponding escape message RNX1022; both
of them have severity 99 and the following text:

Referential constraint error on file &7.
The existing status code ″01299″ and the corresponding inquiry message
RNQ1299 and escape message RNX1299 are used to handle the escape
messages CPF523C and CPF523B.

Referential Integrity Messages in ILE COBOL Programs: Status ″9R″ handles all
the notify messages previously listed for Referential Integrity exceptions.
Both escape messages are handled by the status code ″90″ set for the
exceptions in the CPF5200 range.
Referential Integrity Messages in ILE C Programs: ILE/C maps these messages
to the existing error number values.
SQLCODE Values Mapping Referential Integrity Messages: SQLCODE 530
handles the notify message CPF502D.
SQLCODE 531 indicates that you are updating a parent key with matching
dependent records.
SQLCODE 532 indicates that you are deleting a parent key with matching
dependent records.
See Figure 42 on page 106 for a coding example about error handling when
using Referential Integrity.

3.8 Referential Integrity Constraint Management
This section describes:
•
•
•
•
•

Constraint states
Check pending condition
Commands you can use to manage Referential Integrity constraints
Save and restore
How to get information about Referential Integrity constraints

3.8.1 Constraint States
A referential constraint can be in one of the following states:
•

DEFINED state: The constraint definition exists at the file level, but the
constraint is not enforced. Defined constraints are purely definitional and not
functional. The file members do not have to exist for the constraint to be
defined.
−
−

•

Defined/ENABLED: A constraint that remains enabled when it is moved
to the established state
Defined/DISABLED. A constraint that remains disabled when it is moved
to the established state

ESTABLISHED state: A referential constraint is established when the foreign
key attributes match those of the parent key and both files contain a
member. The constraint has now been formally created in the DBMS. In
this state, the constraint can be:
−

Established/ENABLED: DB2/400 enforces referential integrity for this
constraint.
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−

Established/DISABLED: DB2/400 does not enforce Referential Integrity
for a constraint in this state. However, the access paths associated with
the constraint are still maintained.

See DB2 for AS/400 Database Programming, SC41-5701 for a complete discussion
of constraint states.

3.8.2 Check Pending
A referential constraint is placed in check pending status if the DBMS
determines that mismatches may exist between the parent and foreign keys.
The check pending status only applies to referential constraints in the
established/enabled state.
There are several operations that can cause a check pending condition:
•
•
•
•

Adding referential constraints to existing files with invalid data
Abnormal system failures
Save/Restore operations
Apply/Remove journal changes

When a referential constraint relationship has been marked as check pending,
the associated parent and dependent files can be opened, but the system does
impose some restrictions on the I/O operations to those files:
•

Only read and insert operations are allowed on the parent file.

•

No I/O operations are allowed on the dependent file.

The system imposes these restrictions to ensure that applications and users are
not accessing and changing records that are possibly inconsistent and there by
violating referential integrity.
To move a constraint relationship out of check pending, you must use disable
(CHGPFCST) to disable the constraint that allows any I/O operations to be
performed on the parent and dependent file. You can then correct your parent
and foreign key values so that they again meet referential integrity. Once the
data corrections have been completed, you can then enable the constraint that
causes DB2/400 to process and verify that every non-null foreign key value is
valid. If this verification does find mismatches, the relationship is again marked
as check pending and the process repeats itself.
The check pending status of a file can be determined with the WRKPFCST
command (refer to Figure 21 on page 52) and the DSPFD command (refer to
Figure 24 on page 57).

3.8.3 Constraint Commands
The commands provided to manage Referential Integrity constraints are:
•
•
•
•
•
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Change Physical File Constraint (CHGPFCST)
Display Check Pending Constraint (DSPCPCST)
Work with Physical File Constraints (WRKPFCST)
Edit Check Pending Constraint (EDTCPCST)
Remove Physical File Constraint (RMVPFCST)
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3.8.3.1 CHGPFCST Command
Change Physical File Constraint (CHGPFCST) command provides a way to:
•

ENABLE a referential constraint:

The enable causes the system to verify the data integrity of the specified
constraint (for example, every non-null foreign key value has a matching
parent key). If the verification is successful, the referential constraint is
enforced by DB2/400. Remember that this enable process may not be a
short-running operation when the associated files contain a large number of
records.
•

DISABLE a referential constraint:

Disabling a constraint essentially turns off referential integrity for that
constraint relationship. Although the constraint is still defined in the DBMS,
the DBMS no longer enforces Referential Integrity for the the disabled
constraint relationship. Any I/O operation is allowed on the parent and
dependent file, even if that operation violates referential integrity.
As mentioned in the Check Pending section, the disable option is used with
check pending constraints so that users can clean up their parent and
foreign key data before having the system re-verify the constraint.
Disabling a constraint can allow faster file I/O operations in performance
critical situations. However, you must consider the trade-off in this situation.
While the constraint is disabled, the data can violate referential integrity and
you are unaware of the violation until the constraint is re-enabled; in
addition, you must wait for the system to re-verify all of your foreign key
values on the re-enable.
To limit your data integrity exposure when a constraint is disabled, first use
the ALCOBJ command to exclusively lock the files associated with the
constraint to be disabled. This allocation prevents other users from
changing the file data while the constraint is disabled. The DLCOBJ
command can then be used to free the files once the referential constraint
has been re-enabled.
Before enabling or disabling a constraint, the system obtains:
•
•

Exclusive-allow read locks on parent file, member and access paths
Exclusive-no read locks on dependent file, member and access paths

These locks are released at the end of the CHGPFCST command.

3.8.3.2 DSPCPCST Command
Display constraints in the Check Pending Status (DSPCPCST) command can be
used on referential constraints that are in a disabled state to display which
records in the dependent file do not have matching parent key values thereby
causing the check pending condition.
The following example shows how the DSCPCPCST output can be used to fix up
a constraint that is currently marked as check pending. In the Order Entry
database, we define a referential constraint ORDERHDR_CNBR (Parent Key and
Foreign Key is the Customer_Number field in both files) between existing
CUSTOMER and ORDERHDR files having the following contents:
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Table 7. CUSTOMER File
CUSTOMER_NUMBER

CUSTOMER_NAME

...

10509

Benson M a r y

15006

Smith Steven

...

14030

Peterson Robert

...

13007

Robinson Richard

...

21603

White Paul

...

Table 8. ORDERHDR File
ORDER_NUMBER

...

CUSTOMER_NUMBER

ORDER_DATE

00010

...

10509

05/08/94

00020

...

10509

05/09/94

02020

...

12312

02/03/94

02021

...

12312

04/13/94

02022

...

12312

04/25/94

The constraint is marked as check pending because ORDERHDR contains
records related to Customer 12312, which does not exist in the CUSTOMER file.
In this case:
1. Lock up your Referential Integrity network with the ALCOBJ command while
you are correcting your parent and foreign key data.

ALCOBJ OBJ((CUSTOMER *FILE *EXCL *FIRST)
(ORDERHDR *FILE *EXCL *FIRST))
2. If the constraint is not yet disabled, disable the constraint so that the
DSPCPCST command can read the dependent file:

CHGCPCST FILE(ORDERHDR)
CST(ORDERHDR_CNBR)
STATE(*DISABLED)
3. Display which records in ORDERHDR have a Customer Number not existing
in the CUSTOMER file:

DSPCPCST FILE(ORDENTL/ORDERHDR)
CST(ORDERHDR_CNBR)
The output of this command is shown in the following figure:



Display Report
Width . . .:
142
Column . .:
1
Control . . . .
Line ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+ ..........
ORDER_NUMBER CUSTOMER_NUMBER ORDER_DATE
------------ --------------- ---------000001 02020
12312
02/03/1994
000002 02021
12312
04/13/1994 ....
000003 02022
12312
04/25/1994
****** * * * * * E N D O F D A T A * * * * *


Figure 20. DPSCPCST Output
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4. According to DSPCPCST output, now clean up your foreign and parent keys
value. In this case, it appears that Customer 12312 needs to be added to the
CUSTOMER file.
5. Once the data has been corrected, enable the constraint so that the DBMS
can verify that your parent and foreign key data is now in synch:

CHGCPCST FILE(ORDERHDR)
CST(ORDERHDR_CNBR)
STATE(*ENABLED)
6. Now that the constraint has been successfully enabled, release the locks on
your Referential Integrity network with the DLCOBJ command:

DLCOBJ OBJ((CUSTOMER *FILE *EXCL *FIRST)
(ORDERHDR *FILE *EXCL *FIRST))

3.8.4 Removing a Constraint
This section shows how to remove physical file (or table) constraints.
Both the native and SQL interfaces can be used to remove file constraints:
•

The native interface provides the Remove Physical File Constraint
(RMVPFCST) command.

•

The SQL interface allows you to remove an existing constraint from a file
through the DROP clause of ALTER TABLE statement.

The SQL interface only supports the removal of one constraint at a time. The
following statement removes the customer_key constraint from the CUSTOMER
file:

ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
DROP CONSTRAINT customer_key
The following statements remove (respectively):
•
•
•

The primary key
constraint_name unique constraint
constraint_name referential constraint

from CUSTOMER file:

ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
DROP PRIMARY KEY
ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
DROP UNIQUE constraint_name
ALTER TABLE mylib/CUSTOMER
DROP FOREIGN KEY constraint_name
In contrast, the native interface allows you to remove more than one constraint
at a time. In addition, you can sub-select the physical file constraints you want
to remove by having the option to specify that only referential constraints
marked as check pending should be removed.
Let′s examine the impact of the RMVPFCST command according to the different
values of its parameters. The following statement removes the constraint_name
constraint from CUSTOMER file:
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RMVPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
CST(constraint_name)
TYPE(constraint_type)
If CST(*CHKPND) is specified, all the referential constraints in the check pending
condition are removed, regardless of the value of the TYPE parameter. The
following statement removes all the constraint_type constraints from the
CUSTOMER file in mylib :

RMVPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
CST(*ALL)
TYPE(constraint_type)
In this case, the system removes the unique or referential constraints following
the sequence in which they have been created:

RMVPFCST FILE(mylib/CUSTOMER)
CST(*ALL)
The RMVPFCST statement removes all the constraints defined over the
CUSTOMER file in mylib , including the damaged constraints since the TYPE
default value is *ALL.
In this case, the system removes the primary key constraint first, then all the
unique constraints (in their creation sequence), and finally, all of the referential
constraints (in their creation sequence).

3.8.4.1 WRKPFCST Command
The WRKPFCST command is similar to the other AS/400 work commands. With
this command, you can gain access to most of the constraint operations from a
single display. The WRKPFCST command lets you see one or all the physical
file constraints defined over one or more files, depending on the values you set
for the WRKPFCST parameters. Here is a display with sample output from the
WRKPFCST command.





Work with Physical File Constraints
Type options, press Enter.
2=Change 4=Remove 6=Display records in check pending
Opt

Constraint
CUSTOMER_K
ORDDTL_KEY
ORDDTL_HOR
ORDERHDR_K
ORDERHDR_C
SALESREP_K
SALESREP_C
STOCK_KEY
STOCK_SNBR
SUPPLIER_K

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

File
CUSTOMER
ORDERDTL
ORDERDTL
ORDERHDR
ORDERHDR
SALESCUS
SALESCUS
STOCK
STOCK
SUPPLIER

Library
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTL
ORDENTR
ORDENTR
ORDENTR

Type
*PRIKEY
*PRIKEY
*REFCST
*PRIKEY
*REFCST
*PRIKEY
*REFCST
*PRIKEY
*REFCST
*PRIKEY

State

Check
Pending

EST/ENB

NO

EST/ENB

YES

EST/ENB

NO

EST/ENB

NO

Parameters for options 2, 4, 6 or command
===>
F3=Exit F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F12=Cancel F15=Sort by
F16=Repeat position to F17=Position to F22=Display constraint name


Figure 21. Work with Physical File Constraints Display

On this display, you can:
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Bottom



•

Change the state of constraints (Option 2):
This option invokes the CHGPFCST command (see Section 3.8.3.1,
“CHGPFCST Command” on page 49).

•

Remove a constraint (Option 4):
This option invokes the RMVPFCST command (see Section 3.8.4, “Removing
a Constraint” on page 51 for more details).

•

Display constraints in check pending status (Option 6):
This option executes the DSPCPCST command (see Section 3.8.3.2,
“DSPCPCST Command” on page 49).

The state column lists the status of the referential constraints: defined or
established and enabled or disabled. The check pending status column displays
which constraints are currently in check pending. Disabled constraints are
always shown as being in check pending condition although check pending does
not apply to disabled constraints.

3.8.4.2 EDTCPCST Command
The EDTCPCST command allows you to manage the verification of referential
constraints that have been marked as check pending. The system displays the
constraints marked as check pending and the estimated time it takes the system
to verify the constraint once the parent and foreign key data has been corrected.
In our previous example (Figure 21 on page 52 ), the corresponding EDTCPCST
display output is shown in Figure 22. showing the ORDERHDR_CNBR constraint
that had been placed in check pending status.



Edit Check Pending Constraints

SYSTEM03
05/14/94 18:39:36



Type sequence, press Enter.
Sequence: 1-99, *HLD
Seq
1
2
*HLD

Status
RUN
READY
CHKPND

----------Constraints----------Cst
File
Library
STOCK > STOCK
ORDENTR
SALES > SALESCUS
ORDENTL
ORDER > ORDERHDR
ORDENTL

Verify
Time
00:10:00
00:01:48
00:00:01

Elapsed
Time
00:02:40
00:00:00
00:00:00

Bottom
F3=Exit F5=Refresh
F16=Repeat position to

F12=Cancel
F17=Position to

F13=Repeat all F15=Sort by
F22=Display constraint name





Figure 22. Edit Check Pending Constraints Display

From this display, you can set a sequence for the constraints verification. You
can also delay the verify process to a later time, specifying *HLD on the
sequence field. DB2/400 starts verifying the constraints right after you have
specified the sequence. The elapsed time since the beginning of the process is
also displayed. During this process, the constraint status is set to RUN; other
constraints waiting for verification are marked with READY.
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Verify at IPL time: The Edit Check Pending Constraints display is shown during
a manual mode IPL if there are constraints in check pending condition.



Edit Check Pending Constraints
IPL threshold . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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SYSTEM03
05/24/94 11:14:25



0-99

Type sequence, press Enter.
Sequence: 1-99, *HLD
Seq
*HLD
*HLD
*HLD

Status
CHKPND
CHKPND
CHKPND

----------Constraints----------Cst
File
Library
ORDER > ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
SALES > SALESCUS
ORDENTL
STOCK > STOCK
ORDENTR

Verify
Time
00:45:30
00:01:43
00:00:25

Elapsed
Time
00:05:15
00:00:36
00:00:05

Bottom
F5=Refresh
F17=Position to

F13=Repeat all F15=Sort by
F22=Display constraint name

F16=Repeat position to





Figure 23. Editing Check Pending Constraint Display at IPL Time

In this display, you have three alternatives:
•

If you want the system to suspend the IPL and verify a constraint at this
moment, for that constraint you have to type a Sequence value less than or
equal to the IPL threshold number.

•

If you need the system to verify a constraint after the IPL, you have to use a
sequence value greater than the threshold. The IPL then continues and at
the IPL completion, the system automatically starts verifying that constraint.

•

If you want to handle the check pending condition by yourself during the
normal activity, hold the constraint verification by leaving the Sequence
value set to *HLD.

If several constraints must be verified at the same time, either during IPL or at
the end of it, you can specify an ordering sequence for them by inserting ordered
values into the Sequence field.

3.8.5 Save/Restore Considerations
As we have already mentioned in Section 3.3.3, “Referential Integrity and Access
Paths” on page 20, when a set of database files is saved, all the physical file
constraints and associated access paths are saved as well. At restore time, the
system attempts to re-establish the constraints for the user.
During the restore operation, the system determines whether the parent and
dependent files associated with the referential constraints are at the same data
level (in other words, at the same integrity level according to their constraints).
If the system determines that the related files and constraint are not at the same
level, the constraint relationship is marked as check pending. The system does
not spend time verifying every foreign key value during the restore; it just checks
the data level of the associated files. This data level verification is much quicker
than the DBMS verification of every foreign key value and still preserves
referential integrity.
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Other DBMS automatically either place the constraints in check pending or verify
every foreign key value when you load backup copies of your database files onto
the system. DB2/400 gives you the benefit of the doubt when restoring database
backups. For example, you always save both your parent and dependent files
every Monday night. A system failure on Thursday necessitates that you load
the backup tape copies of your dependent and parent file. DB2/400 then quickly
verifies that the dependent and parent file being restored are at the same data
level (which is true since they were backed up together) and leaves the
Referential Integrity constraint in a valid state. This allows you to get your
backup onto the system as quickly as possible while still guaranteeing
referential integrity.
Here′s an example of DB2/400 protecting your data integrity. You restore a
version of the dependent file without restoring the corresponding version of the
parent file. This only leads to a check pending condition when some parent
records have changed since the save operation took place which now causes
your parent and newly restored dependent files to be at different data levels.
For this example, we assume that some parent records have changed since the
save operation. The associated referential constraint is marked as check
pending since data inconsistencies may exist due to the different data levels
detected by the DBMS. You are responsible for cleaning up this check pending
situation before users and applications can fully access these files.
To avoid check pending and the associated recovery work, always save your
Referential Integrity network in the same save request, thereby keeping the
associated parent and dependent files at the same level so that you can restore
the network with one request.
When your Referential Integrity network is split across different libraries, you
cannot save and restore the network with a single request. In this case, you
need to prevent other jobs from changing your file data levels during your
multiple request save or restore operation by using the ALCOBJ command to
lock up your Referential Integrity network.
Here′s an example of the steps to follow in this situation:
•

When saving your Referential Integrity network:
1. Allocate the files you have to save with the ALCOBJ command and Lock
State *EXCL.
2. Save your network.
3. Release the locks on the files using DLCOBJ command.

•

When restoring your Referential Integrity network:
1. Allocate the libraries your files are restored into with ALCOBJ command,
Lock State *EXCLRD.
2. Restore your files in any sequence.
3. Release the locks previously established on the libraries using the
DLCOBJ command.

When a dependent file is restored and the parent file is still missing, the
constraint is left in a defined/enabled state. As soon as the parent file is
restored, the constraint is established and the data levels immediately verified.
Thus, the parent and dependent files can be restored in any sequence while still
avoiding check pending.
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When you restore files belonging to a Referential Integrity network, the system
can determine whether the files are at different data levels for every single
constraint. Restoring files at different data levels might result in a mix of check
pending and non-check pending constraints. Only the constraints potentially
affected by the database changes that caused the data level mismatch are put
into check pending.
If you restore a database file over an existing one, the existing constraints are
preserved. If you, for example, remove some constraints from the file currently
on the system, the additional constraints saved on the media are not restored.

3.8.6 Restore and Journal Apply: An Example
Consider the example described in Section 3.5.3, “A CASCADE Example” on
page 34.
You might want to save this Referential Integrity network; since all the files are
in the same library, issue a single save request:

SAVOBJ OBJ(ORDERH DETAIL FEATURE)
LIB(TEST) DEV(device)
OBJTYPE(*FILE)
For instance, a system failure has caused you to lose the DETAIL file and you
now need to recover your Referential Integrity network:
•

Allocate the involved files to avoid changes by other jobs. Use the ALCOBJ
command with Lock Type *EXCL to prevent other users from reading
inconsistent data.

•

Restore all the Referential Integrity network:

RSTOBJ OBJ(ORDERH DETAIL FEATURE)
SAVLIB(TEST) DEV(device) OBJTYPE(*FILE)
•

Apply journal changes to all the involved files:

APYJRNCHG JRN(TEST/QSQJRN)
FILE((TEST/ORDERH) (TEST/DETAIL) (TEST/FEATURE))
CMTBDY(*YES)
•

De-allocate the ORDERH, DETAIL, and FEATURE files.

For details on journaling, commitment control, and applying journal entries, see
the Backup and Recovery Guide - Advanced , SC41-3305.

3.8.7 Displaying Constraint Information
You can display or output the constraints and their related attributes and states
for a file in the following ways:
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•

Display Physical File Description (DSPFD) command

•

Display Data Base Relations (DSPDBR) command

•

Querying the system catalog tables
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3.8.7.1 DSPFD and DSPDBR Commands
The DSPFD command also provides a complete description of all the constraints
defined for a file. You can select this specific information by specifying:

DSPFD FILE(ORDENTL/ORDERDTL) TYPE(*CST)
This command shows you which constraints are defined for the ORDERDTL file
and their description as shown in Figure 24.



Display Spooled File
File . . . . . : QPDSPFD
Page/Line 1/1
Control . . . . .
Columns
1 - 78
Find . . . . . .
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...
5/16/94
Display File Description
DSPFD Command Input
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILE
ORDERHDR
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
ORDENTL
Type of information . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
File attributes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILEATR
*ALL
System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : SYSTEM
*LCL
File Description Header
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILE
ORDERHDR
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
ORDENTL
Type of file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Physical
File type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILETYPE *DATA
Auxiliary storage pool ID . . . . . . . . . :
01
Constraint Description 1
Primary Key Constraint
Constraint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : CST
ORDERHDR_KEY
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
*PRIMARY
Key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : KEY
ORHNBR
Number of fields in key . . . . . . . :
1
Key length . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
5
Referential Constraint
Constraint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : CST
ORDERHDR_CNBR
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
*REFCST
Check pending . . . . . . . . . . . . :
NO
Constraint state . . . . . . . . . . : STATE
ESTABLISHED
*ENABLED
Parent File Description
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : PRNFILE
CUSTOMER
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : LIB
ORDENTL
Parent key . . . . . . . . . . . . . : PRNKEY
CUSNBR
Foreign key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FRNKEY
CUSNBR
Delete rule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : DLTRULE
*RESTRICT
Update rule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : UPDRULE
*RESTRICT







Figure 24. Physical File Constraints from DSPFD

In the Constraint Description section 1 in Figure 24, all of the parameters
values set through the ADDPFCST command or ALTER TABLE / CREATE TABLE
statements for each constraint are listed.
The DSPFD command issued for a given file shows referential constraint
definition only for the parent file. To determine which referential constraints
refer to this file as a parent file, you must use the DSPDBR command; it lists
these constraints in the Dependent Files section, where some new information
has been added to differentiate among referential constraints, logical files, SQL
indexes, or SQL views.
Figure 25 on page 58 shows this information for our ORDERHDR file.
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Display Spooled File
File . . . . . : QPDSPDBR
Page/Line 1/1
Control . . . . .
Columns
1 - 78
Find . . . . . .
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+...
5/16/94
Display Data Base Relations
DSPDBR Command Input
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILE
ORDERHDR
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
ORDENTL
Member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : MBR
*NONE
Record format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : RCDFMT
*NONE
Output . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : OUTPUT
*
Specifications
Type of file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Physical
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
ORDERHDR
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
ORDENTL
Member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
*NONE
Record format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
*NONE
Number of dependent files . . . . . . . . :
1
Files Dependent On Specified File
Dependent File
Library
Dependency JREF
Constraint
ORDERDTL
ORDENTL
Constraint
ORDDTL_HORD 2

Bottom
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F19=Left

F20=Right

F24=More keys





Figure 25. Referential Constraints from DSPDBR on Parent File

As you can see by comparing 1 in Figure 24 on page 57 and 2 in Figure 25,
the DSPFD command and DSPDBR command provide complete information
about the constraints involving the physical files in question.

3.8.7.2 Catalog Inquiry
DB2/400 provides a system-wide catalog. The SQL catalog is a set of views in
the QSYS2 library built over the cross-reference files where DB2/400 maintains
all information related to the structure and the contents of all database files. The
catalog also keeps information related to the physical file constraints and you
can retrieve any information you need about the constraints defined over your
database files using the system views provided in QSYS2 library:
SYSCST

General information about constraints. The underlying catalog
tables are QADBFCST and QADBXREF.

SYSCSTCOL

Information about the columns referenced in a constraint. This is
a view defined over QADBCCST and QADBIFLD catalog tables.

SYSCSTDEP

Information about the constraint dependencies on tables. The
catalog tables involved are QADBFCST and QADBXREF.

SYSKEYCST

Information about the primary, unique, and foreign keys. The
underlying catalog tables are QADBCCST, QADBIFLD, and
QADBFCST.

SYSREFCST

Information about referential constraints from the cross-reference
file table QADBFCST.

For example:
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SELECT *
FROM SYSCST
WHERE TABLE_NAME = ′ ORDENTL′ AND TABLE_SCHEMA = ′ ORDERDTL′
This query returns information at the constraint level about the constraints
defined over the ORDERDTL file in the ORDENTL library; the most significant are:

┌────────────────────┬──────────────────┬─────────────────┬───────┐
│ CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA │ CONSTRAINT_NAME │ CONSTRAINT_TYPE │ .... │
├────────────────────┼──────────────────┼─────────────────┼───────┤
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDDTL_KEY
│ PRIMARY_KEY
│
│
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDDTL_HORD
│ FOREIGN_KEY
│
│
└────────────────────┴──────────────────┴─────────────────┴───────┘
To see which fields constitute the key of the constraint, you have to query
SYSCSTCOL; use the previous example:

SELECT *
FROM SYSCSTCOL
WHERE TABLE_NAME = ′ ORDERDTL′ AND TABLE_SCHEMA = ′ ORDENTL′
ORDER BY CONSTRAINT_NAME
This query returns the names of the fields forming the various constraint keys of
ORDERDTL file:

┌────────────────────┬──────────────────┬─────────────────┬───────┐
│ CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA │ CONSTRAINT_NAME │ COLUMN_NAME
│ .... │
├────────────────────┼──────────────────┼─────────────────┼───────┤
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDDTL_HORD
│ ORDER_NUMBER
│
│
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDDTL_KEY
│ ORDER_NUMBER
│
│
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDDTL_KEY
│ PRODUCT_NUMBER │
│
└────────────────────┴──────────────────┴─────────────────┴───────┘
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The catalog table, SYSKEYCST, keeps more detailed information regarding key
fields in a physical file constraint such as the ordinal position of the field in the
key and this position in the table layout:

SELECT *
FROM SYSKEYCST
WHERE CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
AND CONSTRAINT_NAME
AND TABLE_SCHEMA
AND TABLE_NAME

=
=
=
=

′ ORDENTL′
′ ORDDTL_KEY′
′ ORDENTL′
′ ORDERDTL′

The previous statement returns:

┌─────────────────┬──────────────────┬─────────────────┬───────────────┬───────┐
│ COLUMN_NAME
│ ORDINAL_POSITION │ COLUMN_POSITION │ SYSTEM_COLUMN │ .... │
│
│
│
│ _NAME
│
│
├─────────────────┼──────────────────┼─────────────────┼───────────────┼───────┤
│ ORDER_NUMBER
│ 1
│ 1
│ ORHNBR
│ .... │
│ PRODUCT_NUMBER │ 2
│ 2
│ PRDNBR
│
│
└─────────────────┴──────────────────┴─────────────────┴───────────────┴───────┘
For a referential constraint, detailed information can be selected from
SYSREFCST (in the ORDERDTL case, for example):

SELECT * FROM SYSREFCST
WHERE CONSTRAINT_NAME = ′ ORDDTL_HORD′
AND CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = ′ ORDENTL′
The previous statement returns:

┌───────────────────┬───────────────────┬─────────────┬─────────────┬──────┐
│ UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT │ UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT │ UPDATE_RULE │ DELETE_RULE │ ... │
│ _SCHEMA
│ _NAME
│
│
│
│
├───────────────────┼───────────────────┼─────────────┼─────────────┼──────┤
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDERHDR_KEY
│ RESTRICT
│ CASCADE
│ ... │
└───────────────────┴───────────────────┴─────────────┴─────────────┴──────┘
To determine the complete definition of a referential constraint through catalog
views, you need to perform a join:
•

From SYSREFCST, you can retrieve the name of the unique or primary key
constraint identifying the parent key.

•

By using the name of the constraint, SYSCST provides you the name and
library of the corresponding parent file and the type of the constraint itself
(primary key or unique constraint).

•

SYSCSTCOL gives the parent key (unique or primary key) fields.

These actions can be expressed through the following query:

SELECT
,
,
,
,
,
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C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME
A.CONSTRAINT_TYPE
A.TABLE_SCHEMA
A.TABLE_NAME
C.UPDATE_RULE
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, C.DELETE_RULE
, B.COLUMN_NAME
FROM SYSCST A, SYSCSTCOL B, SYSREFCST C
WHERE C.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = ′ ORDENTL′
AND C.CONSTRAINT_NAME = ′ ORDDTL_HORD′
AND B.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
AND B.CONSTRAINT_NAME = C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME
AND A.CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA = C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
AND A.CONSTRAINT_NAME = C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME
GROUP BY C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_SCHEMA
, C.UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT_NAME
, A.CONSTRAINT_TYPE
, A.TABLE_SCHEMA
, A.TABLE_NAME
, C.UPDATE_RULE
, C.DELETE_RULE
, B.COLUMN_NAME
The output of the previous query consists of as many rows as the parent key
fields. In the example of ORDDTL_HORD constraint (see Section 3.4.3, “Another
Example: Order Entry Scenario” on page 27), the query returns the output
shown in the following figure:

┌───────────────────┬───────────────────┬─────────────────┬──────
│ UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT │ UNIQUE_CONSTRAINT │ CONSTRAINT_TYPE │ ...
│ _SCHEMA
│ _NAME
│
│
├───────────────────┼───────────────────┼─────────────────┼──────
│ ORDENTL
│ ORDERHDR_KEY
│ PRIMARY_KEY
│ ...
└───────────────────┴───────────────────┴─────────────────┴──────
──────┬──────────────┬────────────┬──────────────┬─────────────┬──────────────┐
... │ TABLE_SCHEMA │ TABLE_NAME │ UPDATE_RULE │ DELETE_RULE │ COLUMN_NAME │
──────┼──────────────┼────────────┼──────────────┼─────────────┼──────────────┤
... │ ORDENTL
│ ORDERHDR │ RESCTRICT
│ CASCADE
│ ORDER_NUMBER │
──────┴──────────────┴────────────┴──────────────┴─────────────┴──────────────┘
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Chapter 4. Check Constraint
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

What is DB2/400 check constraint

•

How to define a check constraint

•

General considerations

•

Application impacts of check constraint

•

Check constraint management

•

Tips and techniques

4.1 Introduction
One of the main contributions of the SQL-92 standard is the specification of a
rich collection of integrity constraints. The constraints in SQL-92 can be
classified into three categories:
•
•
•

Domain or table constraints
Referential integrity constraints
General assertions

Let′s give a brief definition of each of this constraints.
Domain or table constraints:
Table or domain constraints in SQL-92 are used to enforce restrictions on the
data allowed in particular columns of particular tables. Any column in a table
may be declared as NOT NULL. This indicates that null values are not
permissible for that column. In addition, a set of one or more columns may be
declared as UNIQUE. This indicates that two rows may not have the same
values for certain columns, which are those that form the key for the table. Each
table also can have, at most, one designated PRIMARY KEY consisting of a set
of one or more columns. Primary keys must be both unique and not null.
Note:
New function was added in V4R2M0 to allow a Primary Key constraint to
be defined where one or more columns in the key allow NULL values.
When this condition is detected, than a check constraint will be implicitly
added to the file to ensure column will not contain NULL values. This
means that this check constraint will prevent any NULL values being
inserted into columns defined for the Primary Key.
The permissible values of a column may also be restricted by means of a
CHECK constraint. A CHECK clause specifies a condition involving the column
whose values are restricted. Semantically, a CHECK constraint is valid if the
condition evaluates to TRUE or UNKNOWN for every row in the table.
Referential integrity constraints:

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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A referential integrity constraint involves two tables called the parent table and
the dependent table. Intuitively, every row in the referencing table must be a
″child″ of some row in the referenced table. Referential integrity disallows
″orphans″ that are created by insertions (of child rows), updates (of child or
parent rows), or deletions (of parent rows). Referential integrity can be violated
by inserts or updates to the referencing table or by updates or deletes to the
referenced table.
Assertions:
Assertions in SQL-92 constraints provide the capability for expressing general
constraints that may involve multiple tables. As in CHECK constraints, the
condition that is evaluated can be an arbitrary SQL predicate. The assertion is
satisfied if the condition evaluates to true or unknown.
In this chapter, we describe how DB2/400 supports the CHECK constraint that is
part of the table constraints of SQL-92.

4.2 What is DB2/400 Check Constraint
Check constraints in DB2/400 let you ensure that users authorized to change a
column′s value use only values that are valid for that column. It ensures that the
value being entered in a column of a table belongs to the set of valid values
defined for that field. For example, you may specify that the ″legal″ values for an
employee evaluation field defined as an integer might be 2, 3, 4, or 5. Without
the check constraint, users can enter any integer value into such a field; to
ensure that the actual value entered is 2, 3, 4, or 5, you must use a trigger or
code the rule in your application program.
Check constraint increases the data integrity because the constraints are
validated against every interface (RPG, Data File Utility, ODBC client programs,
Interactive SQL, etc.) that updates or inserts database records. It is the
operating system that enforces the rules and not the application program; for
this reason, there is no way for bypassing any control and the integrity is
assured. The programmer no longer has to add this verification code to every
application program that updates or inserts a database record.
A check constraint is associated with a file and contains check conditions that
are enforced against every row in the file. Whenever a row is inserted or
updated, the database manager evaluates the check condition against the new
or changed row to guarantee that all new fields values are valid. If invalid
values are found, the database manager rejects the insert or update operation.
Let′s see some examples:
•

Range checking: The field value must be between 1 and 50.

•

Domain or value checking: The field can be one of the following values: (1,
3, 5, 7, or 9).

•

Field comparisons: total_sales < credit_limit .

Please remember that the check constraint is valid if the condition evaluates to
TRUE or UNKNOWN.
Some of the current alternatives to the check constraint:
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•

Coding the constraints in the application programs. This may give more
flexibility in coding the business rules but the rules are not enforced in all of
the AS/400 interfaces (for instance, DFU or ODBC client programs).

•

Use the DDS keywords (COMP, RANGE, VALUES) in the display and logical
files. The problem with this approach is that the rules are only enforced in
″green screen″ applications.

•

Use before triggers. In this case, the rule is enforced on all interfaces but it
is not a part of database table. It is not a declarative approach.

There are some obvious advantages for using the CHECK constraint option in
the AS/400 system:
•

There is much less coding to do if the business rules are defined only once
in the database.

•

The administration is much easier because the business rules become part
of the database.

•

The data integrity of the database is improved because the rules are
enforced on all interfaces.

•

Since the database manager is performing the validation, the enforcement is
more efficient than the application level enforcement.

4.3 How to Define a Check Constraint
This section discusses the interfaces and commands that you can use to add a
check constraint. We refer to the native interface and the SQL interface. Let′ s
start with the native CL command ADDPFCST. In the following example, we
define a check constraint in the CUSTOMER file where the customer_total
(CUSTOT) cannot be greater than the customer_credit_limit (CUSCRD).
1. Enter the ADDPFCST command and press F4. The following display is
shown:



Add PF Constraint (ADDPFCST)



Type choices, press Enter.
File . . .
Library
Constraint
Constraint

. . .
. . .
type
name

.
.
.
.

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

. > CUSTOMER
Name
. >
ORDAPPLIB
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
. > *CHKCST
*REFCST, *UNQCST, *PRIK
.
CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F13=How to use this display





Note that the type of constraint is *CHKCST. The name of the constraint must be
unique in the library where it is being created. The next display prompts you for
the check condition:
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Add PF Constraint (ADDPFCST)



Type choices, press Enter.
Check constraint . . . . . . . . > ′ CUSTOT <= CUSCRD′

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F13=How to use this displ





The condition clause of a check constraint can be up to 2000 bytes long.
Important
The condition clause of a check constraint is a restricted form of the
search-condition of WHERE and HAVING clauses of the SQL statements. You
do not need the DB2 Query Menager and SQL Development Kit for AS/400
product to define the condition through the native interface.

When you add a constraint to an existing file, the existing records must not
violate the constraint condition. If the system does find records violating the
constraint, a diagnostic message is issued for the first 25 rows that failed the
check and the constraint is set to check pending condition. The following display
shows the diagnostic message issued by the system:
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Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :
Date sent . . . . . . :

CPD32D3
Diagnostic
10/16/97

Severity . . . . . . . :

20

Time sent

11:20

. . . . . . :

Message . . . . :
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Cause . . . . . :
Check constraint CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT for file
CUSTOMER in library ORDAPPLIB is in check pending.
The constraint is in check pending because record 1 in the file has a
field value that conflicts with the check constraint expression.
If the record number for the file is 0, then the record either cannot
be identified or does not apply to the check pending status.
Recovery . . . :
Use the CHGPFCST command for the file to disable the constraint.
Use the DSPCPCST command for the file to display the records that are
causing the constraint to be in check pending.
Update the file to make sure each field value does not conflict with
the check constraint expression.
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit
F6=Print
F9=Display message details
F10=Display messages in job log
F12=Cancel
F21=Select assistance le





You can use the RRN scalar function to identify the record that is violating the
constraint. This is accomplished by typing the following command in an
interactive SQL session:

SELECT rrn(customer), cusnbr FROM customer
The following display shows the result of this query. In this case, the record with
customer number equal 100 violates the constraint since its relative record
number happens to be 1.





Display Data
Data width . . . . . . :
Shift to column . . . . . .

Position to line . . . . .
....+....1....+....2....
RRN ( CUSTOMER ) CUSNBR
1
00100
2
00001
3
00003
5
00009
6
00990
7
00008
8
00500
9
00007
11
55555
12
00400
13
00201
14
00101
15
00102
16
00103
17
00045

More
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F19=Left

F20=Right

F21=Split
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Now let′s see how to create a check constraint using the SQL interface. The
SQL interface provides two ways of creating a check constraint:
•

CREATE TABLE statement, which has the constraint clause.

•

ALTER TABLE statement, which allows a table constraint to be added to an
existing table with the ADD constraint option.

At creation time, you can define the check constraint with the SQL CREATE
TABLE statement:

CREATE TABLE ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
(CUSTOMER_NUMBER FOR COLUMN CUSNBR CHAR(5) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
CUSTOMER_NAME FOR COLUMN CUSNAM CHAR (20) NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,
................
................
................
CONSTRAINT CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT
CHECK (CUSTOT <= CUSCRD ))

CREATE TABLE statement also allows a check constraint to be defined at the
column level (restriction is that a column level constraint cannot reference any
other column). Here is an example:

CREATE TABLE ORDAPPLIB/EMPLOYEE (
EmpID# CHAR(2),
EmpName CHAR(30),
Salary
INTEGER CONSTRAINT salarychk
CHECK(Salary > 0 AND Salary < 10000),
Bonus
INTEGER CHECK(Bonus >=0),
CONSTRAINT BonusSalaryChk
CHECK (bonus<= salary))
There is an advantage that SQL CREATE TABLE has over CRTPF when define
constraints. CREATE TABLE allows both the DB file object and associated
constraints to be created on a single command. CRTPF is always a two step
process - CRTPF to first create the DB object and then ADDPFCST to create your
constraints
You can also add check constraints to existing files. This is illustrated in the
following example.

ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
ADD CONSTRAINT CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT
CHECK(CUSTOT <= CUSCRD)

When you are adding a constraint to an existing file, the existing records must
not violate the constraint. If the system does find records violating the
constraint, an error is issued similar to the one shown on the following display
and the constraint is not created.
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Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :

SQL0544
Diagnostic

Severity . . . . . . . :

30

Message . . :
CHECK constraint CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT cannot be added
Cause . . . :
Existing data in the table violates the CHECK constraint
rule in constraint CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT. The constraint cannot be added
Recovery . :
Change the data in the table so that it follows the
constraint specified in CUSCRD_LIMIT_CUSTOT. Try the request again.

Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit
F6=Print
F9=Display message details
F10=Display messages in job log
F12=Cancel
F21=Select assistance level





In this case, you must correct the records that are violating the constraint before
trying to create it again.
Important
The behavior of the ADDPFCST is different than the ALTER TABLE SQL
statement when they encounter violating records during the creation of the
check constraint. In the first case, the constraint is added while in the
second case it is not added. This is also true for the CREATE TABLE
statement. The SQL interface complies with the SQL-92 standard while the
native interface follows the traditional OS/400 approach.

After the constraint is successfully created, you can see its definition by using
the DSPFD ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER command. Use the Page Down key to see
the following display:
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Display Spooled File
File . . . . . :
QPDSPFD
Page/Line
2/21
Control . . . . .
Columns
1 - 78
Find . . . . . .
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
Constraint Description
Primary Key Constraint
Constraint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : CST
QSYS_CUSTOMER_
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
*PRIMARY
Key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : KEY
CUSNBR
Number of fields in key . . . . . . . :
1
Key length . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
5
Check Constraint
Constraint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : CST
CUSTOT_LIMITED
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
*CHKCST
Check pending . . . . . . . . . . . . :
NO
Constraint state . . . . . . . . . . : STATE
ESTABLISHED
*ENABLED
Check constraint expression . . . . . . : CHKCST
CUSTOT <= CUSCRD
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F19=Left

F20=Right

F24=More keys





You can also see constraints associated with the file by entering the WRKPFCST
command. The following display is shown:





Work with Physical File Constraints
Type options, press Enter.
2=Change
4=Remove
6=Display records in check pending

Opt



Constraint
QSYS_CUSTO
CUSTOT_LIM

>
>

File
CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER

Library
ORDAPPLIB
ORDAPPLIB

Type
*PRIKEY
*CHKCST

State
EST/ENB

Parameters for options 2, 4, 6 or command
===>
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F9=Retrieve
F12=Cancel
F15=Sort
F16=Repeat position to
F17=Position to
F22=Display constraint name

Lets look at some examples:

ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/STOCK
1
ADD CONSTRAINT PRODUCT_PRICE_MIN
CHECK(PRODUCT_PRICE > 0 AND PRODUCT_AVAILABLE_QTY >= 0)
ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
2
ADD CONSTRAINT CUSTOMER_TYPE
CHECK(CUSTYP IN (′ 0 1 ′ , ′ 0 2 ′ , ′ 0 3 , ′ O4′ , ′ 0 5 , ′ 0 8 ′ , ′ 1 0 ′ ) )
ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/EMPLOYEE
ADD CONSTRAINT SALARY_RANGE
CHECK(EMPSAL BETWEEN 1000 AND 300000)
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ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/EMPLOYEE_TRANSAC
4
ADD CONSTRAINT HOURS_LABORED
CHECK(ORDINARY_HOURS + EXTRA_HOURS < 168)
Explanation:

1 This check constraint in the STOCK file is checking that every price of
a product has a price > 0 and at the same time that the quantity
available of a product is greater or equal to 0.

2 This check constraint in the CUSTOMER file is checking that each
customer is associated with one of the enumerated types.

3 This check constraint in the EMPLOYEE file is checking that the
salary of an employee is in the range of $1000 and $300 000.

4 This check constraint in the EMPLOYEE_TRANSAC file is checking
that an employee cannot work more than 168 hours in a week. Note the
calculations involving two fields of the same row.

4.4 General Considerations
In this section, we highlight some considerations that must be taken into account
when you are defining CHECK constraints. Let′s start with the condition clause
of the check constraint.
The condition clause of a check constraint can contain any expression or
functions allowed on an SQL WHERE clause with the following exceptions:
•

You cannot reference columns of a different table.

•

You cannot reference rows of the same table, which means you cannot use
the following column functions:
−
−
−
−
−

SUM
AVERAGE
MIN
MAX
COUNT

•

Sub-queries are not allowed.

•

Host variables are not allowed.

•

Parameter markers are not allowed.

•

The following special registers cannot be used:
−
−
−

CURRENT TIMEZONE
CURRENT SERVER
USER

The condition clause of a check constraint can reference more than one column
of the same record of the file.
DB2/400 does not prevent conflicting constraints from being defined. Lets
suppose you just created the CUSTOMER file and then you define the following
two CHECK constraints before entering the first record.
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ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
ADD CONSTRAINT IMPAIR_TYPE
CHECK(CUSTYP IN (′ 0 1 ′ , ′ 0 3 ′ , ′ 0 5 , ′ O7′ , ′ 0 9 ′ ) )
ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
ADD CONSTRAINT PAIR_TYPE
CHECK(CUSTYP IN (′ 0 2 ′ , ′ 0 4 ′ , ′ 0 6 , ′ O8′ , ′ 1 0 ′ ) )

In the preceding example, the two constraints defined prevent the insertion of
any record to the CUSTOMER file. If one check condition is valid, the other one
is not.
Let′s try to insert the following record into the CUSTOMER file.

INSERT INTO ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER
(CUSNBR, CUSTYP) VALUES(′00001′, ′01′)

The following message is displayed:





Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . . . :
Message type . . . . . :

SQL0545
Diagnostic

Severity . . . . . . . :

30

Message . . . . :
INSERT or UPDATE not allowed by CHECK constraint.
Cause . . . . . :
The value being inserted or updated does not meet the
criteria of CHECK constraint PAIR_TYPE. The operation is not allowed.
Recovery . . . :
Change the values being inserted or updated so that
CHECK constraint is met. Otherwise, drop the CHECK constraint PAIR_TYPE

Press Enter to continue.



F3=Exit
F6=Print
F9=Display message details
F10=Display messages in job log
F12=Cancel
F21=Select assistance leve



If we change the CUSTYP value to ″02″, the other constraint is violated.
Important
It is the developer′s responsibility to ensure that check constraints are not
mutually exclusive.

Other considerations to be aware of are:
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•

The constraint name has to be unique across all constraint types that exist in
the file′s library.

•

A table or file has a limit of 300 combined constraints (referential constraints,
primary, unique, and check constraints).

•

Only single member files are supported.
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•

When you add a Check Constraint, DB2/400 makes an exclusive lock on the
table for the verification of the condition clause.

Note:
The verification for adding a check constraint to large files can take some
time. In our test environment it took about 10 minutes to verify a 5 million
row table on a 50S machine.

4.5 Check Constraint Integration to Applications
Before check constraint support has been implemented in DB2/400, check
constraint validations had to be performed by the application program. Now you
can let DB2/400 ensure your data integrity both through the referential integrity
and check constraints definitions.
Using the check constraint definitions may improve your application′ s
performance because the domain checks are much more efficient and quicker
when performed at the operating system level rather than by an application
code.
However, once a programmer has defined check constraints and referential
constraints to the DBMS, the existing integrity checks should be removed from
the application program. Otherwise, the application performance will degrade
since the same checking is being performed twice (at the application level and at
the system level).

4.5.1 Check Constraint I/O Messages
The enforcement of the check constraint definitions is done when:
•

An Insert is being done to the table with check constraints.

•

An Update is being done to the table with check constraints.

•

A Delete is being done on a parent table that has a referential integrity
constraint defined with their dependent tables and a SET DEFAULT or SET
NULL is specified.

A new message has been defined to handle the error occurring during a check
constraint enforcement. Instead of coding domain checks in the application
programs, coding is needed for handling check constraint error conditions. The
text of the message is shown in the following display:
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Display Formatted Message Text
System:
Message ID . . . . . . . . . :
Message file . . . . . . . . :
Library . . . . . . . . . :

SY

CPF502F
QCPFMSG
QSYS

Message . . . . :
Check constraint violation on member CUSTOMER.
Cause . . . . . :
The operation being performed on member CUSTOMER
file CUSTOMER in library ORDAPPLIB failed. Constraint PAIR_TYPE
prevents record number 2 from being inserted or updated because the
field value conflicts with the check constraint.
If the record number is zero, then the error occurred on a
insert operation. The reason code is 01. The reason codes and their
meanings are as follows:
01 - Violation due to insert or update operation.
02 - Violation caused by a referential constraint.
Recovery . . . :
Either specify a different file, change the file, or
change the program. Then try your request again.
Possible choices for replying to message . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
C -- The request is canceled.
Press Enter to continue.



F3=Exit

F11=Display unformatted message text

F12=Cancel



4.5.2 Check Constraint Application Messages
To handle these messages in SQL procedures or in embedded SQL statements,
new SQL codes have been provided for this purpose. In the following display,
you can see the new messages added to the SQL run time:





Display Message Descriptions
System:
Message file:

QSQLMSG

Library:

Position to . . . . . . .

SYS

QSYS

Message ID

Type options, press Enter.
5=Display details
6=Print
Op Message ID Severity Message Text
SQL0543
30
Constraint &1 conflicts with SET NULL or SET Default
SQL0544
30
CHECK constraint &1 cannot be added.
5 SQL0545
30
INSERT or UPDATE not allowed by CHECK constraint.
SQL0546
30
CHECK condition of constraint &1 not valid.
SQL0551
30
Not authorized to object &1 in &2 type *&3.
SQL0552
30
Not authorized to &1.
SQL0557
30
Privilege not valid for table or view &1 in &2
SQL0569
10
Not all requested privileges revoked from object
SQL0570
10
Not all requested privileges to object &1 in &2
SQL0573
30
Table &1 in &2 does not have a matching parent



F3=Exit

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

The SQL message, SQL0545, is the most important one for the application
programmers. The detailed description is shown in the following display:
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Display Formatted Message Text
System:
Message ID . . . . . . . . . :
Message file . . . . . . . . :
Library . . . . . . . . . :

SYSTEM1

SQL0545
QSQLMSG
QSYS

Message . . . . :
INSERT or UPDATE not allowed by CHECK constraint.
Cause . . . . . :
The value being inserted or updated does not meet the
criteria of CHECK constraint &1. The operation is not allowed.
Recovery . . . :
Change the values being inserted or updated so that
the CHECK constraint is met. Otherwise, drop the CHECK constraint &1.

Press Enter to continue.



F3=Exit

F11=Display unformatted message text

F12=Cancel



SQL0545 has an SQLSTATE of ″23513″, which is useful for a condition or handler
declarations in SQL Procedures. Please refer to Chapter 8, “SQL Procedures”
on page 235 for a detailed discussion on SQL Procedures.
Now let′s see how the errors are reported in ILE programs:
•

In ILE RPG, you can check the new status 1022, which handles the CPF502F
message.

•

In ILE COBOL, the file status ″9W″, which handles the check constraint
violation.

•

ILE C maps these messages to the existing error codes.

•

OPM programs map these messages to the existing generic error codes.

Please refer to Figure 42 on page 106 for an example how to handle error codes
returned to the application by the database manager.

4.6 Check Constraint Management
In this section, the management considerations of the check constraints are
discussed. The managing part of a check constraint is the same as a referential
integrity constraint. The commands to manage the constraints are exactly the
same as for referential integrity. These commands are:
•
•
•
•
•

Change Physical File Constraint (CHGPFCST)
Display Check Pending Constraint (DSPCPCST)
Work with Physical File Constraint (WRKPFCST)
Edit Check Pending Constraint (EDTCPCST)
Remove Physical File Constraint (RMVPFCST)

For a complete description of these commands, refer to Section 3.8, “Referential
Integrity Constraint Management” on page 47.
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4.6.1 Check Constraint States
A check constraint is the same as a referential constraint in terms of its possible
states. The four states of a check constraint are:
•
•
•
•

Defined and Enabled
Defined and Disabled
Established and Enabled
Established and Disabled

Defined means the constraint definition has been added to the file but not all the
pieces of the file are there for enforcement. For example, the file ′s member
does not exist.
Established means the constraint definition has been added to the file and all the
pieces of the file are there for enforcement.
Enabled means the check constraint is enforced if the constraint is also
established. If the constraint is defined, then the file member does not exist for
enforcement.
Disabled means the constraint definition is not enforced regardless of whether
the constraint is established or defined.
Use the WRKPFCST command to see the constraints defined for the CUSTOMER
file.





Work with Physical File Constraints
Type options, press Enter.
2=Change
4=Remove
6=Display records in check pending

Opt Constraint
QSYS_CUSTO
CUSTOT_LIM
CUSCRD_VS_



>
>
>

File
CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER

Library
ORDAPPLIB
ORDAPPLIB
ORDAPPLIB

Type
*PRIKEY
*CHKCST
*CHKCST

State
EST/ENB
EST/DSB

Check
Pending
NO
YES

Parameters for options 2, 4, 6 or command
===>
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F9=Retrieve
F12=Cancel
F15=Sort
F16=Repeat position to
F17=Position to
F22=Display constraint name



There are two check constraint definitions for this file; one is established and
enabled and the other one is established and disabled. At the same time, the
constraint that is disabled has some records in a Check Pending condition. If
you want to see the records that are causing the check condition type option 6
next to the constraint with the Check Pending status.
Let′s take a look at the job log of the job in which the ADDPFCST command was
executed and caused the Check Pending condition.
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Display All Messages
Job . . :

QPADEV0004

User . . :

HERNANDO

System:
Number . . . :

RC
00

CHECK constraint CUSTOT_LIMIT_CUSCRD cannot be added.
3 > ADDPFCST FILE(ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER) TYPE(*CHKCST) CST(CUSCRD_VS_CUSTOT
ST(′ CUSCRD < CUSTOT′ )
Field values are not valid for check constraint. 1
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Field values are not valid for check constraint.
Constraint is in check pending.
2
Constraint was added.
3
1 constraint(s) added to file CUSTOMER but constraint(s) in error.
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit

F5=Refresh

F12=Cancel

F17=Top

F18=Bottom





Notes:

1 The condition is checked for every single record in the file. In this
case, there are several records that do not meet the condition.

2 Since there are records violating the condition, a check pending
status is set for the constraint.

3 Since the native interface has been used, the constraint is added to
the file.

4.6.2 Save/Restore Considerations
When a table is saved, all of its check constraints are saved unless the target
release is previous to V4R2. In this case, the check constraint is not saved. For
restores, if the check constraints are on the save media and the saved file does
not exist, the check constraint is added to the file. However, if the file exists in
the system, any check constraint on the SAVE media is ignored.
If you are restoring data and the data results in a check constraint violation, the
data is restored and the constraint goes into a check pending condition. The
state of the constraint stays the same.
When you perform a CRTDUPOBJ from a file with check constraints, the check
constraints are propagated from the original file to the new file. Both the
constraint state and the check pending status is replicated from the original to
the destination file.
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4.7 Tips and Techniques
We complete this chapter with some tips for those who are responsible for
moving the business rules to the database. This applies not only to check
constraints but also to referential integrity constraints.
Start identifying and isolating the application code that is doing the referential
integrity and check constraint checks. These pieces of code that are duplicated
in several different programs should be rewritten in ILE procedures that can be
bound and reused by several application programs. These procedures can be
than defined as triggers programs to make the concerning checks.
At the same time, start to clean up your data. This can be done by queries that
highlight records that are violating the constraints, or you can natively define the
constraints and use the WRKPFCST command to see the records that are in
check pending. At this step, carefully schedule the time for this queries so you
do not interrupt the normal operation of the business.
Once you have your data clean, it is time to enable all the constraints and
remove the trigger programs that are no longer needed.
Before you decide on your check constraint naming convention please consider
following tip: It might make it easier to turn system constraint errors into
meaningful user feedback by defining your constraint name to be the message
number that you really want displayed to the end user.
When you are defining the check constraints a question may arise: Is it better to
have one large check constraint or multiple check constraints? When there is
more than one check constraint for a file, the system implicitly AND′s the result
of each constraint during the enforcement phase. From the performance point of
view, one large constraint performs slightly better than multiple check
constraints because the implicit AND processing is eliminated. On the other
hand, it is easier to manage and identify multiple but simpler check constraints.
It is easier to identify problems when the system detects violations of the
constraint. It is up to the application programmer or the DBA to decide which
approach is better. Let′s look at an example:

ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/STOCK
ADD CONSTRAINT PRODUCT_PRICE_MIN
CHECK(PRODUCT_PRICE > 0)
ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/STOCK
ADD CONSTRAINT PRODUCT_AVAIL_MIN
CHECK(PRODUCT_AVAILABLE_QTY >= 0)
ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/STOCK
ADD CONSTRAINT PRODUCT_MIN_STOCK
CHECK(PRODUCT_MIN_STOCK_QTY >= 0)

These three check constraints can be combined in one constraint as shown in
the following example:

ALTER TABLE ORDAPPLIB/STOCK
ADD CONSTRAINT STOCK_CONSTRAINTS
CHECK(PRODUCT_PRICE > 0 AND PRODUCT_AVAILABLE_QTY >= 0
AND PRODUCT_MIN_STOCK_QTY >= 0)
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Note:
Please keep in mind that if you have multiple check constraints that are violated
on an insert operation - only a single error message is returned. The system
stops enforcement and signals the error on the first check constraint violation it
finds.
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Chapter 5. Database Triggers
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

Trigger concepts

•

How to define a trigger

•

Interfacing triggers and applications

•

Considerations on commitment control

•

How to design trigger programs

•

Advanced trigger features

•

Recommendations

5.1 Trigger Concepts
Triggers represent one of the most powerful features of DB2/400. This chapter
describes several technical aspects of triggers and provides examples and
guidelines to show how you can take advantage of triggers in your application
environment.
Triggers are application independent. They are user-written programs that are
activated by the database manager when some data change is performed in the
database. Triggers are mainly intended for monitoring database changes and
taking appropriate actions. The main advantage of using triggers instead of
calling the program from within an application is that triggers are activated
automatically, no matter which interface generated the data change.
In addition, once a trigger has been put in place, application programmers and
end users cannot circumvent it. When a trigger gets activated, the control shifts
from the application program to the database manager and the operating system
executes the specifications you coded in the trigger program to perform the
actions you designed. The application waits until the trigger ends and then gets
control again.
Triggers may cause other triggers to be called. In the following example,
(Figure 26 on page 82), when you update LF1, which is a logical file built over
FILE1, a trigger is activated and updates FILE2. This operation causes a second
trigger to run.
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Users Application
Program
┌────────────┐
│...
│
│
│
│WRITE FILE4 │
│
│
│READ LF1 ──┼─── Database
│
│
│UPDATE LF1──┼─── Database Update LF1
│
│
│
│...
│
│
└────────────┘

Trigger 1
┌─────────────┐
│
│
│ READ FILE2 │
│
│
│ UPDATE FILE2├─────
│
│
│ WRITE FILE3 │
│
│
│ ...
│
└─────────────┘

Trigger 2
┌─────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│ ...
│
│
│
│ READ FILE5 │
│
│
│ WRITE FILE5 │
│
│
└─────────────┘

Figure 26. Trigger Overview

It is important to identify which database files have to be monitored and which
events should call the triggers, keeping in mind that a trigger is called every
time the event happens. We recommend you think of triggers as part of your
database design rather than as a function related to a specific application.
You may use a trigger program for the following purposes:
•

Enforce business rules, no matter how complex they are:
You might want to ensure, for instance, that whenever you enter an order in
your database, the customer you are dealing with has no bad credit history.
A trigger associated with the order file can perform this checking
consistently and take the appropriate actions.

•

Data validation and audit trail:
You might need to ensure that whenever a sales representative enters an
order, that sales representative is actually assigned to that particular
customer. You want to also keep track of the violations attempts. Again, a
trigger can be activated on the order file to perform the validation and track
the violators in a separate file.

•

Integrating existing applications and advanced technologies:
Your company sends a confirmation fax to the customers after they have
accepted an order from you. Triggers can be the ideal solution to integrate
your existing order entry application with your new facsimile support on the
AS/400 system.

•
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Preserve data consistency across different files:
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In this case, triggers can complement the referential integrity and check
constraint support, since they can provide a much wider and more powerful
range of data validation and business actions to be performed when data
changes in your database.
Triggers represent a powerful technique to ensure that your database always
complies with your business needs, provides consistent checking, and takes the
appropriate actions every time data is changed.
You can get benefit from triggers for several reasons:
•

Application independence:
DB2/400 activates the trigger program no matter which interface you are
using to access the data. Rules implemented by triggers are enforced
consistently by the system rather than by a single application.

•

Easy maintenance:
If you must change the business rules in your database environment, you
just need to update or rewrite the triggers. No change is needed to the
applications; they transparently comply with the new rules.

•

Code reusability:
Functions implemented at the database level are automatically available to
all applications using that database. You do not need to replicate those
functions throughout the different applications.

•

Easier client/server application development:
Client/server applications take advantage of triggers. In a client/server
environment, triggers may provide a way to split the application logic
between the client and the server system. In Figure 27 on page 84, you can
see how client applications can take advantage of the functions performed by
the triggers at the server side. In addition, client applications do not need
specific code to activate the logic at the server side. Application
performance may also benefit from this implementation by reducing data
traffic across communication lines.
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Client Application

Database Server
Communication
Line Data Flow
No Triggers
─────────────────── ┌──────────────┐
UPDATE FILE1... ─────────────────── │
FILE1
│
└──────────────┘
READ FILE2....
─────────────────── ┌──────────────┐
─────────────────── │
FILE2
│
UPDATE FILE2 .... ─────────────────── └──────────────┘
─────────────────── ┌──────────────┐
WRITE FILE3 .... ─────────────────── │
FILE3
│
─────────────────── └──────────────┘

Database Server
Client Application
UPDATE FILE1...

Communication
Line Data Flow
────────
────────

With Triggers
┌──────────────┐
│
FILE1
│────────────────┐
└──────────────┘

┌──────────────┐
┌─────────────┐
│
FILE2
│
│ READ FILE2 │
└──────────────┘
│ UPDATE FILE2│
┌──────────────┐
│ WRITE FILE3 │
│
FILE3
│
│
.....
│
└──────────────┘
└─────────────┘
Trigger Program

Figure 27. Using Triggers in Client/Server Application Development

5.2 How to Define a Trigger
On the AS/400 system, a trigger program can be developed using any supported
high-level language compiler. You can include SQL statements or use just any
other high level language; you can also code a trigger using the CL language.
See Figure 28 on page 85.
Once the trigger has been developed, it can be associated with a physical file.
The definition has a file-level scope: if you define a trigger on a multi-member
physical file such as a yearly sales file having a member for each month, the
trigger is activated whenever data is modified in any member.
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┌───────────────────────────────┐
│ RPG, COBOL, C, SQL, DFU, .... │
└───────────────┬───────────────┘
┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
┌─────────────────┐
│
│
│ Database Change │
│
│ ┌─────────┐
│
Operation
│
┌─────────┐ │
│ │ Physical│
└────────┬────────┘
│Trigger │ │
│ │
│
│
│
│ │
│ │ F I L E │────────────────┴────────────────│ Program │ │
│ │
│
│
│ │
│ └─────────┘
└─────────┘ │
│
RPG, C, COBOL,│
│
SQL, ... │
└────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
D B 2 / 4 0 0

Figure 28. Activating Triggers on the AS/400 System

When adding a trigger program to a file, specify:
Trigger Event: This is the I/O operation that activates the trigger:
•
•
•

Insert
Update
Delete

Trigger Time: Determines whether the trigger is activated before or after the
trigger event takes place. We later describe in detail how this parameter
influences the behavior of DB2/400. (See Figure 38 on page 102 and also
Section 9.3, “Constraints Enforcement and Triggers: Ordering the Actions” on
page 286.)
•

Before Operation - Before an update, an insert or a delete operation.

•

After Operation - After an update, an insert or a delete operation.

Trigger program: The program that is activated for this type of I/O operation.
Replace trigger:
•

Option (*YES) - Trigger program is replaced if there is any other trigger with
the same specification.

•

Option (*NO) - Trigger program is added if there are no other triggers with
the same specification.

Allow Repeated Change: Specifies whether repeated changes to a record within
a trigger are allowed. This parameter takes effect only when run under
commitment control. The options are:
•

*NO - Repeated changes to a record within a trigger are not allowed.

•

*YES - Repeated changes to a record within a trigger are allowed.

When ALWREPCHG(*YES) is specified for the before insert and update triggers
the record image can be changed in the trigger buffer. Trigger Condition: This
parameter is relevant to UPDATE triggers only. The options are:
•

*CHANGE - The trigger runs only if the update operation has actually
changed the data. If the update operation leaves the record as it was, the
trigger is not activated.
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•

*ALWAYS - The trigger is always called, even if no field in the record has
been changed.

Triggers can be added to and removed from physical files by using two CL
commands:
•

ADDPFTRG:
This command associates a trigger program with a physical file. Once this
association is established, DB2/400 calls the trigger program when a change
operation is performed against the physical file, a member of the physical
file, and any logical file created over the physical file or views created by
SQL.



Add Physical File Trigger (ADDPFTRG)



Type choices, press Enter.



Physical file . . . .
Library . . . . . .
Trigger time . . . . .
Trigger event . . . .
Program . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . .
Replace trigger . . .
Allow Repeated Change

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
*BEFORE
*INSERT
T4249IADT
ORDENTLIB
*NO
*NO

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*BEFORE, *AFTER
*INSERT, *DELETE, *UPDATE
Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*NO, *YES
*NO, *YES



When you add the trigger to the physical file, the file description is updated
to reflect that a trigger has been associated with the file. You can recompile,
restore, rename, copy, and delete the program and the file description is not
affected. For instance, when you update the trigger program, you do not
need to remove the trigger and add it again to the physical file. You can
take advantage of this this flexibility in case you need to change your
business rules. All you need to do is to recompile the trigger program. You
do not have to modify any applications or to change data in your database.
All applications accessing this database file immediately comply with the
new rules.
However, if you specify *LIBL when you add the trigger, the actual library
name is resolved and stored in the file description.



Add Physical File Trigger (ADDPFTRG)



Type choices, press Enter.



Physical file . . . .
Library . . . . . .
Trigger time . . . . .
Trigger event . . . .
Program . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . .
Replace trigger . . .
Allow Repeated Change

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
*BEFORE
*INSERT
T4249IADT
*LIBL
*NO
*NO

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*BEFORE, *AFTER
*INSERT, *DELETE, *UPDATE
Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*NO, *YES
*NO, *YES



In this example, the file description reports the actual library where the
trigger is currently stored. By using DSPFD TYPE(*TRG), notice that the
trigger library is explicitly reported:
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9/05/94
Display File Description
DSPFD Command Input
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILE
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Type of information . . . . . . . . . . . . : TYPE
File attributes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILEATR
System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : SYSTEM
File Description Header
File . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILE
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Type of file . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
File type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : FILETYPE
Auxiliary storage pool ID . . . . . . . . . :
Trigger time . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Trigger event . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
Program Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . : PGM
Library . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : LIB


ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
*TRG
*ALL
*LCL
ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
Physical
*DATA
01
*BEFORE 1
*INSERT
T4249IADT
ORDENTLIB



Figure 29. Display File Description

If you move your trigger to a different library, the file description does not
change. This may lead to run-time errors if you move triggers to different
libraries.
You can define up to six trigger programs for the same database file:
*BEFORE and *AFTER insert, delete, or update operations.
•

RMVPFTRG:
This command removes the association of a file and trigger program. Once
you remove this association, no action is taken if a change is made to the
physical file. The trigger program is not deleted by RMVPFTRG.



Remove Physical File Trigger (RMVPFTRG)



Type choices, press Enter.


•

Physical file
Library . .
Trigger time .
Trigger event

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

ORDERHDR
ORDENTL
*ALL
*ALL

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*ALL, *BEFORE, *AFTER
*ALL, *INSERT, *DELETE.



DSPFD:
You can display which triggers are associated with a physical file by using
the Display File Description (DSPFD) command (see Figure 29).
To get the triggers list ( 1), specify TYPE(*TRG) or TYPE(*ALL) with
FILEATR(*PF).
In an application, you might need to determine which triggers are associated
with your physical files. For instance, if you want to improve the
performance of an overnight batch program that updates every record in the
file, a procedure can be developed to disable the triggers for this batch
program. The QDBRTVFD API can be utilized to retrieve the trigger
information. Once this trigger information has been obtained, you can easily
remove the triggers, perform the overnight operations, and use the same
trigger information to add the triggers back to the file. This kind of
procedure should be made available only to users with the right authority.

Please refer to Appendix A, “Using the QDBRTVFD API” on page 367 for a
program example on how to use QDBRTVFD.
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5.3 Trigger Program Structure
When a trigger is activated, the system automatically provides the program with
the following parameter list:
Trigger Buffer: The trigger buffer has two logical parts:
•

•

Static area:
−

A trigger template that contains the physical file name, member name,
trigger event, trigger time, commit lock level, and CCSID of the current
change record

−

Offset to the data area followed by the length of the area.

Dynamic area, consisting of the old record image, old record null map, new
record image, and new record null map.

Trigger buffer length: The length of the trigger buffer provided by DB2/400.
By defining these parameters in your trigger programs, you can take the
appropriate actions based on the kind of data change that has occurred and the
characteristics of the job that fired the trigger. Our code samples show how you
can use the information passed through the trigger parameter list. See Section
5.5, “Designing Trigger Programs” on page 102. The following table describes
the trigger buffer structure:
Parameter

Type

Description

File Name

char(10)

The file this trigger is associated to

Library Name

char(10)

The library where the file is

Member Name

char(10)

The file member where the database change was performed

T r i g g e r Event

char(1)

Values can be ′1′ (Insert), ′2′ (Delete), ′3′ (Update)

Trigger Time

char(1)

Can be ′1′ (After) or ′2′ (B e f o r e )

Commit level

char(1)

Reports the commit lock level of the interface that activated the trigger

CCSID

binary(4)

The job CCSID

Old record offset

binary(4)

Determines the position of the old record image, starting from the beginning of this
parameter list

Old record length

binary(4)

The record length of the old record image

Old record null map offset

binary(4)

Offset to the null map for the old record image

Old record null map length

binary(4)

Length of this null map

New record offset

binary(4)

Offset to the new record image

New record length

binary(4)

Length of the new record image

New record null map offset

binary(4)

Offset to the null map for the new record image

New record null map length

binary(4)

Length of this null map

Old record image

char(*)

The old record image

Old record null map

char(No. of
fields)

The old record null map

New record image

char(*)

The new record image

New record null map

char(No. of
fields)

The new record null map

The following section describes the trigger buffer definition for several
programming languages (RPG, COBOL, and C).
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5.3.1 Trigger Buffer for RPG
An example of how you can define the trigger buffer is provided in Figure 30.
*====================================================*
* Definition of the structure to be passed into the *
* trigger program = buffer
*
*====================================================*
IPARM1
DS
I
1 10 FNAME
I
11 20 LNAME
I
21 30 MNAME
I
31 31 TEVEN 1
I
32 32 TTIME
I
33 33 CMTLCK 2
I
34 36 FILL1
I
B 37 400CCSID
I
41 48 FILL2
I
B 49 520OLDOFF
I
B 53 560OLDLEN 3
I
B 57 600ONOFF
I
B 61 640ONLEN
I
B 65 680NOFF
I
B 69 720NEWLEN 4
I
B 73 760NNOFF
I
B 77 800NNLEN
I
81 96 RESV3
I
97 142 OREC 5
I
143 148 OOMAP 6
I
149 194 RECORD 7
I
195 200 NNMAP 8
*====================================================*
* LENG = buffer length
*
*====================================================*
IPARM2
DS
I
B 1 40LENG
*

Figure 30. Trigger Buffer for RPG Programs

Note:

1 Trigger event
2 Trigger commit level
3 Old Record Length
4 New Record Length
5 Old Record Image
6 Old Record Null Map
7 New Record Image
8 New Record Null Map
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5.3.2 Trigger Buffer for COBOL
Figure 31 describes how you can define the trigger buffer in a COBOL program.
*================================================*
* PARM 1 = Trigger buffer
*
*================================================*
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 PARM-1.
03 FILE-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 LIB-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 MEM-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 TRG-EVENT
PIC X. 1
03 TRG-TIME
PIC X.
03 CMT-LCK-LVL
PIC X. 2
03 FILLER
PIC X(3).
03 DATA-AREA-CCSID
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
03 FILLER
PIC X(8).
03 DATA-OFFSET.
05 OLD-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.3
05 OLD-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.4
05 NEW-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 FILLER
PIC X(16).
03 RECORD-JUNK.
05 OLD-RECORD
PIC X(112). 5
05 OLD-NULL-MAP
PIC X(9). 6
05 NEW-RECORD
PIC X(112). 7
05 NEW-NULL-MAP
PIC X(9). 8
*================================================*
* PARM 2 = Trigger length
*
*================================================*
01 PARM-2.
03 TRGBUF-LEN
PIC X(2).

Figure 31. Trigger Buffer for COBOL Programs

Note:

1 Trigger event
2 Trigger commit level
3 Old Record Length
4 New Record Length
5 Old Record Image
6 Old Record Null Map
7 New Record Image
8 New Record Null Map

5.3.3 Trigger Buffer for C
In QSYSINC library, there is an include file for most of the system APIs that can
be used in a C program. The file name is H . If the QSYSINC library is not
available in your system, please install System Openness Includes option of
OS/400. Here is the trigger buffer definition for a C program taken from the
me mb e r TRGBUF .
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/****************************************************************/
/* INCLUDE NAME : TRGBUF
*/
/*
*/
/* DESCRIPTION : The input trigger buffer structure for the */
/*
user′ s trigger program.
*/
/*
*/
/* LANGUAGE
: ILE C
*/
/*
*/
/****************************************************************/
/****************************************************************/
/* Note: The following type definition only defines the fixed */
/*
portion of the format. The data area of the original */
/*
record, null byte map of the original record, the
*/
/*
new record, and the null byte map of the new record */
/*
is varying length and immediately follows what is
*/
/*
defined here.
*/
/****************************************************************/
typedef _Packed struct Qdb_Trigger_Buffer {
char file_name[10];
char library_name[10];
char member_name[10];
char trigger_event[1]; 1
char trigger_time[1];
char commit_lock_level[1]; 2
char reserved_1[3];
int data_area_ccsid;
int Current_Rrn;
char reserved_2[4];
int old_record_offset;
int old_record_len;
3
int old_record_null_byte_map;
int old_record_null_byte_map_len;
int new_record_offset;
int new_record_len; 4
int new_record_null_byte_map;
int new_record_null_byte_map_len;
} Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t;

Figure 32. Trigger Buffer for C Programs

Note:

1 Trigger event
2 Trigger commit level
3 Old Record Length
4 New Record Length
Using C, we are not allowed to define explicitly the old record image, the old null
map record image, the new record image, and the new null map record image
that we must include in RPG and COBOL programs. This is because of the
different memory allocation technique of the C language. If you use C, just set a
pointer to the record images using the offsets and you can access the contents
of these areas.

5.3.4 Using the Trigger Buffer
The following detailed discussion refers to the most important fields in the
trigger buffer as previously marked.

1 Trigger Event. This field gives you the possibility of determining the event
that called the trigger. This information is particularly valuable when a trigger
has been defined for different events. You might want to identify which record
image to use, depending on the event that has activated the trigger. Remember
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that the system always initializes the offset fields, even if one of them might
address meaningless data. Figure 33 on page 92 shows the record images that
you actually receive, depending on the event.

┌──────────────────────────────────┐
│Trigger EVENT
IMAGES
│
├──────────────────────────────────┤
│
│
│*INSERT
NEW RECORD
│
│
│
│
│
│*UPDATE
NEW/OLD RECORD │
│
│
│
│
│*DELETE
OLD RECORD
│
└──────────────────────────────────┘
Figure 33. Record Images and Trigger Events

2 Trigger CMTLVL: This is the commit lock level of the application that
caused the trigger to run. Generally speaking, we do not know whether the
interface that activates the trigger program is running under commitment control
or not. This parameter can be used in triggers when you want to set the same
commit lock level as the transaction that fired the trigger.
There are several ways to set an isolation level for triggers, depending on the
language that you are using. For SQL triggers, you can use the SET
TRANSACTION SQL statement. Remember that if you have both SQL and native
data access in your program, SET TRANSACTION only affects SQL statements.
Access to data through native interfaces is not affected by SET TRANSACTION.
For complete information on commitment control and commit lock levels, please
consult the Backup and Recovery, SC41-5304 .
For native trigger programs, different considerations apply. Using C, you can
dynamically open a file with or without commitment control. ILE RPG provides a
dynamic commitment definition for physical files; you can associate an RPG
variable to the COMMIT keyword on the F specification. Most OPM languages
do not provide a way to dynamically define commitment control for files. There
are several circumventions to this limitation. For instance, you might define the
database files in your program twice, once without and once with commitment
control. Open the correct file definition according to the value retrieved in the
trigger buffer.
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For example, using COBOL/400:





IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
............
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT FILDEFA ASSIGN TO DATABASE-FILEX
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS IS RANDOM
RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY.
SELECT FILDEFB ASSIGN TO DATABASE-FILEX
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS IS RANDOM
RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY.
...........
I-O-CONTROL.
COMMITMENT CONTROL FOR FILDEFA.
...........
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
...........
IF CMT-LCK-LVL = ′ 0 ′ THEN 2
OPEN I-O FILDEFB
ELSE
OPEN I-O FILDEFA.





Also see the example provided in Section 5.5.3.2, “Invoice Trigger Example in ILE
RPG” on page 128, where an ILE RPG program handling dynamic commitment
control is shown.
For a full discussion on the commitment control options of the various
programming languages, consult the specific language user′s guide and
reference.
The following example is part of an RPG trigger program with embedded SQL
statements showing how to set the correct commit lock level.





*=======================================================*
* Extracts the commitment control level of the invoking *
* application and set the same isolation level for the *
* trigger program
*
*=======================================================*
*
SELECT
C
CMTLCK
WHENEQ
′0′
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL NO COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
C
CMTLCK
WHENEQ
′1′
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED, READ WRITE
C/END-EXEC
*
C
CMTLCK
WHENEQ
′2′
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED, READ WRITE
C/END-EXEC
C
CMTLCK
WHENEQ
′3′
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ
C/END-EXEC
*
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For detailed information on isolation level and SET TRANSACTION, see the DB2
for AS/400 SQL Programming Guide, SC41-5611 .

5 Trigger old record image: When a trigger is activated by an update or a
delete operation, the old record image is found in this parameter field. In
COBOL and RPG, remember to define a storage area with the same length as
the database record length.

6 Trigger old null record map: This is the map of the null record fields of your
database file. This character array has the same length as the number of fields
in the database file associated to the trigger program. DB2/400 can set each
character to 1 (NULL field) or 0 (not NULL).
7 Trigger new record image: When a trigger is activated by an update or an
insert operation, the new record image is found in this parameter field. In
COBOL and RPG, remember to define a storage area with the same length as
the database record length.
8 Trigger new null record map: This is the map of the null record fields of
your database file. This character array has the same length as the number of
fields in the database file associated to the trigger program. DB2/400 can set
each character to 1 (NULL field) or 0 (not NULL).
If you are using variable length fields, the length of the record images provided
by DB2/400 is the maximum length allowed for the database records. Variable
length character fields are padded with blanks and a two-byte binary field with
the actual data length is added in front of every VARCHAR field.
Note: The way we have defined the trigger buffer for COBOL and RPG implies
that if you change the record length of the associated database file, the trigger
program must be modified to run correctly. On the other hand, you can perform
a move operation to bring the record images into your work field variables.
There is another technique called soft-coding the trigger buffer . In this case
when the structure of the file changes, you only have to recompile the trigger
program to get the new layout. We show this technique in Section 5.5.4,
“Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer - Example” on page 137.

5.4 Trigger Feedback to Application Programs
When implementing your trigger program, you have to consider that triggers
cannot pass parameters back directly because trigger programs are activated by
the database manager and are given an input-only parameter list.
If a failure occurs while the trigger program is running, an appropriate escape
message must be signalled before the trigger terminates. The message can be
the original message that is signalled by the system or a user-defined message
retrieved from a message file by the trigger program.
If no error message is signalled to the calling program after a trigger has failed,
the database manager assumes that the trigger completed successfully and the
operation that activated the trigger is completed as well.
We need to differentiate between two cases:
1. System generated error such as, for instance, a failure encountered
accessing a locked record:
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In this case, the system generates an exception and this looks for an
exception handler in the trigger; if none is found, the exception traverses the
invocation stack in reverse order searching for an appropriate exception
handler. If an exception handler does not handle the exception, the
exception is processed by the system database module that is performing
the I/O operation that fired the trigger. The I/O operation will fail.
2. Failures detected by the trigger program :
This situation is common in data validity checking. For example, consider
the case of an insert trigger performing some checking on the records being
inserted. When a record is inserted, the OS/400 module QDBPUT is invoked
(see Figure 34 on page 97). Notice that the trigger appears in the invocation
stack right after the OS/400 module QDBPUT.
If the trigger determines that invalid data is being inserted, the insert
operation has to be rejected. We can achieve this by sending an escape
message to the call stack entry where QDBPUT is running. For this purpose,
use the QMHSNDPM API to signal an escape message to QDBPUT. You
might choose to send a user-defined message back to the application that
fired the trigger.
In both cases, the I/O operation will fail, and the application will receive an error
code. Depending on what language you use, there are different return codes as
a result of the escape message signalled by triggers:
•

SQL application : SQLCODE = - 443, which corresponds to the message
SQL0443, ″ Trigger program or external procedure detected an error ″.

•

COBOL language:
File Status = 90

•

RPG language:
The indicator is turned on and you also get an RPG1299 message.

•

CL language:
Message CPF502B (″Error occurred in trigger program″) is received.

•

C application:
The errno variable is set to EIORECERR .

The I/O feedback area is also updated; the field reporting the exception identifier
is set to ″CPF502B″.
User messages sent by the triggers through the QMHSNDPM API and the
CPF502B message are always found in the job log. If the application that is
activating the trigger happens to run in an interactive job, the trigger might send
a message to the display. We show an example of this technique in Figure 44
on page 110.
Note: If a trigger error occurs in an SQL application a message key of the
original error is stored in SQLERRD(4) field of the SQLCA communication
area. The QMHRTVPM API can be used to return the message description
for this message key.
If you provide exception handling routines in your trigger programs, remember
that once an exception has been handled, the trigger will end normally. If you
need to reject the change operation that fired the trigger, you have to signal an
escape message from your exception handler to the appropriate call stack entry.
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See AS/400 Integrated Language Environment: A Practical Approach , GG24-4148,
for a full discussion of exceptions and exception handling.
It is interesting to see how a trigger failure is reported back to the most common
interfaces for data access on the AS/400 system such as Data File Utility (DFU)
and Interactive SQL. Notice that the actual message sent to these interfaces is
generic in both cases. The user message sent by the trigger can be found in the
job log.
This is an interactive SQL insert operation failing after a trigger signalled an
escape message:




> UPDATE ORDENTL/ORDERHDR SET CUSTOMER_NUMBER = ′00005′ WHERE
ORDER_NUMBER = ′12312′
Trigger program or external procedure detected an error.





The SQL interface sends the appropriate generic SQL message (SQL0443),
″Trigger program or external procedure detected an error″.
The actual message is sent to the job log by the trigger. In this case, a
user-defined message, ″Salesperson not allowed to deal with the customer″, was
previously sent by the QMHSNDPM API:







3 > strsql
Run in debug mode for performance information.
Salesperson not allowed to deal with customer
Error occurred in trigger program.
Error occurred in trigger program.
Trigger program or external procedure detected an error.



Similarly, if you use DFU, the operation you are performing will fail and the
generic CPF502B is reported to the interface:





WORK WITH DATA IN A FILE
Format . . . . :
ORDERHDR
ORDER_NUMBER:
CUSTOMER_NUMBER:
ORDER_DATE:
ORDER_DELIVERY:
ORDER_TOTAL:
SALESREP_NUMBER:

Mode . . . . :
File . . . . :

ENTRY
ORDERHDR

00001
00005
1994-01-01
1994-01-01
34000
ITSCID24

After pressing the Enter key on this display, the following exception is shown:
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End Data Entry
Number of records processed
Added . . . . . :
Changed . . . . :
Deleted . . . . :

1
0
0

Type choice, press Enter.
End data entry



. . . . . . .

Y

Y=Yes,

N=No

F3=Exit
F12=Cancel
Message CPF502B was issued.



It is worthwhile to go into some more detail to show how the process of
signalling a message to the database interface works.
This example relates to our application; we are reproducing the invocation stack
of the application right after the trigger has been activated:





Job Call Stack

Opt

Request
Level

1
2
3

4
1

2
3

Program or
Procedure
QCMD
QUICMENU
QUIMNDRV
QUIMGFLW
QUICMD
QUOCPP
QUOMAIN
QUOCMD
T4249CINS
QSQROUTE
QSQINS
QDBPUT
T4249RADT

Library
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QPDA
QPDA
QSYS
ORDENTLIB
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
ORDENTLIB

Statement

136

.GET

Instruction
0351
00C1
0455
0483
03E4
0541
0FDD
0176
00D9
02F0
01C0
0193
021D





Figure 34. Invocation Stack with an OPM Trigger

1 Application program Order Header Entry inserts a record.
2 This is the OS/400 module for insert operation.
3 This is the trigger program.
In the invocation stack, each entry is assigned a call message queue as soon as
the call stack entry appears in the job stack. The call message queue is
destroyed when the procedure or program leaves the invocation stack. Some of
the messages on the call message queue are also recorded in the job log. As
we have already mentioned, when the trigger is called, the application that
caused its invocation waits until the trigger comes to an end. The trigger
becomes part of the application flow and is shown in the invocation stack of the
job as if it had been called by the application itself.
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The following statements from a COBOL program show which parameters to
pass to the QMHSNDPM API to send a message to the DB module performing
the I/O operation.

 01



SNDPGMMSG.
03 SND-MSG-ID
03 SND-MSG-FILE
03 SND-MSG-DATA
03 SND-MSG-LEN
03 SND-MSG-TYPE
03 SND-MSG-QUEUE
03 SND-PGM-STACK
03 SND-MSG-KEY
03 SND-ERROR-CODE.
05 PROVIDED
05 AVAILABLE
05 EXCEPTION-ID
05 FILLER
05 EXCEPTION-DATA

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

X(7) VALUE ″TRG0005″ . 4
X(20) VALUE ″ORDMSGF
ORDENTLIB″ . 4
X(30) VALUE ″TRIGGER ERROR
″.
9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
X(10) VALUE ″*ESCAPE″ .
X(10) VALUE ″*″ . 5
9(8) BINARY VALUE 1. 6
X(4) VALUE ″
″.

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

9(8) BINARY VALUE 66.
9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
X(7) VALUE ″
″.
X(1) VALUE ″ ″ .
X(50) VALUE ″ ″ .





The parameters 4 are initialized with the message identification and the
message file associated with this message identification. You may use a system
message or you may create your own message file to signal a message through
trigger programs.
If you create your own message file, make sure your messages are created
setting DMPLST = *NONE ; otherwise, your applications generate dump spooled
files when they receive these messages.
The parameter 5 is the program message queue entry. If you use the value *,
you address the message queue of the procedure currently in execution. We
specified 1 for the program stack counter 6 so that the message is sent to the
previous call stack entry, which is QDBPUT. See the System API Programming,
SC41-5800 for a description of the usage of this API.
You might need to call your HLL trigger from a CL program. For instance, you
need to perform an OVRDBF ..... SHARE(*YES) before the actual trigger logic is
executed. The CL code is shown in the following example:



PGM

PARM(&BUF &BUFSIZE)



DCL
VAR(&BUF) TYPE(*CHAR)
DCL
VAR(&BUFSIZE) TYPE(*CHAR) LEN(2)
OVRDBF FILE(.....) SHARE(*YES)
CALL PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249RADT) PARM(&BUF &BUFSIZE)



ENDPGM

After the trigger has been activated, the job call stack is shown in Figure 35 on
page 99.
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Job Call Stack

Opt



Request
Level

Program or
Procedure
QCMD
QUICMENU
1
QUIMNDRV
2
QUIMGFLW
3
QUICMD
QUOCPP
QUOMAIN
4
QUOCMD
--->
T4249CINS
QSQROUTE
QSQINS
====>> QDBPUT
--->
CLPGM
--->
T4249RADT

Library
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QPDA
QPDA
QSYS
ORDENTLIB
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
ORDENTLIB
ORDENTLIB

Statement

136

600
.GET

Instruction
0351
00C1
0455
0483
03E4
0541
0FDD
0176
00D9
02F0
01C0
0193
000B
0220



Figure 35. Invocation Stack with a CL Trigger

You need to specify the correct call stack entry name to the QMHSNDPM API,
initializing the parameter 5 with the CL program name CLPGM .
Similarly, if you are writing an ILE trigger, every ILE compiler introduces the
Program Entry Procedure (PEP) in front of the user main program:





Job Call Stack
Opt

Request
Level

1
2
3

4
---->

===>>
1
---->

Program or
Procedure
QCMD
QUICMENU
QUIMNDRV
QUIMGFLW
QUICMD
QUOCPP
QUOMAIN
QUOCMD
T4249CINS
QSQROUTE
QSQINS
QDBPUT
_QRNP_PEP_
T4249IADT

...

Library
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
QPDA
QPDA
QSYS
ORDENTLIB
QSYS
QSYS
QSYS
ORDENTLIB
ORDENTLIB

Statement

136

Instruction
0351
00C1
0455
0483
03E4
0541
0FDD
0176
00D9
02F0
01C0
0193

0000000048





Figure 36. Invocation Stack with an ILE Trigger

In Figure 36, you can see the call stack entry after an ILE RPG trigger has been
activated. The call stack entry 1 is the PEP of this specific ILE RPG program.
The PEP message queue name for an RPG program has the format:

_QRNP_PEP_Program name
. In our example, the full name is _QRNP_PEP_T4249IADT . Also see the
example in Figure 46 on page 115. If you use ILE C, the PEP name is always
_C_pep , case sensitive (see Figure 55 on page 143).
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5.4.1 Commitment Control and Triggers
To ensure the best level of data consistency, use commitment control in your
applications. If your database design includes triggers, be aware of the
implications of using commitment control for the resources accessed by the
trigger programs. To avoid data integrity potential exposures, triggers and
applications should share the same commitment definition. In this case, all the
changes performed by triggers are committed or rolled back by the application
itself. The safest way to ensure that this happens is by compiling your triggers
with ACTGRP(*CALLER). Triggers and applications should also share the same
lock level. See Section 5.3, “Trigger Program Structure” on page 88 for more
information about handling the commit lock level in trigger programs.
If triggers run in a separate commitment control definition, they must commit or
roll back their changes, since the application cannot do that. There are potential
record-locking and consistency exposures in this situation, because if the trigger
terminates normally without committing its changes, the application cannot
release the locks on those records. Having different commitment definitions for
triggers and applications should be done only if strictly necessary as we show in
our example (see Figure 46 on page 115).
We now want to discuss what happens to the database changes when a trigger
encounters a failure and ends abnormally. We have to consider how DB2/400
deals with the database changes that activate the trigger and with the database
changes made by the trigger itself. There are several scenarios depending on
whether or not triggers and applications are using commitment control:
•

Both trigger and application use commitment control:
In this case, a failure during the trigger program execution is going to cause
the automatic rollback of all changes that had been made by the trigger
program. The originating change operation is also rolled back.
In other words, all the changes related to the database operation that fired
the trigger are treated as part of an atomic transaction: the system ensures
that all of them are either rolled back together or remain. When the atomic
transaction is rolled back, any other database change previously made by
the application is not affected. Consider the scenario in Figure 37 on
page 101.
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┌───────────────────┐
│ .......
│
│
│
│ COMMIT
│
.................
│
│
: ┌───────────┐ :
│ UPDATE filea ...│
: │ update ...│ :
│
│
: │
│ :
│ UPDATE fileb ...│
: │ insert ...│ :
│ ..................┼..........: │
│ :
│ : INSERT filec ...│───────────│ delete ...│ :
│ :................ ┼............┼...........┼.:1
│ if SQLCODE=0
│
│ insert ...│
│
COMMIT
│
└───────────┘
│ else
│
Trigger
│
ROLLBACK
│
│
│
└───────────────────┘
Application
Figure 37. Atomic Transactions with Triggers

The application in Figure 37 performs some database changes; one of them
fires a trigger. The trigger itself is executing some database changes and
gets a failure ( 1). DB2/400 automatically rolls back all the changes
enclosed by the dotted line, but does not affect the other operations made by
the application. The application determines whether to commit those
changes or not.
•

Only the application uses commitment control:
In this case, all the changes performed by the trigger are not rolled back, but
the change operation which fired the trigger is rejected. Data integrity may
be violated in this situation.

•

Only the trigger uses commitment control:
If the trigger activation group ends for an unexpected exception that you did
not provide an exception handler for, all the changes made by the trigger are
automatically rolled back. Remember that if you handle exceptions inside
the trigger, this terminates normally and you need to explicitly issue a
rollback operation to bring all the changes back. The originating change is
cancelled only in the case of a BEFORE trigger.
When an OPM trigger fails, the changes made by the trigger are not
automatically rolled back; an explicit rollback should always be issued by the
trigger to avoid lock exposure. The originating change is cancelled only in
the case of a BEFORE trigger.

•

Trigger and application do not use commitment control:
In this case, the changes made by the trigger are not rolled back; the
originating change is cancelled in case of a BEFORE trigger.
Important

If your triggers modify database data, we suggest you use commitment
control in both applications and triggers since this is the safest way to ensure
the integrity of your data.
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The following table summarizes the behavior of DB2/400 in case of an
unmonitored trigger failure:
Application Program

Trigger Program

Behavior

COMMIT=YES

COMMIT=YES

The originating change performed by the application
and the changes made by the trigger are rolled back
together.

COMMIT=YES

COMMIT=NO

The change that activated the trigger is rolled back;
the changes made by the trigger are not rolled back.

COMMIT=NO

COMMIT=YES

After an unhandled exception, the changes made by
the trigger are rolled back automatically if the
activation group ends. For OPM triggers, an explicit
rollback operation should be issued.
The originating change is rolled back only in case of
a BEFORE trigger.

COMMIT=NO

COMMIT=NO

In the case of an AFTER trigger, all changes are not
rolled back.
In the case of a BEFORE trigger, only the originating
change is rolled back.

Figure 38. Triggers and Commitment Control Definition

5.5 Designing Trigger Programs
This section describes some specific implementations of trigger programs that fit
our order entry application scenario. We want to show the main advantages of
using triggers instead of coding all the functions as part of a specific application.

5.5.1 Order Entry Application Scenario
The main flow of the application is described in Chapter 2, “Using Advanced
Functions: An Order Entry Application” on page 7. We focus our attention on
some particular functions that can be implemented by trigger programs. Before
going into a detailed discussion of each of these trigger programs, it is useful to
have a brief overview of what functions have been developed and a list of the
samples included in the redbook. We have included three trigger programs in
our scenario:
1. Verify Salesperson/Customer Association:
Verifies whether a salesperson is allowed to deal with a specific customer;
logs any attempt to violate the restrictions.
We developed several versions of this program in different languages:
•

T4249CADT: SQL COBOL (Figure 44 on page 110)

•

T4249IADT: Native ILE RPG (Figure 46 on page 115)

•

T4249CCAT: Native ILE C (Figure 55 on page 143)

This example is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.2, “Audit Trail Trigger
Example Programs” on page 103; in that section, we also report a COBOL
version of the application program that fires the trigger (T4249CADT). This
program creates a new order and inserts the new order header in the
database.
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2. Final Order Check and Invoice Printing:
Performs several authority checks on updates of the order header and prints
the invoice when the grand total is updated. Here is the list of the examples
in the different languages:
•

T4249CINV: Native COBOL (Figure 49 on page 122)

•

T4249IINV: Native ILE RPG (Figure 51 on page 129)

•

T4249CCIV: ILE C (Figure 52 on page 134)

In the Order Entry application scenario, this trigger is activated by the
program that is responsible for finalizing the order (FNLORD). An RPG
version of this program is also reported in this section (T4249FNLO; see
Figure 47 on page 120).
3. Check Customer Credit Limit:
Prevents issuing an order if the customer credit limit is exceeded and sends
a fax to customers who reached 90% of their credit limit. If the customer is
a special customer and they have reached the 90% of their credit limit, their
credit limit is increased by 30%. This is an example of a trigger program
that changes the record that activated the trigger.
•

T4249RCTA: ILE RPG (Figure 54 on page 140)

•

T4249CCTA1: ILE C (Figure 56 on page 147)

•

T4249CCTA2: ILE C (Figure 57 on page 149)

5.5.2 Audit Trail Trigger Example Programs
Whenever a new order is created, we need to make sure that the sales
representative who is taking the order has the right to deal with that particular
customer. In our sales department, each team of sales representatives has its
own pool of customers assigned to them. The sales representative uses our
application to place the orders and the first display the sales representative
works with is the order header input display:


ORDER NUMBER:
CUST. NUMBER:
ORDER DATE:
DELIVERY DATE:





ORDER ENTRY

ENTER = ACCEPT

00001
00003
1994-05-30
1994-05-30

F3=EXIT



For the sake of simplicity, the order number is an input field. In a real
application, it is generated by the system. In our scenario, we prevent duplicate
orders, thanks to a unique constraint on the corresponding database field. It is
useful to also report the DDS layout of this display file:
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** This is the Order Entry Display File
**
** This covers the take call order header entry
**
REF(ORDENTREF)
INDARA
R ORDER
TEXT(′ ORDER ENTRY′ )
ASSUME
OVERLAY
CA03(15 ′ END OF PROGRAM′ )
2 35′ ORDER ENTRY ′
DSPATR(BL)
5 3′ ORDER NUMBER: ′
ORHNBR
R
B 5 20CHECK(ME)
99
ERRMSG(′ ORDER ALREADY EXISTS′ 99)
DSPATR(HI)
6 3′ CUST. NUMBER: ′
CUSNBR
R
B 6 20CHECK(ME)
98
ERRMSG(′ CUSTOMER NOT FOUND′ 98)
97
ERRMSG(′ ERROR - SEE JOBLOG′ )
DSPATR(HI)
7 3′ ORDER DATE: ′
8 3′ DELIVERY DATE: ′
ORHDTE
10 B 7 20
DSPATR(HI)
ORHDLY
10 B 8 20
DSPATR(HI)
R EXITLINE
TEXT(′ EXIT LINE′ )
23 3′ ENTER = ACCEPT
F3 = EXIT′

Figure 39. Order Header Entry Display File - T4249OHRD

If we develop this application in a traditional environment without using any of
the advanced features of DB2/400, we code all of the consistency checkings
within the application itself.
In particular, the order header input program should check the
Customer/Salesrep relationship file to make sure the current user ID that
identifies the sales representative is actually allowed to place an order for that
customer. The pseudo-code of this traditional version of the insert order header
program is shown in the following example:

1

2

Display input map;
Read map;
Initialize grand total to 0;
if CUSTOMER_NUMBER not in CUSTOMER file
send error message;
else
retrieve USER PROFILE;
if USER_PROFILE is not associated to CUSTOMER_NUMBER
send error message
log violation attempt
else
insert ORDERHDR
if duplicate_key
send error message
else
return;

Figure 40. Traditional Version of Insert Order Header

In Figure 40, all of the data validation for logical consistency is performed by the
application program. By using the DB2/400 advanced features, we can easily
delegate the integrity verification 1 to the system, implementing referential
integrity between the CUSTOMER file and the order header (ORDERHDR) file.
See Section 3.4.3, “Another Example: Order Entry Scenario” on page 27 for a
description of how referential integrity is implemented in our scenario.
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We also need to keep track of any violation attempt against our sales
organization policy. This checking is performed in 2 by the traditional
application; this may lead to some security exposures, since this business rule
can be circumvented by using a different data input interface such as interactive
SQL, DFU, or a different application. Also, if we need to change the rules,
probably we need to modify all the existing applications dealing with the order
header file. For this reason, we decided to implement this checking at the
database level by developing an insert trigger program. This is the layout of the
new application:

3

Display input map;
Read map;
Initialize grand total to 0;
Insert record in ORDERHDR;
if I/O error
show error;
else
return;

Figure 41. Advanced Version of Insert Order Header

In Figure 41, all the data verification is performed by the database in 3 when
the insert takes place. Notice that the resulting application is much more
compact and simple; we just need to check the return code after the insert
operation has completed. All the logic for business rules enforcement has been
moved outside the application itself and is executed in any case, even if we use
a different data interface.
In Figure 42 on page 106, you can look at a COBOL SQL implementation of this
procedure. The operation that activates the trigger and the referential integrity
checkings is marked with 4. Immediately after the SQL insert, the application
checks the SQLCODE for errors and reports the correct message to the user.
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PROCESS OPTIONS.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249CINS.
AUTHOR. PROGRAMMER NAME.
INSTALLATION. ITSC LABORATORY.
DATE-WRITTEN. APRIL 1994.
DATE-COMPILED.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT T4249OHRD ASSIGN TO WORKSTATION-T4249OHRD
ORGANIZATION IS TRANSACTION
FILE STATUS IS STATUS-ERR.
**********************************************************
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD T4249OHRD
LABEL RECORD ARE STANDARD.
01 DSP01.
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF T4249OHRD.
***********************************************************
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 DSPFIL-INDICS.
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS-INDIC OF T4249OHRD.
77 IND-ON
77 IND-OFF
01 JOBA-AREA.
03 BYTES-RTN
03 BYTES-AVAIL
03 JOBNAME
03 USERNAME
03 JOBNUMBER

PIC 1 VALUE B″1″.
PIC 1 VALUE B″0″.

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
X(10).
X(10).
X(6).

*=================================================*
* Parameters for retrieve job atributes - USERID *
*=================================================*
01 RTV-JOBA.
03 RTV-JOB-VAR
03 RTV-JOB-LEN
03 RTV-JOB-FMT
03 RTV-JOB-NAME
03 RTV-JOB-ID
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

STATUS-ERR
ORDNUM
CUSTOMER
ODATE
ODLY
OTOTAL
INSERTOK

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

X(50).
9(8) BINARY VALUE 50.
X(8) VALUE ″JOBI0400″ .
X(26) VALUE ″*″ .
X(16) VALUE ″ ″.

XX.
X(5).
X(5).
X(10).
X(10).
S9(9)V9(2) COMP-3.
9.

EXEC SQL
INCLUDE SQLCA
END-EXEC.

Figure 42 (Part 1 of 3). Order Header Entry Program - T4249CINS
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LINKAGE SECTION.
01 CUSTNBR
PIC X(5).
01 ORDNBR
PIC X(5).
01 RTCODE
PIC X.
*========================================================*
*This program has three output parameters: Customer numb.*
*Order number and Return code. The return code can be: *
*Rtcode = 0 - OK
Rtcode = 2 - F3
*
*========================================================*
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CUSTNBR, ORDNBR, RTCODE.
DECLARATIVES.
TRANSACTION-ERROR SECTION.
USE AFTER STANDARD ERROR PROCEDURE T4249OHRD.
WORK-STATION-ERROR-HANDLER.
GOBACK.
END DECLARATIVES.
MAIN-LINE SECTION.
OPEN I-O T4249OHRD.
PERFORM INITIAZ-HEADER.
*=============================================*
* Call API to get job atributes and move the *
* output parameter into the work area
*
*=============================================*
CALL ″QUSRJOBI″ USING RTV-JOB-VAR,
RTV-JOB-LEN,
RTV-JOB-FMT,
RTV-JOB-NAME,
RTV-JOB-ID.
MOVE RTV-JOB-VAR TO JOBA-AREA.
MOVE ″0″ TO RTCODE.
MOVE 0 TO INSERTOK.
MOVE IND-OFF TO IN15 IN ORDER-I-INDIC.
WRITE DSP01 FORMAT IS ″EXITLINE″ .
PERFORM ORDER-ENTRY UNTIL
IN15 IN ORDER-I-INDIC EQUAL IND-ON OR
INSERTOK EQUAL 1.
IF IN15 IN ORDER-I-INDIC = IND-ON THEN
MOVE ″2″ TO RTCODE
ELSE
IF INSERTOK = 1 THEN
MOVE ″0″ TO RTCODE.
*===============================================================*
*We are not closing the file, because we are overlapping screens*
*===============================================================*
*
CLOSE T4249OHRD.
GOBACK.

Figure 42 (Part 2 of 3). Order Header Entry Program - T4249CINS
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ORDER-ENTRY.
PERFORM WRITE-READ-ORDER.
MOVE ORHNBR OF ORDER-I TO ORDNUM.
MOVE CUSNBR OF ORDER-I TO CUSTOMER.
MOVE ORHDTE OF ORDER-I TO ODATE.
MOVE ORHDLY OF ORDER-I TO ODLY.
MOVE ZEROS TO OTOTAL.
MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSTNBR.
MOVE ORDNUM TO ORDNBR.
IF IN15 IN ORDER-I-INDIC NOT EQUAL IND-ON THEN
*
*
The programs inserts an order in ORDERHDR file.
*
EXEC SQL
INSERT INTO ORDENTL/ORDERHDR VALUES(:ORDNUM, :CUSTOMER,
:ODATE, :ODLY, :OTOTAL, :USERNAME) 4
END-EXEC
IF SQLCODE EQUAL 0 THEN
MOVE 1 TO INSERTOK
ELSE
*==========================================================*
* After the insert operation, you should monitor the
*
* following SQLCODEs:
*
* SQL0530(-530) - Referential Integrity violation
*
* SQL0803(-803) - Order Header already exists
*
* SQL0443(-443) - Trigger program signalled an exception *
*==========================================================*
IF SQLCODE EQUAL -530 THEN
MOVE IND-ON TO IN98 OF ORDER-O-INDIC
MOVE SPACES TO ORHNBR OF ORDER-O
MOVE CUSTOMER TO CUSNBR OF ORDER-O
ELSE
IF SQLCODE EQUAL -803 THEN
MOVE IND-ON TO IN99 OF ORDER-O-INDIC
ELSE
MOVE IND-ON TO IN97 OF ORDER-O-INDIC.
*************************************************************
INITIAZ-HEADER.
MOVE SPACES TO ORHNBR OF ORDER-O.
MOVE SPACES TO CUSNBR OF ORDER-O.
MOVE ″0001-01-01″ TO ORHDTE OF ORDER-O.
MOVE ″0001-01-01″ TO ORHDLY OF ORDER-O.
WRITE-READ-ORDER.
WRITE DSP01 FORMAT IS ″ORDER″ INDICATORS ARE ORDER-O-INDIC.
MOVE IND-OFF TO ORDER-I-INDIC ORDER-O-INDIC.
READ T4249OHRD RECORD INDICATORS ARE ORDER-I-INDIC.

Figure 42 (Part 3 of 3). Order Header Entry Program - T4249CINS

The trigger program that is fired by this application function checks that the
sales representative has actually been assigned to that particular customer. If
this condition is not satisfied, the trigger logs an entry in an audit file.
The pseudo-code of the trigger is:
Retrieve USERPROFILE;
Read SalesRep/Customer file;
if USERPROFILE is associated with CUSTOMER
return;
else
log entry in AUDIT file;
send escape message to application;
1
commit;
return;

Figure 43. Pseudo-Code for the Audit Trail Trigger

The commit operation marked with 1 in Figure 43 needs some discussion. We
want to be sure that whenever a violation occurs, the trigger logs the attempt.
For this reason, the trigger should run in a separate commitment definition; so
that the operation 1 affects only the insert operation in the audit file. In this
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way, the interface originating the violation cannot roll back this log entry. For
this special requirement of this particular application, we want the trigger to run
in a different commitment definition. In general, we recommend that you run
your applications and triggers in the same commitment definition; the application
should commit or roll back all the changes at the end of the logical transaction
(see Section 5.4.1, “Commitment Control and Triggers” on page 100).
However, if you code your triggers in an OPM language, you cannot force them
to use a separate commitment definition. In this case, avoid using commitment
control in triggers, unless you do not want the application to be able to roll back
the changes made by your triggers.
If you are implementing this kind of triggers in the Integrated Language
Environment, create the program to run in a named activation group. If your
trigger is an SQL trigger, commitment control is automatically started at the
activation group level for you, but if you are using the native interface, you
should take care of starting commitment control for the named activation group.
See Section 5.5.2.2, “Audit Trail Trigger Example in ILE RPG” on page 113 and
Section 5.5.2.3, “Audit Trail Trigger Example in ILE C” on page 119.

5.5.2.1 Audit Trail Trigger Example in COBOL SQL (OPM)
This version of the trigger program must perform uncommitted changes. To
create the program in Figure 44 on page 110, use the following command:

CRTSQLCBL PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CADT)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QLBLSRC)
COMMIT(*NONE)
It is interesting to point out that this version of the trigger is enabled to send a
message to the display if the job that activated the trigger is interactive. This
technique might be useful if you want to provide the end user with a better
understanding of what has happened during the trigger execution. Generally,
when a trigger fails, applications just send the user a generic message
referencing the job log. The trigger program checks for the job type 1 and
opens an appropriate display file to show the message only in the case of an
interactive job.
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PROCESS OPTIONS.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249CADT.
AUTHOR. IBM.
INSTALLATION. ITSO.
DATE-WRITTEN. MAY 1994.
DATE-COMPILED. MAY 1994.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT DSPMSGD ASSIGN TO WORKSTATION-DSPMSGD
ORGANIZATION IS TRANSACTION.
**********************************************************
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD DSPMSGD
LABEL RECORD ARE STANDARD.
01 DSP01.
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF DSPMSGD.
***********************************************************
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION
END-EXEC.
01 CUSTOMNBR
PIC X(5).
01 SRNBR
PIC X(10).
01 CHECKVAR
PIC S9.
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION
END-EXEC.
01 WINMSG.
03 MSG1
PIC X(30)
VALUE ″YOU CANNOT DEAL WITH CUSTOMER″ .
03 MSG2
PIC X(30)
VALUE ″TRIGGER ERROR - SEE JOBLOG″ .
03 MSGDSP
PIC X(30).
*==================================================*
* This is the area to receive the record image
*
*==================================================*
01 ORDER-HEADER.
03 ORDHNBR
PIC X(5).
03 CUSNBR
PIC X(5).
03 ORHDTE
PIC X(10).
03 ORHDLY
PIC X(10).
03 ORDTOT
PIC S9(9)V9(2) COMP-3.
03 SRNNBR
PIC X(10) VALUE ″ ″.
01 JOBA-AREA.
03 BYTES-RTN
03 BYTES-AVAIL
03 JOBNAME
03 USERNAME
03 JOBNUMBER
03 INTERNALJID
03 JOBSTATUS
03 JOBTYPE

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
X(10).
X(10).
X(6).
X(16).
X(10).
X(1).

EXEC SQL
INCLUDE SQLCA
END-EXEC.

Figure 44 (Part 1 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in COBOL SQL - T4249CADT
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*=================================================*
* This are the parameters for the API QUSRJOBI
*
* to get job atributes - we need the USERID
*
*=================================================*
01 RTV-JOBA.
03 RTV-JOB-VAR
PIC X(61).
03 RTV-JOB-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 61.
03 RTV-JOB-FMT
PIC X(8) VALUE ″JOBI0400″ .
03 RTV-JOB-NAME
PIC X(26) VALUE ″*″ .
03 RTV-JOB-ID
PIC X(16) VALUE ″ ″.
*================================================*
* These are the parameters needed to signal an *
* exception inside trigger programs
*
*================================================*
01 SNDPGMMSG.
03 SND-MSG-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″TRG0005″ .
03 SND-MSG-FILE
PIC X(20) VALUE ″ORDMSGF ORDENTLIB″ .
03 SND-MSG-DATA
PIC X(30) VALUE ″TRIGGER ERROR
″.
03 SND-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
03 SND-MSG-TYPE
PIC X(10) VALUE ″*ESCAPE″ .
03 SND-MSG-QUEUE
PIC X(10) VALUE ″*″ .
03 SND-PGM-STACK
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 1.
03 SND-MSG-KEY
PIC X(4) VALUE ″
″.
03 SND-ERROR-CODE.
05 PROVIDED
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 66.
05 AVAILABLE
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
05 EXCEPTION-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″
″.
05 FILLER
PIC X(1) VALUE ″ ″.
05 EXCEPTION-DATA PIC X(50) VALUE ″ ″.
*================================================*
* PARM 1 = Trigger Buffer
*
* PARM 2 = Trigger Length
*
*================================================*
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 PARM-1.
03 FILE-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 LIB-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 MEM-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 TRG-EVENT
PIC X.
03 TRG-TIME
PIC X.
03 CMT-LCK-LVL
PIC X.
03 FILLER
PIC X(3).
03 DATA-AREA-CCSID
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
03 FILLER
PIC X(8).
03 DATA-OFFSET.
05 OLD-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 FILLER
PIC X(16).
03 RECORD-JUNK.
05 OLD-RECORD
PIC X(46).
05 OLD-NULL-MAP
PIC X(6).
05 NEW-RECORD
PIC X(46).
05 NEW-NULL-MAP
PIC X(6).
01 PARM-2.
03 TRGBUF-LEN

PIC X(2).

Figure 44 (Part 2 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in COBOL SQL - T4249CADT
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**********************************************************
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PARM-1, PARM-2.
MAIN-PROGRAM SECTION.
START-SECTION.
*====================================================*
* New record image received from the Database manager*
* and moving it to the working storage
*
*====================================================*
MOVE NEW-RECORD TO ORDER-HEADER.
*=======================================================*
* Call API to get the job atributes - USERID
*
* and move the receiving contents to working storage
*
*=======================================================*
CALL ″QUSRJOBI″ USING RTV-JOB-VAR,
RTV-JOB-LEN,
RTV-JOB-FMT,
RTV-JOB-NAME,
RTV-JOB-ID.
MOVE RTV-JOB-VAR TO JOBA-AREA.
IF SRNNBR OF ORDER-HEADER EQUAL USERNAME THEN
MOVE SRNNBR OF ORDER-HEADER TO SRNBR
MOVE CUSNBR OF ORDER-HEADER TO CUSTOMNBR
EXEC SQL SELECT 1 INTO :CHECKVAR
FROM ORDENTL/SALESCUS
WHERE SALESREP_NUMBER = :SRNBR AND
CUSTOMER_NUMBER = :CUSTOMNBR
END-EXEC
IF SQLCODE = 100 THEN
PERFORM ERROR-MSG
ELSE
NEXT SENTENCE
ELSE
PERFORM ERROR-MSG.
*=====================================================*
* If salesperson can deal with the customer just
*
* send a message that salesperson found.
*
* Otherwise, we will audit trail and signal exception *
* so the DB change operation will fail. We are
*
* testing the USERID to ensure that whatever interface*
* invokes the trigger, the salesperson will be checked*
*=====================================================*
CLOSE DSPMSGD.
GOBACK.
ERROR-MSG.
MOVE CUSNBR OF ORDER-HEADER TO CUSTOMNBR.
MOVE SRNNBR OF ORDER-HEADER TO SRNBR.
EXEC SQL
INSERT INTO ORDENTLIB/AUDTFIL (SALESREP_NUMBER,
CUSTOMER_NUMBER) VALUES(:SRNBR, :CUSTOMNBR)
END-EXEC.

Figure 44 (Part 3 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in COBOL SQL - T4249CADT
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******************************************************
* If the insert fails inside trigger program you
*
* should provide the appropriate escape message
*
* signalling an exception to the application
*
******************************************************
IF SQLCODE NOT EQUAL 0 THEN
MOVE ″TRG0003″ TO SND-MSG-ID
MOVE MSG2 TO MSGDSP
ELSE
******************************************************
* If salesperson can not deal with the customer
*
* send an escape message - DB change operation will *
* not happen
*
******************************************************
MOVE MSG1 TO MSGDSP
MOVE ″TRG0002″ TO SND-MSG-ID.
MOVE ″*ESCAPE″ TO SND-MSG-TYPE.
PERFORM SND-MSG.
SND-MSG.
*======================================================*
* If the job is interactive, we can send a message
*
* to the screen.
*
*======================================================*
IF JOBTYPE EQUAL ″I″ THEN
1
OPEN I-O DSPMSGD
MOVE MSGDSP TO MSGFLD OF DSPMSGD-O
WRITE DSP01 FORMAT IS ″DSPMSGD″
READ DSPMSGD
CLOSE DSPMSGD
END-IF.
*======================================================*
* Using the API to signal back to the application
*
* an escape message in order to make the insert fail. *
*======================================================*
CALL ″QMHSNDPM″ USING SND-MSG-ID,
SND-MSG-FILE,
SND-MSG-DATA,
SND-MSG-LEN,
SND-MSG-TYPE,
SND-MSG-QUEUE,
SND-PGM-STACK,
SND-MSG-KEY,
SND-ERROR-CODE.
IF AVAILABLE IS NOT EQUAL 0 THEN
DISPLAY ″QMHSNDPM API ERROR″ SND-MSG-ID.
GOBACK.

Figure 44 (Part 4 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in COBOL SQL - T4249CADT

5.5.2.2 Audit Trail Trigger Example in ILE RPG
The following example of the audit trail trigger has been implemented using the
ILE RPG language. As mentioned in the general discussion (Section 5.5.2, “Audit
Trail Trigger Example Programs” on page 103), we want a separate commitment
definition for this program. For this reason, follow these steps:
1. Write an ILE CL program performing a STRCMTCTL CMTSCOPE(*ACTGRP).
2. Create the corresponding CL module.
3. Call the CL program from within RPG before any file has been opened. Use
the User Open (USROPN) option in the F specs and open the file explicitly in
your program.
4. Create the corresponding RPG module.
5. Create a program specifying a named activation group.
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The commands needed to create this program are:

CRTRPGMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249IADT)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QRPGILE)
SRCMBR(T4249IADT)
CRTCLMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249CTL)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QCLSRC)
CRTPGM PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249IADT)
MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249IADT ORDENTLIB/T4249CTL)
TEXT(*ENTMODTXT)
ACTGRP(AUDIT)
The CL code needed to start commitment control in a separate activation group
is shown in Figure 45. The RPG program is shown in Figure 46 on page 115.
PGM
MONMSG
MSGID(CPF0000)
STRCMTCTL LCKLVL(*CHG) CMTSCOPE(*ACTGRP)
ENDPGM

Figure 45. Starting a Separate Commitment Definition
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FSALESCUS IF E
K DISK
INFDS(FILDS1)
F
INFSR(*PSSR)
F
RENAME(SALESCUS:SALECS)
FAUDTFIL O
E
K DISK
COMMIT
F
USROPN
F
INFDS(FILDS2)
FDSPMSGD CF E
WORKSTN
F
RENAME(DSPMSGD:DSPM)
* Program status subroutines
D FILDS1
DS
D FIL1
*FILE
D REC1
*RECORD
D OP1
*OPCODE
D STS1
*STATUS
D RTN1
*ROUTINE
*========================================================*
D FILDS2
DS
D FIL2
*FILE
D REC2
*RECORD
D OP2
*OPCODE
D STS2
*STATUS
D RTN2
*ROUTINE
*====================================================*
* Trigger Buffer passed by the system to this PGM
*
*====================================================*
* FNAME = PHYSICAL FILE NAME
*
* LNAME = PHYSICAL FILE LIBRARY
*
* MNAME = MEMBER NAME
*
* TEVEN = TRIGGER EVENT
*
* TTIME = TRIGGER TIME
*
* CMTLCK= COMMIT LOCK LEVEL
*
* FILL1 = RESERVED
*
* CCSID = CCSID
*
* FILL2 = RESERVED
*
* OLDOFF= OFFSET TO THE ORIGINAL RECORD
*
* OLDLEN= LENGTH OF THE ORIGINAL RECORD
*
* ONOFF = OFFSET TO THE ORIGINAL RECORD NULL BYTE MAP*
* ONLEN = LENGTH OF THE NULL BYTE MAP
*
* NOFF = OFFSET TO THE NEW RECORD
*
* NEWLEN= LENGTH OF THE NEW RECORD
*
* NNOF = OFFSET TO THE NEW RECORD NULL BYTE MAP
*
* NNLEN = LENGTH OF THE NULL BYTE MAP
*
* RESV3 = RESERVED
*
* OREC = OLD RECORD
*
* OOMAP = NULL BYTE MAP OF OLD RECORD
*
* RECORD= NEW RECORD
*
* NMAP = NULL BYTE MAP OF NEW RECORD
*
*====================================================*
D PARM1
DS
D FNAME
1
10
D LNAME
11
20
D MNAME
21
30
D TEVEN
31
31
D TTIME
32
32
D CMTLCK
33
33
D FILL1
34
36
D CCSID
37
40B 0
D FILL2
41
48
D OLDOFF
49
52B 0
D OLDLEN
53
56B 0
D ONOFF
57
60B 0
D ONLEN
61
64B 0
D NOFF
65
68B 0
D NEWLEN
69
72B 0
D NNOFF
73
76B 0
D NNLEN
77
80B 0
D RESV3
81
96
D OREC
97
142
D OOMAP
143
148
D RECORD
149
194
D NNMAP
195
200

Figure 46 (Part 1 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IADT
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*====================================================*
* Definition of the length buffer received by trigger*
*====================================================*
D PARM2
DS
D LENG
1
4B 0
*
*==================================================*
* This is the area to receive the new record image *
*==================================================*
D NRECORD
DS
D ORHNBR
1
5
D CUSNBR
6
10
D ORHDTE
11
20
D ORHDLY
21
30
D OTOTAL
31
36P 0
D SRNBR
37
46
*==================================================*
* This is the receiving parms from the API QUSRJOBI*
* Retreive the job atributes - USERID
*
*==================================================*
D RTVAPI
DS
D BTRN
1
4B 0
D BAVAIL
5
8B 0
D JOBNAM
9
18
D USERID
19
28
D JOBNBR
29
34
D JOBID
35
50
D JOBSTS
51
60
D JOBTYP
61
61
*==================================================*
* Outout parameters for QMHSNDPM
*
*==================================================*
D MSGERR
DS
D PROVID
1
4B 0
D AVAIL
5
8B 0
D RTNMSG
9
15
D RSVR
16
16
D RTNDTA
17
56
*
D FLDS
DS
D MSGLEN
1
4B 0
D PGMSTK
5
8B 0
D RTVLEN
9
12B 0
D MSGQLEN
13
16B 0
D PGMWTT
17
20B 0
*
D MSG1
C
CONST(′ S/C NOT ALLOWED ′ )
D MSG2
C
CONST(′ TRIGGER ERROR
′)
*===========================================================*
* RPG ILE - Call stack entry - signal exception parameters *
*===========================================================*
D LIBNAM
C
CONST(′ ORDENTLIB′ )
D MSGQNAM
C
CONST(′ _ QRNP_PEP_T4249IADT′ )
D MODNAME
C
CONST(′ *NONE
*NONE
′)
*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM1
PARM
PARM1
C
PARM2
PARM
PARM2

Figure 46 (Part 2 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IADT
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*========================================================*
* Parameter needed to signal an exception inside triggers*
*========================================================*
C
PLIST1
PLIST
C
PARM
MSGID
C
PARM
MSGF
C
PARM
MSGDTA
C
PARM
MSGLEN
C
PARM
MSGTYP
C
PARM
MSGQUE
C
PARM
PGMSTK
C
PARM
MSGKEY
C
PARM
MSGERR
C
PARM
MSGQLEN
C
PARM
CSEQUAL
C
PARM
PGMWTT
*===================================================*
* Retrieve job atributes - USERID
*
*===================================================*
C
PLIST2
PLIST
C
PARM
RTVVAR
C
PARM
RTVLEN
C
PARM
RTVFMT
C
PARM
RTVNAM
C
PARM
RTVID
*
C
KEYFLD
KLIST
C
KFLD
SRNBR
C
KFLD
CUSNBR
*===============================================*
* Initialization for *PSSR routine if some
*
* unmonitored errors occur
*
*===============================================*
C
MOVEL
MSG2
MSGFLD
C
MOVEL
′ TRG0005′
MSGID
*
*
*===================================================*
* Start a different commitment control definition *
*===================================================*
C
CALLB
′ T4249CTL′
C
OPEN
AUDTFIL
*
*===================================================*
* Get job atributes - USERID
*
*===================================================*
C
Z-ADD
61
RTVLEN
C
MOVEL
′ JOBI0400′
RTVFMT
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *′
RTVNAM
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTVID
C
CALL
′ QUSRJOBI′
PLIST2
*
*=====================================================*
* Move THE NEW RECORD RECIEVED BY TRIGGER TO WORK.FLDS*
*=====================================================*
*
C
MOVEL
RECORD
NRECORD
*
C
MOVE
RTVVAR
RTVAPI

7
20
25
10
19
4
20

61
8
26
16

88

Figure 46 (Part 3 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IADT
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*=====================================================*
* This program will check if the salesperson can deal *
* with the customer - testing first for the USERID
*
* and with the salesperson because another interfaces *
* may call the same trigger, and you have got to think*
* about it. Besides that we are checking if they exist*
* in the SALESCUS file, if they don′ t trigger program *
* will signal an exception to the application and DB *
* change operation will not happen and will audit
*
* trail, otherwise the change will run sucessfully
*
*=====================================================*
C
SRNBR
IFNE
USERID
C
GOTO
NTFND
C
END
*
C
KEYFLD
CHAIN
SALECS
71
C
*IN71
IFEQ
′0′
C
GOTO
EOFIN
C
END
C
NTFND
TAG
*
C
WRITE
AUDIT
99
C
*IN99
IFEQ
*ON
C
MOVEL
MSG2
MSGFLD
C
MOVEL
′ TRG0005′
MSGID
C
ROLBK
C
ELSE
C
MOVEL
MSG1
MSGFLD
C
MOVEL
′ TRG0002′
MSGID
C
COMMIT
C
END
C
EXSR
*PSSR
C
EOFIN
TAG
C
CLOSE
SALESCUS
C
RETURN
*==========================================================*
* Signalling an exception inside trigger program
*
* We check if the job is interactive or not and if it is *
* we send a message to user before signalling the exception*
*==========================================================*
C
*PSSR
BEGSR
C
JOBTYP
IFEQ
′ I′
C
EXFMT
DSPM
C
END
C
MOVEL(P) LIBNAM
LIB
10
C
MOVEL(P) ′ ORDMSGF′
ID
10
C
ID
CAT(P)
LIB
MSGF
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGDTA
C
Z-ADD
25
MSGLEN
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *ESCAPE′
MSGTYP
C
MOVEL(P) MSGQNAM
MSGQUE
C
MOVEL(P) MODNAME
CSEQUAL
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGDTA
C
Z-ADD
1
PGMSTK
C
Z-ADD
19
MSGQLEN
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGKEY
C
Z-ADD
66
PROVID
C
Z-ADD
0
AVAIL
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTNMSG
C
MOVE
′ ′
RSVR
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTNDTA
C
MSGQUE
DSPLY
C
CALL
′ QMHSNDPM′
PLIST1
C
AVAIL
IFNE
0
C
RTNMSG
DSPLY
C
RTNDTA
DSPLY
C
END
C
ENDSR

Figure 46 (Part 4 of 4). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IADT
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5.5.2.3 Audit Trail Trigger Example in ILE C
ILE C allows you to start commitment control at the activation group scope by
using the system ANSI C function. Any CL command executed by this function
runs in the same activation group as the program issuing the system function.
For the audit trail example in ILE C, please refer to in Section 5.5.4.2,
“Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer in ILE C” on page 143. In addition to features
covered by COBOL and RPG programs, the ILE C example shows you how to
soft-code the trigger buffer.

5.5.3 Update Trigger on the Order Header File Program Examples
Whenever an update takes place on the ORDERHDR file, we want to be sure that
the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The record can be updated either by the originator of the order or by
QSECOFR.
2. QSECOFR can update any field in the order header.
3. The originator cannot update the customer field because we want to prevent
an order issued for a customer from being rerouted to another one. See the
discussion in Section 5.5.2, “Audit Trail Trigger Example Programs” on
page 103 about the audit trail trigger.
4. If the originator updates the grand total field, this means that the order is
complete. We need to generate the invoice in this case.
Enforcing all these rule in a traditional environment is difficult and the
enforcement is restricted to the applications that implement this logic.
In our scenario, we provide an update trigger on the order header (ORDERHDR)
file to perform all these functions. The trigger complements the order entry
application because, when the Finalize Order module is called, the grand total is
updated and the invoice is automatically generated. In addition to that, this
trigger ensures that our sales department organization policy is never violated;
the program prevents a sales representative from placing a ″dummy″ order for a
customer he is authorized to and rerouting it to a different customer at a later
time.
In our application scenario, this trigger plays a significant role when the order is
being finally submitted. At that time, the procedure responsible for finalizing the
order (FNLORD) is invoked and updates the Order Header file with the order
grand total. In Figure 47 on page 120, you can follow the logic of this function
and look at the operation that fires this trigger 1.
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F*****************************************************************
F* This program performs the final processing of the order
F* information; updates the grand total in the Order Header
F* and updates the Customer total ordered amount.
F*****************************************************************
FFNLORDD CF E
WORKSTN
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM
PCUSN 5
C
PARM
PORDN 5
C
PARM
PORDT 112
C
PARM
RTNCD 1
C*
C
MOVE *BLANK
WSR
10
C*
C* If the total order amount is greater than the customer′ s
C* credit limit, the program displays an error message and
C* returns to the calling program with the return code ′ 1 ′ .
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ UPDATE ORDENTL/CUSTOMER
C+
SET CUSTOT = CUSTOT + :PORDT
C+
WHERE CUSNBR = :PCUSN AND
C+
CUSCRD >= :PORDT
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ 100
C
SQLSTT
ANDEQ′02000′
C
SETON
66
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCD
C
EXFMTFNLORDR
C
RETRN
C
END
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SELECT SRNBR INTO :WSR
C+ FROM ORDENTL/ORDERHDR
C+ WHERE ORHNBR = :PORDN
C/END-EXEC
C*
C* The total order amount is added to the sales_rep′ s amount.
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ UPDATE ORDENTL/SALESCUS
C+ SET SRAMT = SRAMT + :PORDT
C+ WHERE SRNBR = :WSR
C/END-EXEC
C*
C* If the sales_rep not found, an error message is displayed,
C* and set return_code to ′ 1 ′ .
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ 100
C
SQLSTT
ANDEQ′02000′
C
SETON
44
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCD
C
EXFMTFNLORDR
C
RETRN
C
END

Figure 47 (Part 1 of 2). Finalize Order Program - T4249FNLO
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C*
C* The total order amount on ORDERHDR file is updated and
C* this update will fire a trigger program.
C* If the trigger fails, the update also fails and
C* we rollback also any record updated prevoiusly.
C* The program returns an error code = ′ 1 ′ . to the main.
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ UPDATE ORDENTL/ORDERHDR
1
C+ SET ORHTOT = :PORDT
C+ WHERE ORHNBR = :PORDN
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFLT 0
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCD
C
SETON
77
C
EXFMTFNLORDR
C
RETRN
C
END
C*
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
RTNCD
C/EXEC SQL
C+ COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
RETRN

Figure 47 (Part 2 of 2). Finalize Order Program - T4249FNLO

5.5.3.1 Invoice Trigger Example in Native COBOL
This version of the trigger program generates a printed invoice. We are using
the following printer file to generate the printout:
** This is the Printer file for order entry application
**
** This covers the trigger invoice programs
**
REF(ORDENTREF)
*
R HEADER
ORHNBR

R

CUSNBR

R

ORHDTE

10

ORHTOT

R

SRNBR

R

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5

5′ ORDER NUMBER: ′
19
30′ CUST. NUMBER: ′
45
5′ ORDER DATE: ′
19
30′ ORDER TOTAL: ′
43EDTCDE(6)
5′ SALES REP.: ′
19

R DETAIL
PRDNBR

R

ORDQTY

R

ORDTOT

R

9
10
9
10
9
10

5′ PRODUCT NBR′
5
20′ ORDER QTY′
20
40′ ORDER TOTAL′
40EDTCDE(6)

Figure 48. Printer File for Printing Invoices - T4249INV

Commitment control is not a concern in this case because the invoice is printed
and the trigger performs read-only database access.
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To prevent an uncontrolled trigger failure due to possible MCHxxxx errors such
as a Decimal Data Error, we have defined a COBOL exception handler through
the QLRSETCE API. The program is invoked when an exception occurs, handles
the exception, and sends a meaningful escape message to the interface that
generated the originating database change.
To create this trigger program, you need to issue the following command:

CRTCBLPGM PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CINV)
SRCFILE(*LIBL/QLBLSRC)
SRCMBR(*PGM)
CRTCBLPGM PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CHDL)
SRCFILE(*LIBL/QLBLSRC)
SRCMBR(*PGM)
PROCESS OPTIONS.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249CINV.
AUTHOR. PROGRAMMER NAME.
INSTALLATION. ITSC LABORATORY.
DATE-WRITTEN. APRIL 1994.
DATE-COMPILED.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
SELECT T4249INV ASSIGN TO FORMATFILE-T4249INV
ORGANIZATION IS SEQUENTIAL
ACCESS IS SEQUENTIAL.
SELECT ORDERDTL ASSIGN TO DATABASE-ORDERDTL
ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED
ACCESS IS SEQUENTIAL
RECORD KEY IS EXTERNALLY-DESCRIBED-KEY
FILE STATUS IS STATUS-ERR.
**********************************************************
DATA DIVISION.
FILE SECTION.
FD ORDERDTL
LABEL RECORD ARE STANDARD.
01 ORDEDTL01.
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS OF ORDERDTL.
FD T4249INV
LABEL RECORDS ARE STANDARD.
01 PRT-REC.
COPY DDS-ALL-FORMATS-O OF T4249INV.
***********************************************************
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77 END-OF-FILE
88 NOT-EOF
88 EOF

PIC X(1) VALUE ″0″.
VALUE ″0″.
VALUE ″1″.

01 QTY
01 TOTAL
01 TOTAL-ZON

PIC S9(5).
PIC S9(7)V9(2) VALUE ZEROS.
PIC S9(9)V9(2) VALUE ZEROS.

01 STATUS-ERR
01 ORDERNBR

PIC XX.
PIC X(5).

Figure 49 (Part 1 of 5). Update Trigger on Order Header - T4249CINV
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*=========================================================*
* This is the area to receive the New record image
*
*=========================================================*
01 NEW-ORDER.
03 NORDHNBR
PIC X(5).
03 NCUSNBR
PIC X(5).
03 NORHDTE
PIC X(10).
03 NORHDLY
PIC X(10).
03 NORDTOT
PIC S9(9)V9(2) COMP-3.
03 NORHSR
PIC X(10).
*=========================================================*
* This is the area to receive the Old record image
*
*=========================================================*
01 OLD-ORDER.
03 ORDHNBR
PIC X(5).
03 CUSNBR
PIC X(5).
03 ORHDTE
PIC X(10).
03 ORHDLY
PIC X(10).
03 ORDTOT
PIC S9(9)V9(2) COMP-3.
03 ORHSR
PIC X(10).
01 JOBA-AREA.
03 BYTES-RTN
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
03 BYTES-AVAIL
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
03 JOBNAME
PIC X(10).
03 USERNAME
PIC X(10).
03 JOBNUMBER
PIC X(6).
*=================================================*
* Parameter passed to the API QUSRJOBI to retrieve*
* the job atributes
*
*=================================================*
01 RTV-JOBA.
03 RTV-JOB-VAR
03 RTV-JOB-LEN
03 RTV-JOB-FMT
03 RTV-JOB-NAME
03 RTV-JOB-ID

PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

X(50).
9(8) BINARY VALUE 50.
X(8) VALUE ″JOBI0400″ .
X(26) VALUE ″*″ .
X(16) VALUE ″ ″.

*=================================================*
* COBOL ERROR HANDLER routine to treat severe
*
* errors as MCHXXXX
*
*=================================================*
01 ERROR-HDL.
03 ERR-HDL-EXIT
PIC X(20) VALUE ″T4249CHDL ORDENTLIB″ .
03 ERR-HDL-SCOPE
PIC X(1) VALUE ″C″ .
03 ERR-HDL-PGML
PIC X(10) VALUE ″ ″ .
03 ERR-HDL-PGMN
PIC X(20) VALUE ″T4249CINV ORDENTLIB″ .
03 ERR-HDL-CODE.
05 PROV
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 66.
05 AVAIL
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
05 EXCEP-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″
″.
05 FILLER
PIC X(1) VALUE ″ ″.
05 EXCEP-DATA
PIC X(50) VALUE ″ ″.

Figure 49 (Part 2 of 5). Update Trigger on Order Header - T4249CINV
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*================================================*
* Signalling the exception inside trigger
*
*================================================*
01 SNDPGMMSG.
03 SND-MSG-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″TRG0005″ .
03 SND-MSG-FILE
PIC X(20) VALUE ″ORDMSGF ORDENTLIB″ .
03 SND-MSG-DATA
PIC X(30) VALUE ″TRIGGER ERROR
″.
03 SND-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
03 SND-MSG-TYPE
PIC X(10) VALUE ″*ESCAPE ″ .
03 SND-MSG-QUEUE
PIC X(10) VALUE ″*″ .
03 SND-PGM-STACK
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 1.
03 SND-MSG-KEY
PIC X(4) VALUE ″
″.
03 SND-ERROR-CODE.
05 PROVIDED
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 66.
05 AVAILABLE
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
05 EXCEPTION-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″
″.
05 FILLER
PIC X(1) VALUE ″ ″.
05 EXCEPTION-DATA PIC X(50) VALUE ″ ″.
*================================================*
* PARM 1 = TRIGGER BUFFER
*
* PARM 2 = TRIGGER LENGTH
*
*================================================*
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 PARM-1.
03 FILE-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 LIB-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 MEM-NAME
PIC X(10).
03 TRG-EVENT
PIC X.
03 TRG-TIME
PIC X.
03 CMT-LCK-LVL
PIC X.
03 FILLER
PIC X(3).
03 DATA-AREA-CCSID
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
03 FILLER
PIC X(8).
03 DATA-OFFSET.
05 OLD-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 OLD-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-OFF
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-NULL-MAP PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 NEW-REC-NULL-LEN PIC 9(8) BINARY.
05 FILLER
PIC X(16).
03 RECORD-JUNK.
05 OLD-RECORD
PIC X(46).
05 OLD-NULL-MAP
PIC X(6).
05 NEW-RECORD
PIC X(46).
05 NEW-NULL-MAP
PIC X(6).
01 PARM-2.
03 TRGBUF-LEN

PIC X(2).

**********************************************************
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PARM-1, PARM-2.
DECLARATIVES.
TRANSACTION-ERROR SECTION.
USE AFTER STANDARD ERROR PROCEDURE ON T4249INV
ORDERDTL.

Figure 49 (Part 3 of 5). Update Trigger on Order Header - T4249CINV
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ERROR-HANDLER.
CLOSE T4249INV ORDERDTL.
CALL ″QMHSNDPM″ USING SND-MSG-ID,
SND-MSG-FILE,
SND-MSG-DATA,
SND-MSG-LEN,
SND-MSG-TYPE,
SND-MSG-QUEUE,
SND-PGM-STACK,
SND-MSG-KEY,
SND-ERROR-CODE.
IF AVAILABLE IS NOT EQUAL 0 THEN
DISPLAY ″ERROR - QMHSNDPM API″ SND-MSG-ID.
GOBACK.
END DECLARATIVES.
MAIN-PROGRAM SECTION.
START-SECTION.
OPEN OUTPUT T4249INV INPUT ORDERDTL.
MOVE ZEROS TO NORDTOT OF NEW-ORDER
ORDTOT OF OLD-ORDER TOTAL-ZON TOTAL.
*=======================================================*
* This is the new record image.
*
*=======================================================*
MOVE NEW-RECORD TO NEW-ORDER.
*=======================================================*
* This is the old record image.
*
*=======================================================*
MOVE OLD-RECORD TO OLD-ORDER.
*=======================================================*
* Call API COBOL ERROR HANDLER - If MCHXXXX occurs, the*
* routine associated with this API will be called
*
*=======================================================*
CALL ″QLRSETCE″ USING ERR-HDL-EXIT,
ERR-HDL-SCOPE,
ERR-HDL-PGML,
ERR-HDL-PGMN,
ERR-HDL-CODE.
*====================================================*
* Call API to get job atributes - USERID
*
*====================================================*
CALL ″QUSRJOBI″ USING RTV-JOB-VAR,
RTV-JOB-LEN,
RTV-JOB-FMT,
RTV-JOB-NAME,
RTV-JOB-ID.
MOVE RTV-JOB-VAR TO JOBA-AREA.

Figure 49 (Part 4 of 5). Update Trigger on Order Header - T4249CINV
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*======================================================*
* This is a BEFORE UPDATE trigger program associated to*
* ORDERHDR file. This program will check:
*
* - The update is being made by the correct salesperson*
* or by QSECOFR, otherwise trigger will signal an
*
* exception and will stop the update operation
*
*
*
* - QSECOFR can update all values but will not print *
* the invoice. The salesperson can update all the
*
* fields but CUSTOMER_NUMBER, and in this case will *
* print the invoice
*
*
*
* - This provides an example of how to handle both
*
* record images inside trigger program.
*
*======================================================*
IF USERNAME NOT EQUAL ″QSECOFR″ THEN
IF NORHSR OF NEW-ORDER EQUAL USERNAME AND
NCUSNBR OF NEW-ORDER EQUAL CUSNBR OF OLD-ORDER THEN
PERFORM HEADER-LINE
PERFORM DETAIL-LINE UNTIL EOF
ELSE
MOVE ″TRG0002″ TO SND-MSG-ID
PERFORM ERROR-HANDLER.
CLOSE T4249INV ORDERDTL.
GOBACK.
HEADER-LINE.
MOVE NORDHNBR OF NEW-ORDER TO ORHNBR OF HEADER-O.
MOVE NCUSNBR OF NEW-ORDER TO CUSNBR OF HEADER-O.
MOVE NORHDTE OF NEW-ORDER TO ORHDTE OF HEADER-O.
MOVE NORDTOT OF NEW-ORDER TO TOTAL-ZON.
MOVE TOTAL-ZON TO ORHTOT OF HEADER-O.
MOVE NORHSR OF NEW-ORDER TO SRNBR OF HEADER-O.
WRITE PRT-REC FORMAT IS ″HEADER″ .
MOVE NORDHNBR OF NEW-ORDER TO ORDERNBR.
MOVE NORDHNBR OF NEW-ORDER TO ORHNBR OF ORDERDTL.
DETAIL-LINE.
READ ORDERDTL NEXT RECORD AT END SET EOF TO TRUE.
IF ORHNBR OF ORDERDTL EQUAL ORDERNBR AND NOT EOF THEN
MOVE PRDNBR OF ORDERDTL TO PRDNBR OF DETAIL-O
MOVE ORDTOT OF ORDERDTL TO TOTAL
MOVE TOTAL TO ORDTOT
OF DETAIL-O
MOVE ORDQTY OF ORDERDTL TO ORDQTY OF DETAIL-O
WRITE PRT-REC FORMAT IS ″DETAIL″ .

Figure 49 (Part 5 of 5). Update Trigger on Order Header - T4249CINV
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PROCESS OPTIONS.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249CHDL.
AUTHOR. PROGRAMMER NAME.
INSTALLATION. ITSC LABORATORY.
DATE-WRITTEN. APRIL 1994.
DATE-COMPILED.
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
CONFIGURATION SECTION.
SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-AS400.
INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
FILE-CONTROL.
**********************************************************
DATA DIVISION.
***********************************************************
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
**************************************************
* Message for signalling trigger error
*
* This is an escape message send to the calling *
* program. The objective is signalling the
*
* the database manager the change operation must *
* not happen
*
**************************************************
01 SNDPGMMSG.
03 SND-MSG-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″TRG0005″ .
03 SND-MSG-FILE
PIC X(20) VALUE ″ORDMSGF ORDENTLIB″ .
03 SND-MSG-DATA
PIC X(30) VALUE ″TRIGGER ERROR
″.
03 SND-MSG-LEN
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
03 SND-MSG-TYPE
PIC X(10) VALUE ″*ESCAPE ″ .
03 SND-MSG-QUEUE
PIC X(10).
03 SND-PGM-STACK
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 1.
03 SND-MSG-KEY
PIC X(4) VALUE ″
″.
03 SND-ERROR-CODE.
05 PROVIDED
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 66.
05 AVAILABLE
PIC 9(8) BINARY VALUE 0.
05 EXCEPTION-ID
PIC X(7) VALUE ″
″.
05 FILLER
PIC X(1) VALUE ″ ″.
05 EXCEPTION-DATA PIC X(50) VALUE ″ ″.
LINKAGE SECTION.
************************************************************
*This is the parameter list expected by the program that *
*activated the QLRSETCE API.
*
************************************************************
01 MSG-RCV-ID
PIC X(7).
01 MSG-RCV-RSP
PIC X(6).
01 MSG-RCV-PGMN
PIC X(20).
01 MSG-RCV-SMSG
PIC X(7).
01 MSG-RCV-TMSG
PIC X(50).
01 MSG-RCV-LENG
PIC X(2).
01 MSG-RCV-CODE
PIC X(1).

Figure 50 (Part 1 of 2). Exception Handler for T4249CINV - T4249CHDL
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**********************************************************
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING MSG-RCV-ID,
MSG-RCV-RSP
MSG-RCV-PGMN,
MSG-RCV-SMSG,
MSG-RCV-TMSG,
MSG-RCV-LENG,
MSG-RCV-CODE.
***********************************************************
* Set the program message queue, received by the calling *
* program, telling to which message queue we should signal*
* the escape message
*
***********************************************************
MOVE MSG-RCV-PGMN TO SND-MSG-QUEUE.
***********************************************************
* Signalling the escape message - DB change operation
*
* will be rejected
*
***********************************************************
CALL ″QMHSNDPM″ USING SND-MSG-ID,
SND-MSG-FILE,
SND-MSG-DATA,
SND-MSG-LEN,
SND-MSG-TYPE,
SND-MSG-QUEUE,
SND-PGM-STACK,
SND-MSG-KEY,
SND-ERROR-CODE.
IF AVAILABLE IS NOT EQUAL 0 THEN
DISPLAY ″API ERROR CBHDL″ SND-MSG-ID.
STOP RUN.

Figure 50 (Part 2 of 2). Exception Handler for T4249CINV - T4249CHDL

5.5.3.2 Invoice Trigger Example in ILE RPG
In this version of the trigger program, we generate the invoice information in a
database file rather than printing the invoice directly. The layout of the INVOICE
file is the same as the DETAIL record format of the printer file in the previous
paragraph (Figure 48 on page 121); we just added one field, the order number
(ORDNBR).
The example shows how you can dynamically put a database file under
commitment control in ILE RPG. If the originating application runs under
commitment control, the invoice trigger has to become part of the application
transaction. The application has to be able to commit or roll back all the records
that the trigger inserts in the invoice file.
To accomplish that, we can use the dynamic commitment definition in the F
specifications provided by ILE RPG. The keyword you need to specify is
COMMIT(variable-name). You also need to specify the USROPN keyword, since
the COMMIT keyword takes effect only when the file is opened. We test the
CMTLCK field in the trigger buffer data structure and set the RPG variable to the
proper value based on the commitment control lock level of the application. The
file is opened manually with the correct commitment definition.
Since we want to let the application take care of committing or rolling back the
entire transaction, the trigger must share the same commitment definition as the
application; the trigger runs in the same activation group and does not issue any
commit or rollback statements.
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To create this trigger program, follow these two steps:

CRTRPGMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249IINV)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QRPGILE)
SRCMBR(T4249IINV)
CRTPGM

PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249IINV)
ACTGRP(*CALLER)

*
*======================================================*
* This is a BEFORE UPDATE trigger program associated to*
* ORDERHDR file. This program will check that:
*
* - The update is being made by the correct salesperson*
* or by QSECOFR, otherwise trigger will signal an
*
* exception and will stop the update operation
*
*
*
* - QSECOFR can update all values but will not print *
* the invoice. The salesperson can update all the
*
* fields but CUSTOMER_NUMBER, and in this case will *
* print the invoice
*
*
*
* - This provides an example of how to handle both
*
* record images inside trigger program.
*
*======================================================*
*
FORDERDTL IF E
K DISK
INFDS(FILDS1)
F
INFSR(*PSSR)
F
RENAME(ORDERDTL:ORDDET)
*==============================================================*
* The RPG variable VAR will determine whether this file will *
* be opened under commitment control or not. We use the
*
* explicit open option (USROPN) in order to be able to set
*
* the correct value of the variable VAR before the file is
*
* opened.
*
*==============================================================*
FINVOICE O A E
DISK
INFDS(FILDS2)
F
INFSR(*PSSR)
F
USROPN
F
COMMIT(VAR)
F
RENAME(INVOICE:DETAIL)
*========================================================*
* Exception handling in RPG trigger
*
*========================================================*
DVAR
S
1A
D FILDS1
DS
D FIL1
*FILE
D REC1
*RECORD
D OP1
*OPCODE
D STS1
*STATUS
D RTN1
*ROUTINE
D FILDS2
DS
D FIL2
*FILE
D REC2
*RECORD
D OP2
*OPCODE
D STS2
*STATUS
D RTN2
*ROUTINE

Figure 51 (Part 1 of 5). Invoice Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IINV
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*====================================================*
* Definition of the structure to be received by
*
* the trigger program - Buffer
*
*====================================================*
* THE FIELDS DESCRIPTION:
*
* FNAME = PHYSICAL FILE NAME
*
* LNAME = PHYSICAL FILE LIBRARY
*
* MNAME = MEMBER NAME
*
* TEVEN = TRIGGER EVENT
*
* TTIME = TRIGGER TIME
*
* CMTLCK= COMMIT LOCK LEVEL
*
* FILL1 = RESERVED
*
* CCSID = CCSID
*
* FILL2 = RESERVED
*
* OLDOFF= OFFSET TO THE ORIGINAL RECORD
*
* OLDLEN= LENGTH OF THE ORIGINAL RECORD
*
* ONOFF = OFFSET TO THE ORIGINAL RECORD NULL BYTE MAP*
* ONLEN = LENGTH OF THE NULL BYTE MAP
*
* NOFF = OFFSET TO THE NEW RECORD
*
* NEWLEN= LENGTH OF THE NEW RECORD
*
* NNOF = OFFSET TO THE NEW RECORD NULL BYTE MAP
*
* NNLEN = LENGTH OF THE NULL BYTE MAP
*
* RESV3 = RESERVED
*
* OREC = OLD RECORD
*
* OOMAP = NULL BYTE MAP OF OLD RECORD
*
* RECORD= NEW RECORD
*
* NMAP = NULL BYTE MAP OF NEW RECORD
*
*====================================================*
D PARM1
DS
D FNAME
1
10
D LNAME
11
20
D MNAME
21
30
D TEVEN
31
31
D TTIME
32
32
D CMTLCK
33
33
D FILL1
34
36
D CCSID
37
40B 0
D FILL2
41
48
D OLDOFF
49
52B 0
D OLDLEN
53
56B 0
D ONOFF
57
60B 0
D ONLEN
61
64B 0
D NOFF
65
68B 0
D NEWLEN
69
72B 0
D NNOFF
73
76B 0
D NNLEN
77
80B 0
D RESV3
81
96
D OREC
97
142
D OOMAP
143
148
D RECORD
149
194
D NNMAP
195
200
*====================================================*
* Definition of the structure to be received by the *
* trigger program - BUFFER LENGTH
*
*====================================================*
D PARM2
DS
D LENG
1
4B 0
*
*==================================================*
* These are the work fields to receive the trigger *
* new record image
*
*==================================================*
D NORDER
DS
D ORHNBR
1
5
D CUSNBR
6
10
D ORHDTE
11
20
D ORHDLY
21
30
D OTOTAL
31
36P 0
D SRNBR
37
46

Figure 51 (Part 2 of 5). Invoice Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IINV
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*==================================================*
* These are the work fields to receive the trigger *
* old record image
*
*==================================================*
D OORDER
DS
D OORHNB
1
5
D OCUSNB
6
10
D OORHDT
11
20
D OORHDL
21
30
D OOTOTA
31
36P 0
D OSRNBR
37
46
*==================================================*
* This is the work area that will receive the
*
* job atributes retrieved
*
*==================================================*
D RTVAPI
DS
D BTRN
1
4B 0
D BAVAIL
5
8B 0
D JOBNAM
9
18
D USERID
19
28
D JOBNBR
29
34
*==================================================*
* Output parameters used in QMHSNDPM API
*
*==================================================*
D MSGERR
DS
D PROVID
1
4B 0
D AVAIL
5
8B 0
D RTNMSG
9
15
D RSVR
16
16
D RTNDTA
17
26
*
D FLDS
DS
D MSGLEN
1
4B 0
D PGMSTK
5
8B 0
D RTVLEN
9
12B 0
D MSGQLEN
13
16B 0
D PGMWTT
17
20B 0
*=============================================================*
* RPG ILE - Call stack entry - signal exceptions
*
*=============================================================*
D LIBNAM
C
CONST(′ ORDENTLIB′ )
D MSGQNAM
C
CONST(′ _ QRNP_PEP_T4249IINV′ )
D MODNAME
C
CONST(′ *NONE
*NONE
′)
*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM1
PARM
PARM1
C
PARM2
PARM
PARM2

Figure 51 (Part 3 of 5). Invoice Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IINV
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*
*=====================================================*
* Signalling exception inside trigger program
*
*=====================================================*
C
PLIST1
PLIST
C
PARM
MSGID
C
PARM
MSGF
C
PARM
MSGDTA
C
PARM
MSGLEN
C
PARM
MSGTYP
C
PARM
MSGQUE
C
PARM
PGMSTK
C
PARM
MSGKEY
C
PARM
MSGERR
C
PARM
MSGQLEN
C
PARM
CSEQUAL
C
PARM
PGMWTT
*
C
KEYS
KLIST
C
KFLD
ORHNBR
*===================================================*
* Retrieve job atributes - QUSRJOBI API - USERID
*
*===================================================*
C
PLIST2
PLIST
C
PARM
RTVVAR
C
PARM
RTVLEN
C
PARM
RTVFMT
C
PARM
RTVNAM
C
PARM
RTVID
C
CMTLCK
IFNE
′0′
C
MOVEL
′1′
VAR
c
′ *YES′
dsply
C
ELSE
C
MOVEL
*BLANKS
VAR
c
′ *NO′
dsply
C
END
*=====================================================*
* Initialize MSGID in case the PSSR is called.
*
*=====================================================*
C
MOVE
′ TRG0005′
MSGID
*
*===================================================*
* Move new record image received from the input
*
* parameter into the work area
*
*===================================================*
*
C
MOVEL
RECORD
NORDER
*
*===================================================*
* Move old record image received from the input
*
* parameter into the work area
*
*===================================================*
*
C
MOVEL
OREC
OORDER
*
*===================================================*
* Get job atributes - USERID
*
*===================================================*
C
Z-ADD
50
RTVLEN
C
MOVEL
′ ′
RTVVAR
C
MOVE
′ JOBI0400′
RTVFMT
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *′
RTVNAM
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTVID
C
CALL
′ QUSRJOBI′
PLIST2

7
20
25
10
19
4
20

50
8
26
16

Figure 51 (Part 4 of 5). Invoice Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IINV
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C
MOVEL
RTVVAR
RTVAPI
C
SRNBR
IFEQ
′ QSECOFR′
C
GOTO
EOFIN
C
END
C
SRNBR
IFNE
USERID
C
MOVE
′ TRG0002′
MSGID
C
EXSR
*PSSR
C
GOTO
EOFIN
C
END
*
C
CUSNBR
IFEQ
OCUSNB
C
OPEN
INVOICE
C
MOVEL
ORHNBR
ORDNBR
C
KEYS
SETLL
ORDDET
C
*IN99
DOUEQ
*ON
C
KEYS
READE
ORDDET
C
*IN98
IFEQ
*ON
C
EXSR
*PSSR
C
GOTO
EOFIN
C
END
C
*IN99
IFEQ
*OFF
C
WRITE
DETAIL
C
*IN81
IFEQ
*ON
C
EXSR
*PSSR
C
GOTO
EOFIN
C
END
C
END
C
ENDDO
C
END
C
EOFIN
TAG
C
close
invoice
C
RETURN
*=========================================================*
* Trigger signalling exception
*
*=========================================================*
C
*PSSR
BEGSR
C
MOVEL(P) LIBNAM
LIB
10
C
MOVEL(P) ′ ORDMSGF′
ID
10
C
ID
CAT(P)
LIB
MSGF
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGDTA
C
Z-ADD
25
MSGLEN
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *ESCAPE′
MSGTYP
C
MOVEL(P) MSGQNAM
MSGQUE
C
MOVE
MODNAME
CSEQUAL
C
Z-ADD
19
MSGQLEN
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGDTA
C
Z-ADD
1
PGMSTK
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGKEY
C
Z-ADD
66
PROVID
C
Z-ADD
0
AVAIL
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTNMSG
C
MOVE
′ ′
RSVR
C
MOVE
′ ′
RTNDTA
C
CALL
′ QMHSNDPM′
PLIST1
C
AVAIL
IFEQ
0
C
RTNMSG
DSPLY
C
RTNDTA
DSPLY
C
END
C
ENDSR

9899

81

Figure 51 (Part 5 of 5). Invoice Trigger in ILE RPG - T4249IINV

5.5.3.3 Invoice Trigger Example in ILE C
We coded the same trigger program in ILE C just to show how you can manage
the dynamic commitment control using this language. See Section 5.5.3.2,
“Invoice Trigger Example in ILE RPG” on page 128 for a discussion on
commitment control in this trigger. The _Ropen function allows you to specify
whether or not the file has to be opened under commitment control at run time.
Create this program with the following commands:
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CRTCMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249CCIV)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QCSRC)
CRTPGM PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CCIV)
ACTGRP(*CALLER)
/*................................................................*/
/*. This is a BEFORE UPDATE trigger program associated with the .*/
/*. ORDERHDR file. The program checks that:
.*/
/*. - The update is being made by the originator of the order .*/
/*.
or by QSECOFR; in any other case, the trigger stops the .*/
/*.
update.
.*/
/*. - If the originator of the order updates the grand total, .*/
/*.
the invoice is also generated. The originator will not
.*/
/*.
be able to update the CUSTOMER_NUMBER field. QSECOFR has .*/
/*.
the ability to update any field, but no invoice is
.*/
/*.
generated.
.*/
/*................................................................*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <recio.h>
#include <decimal.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <signal.h>
/*..... Externally described files .....*/
#pragma mapinc(″InvoiceFile″, ″ORDENTL/INVOICE(*ALL)″ , \
″both″, ″d z _P″, ″ ″, ″inv″ )
#include ″InvoiceFile″
#pragma mapinc(″OrderDetail″, ″ORDENTL/ORDERDTL(*ALL)″ , \
″input key″, ″d z _P″, ″ ″, ″dtl″ )
#include ″OrderDetail″
/*..... APIs linkage .....*/
#pragma linkage(QUSRJOBI, OS)
#pragma linkage(QMHSNDPM, OS)
/*...... We defined our own trigger buffer; you can also include
...... the system provided definition QSYSINC/H/TRGBUF ...........*/
typedef _Packed struct {
/*.... Trigger Parameter List ....*/
char FileName[10];
char LibName[10];
char MbrName[10];
char TrgEvent[1];
char TrgTime[1];
char CmtCtlLvl[1];
char reserved1[3];
int CCSID;
char reserved2[8];
int OldRecordOffset;
int OldRecordLength;
int OldRecordNullByteMapOffset;
int OldRecordNullByteMapLength;
int NewRecordOffset;
int NewRecordLength;
int NewRecordNullByteMapOffset;
int NewRecordNullByteMapLength;
} TrgBuf;
typedef _Packed struct {
/*.... Record layout ....*/
char OrderNumber[5];
char CustomerNumber[5];
char OrderDate[10];
char OrderDelivery[10];
decimal(11,2) OrderTotal;
char SalesRep[10];
} DBFileRec;
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void QUSRJOBI(char *, int, char *, char *, char *);
void QMHSNDPM(char *, char *, char *, int, char *, char *, int,
char *, char *);
void sendMessage(char *);
int checkUpdateValidity(DBFileRec *, DBFileRec *);
/*.... This procedure returns:
.... -1 if the originator is trying to update CUSTOMER_NUMBER
.... 0 if the originator is not updating the grand total
.... 1 if the originator is updating the grand total
..............................................................*/
DBFileRec *NewOrder, *OldOrder; /*.... Old and New Image ....*/
TrgBuf *TrgBuffer;
inv_INVOICE_both_t Invoice;
dtl_ORDERDTL_i_t OrderDetail;
dtl_ORDERDTL_key_t OrderDetailKey;
static _RFILE *Inv, *OrderDtl;
void main(int argc, char **argv)
{
_RIOFB_T *InvFB, *OrderDtlFB;
char JobInfo[86];
/*.... Parameters for QUSRJOBI ....*/
int JobInfoLen = 86;
char JobFmt[8] = ″JOBI0100″ ;
char JobName[26];
char JobId[16];
char UserId[10], MsgId[7];
double OrderTotalD, OrderQtyD, PartialTotalD;
int UpdateType;
void ExcptHandler(int);
signal(SIGALL, ExcptHandler);
memset(JobName, ′ ′ , 2 6 ) ;
JobName[0] = ′ *′ ;
memset(JobId, ′ ′ , 1 6 ) ;
TrgBuffer = (TrgBuf *) argv[1];
/*.... Setting the pointers to the storage areas where the
system keeps the record images ....................*/
OldOrder = (DBFileRec *) ((char *) TrgBuffer +
TrgBuffer->OldRecordOffset);
NewOrder = (DBFileRec *) ((char *) TrgBuffer +
TrgBuffer->NewRecordOffset);
/*.... Retrieving the current USERID and checking if this is the
same who actually issued the order ......................*/
QUSRJOBI(JobInfo, JobInfoLen, JobFmt, JobName, JobId);
memcpy(UserId, JobInfo+18, 10);
if(!strncmp(UserId, ″QSECOFR ″, 10))
return; /*.... User is QSECOFR, no further checking or action ...*/
if(strncmp(UserId, OldOrder->SalesRep, 10) ||
(UpdateType = checkUpdateValidity(OldOrder, NewOrder)) == -1)
{
memcpy(MsgId, ″TRG0002″ , 7 ) ;
sendMessage(MsgId);
return;
}
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if (UpdateType == 0)
return;
if (*TrgBuffer->CmtCtlLvl == ′ 0 ′ )
/*.... If the application runs without commitment control
....*/
/*.... open the invoice file with the commit option set to NO ....*/
Inv = _Ropen(″ORDENTL/INVOICE″, ″ar commit=N″ ) ;
else /*.... otherwise, open the file with commit YES ....*/
Inv = _Ropen(″ORDENTL/INVOICE″, ″ar commit=Y″ ) ;
/*.... Scanning the Order to produce the Invoice ....*/
memcpy(OrderDetailKey.ORDER_NUMBER, NewOrder->OrderNumber, 5);
/*.... File OrderDtl is opened only if the trigger is being invoked
.... for the first time.
.................................................................*/
if (OrderDtl == NULL)
OrderDtl = _Ropen(″ORDENTL/ORDERDTL″, ″rr arrseq=N″ ) ;
OrderDtlFB = _Rlocate(OrderDtl, (void *) OrderDetailKey.ORDER_NUMBER,
5, __KEY_EQ|__DATA_ONLY);
if (OrderDtlFB->num_bytes == 0)
{
exit(1);
}
OrderDtlFB =
_Rreads(OrderDtl, (void *) &OrderDetail, sizeof(OrderDetail),
__NO_LOCK);
strncpy(Invoice.ORDNBR, NewOrder->OrderNumber, 5);
while(OrderDtlFB->num_bytes != EOF &&
!strncmp(OrderDetail.ORDER_NUMBER, NewOrder->OrderNumber, 5))
{
memcpy(Invoice.PRDNBR, OrderDetail.PRODUCT_NUMBER, 5);
Invoice.ORDQTY = OrderDetail.ORDERDTL_QUANTITY;
Invoice.ORDTOT = OrderDetail.ORDERDTL_TOTAL;
InvFB = _Rwrite(Inv, (void *) &Invoice, sizeof(Invoice));
OrderDtlFB =
_Rreadn(OrderDtl, (void *) &OrderDetail, sizeof(OrderDetail),
__NO_LOCK);
}
_Rclose(Inv);
}
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int checkUpdateValidity(DBFileRec *OldOrder, DBFileRec *NewOrder)
{
if (strncmp(NewOrder->CustomerNumber, OldOrder->CustomerNumber, 5))
return -1 ; /*.... Violation ....*/
if (NewOrder->OrderTotal != OldOrder->OrderTotal)
return 1 ; /*.... Print Invoice ....*/
return 0 ;
/*.... No action ........*/
}
void sendMessage(char *MsgId)
{
char MsgFile[20] = ″ORDMSGF ORDENTLIB ″ ,
MsgData[30] = ″Trigger Error
MsgType[10] = ″*ESCAPE ″ ,
MsgQueue[10]= ″_C_pep
″,
MsgKey[4] = ″
″;
struct {
int provided;
int available;
char Excpt[7];
char filler;
} ErrorCode;
int MsgLen
= 0, PgmStack = 1;

″,

ErrorCode.provided = 8;
QMHSNDPM(MsgId, MsgFile, MsgData, MsgLen, MsgType, MsgQueue,
PgmStack, MsgKey, (char *) &ErrorCode);
if(ErrorCode.available)
{
printf(″Error: %7.7s\n″ , ErrorCode.Excpt);
exit(1);
}
}
void ExcptHandler(int sig)
{
char MsgId[7];
memcpy(MsgId, ″TRG0005″ , 7 ) ;
sendMessage(MsgId); /*... Send generic trigger error message ....*/
exit(0);
}
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5.5.4 Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer - Example
The example of trigger programs shown in this section of the chapter illustrates
two important concepts:
•

Soft-coding the trigger buffer

•

Changing the trigger buffer

In all of the preceding examples, you have seen that the structure of the table for
which the trigger program is being written is hard coded inside the trigger
program. This means that if for some reason you change the structure of the
physical file, you also need to change the structure of the physical file inside the
trigger program. This must be repeated for all the trigger programs where the
structure of the related table has changed. The alternative is that at the time of
writing the trigger program, you do not hard code the structure of the table but
soft-code it. That way if and when you change the structure of a table, you only
need to recompile the trigger program and not make any changes to the trigger
program itself.
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Important!
Soft-coding the trigger buffer is a good programming technique because a
change in the physical file′s record can be incorporated by simply
recompiling the trigger program.

5.5.4.1 Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer in ILE RPG
Each customer in our database has been assigned a credit limit. This limit is the
maximum dollar amount the customer can order in one month. We want to
notify the customers that they are nearing their monthly credit limit to let them
have control over their orders or to apply to increase their credit limit. The
notification should be sent through a fax when the monthly total for a customer
amounts to more than 90% of the credit limit. If the customer is a special
customer, which is recognized because its customer number starts with a ″9″,
the trigger program automatically increases the credit limit by 30%. This
involves changing the record that activated the trigger.
If you are dealing with an existing application, integrating this new function
without using triggers involves some modifications to the application code. In a
composite environment, where multiple applications work on the same data, this
process might be complex and costly. Moreover, if you plan to move from a
host-based to a client-server environment, also move the logic for the advanced
technology integration on the client platform.
By using triggers, this accomplishment can be carried out with almost no change
to existing applications. Make sure that your programs are monitoring the return
code after the database access, which is a common practice among application
developers to avoid a failure of the trigger leading to an abnormal end of the
application.
The example program we are providing monitors the update operations on the
CUSTOMER file. The fax number of the customer is checked whenever the total
amount of the purchases is increased. A blank fax number means that the
customer is not provided with this facility. In this case, an informational
message is sent to the job log, but the update takes place anyway.
In our application, this trigger comes up again during the final order information
processing performed by the program FNLORD shown in Figure 47 on page 120.
When the customer information is updated to keep track of the monthly balance
of this specific customer, the trigger performs the appropriate checking and
possibly sends the fax to the customer.
Note: We do not show, for the sake of simplicity, the program that actually
formats the document and sends the fax to the customer. The program
SENDFAX invoked in this example is not shown in this book.
To create this trigger program, you need to issue these commands:

CRTRPGMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249CTA)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QRPGILE)
SCRMBR(T4249CTA)
CRTPGM
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PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CTA)
ACTGRP(*CALLER)

********************************************************
* TRIGGER BUFFER data structure
*
********************************************************
D TgBufDs
DS
1
D TgFile
Like( TypeSysNam )
D TgLib
Like( TypeSysNam )
D TgMbr
Like( TypeSysNam )
D TgTrgEvt
Like( TypeChr )
D TgTrgTime
Like( TypeChr )
D TgCmtLvl
Like( TypeChr )
D TgReserve1
3A
D TgCcsId
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgReserve2
8A
D TgBfrOfs
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgBfrLen
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgBfrNulOf
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgBfrNulLn
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgAftOfs
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgAftLen
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgAftNulOf
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgAftNulLn
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgBufChr
1 32767A
2
D TgBufAry
1A Overlay(
TgBufChr )
D
DIM ( %Size( TgBufChr ) )
D
D
D* End of TbBufDs

Figure 53. Data Structure with Trigger Buffer - T4249TBUF

Notes:

1 The TgBufDs data structure defines the trigger buffer. It is coded in a
separate member so it can be referenced by all of the ILE RPG trigger
programs.

2 The TgBufChr field is the variable part of the trigger buffer. It is
declared as a single character field with the maximum size allowed,
which is 32767. At the same time, it is redefined as an array of bytes
using another sub-field called TbBufAry.
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********************************************************
* This is the trigger program using the technique of
*
Softcoding the trigger buffer.
********************************************************
*
********************************************************
* Some standard data type definitions
*
********************************************************
D NulTypePtr
S
*
D TypeBin4
S
9B 0 Based( NulTypePtr )
D TypeChr
S
1A Based( NulTypePtr )
D TypeSysNam
S
10A Based( NulTypePtr )
D TypePtr
S
* Based( NulTypePtr )
********************************************************
* TRIGGER BUFFER
*
This is the declaration of the trigger buffer
*
It copies the structure from the TRIGBUF member
********************************************************
/COPY T4249TBUF
1
**********************************************************
* Declarations of the Buffer Length and Pointers to the
* After and Before Images
**********************************************************
D TgBufLen
S
Like( TypeBin4 )
D TgBfrPtr
S
Like( TypePtr )
D TgAftPtr
S
Like( TypePtr )
D TgBufSiz
C
Const( %Size( TgBufChr ) )
*****************************************************
* Data Structures for the Before and After images
*
*****************************************************
D BfCustomer
E DS
ExtName( Customer )2
D
Prefix( Bf )
D
Based( TgBfrPtr )
D AfCustomer
E DS
ExtName( Customer )3
D
Prefix( Af )
D
Based( TgAftPtr )
*****************************************************
*****************************************************
* OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR QMHSNDPM
*
*****************************************************
D ERROR
DS
D PROVID
1
4B 0
D AVAIL
5
8B 0
D RTNMSG
9
15
D MSGD
DS
D MSGLEN
1
4B 0
D PGMSTK
5
8B 0
*
D LIBNAM
C
CONST(′ ORDAPPLIB′ )
*

Figure 54 (Part 1 of 3). ILE RPG Trigger Program to Send a Fax - T4249RCTA
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***********************************************
C* TWO PARAMETERS GO INTO THE TRIGGER PROGRAM
***********************************************
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
TgBufDs
PARM
TgBufDs
C
TgBufLen
PARM
TgBufLen
**************************************************
* PARAMETERS NEEDED TO SIGNAL AN EXCEPTION INSIDE
*
TRIGGERS
**************************************************
C
PLIST1
PLIST
C
PARM
MSGID
7
C
PARM
MSGF
20
C
PARM
MSGDTA
30
C
PARM
MSGLEN
C
PARM
MSGTYP
10
C
PARM
MSGQUE
10
C
PARM
PGMSTK
C
PARM
MSGKEY
4
C
PARM
ERROR
*************************************************
* PARAMETER CUSTOMER NUMBER TO SEND A FAX
*
*************************************************
C
PLIST2
PLIST
C
PARM
CUSNBR
5
*******************************************************
* THIS TRIGGER PROGRAM WILL:
*
- RETURN IMMEDIATELY IF THE TOTAL AMOUNT IS NOT
*
BEING UPDATED
*
- IF THE TOTAL AMOUNT IS BEING INCREASED AND REACHED
*
90% OF THE CREDIT LIMIT
*
* SEND A FAX TO THE CUSTOMER
*
* IF THE CUSTOMER NUMBER STARTS WITH A 9 IS BECAUSE
*
IT IS A VERY IMPORTANT CUSTOMER SO ITS CREDIT LIMIT
*
IS INCREASED BY 30%. THIS REQUIERES TO CHANGE THE
*
AFTER IMAGE BUFFER OF THE RECORD THAT FIRED THIS
*
TRIGGER.
*
- IF THE FAX NUMBER IS *BLANKS , AN INFO MESSAGE
*
IS SENT AND WILL BE FOUND IN THE JOB LOG.
**********************************************************
* LETS EVALUATE THE VALUE OF THE POINTERS FOR THE BEFORE
*
AND AFTER IMAGES
4
***********************************************************
C
Eval
TgBfrPtr = %Addr(TgBufAry(TgBfrOfs + 1))
C
Eval
TgAftPtr = %Addr(TgBufAry(TgAftOfs + 1))
********************************************************
* IF THE NEW TOTAL IS EQUAL OR LESS THAN THE OLD ONE,
* GO BACK IMMEDIATELY
*****************************************************
C
AfCusTot
IFLE
BfCusTot
C
RETURN
C
ENDIF

Figure 54 (Part 2 of 3). ILE RPG Trigger Program to Send a Fax - T4249RCTA
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******************************************************
* IF THE NEW TOTAL IS EQUAL OR LESS THAN 90% OF THE
* CREDIT LIMIT, GO BACK IMMEDIATELY
******************************************************
C
AfCusCrd
MULT
0.90
TmCusCrd
C
AfCusTot
IFLE
TmCusCrd
C
RETURN
C
ENDIF
******************************************************
* CHECK IF THE CUSTOMER IS A SPECIAL CUSTOMER,
* WHOSE CUSNBR STARTS WITH 9
******************************************************
C
1
SUBST
BfCusNbr:1
TypCus
C
TypCus
IFEQ
′9′
C
AfCusCrd
Mult
1.3
AfCusCrd
5
C
ENDIF
***********************************************************
* CHECK THAT THE CUSTOMER HAS A FAX NUMBER TO CALL TO
*
***********************************************************
C
AfCusFax
IFNE
*Blanks
C
MOVE
AfCusNbr
CUSNBR
C
CALL
′ SENDFAX′
PLIST2
C
ELSE
C
MOVEL(P) ′ TRG0004′
MSGID
C
MOVEL(P) LIBNAM
LIB
C
MOVEL(P) ′ ORDMSGF′
ID
C
ID
CAT(P)
LIB
MSGF
C
Z-ADD
0
MSGLEN
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *INFO′
MSGTYP
C
MOVEL(P) ′ *′
MSGQUE
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGDTA
C
Z-ADD
1
PGMSTK
C
MOVE
′ ′
MSGKEY
C
Z-ADD
0
PROVID
C
Z-ADD
0
AVAIL
C
CALL
′ QMHSNDPM′
PLIST1
C
AVAIL
IFNE
0
C
′ APIER′
DSPLY
C
ENDIF
C
ENDIF
C
RETURN

11 2

1

10
10

Figure 54 (Part 3 of 3). ILE RPG Trigger Program to Send a Fax - T4249RCTA

There are important points to highlight in this code example:
Notes:

1 The /COPY statement incorporates the trigger buffer data structure
into the source member. This is a good programming technique because
all of the trigger programs can use it.

2 This is the before image structure of the CUSTOMER record. It is an
externally defined record structure with the same format as the
CUSTOMER file. A prefix is used for every field name (Bf for the before
image fields).

3 This is the after image structure of the CUSTOMER record. It is an
externally defined record structure with the same format as the
CUSTOMER file. A prefix is used for every field name (Af for the after
image fields).
Important!
This technique must be used for every file that has a trigger program.
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4 The TgBfrPtr pointer variable is set to the address of the first byte in
the before image part of the trigger buffer parameter. This is done by
getting the address (using the %Addr function) of the corresponding byte
in the array that was declared to contain the trigger buffer. This is done
similarly for the TgAftPtr pointer variable. After these two pointers are
set, subsequent statements in the trigger program can refer to the
sub-fields of the BfCustomer and AfCustomer data structures that are
referencing the appropriate fields in the trigger buffer.

5 In this statement, the program is updating one of the fields of the
after image record in the trigger buffer.

5.5.4.2 Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer in ILE C
In this section, we show you how to code trigger programs in ILE C that use the
trigger buffer soft-coding technique. The scenario of the following example is:
Whenever a salesman tries to change a record in the ORDERHDR table or to
insert a record into the ORDERHDR table, we need to check whether that
salesman is authorized to deal with the customer specified in the record being
inserted or updated. The salesman ID is assumed to be the user ID of the user
who is inserting or updating the record. The information on the authority of the
salesman dealing with the customer is specified in the SALESCUS table.
Therefore, we retrieve the user ID for the current job and check whether that
user ID is authorized to deal with the given customer by querying the SALESCUS
table.
To create the ILE C trigger program, submit the following commands:

CRTCMOD MODULE(ORDENTLIB/T4249CCAT)
SRCFILE(ORDENTLIB/QCSRC)
CRTPGM PGM(ORDENTLIB/T4249CCAT)
ACTGRP(AUDIT)
/*................................................................*/
/*. This is a BEFORE INSERT trigger program associated with the .*/
/*. ORDERHDR file. The program checks that:
.*/
/*. - The orgininator of the order (UserId) is allowed to place .*/
/*.
an order for the customer (CUSTOMER_NUMBER).
.*/
/*. - If this rule is not satisfied, the trigger logs the
.*/
/*.
violation attempt and causes the insert to fail.
.*/
/*................................................................*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <recio.h>
#include <decimal.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <trgbuf.h> /*..... Header file for trigger buffer .....*/
1
/*.....
definition
.....*/
/*..... Externally described files .....*/
#pragma mapinc(″SalesCus″, ″ORDAPPLIB/SALESCUS(*ALL)″ , \
″input key″, ″d z _P″, ″ ″, ″sc″ )
#pragma mapinc(″Orderhdr″, ″ORDAPPLIB/ORDERHDR(*ALL)″ , \ 2
″input key″, ″d z _P″, ″ ″, ″ord″ )
#include ″SalesCus″
#include ″Orderhdr″

Figure 55 (Part 1 of 3). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE C - T4249CCAT
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/*..... APIs linkage .....*/
#pragma linkage(QUSRJOBI, OS)3
#pragma linkage(QMHSNDPM, OS)4

void QUSRJOBI(char *, int, char *, char *, char *);
void QMHSNDPM(char *, char *, char *, int, char *, char *, int,
char *, char *);
void sendMessage(char *);
ord_ORDERHDR_i_t *Order;
/*.... Record Image ....*/ 5
sc_SALESCUS_key_t
SalesCustomerKey;
Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t

*TrgBuffer; 6

static _RFILE
_RIOFB_T

*SalesCus, *Audit;
*SalesCusFB;

void main(int argc, char **argv)
{
char JobInfo[86&rb;
/*.... Parameters for QUSRJOBI ....*/
int JobInfoLen = 86;
char JobFmt[8] = ″JOBI0100″ ;
char JobName[26];
char JobId[16];
char UserId[10], MsgId[7];
double OrderTotalD, OrderQtyD, PartialTotalD;
int UpdateType;
memset(JobName, ′ ′ , 2 6 ) ;
JobName[0] = ′ *′ ;
memset(JobId, ′ ′ , 1 6 ) ;
TrgBuffer = (Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t *) argv[1];
/*.... Setting the pointer to the storage area where the
system keeps the record image ....................*/
Order = (ord_ORDERHDR_i_t *) ((char *) TrgBuffer + 7
TrgBuffer->New_Record_Offset);
/*.... Retrieving the current USERID ....*/
QUSRJOBI(JobInfo, JobInfoLen, JobFmt, JobName, JobId); 8
memcpy(UserId, JobInfo+18, 10);
if(SalesCus == NULL) /*.... First time ....*/
{
system(″STRCMTCTL LCKLVL(*CHG) CMTSCOPE(*ACTGRP)″ ) ; 9
SalesCus = _Ropen(″ORDAPPLIB/SALESCUS″, ″rr arrseq=N″ ) ;
}
if(Audit == NULL)
Audit = _Ropen(″ORDAPPLIB/AUDITFIL″, ″ar commit=Y″ ) ;
strncpy(SalesCustomerKey.SRNBR,
UserId, 10);
strncpy(SalesCustomerKey.CUSNBR,
Order->CUSNBR, 5);
SalesCusFB = _Rlocate(SalesCus, 10
(void*) &SalesCustomerKey,
sizeof(SalesCustomerKey), __KEY_EQ);
if (SalesCusFB->num_bytes == 0)
{
_Rwrite(Audit, (void *) &SalesCustomerKey, 11
sizeof(SalesCustomerKey));
_Rcommit(″Audit Written″ ) ;
sendMessage(″ORH0001″ ) ;
}
return;
}

Figure 55 (Part 2 of 3). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE C - T4249CCAT
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void sendMessage(char *MsgId)
{
char MsgFile[20] = ″ORDMSGF ORDAPPLIB ″ ,
MsgData[30] = ″Trigger Error
MsgType[10] = ″*ESCAPE ″ ,
MsgQueue[10]= ″_C_pep
″,
MsgKey[4] = ″
″;
struct {
int provided;
int available;
char Excpt[7];
char filler;
} ErrorCode;
int MsgLen
= 0, PgmStack = 1;

″,

ErrorCode.provided = 8;
QMHSNDPM(MsgId, MsgFile, MsgData, MsgLen, MsgType, MsgQueue,12
PgmStack, MsgKey, (char *) &ErrorCode);
if(ErrorCode.available)
{
printf(″Error: %7.7s\n″ , ErrorCode.Excpt);
exit(1);
}
}

Figure 55 (Part 3 of 3). Audit Trail Trigger in ILE C - T4249CCAT

NOTES:

1 Include the header file trgbuf.h in your ILE C program. Then you can
use the trigger buffer that is defined in this header file in the trigger
program. Therefore, the need to code the trigger buffer in the program is
eliminated.

2 This statement allows you to declare the externally described files in
your program; thus, you do not have to code the record structure in your
program.

3 This is an API that can retrieve the user ID for the current job into the
program.

4 This is an API that can be used to send a message to another
program. In the current example, this is used to send a message to the
database writer to make the write operation fail if the current salesman is
not authorized to deal with the customer.

5 Declare a pointer to the record image. This pointer is used to access
the contents of the trigger buffer.

6 Declare a pointer to the trigger buffer. This pointer can be used to
get the offsets to the locations at which the data passed to the program is
present.

7 Set the pointer to the record structure to the address at which the
data passed to the program is present. In this example, this is the after
record image for the ORDERHR table.

8 Call the QUSRJOBI() API to get the user ID for the current job.
9 Start commitment control from within the trigger program by using
the system() ILE C instruction.
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10 Query the SALESCUS table to determine whether the current user ID
is authorized to the customer specified in the record being written to the
database.
11 If the user id is not authorized then record the violation in the AUDIT
file and commit the changes to the AUDIT file.
12 If the user ID is not authorized to deal with the specified customer,
then call the QMHSNDPM() API to send a message to the database manager
to make the current operation fail.

5.5.5 Changing Record That Fired Trigger
There are situations where it may be useful to let the trigger program update the
record that fired the trigger program. This option can be helpful in trigger
programs that are designed for data validation and data correction. In this
section, we show you how to write trigger programs that change the record that
fired the trigger.
To add a trigger record to a physical file, use the ADDPFTRG CL command. If
you need to change the record that fired the trigger program then you must
specify the Allow repeated change (ALLWREPCHG) parameter of the ADDPFTRG
command as *YES.
There are two methods of changing the record that fired that trigger from within
the trigger program:
•

Change the after image of the trigger record in the trigger buffer. In this
case, the trigger has to be a BEFORE trigger.

•

Update the trigger record by performing another I/O operation using
embedded SQL statements or by using the normal I/O operations of a high
level language. What really happens when you use this approach is that the
trigger program is invoked recursively again by the trigger program. This is
a good alternative when the first method cannot be used. Please note that
this method cannot be implemented in languages that do not support
recursion.

The allow repeated change parameter is used only for those programs that
actually change the trigger buffer. In this case, the trigger program must be a
BEFORE trigger for the update and insert operations. The modified after image
is used for the actual insert or update operation in the associated physical file.
It makes no sense changing the trigger buffer on an after insert or update trigger
program because it does not actually update the database record.
If you are using a trigger program that calls itself recursively, take following
important points into consideration:
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•

The trigger must be written in a language that supports recursion.

•

The trigger must be an AFTER trigger. This is because in this method, you
actually update the trigger record using an IO statement. You cannot update
a record before it is written. Therefore, the trigger should be an after trigger.

•

When inserting or updating records into tables that have recursive triggers
attached, set the isolation level of your program to *NONE. This is because
with any other isolation level, the record that was inserted or updated is
locked unless a commit is issued. Therefore, when the trigger program tries
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to update the record it finds the record locked and you receive a file in use
error.
•

You must create the trigger program with activation group *CALLER. This is
because if the activation group of the trigger program is different from that of
the program that is inserting the records, the trigger program finds the
record locked and you receive a file in use error.

The scenario for the following examples is described in Section 5.5.4.1,
“Soft-Coding the Trigger Buffer in ILE RPG” on page 138. Please refer there for
an ILE RPG code example, which illustrates how to change after image buffer. In
this section, the ILE C programs are shown.

5.5.5.1 Changing the Trigger Buffer Example
/* *******************************************************************
. This is a BEFORE UPDATE trigger on the CUSTOMER table. If the .
. the total sales amount for a customer exceeds 90% of the credit .
. limit on update then this trigger will invoke the fax program. .
. If the customer is a special customer which is denoted by a
.
. customer number begining with a ′ 9 ′ then the credit limit is
.
. automatically increased by 30%. This program changhes the
.
. after image of the trigger record before it is written to the .
. database.
.
******************************************************************* */
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<recio.h>
<trgbuf.h>

/* ...... Include externally described files ...... */
#pragma mapinc( ″Customer″, ″ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER(*ALL)″ , \
″input key″, ″d _P″, ″ ″, ″cst″ )
#include ″Customer″
Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t
cst_CUSTOMER_i_t
cst_CUSTOMER_i_t
decimal( 11,2 )
char

*TrgBuffer;
*NewRec;
*OldRec;
CheckCrd;
CustomerNumber[ 5 ];

void main( int argc, char **argv )
{
TrgBuffer = (Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t *) argv[1];
/* ....... Get the after image of the trigger record ....... */
NewRec = (cst_CUSTOMER_i_t * ) ((char *) TrgBuffer + 1
TrgBuffer->New_Record_Offset );
/* ....... Get the before image of the trigger record ....... */
OldRec = (cst_CUSTOMER_i_t * ) ((char *) TrgBuffer +
TrgBuffer->Old_Record_Offset );
/* ...... Get 90% of the credit limit ...... */
CheckCrd = 0.9 * NewRec->CUSCRD; 2

Figure 56 (Part 1 of 2). Changing the Trigger Buffer in ILE C - T4249CCTA1.C
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/* ...... Check if the total sales amount exceeds 90% of credit ...... */
/* ...... limit ...... */
if ( CheckCrd <= NewRec->CUSTOT )3
{
strncpy( CustomerNumber, NewRec->CUSNBR, 5 );
/* ...... Check if the customer number begins with a ′ 9 ′ . . . . . . */
if ( NewRec->CUSNBR[0] == ′ 9 ′ ) 4
{
/* ...... Change the trigger buffer and increase the credit ...... */
/* ...... limit by 30% ....... */
NewRec->CUSCRD = NewRec->CUSCRD * 1.3 ;5
printf( ″90 percent of credit limit exceeded:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Customer - %s\n″ , CustomerNumber );
printf( ″The credit limit has been increased:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Old Credit limit - %D(11,2)\n″ , OldRec->CUSCRD );
printf( ″New Credit Limit - %D(11,2)\n″ , NewRec->CUSCRD );
}
else
{
printf( ″90 percent of credit limit exceeded:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Customer - %s\n″ , CustomerNumber );
printf( ″Please Wait... Now Sending Fax...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Call SENDFAX( NewRec->CUSFAX )\n″ ) ;
}
}
exit( 0 );
}

Figure 56 (Part 2 of 2). Changing the Trigger Buffer in ILE C - T4249CCTA1.C

NOTES:

1 Obtain the address of the after image of the trigger record. This is
the image that needs to be changed.

2 Determine 90% of the credit limit.
3 Determine whether the total sales amount for the customer has
exceeded 90% of the credit limit.

4 If 90% of the credit limit has been exceeded, see if the customer in
question is a special customer by checking whether the customer number
begins with a ″9″.

5 If the the customer number begins with a ″9″, then increase the credit
limit by 30%.
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5.5.5.2 Calling the Trigger Program Recursively
/* *******************************************************************
. This is a AFTER UPDATE trigger on the CUSTOMER table. If the
.
. the total sales amount for a customer exceeds 90% of the credit .
. limit on update then this trigger will invoke the fax program. .
. If the customer is a special customer which is denoted by a
.
. customer number begining with a ′ 9 ′ then the credit limit is
.
. automatically increased by 30%. This program changes the trigger.
. record by using an update statement and therefore calls itself .
. recusively. The NumTimes variable which is a static integer
.
. keeps a record of the number of the times the trigger program .
. was called
.
******************************************************************* */
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<recio.h>
<trgbuf.h>

/* ...... Include the externally described files ....... */
#pragma mapinc( ″Customer″, ″ORDAPPLIB/CUSTOMER(*ALL)″ , \
″input key″, ″d _P″, ″ ″, ″cst″ )
#include ″Customer″
Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t
cst_CUSTOMER_i_t
cst_CUSTOMER_i_t
decimal( 11,2 )
static decimal(11,2)
static decimal( 11,2)
static int
char
char

*TrgBuffer;
*NewRec;
*OldRec;
CheckCrd;
NewCredit;
OldCrd;
NumTimes = 0;
CustomerNumber[ 5 ];
dummy[ 5 ];

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;
decimal( 11,2 )
NewCrd;
char
CustomerNumber[ 5 ];
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION;
EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA;
void main( int argc, char **argv )
{
TrgBuffer = (Qdb_Trigger_Buffer_t *) argv[1];
/* ....... Get the after image of the trigger record ...... */
NewRec = (cst_CUSTOMER_i_t * ) ((char *) TrgBuffer + 1
TrgBuffer->New_Record_Offset );
/* ....... Get the before image of the trigger record ...... */
OldRec = (cst_CUSTOMER_i_t * ) ((char *) TrgBuffer +
TrgBuffer->Old_Record_Offset );
/* ...... Get 90% of the credit limit ...... */
CheckCrd = 0.9 * NewRec->CUSCRD;2
/* ...... Check if total sales amount exceeds 90% of the credit ...... */
/* ...... limit ...... */
if ( CheckCrd <= NewRec->CUSTOT )3
{
strncpy( CustomerNumber, NewRec->CUSNBR, 5 );

Figure 57 (Part 1 of 2). Calling the Trigger Program Recursively - T4249CCTA2.C
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/* ...... Check if the customer number begins with a ′ 9 ′ . . . . . . */
if ( NewRec->CUSNBR[0] == ′ 9 ′ )
{
/* ...... Is it the first time the trigger program is called ...... */
if ( NumTimes == 0 )4
{
NewCrd
= NewRec->CUSCRD * 1.3;
OldCrd
= OldRec->CUSCRD;
NewCredit = NewCrd;
/* ...... Update the trigger record ...... */
EXEC SQL 5
update
ordapplib/customer
set
CUSCRD = :NewCrd
where
CUSNBR = :CustomerNumber;
NumTimes++; 6
}
}
else
{
printf( ″In Non - recursive\n″ ) ;
printf( ″90 percent of credit limit exceeded:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Customer - %s\n″ , CustomerNumber );
printf( ″Please Wait... Now Sending Fax...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Call SENDFAX( NewRec->CUSFAX )\n″ ) ;
gets( dummy );
}
}
if ( NumTimes != 0 )
{
printf( ″90 percent
printf( ″Customer printf( ″The credit
printf( ″Old Credit
printf( ″New Credit
gets( dummy );
}

of credit limit exceeded:\n″ ) ;
%s\n″ , CustomerNumber );
limit has been increased:\n″ ) ;
limit - %D(11,2)\n″ , OldCrd );
Limit - %D(11,2)\n″ , NewCredit );

exit( 0 );
}

Figure 57 (Part 2 of 2). Calling the Trigger Program Recursively - T4249CCTA2.C

NOTES:

1 Get the after image of the trigger record being updated.
2 Determine 90% of the credit limit.
3 Determine whether the total sales amount for the customer has
exceeded 90% of the credit limit.

4 Determine whether this is the first time the trigger program is being
executed. This condition is not true if the trigger program is being
recursively called a second time. Check it to make sure that the trigger
program does not go into an infinite loop. If the trigger program is called
recursively, it is terminated without updating the trigger record for the
second time. To check the number of times the trigger program was
called, we use a static variable in the program. If the value of this
variable is not equal to zero, we assume that this is not the first
invocation of the trigger program. In the first invocation of the trigger
program, we explicitly change the value of the variable from zero to 1.

5 Update the trigger record. This step leads to the trigger being called
recursively.
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6 If this is the first time the trigger is being called, then increment the
variable that keeps a record of the number of times the trigger program
has been called.

5.6 Applications and Triggers: Design Considerations
Be aware of the following list of considerations when you decide to incorporate
triggers in your applications and database design:
1. Opening database files SHARE(*YES):
If your trigger is going to call other programs, you may want to take
advantage of the SHARE(*YES) option for opening common files. However, if
your trigger tries to open the same file that caused the trigger activation with
the SHARE(*YES) option, no I/O operations are allowed on that file. In other
words, if you want to access and modify data in the same file that fired the
trigger, you have to use a separate Open Data Path and a full open is
required. See Figure 58.
Application
Program
┌────────────────────┐
│ OPEN A SHARE(*YES) │
│
....
│
*INSERT
│ INSERT INTO A ───┼─────────Trigger on
│
....
│
file A
└────────────────────┘
┌────────────────────┐
│
│
│ OPEN B SHARE(*YES) │
│
I/O on B
│
│
.......
│
│ OPEN C SHARE(*YES) │
│
UPDATE C ─────┼─────── *UPDATE
│
.......
│
Trigger on
│ OPEN A SHARE(*YES) │
FILE C
1│
I/O on A
│
┌───────────────────┐
└────────────────────┘
│
│
│ OPEN B SHARE(*YES)│
2│
I/O on B
│
│
.........
│
│ OPEN C SHARE(*YES)│
1│
I/O on C
│
│ OPEN A SHARE(*NO) │
2│
I/O on A
│
│
│
└───────────────────┘

Figure 58. SHARE(*YES).

This example uses Shared Open in Triggers.

1 These operations will fail. You are not allowed to share the same ODP
on the file that fired the trigger.

2 These operations will succeed. The update trigger is associated with
FILE C and can share the same OPD as the insert trigger on FILE B. The
update trigger opens FILE A with the SHARE(*NO) option, creating a separate
ODP for that file.
2. You cannot perform any DRDA access in a trigger program. In particular,
you are not allowed to use the SQL CONNECT statement and the CL
CRTSQLPKG statement in a trigger program.
However, if you need to access and modify data located at a remote site
from within a trigger, you can open DDM files or start an APPC session with
a remote partner program. When accessing remote data in those ways, you
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may take advantage of the two-phase commit support offered by DB2/400. If
the trigger fails after a remote access has been done and an exception is
sent back to the originating application, the entire transaction is put into a
rollback required state.
In these cases, it is absolutely necessary that an escape message is sent
back to the calling interface, either by the system or by the trigger to ensure
that all the changes are rolled back consistently.
When triggers are activated remotely by a DRDA data change, they are not
allowed to change the current DRDA connection. Consider the following
scenario:

.
. APPLICATION
.
SERVER location1
.
┌─────────────────────────┐
.
*UPDATE
│
........
│
.
Trigger on
│ SET CONNECTION location1│
. ┌───────┐
TABLE A
│ UPDATE A ───────────────┼───────│TABLE A│──┌──────────────────┐
│
........
│
. └───────┘ │SET CONNECTION
│ 1
│ UPDATE B ──┐
│
.
│
location2│
└────────────┼────────────┘
.
│
.......
│
│
.
│
│

.
└──────────────────┘
UPDATE
.
Trigger on B
.
┌────────────────────────┐
.
│SET CONNECTION location1│ 1.
└────────────────────────┘
.
APPLICATION
REQUESTER

Figure 59. Changing DRDA Connection in Triggers

In Figure 59, a trigger has been fired when the client application issued an
update on the database file TABLE A. Any attempt to access a different
location by the trigger will fail 1.
If you plan to access data stored on a remote AS/400 system from within a
trigger program, you may use DDM files or start an APPC conversation. In
Figure 60 on page 153, you can see how a trigger can be activated remotely
by updating a DDM file; the bottom part of the figure shows how a local
trigger can also successfully open a DDM file and perform remote I/O
operations. One of these operations can, in turn, fire a remote trigger.
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SYSTEM X

SYSTEM Y

UPDATE
Trigger on A
OPEN DDM file A ───────────────── ┌─────────────────┐
┌───────┐
.....
┌───────── │ Database File A │────│ ..... │
UPDATE file A ───────┘
└─────────────────┘
│ ..... │
└───────┘

OPEN local file B
UPDATE local file B ────────┐
│
SYSTEM Z

┌───────────────┐
│OPEN DDM file C│
┌────────────────┐
│UPDATE file C │──────>│ Database file C│
│
│
└───────┬────────┘
└───────────────┘
│
UPDATE Trigger on B

┌───────────┐
│ ......... │
│ ......... │
│
│
└───────────┘
UPDATE
Trigger on C
Figure 60. DDM File.

This figure shows DDM conversations.

If you need to access multiple locations in the same logical unit of work, the
client application has to control the connection switching shown in Figure 61.

.
.
APPLICATION
.
SERVER location1
.
┌─────────────────────┐
.
┌────────┐
*UPDATE
│SET CONNECTION
│
.
┌───│TABLE A │
Trigger
│
location 1
│
.
│
└────┬───┘ ┌──────────┐
│ UPDATE A ─────────┼─────.─────┘
└──────│ ........ │
│
....
│
.
└──────────┘
│SET CONNECTION
│
.........................................
│
location2
│
.
│ UPDATE B ─────────┼─────.─────┐
APPLICATION
│
│
.
│
SERVER location2
└─────────────────────┘
.
│
.
│
┌────────┐
.
└───│TABLE B │
*UPDATE
└────┬───┘
Trigger
│
┌──────────┐
└──────│
│
└──────────┘

APPLICATION
REQUESTER

Figure 61. Triggers in a DRDA-2 Application

3. Destructive data change within triggers:
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The database record that caused the trigger activation is always protected
against any attempt to change it. In other words, you are not allowed to
modify the record that fired the trigger from within the trigger itself. This
restriction has been introduced to avoid possible inconsistencies such as a
trigger working with a trigger buffer that no longer matches the real data in
the database files.
The restriction applies also in the case of a chain of triggers; the record that
activated the first trigger cannot be modified even by the second one.
If both your triggers and the applications run under commitment control, all
of the rows modified by your trigger programs are locked and cannot be
changed, not even through the same ODP used to perform the first data
change.
For example, in Figure 62 the records marked with 1 are protected in any
case until the last trigger in the chain has completed its execution. This
means that the database I/O operations marked with 2 will result in a
failure. In the same example, if both the triggers and the application are
running commitment control, the I/O operation marked with 4 will fail.
Triggers does not allow you to change the same row more than once when
running under the application′s commitment control definition. However, if
the trigger is not running under the application′s commitment control
definition, multiple changes to the same row are allowed 3.
Application
┌─INSERT Trigger
FILE 2
┌─UPDATE Trigger
Program
│ ┌────────────┐
┌──────────┐ │ ┌──────────────┐
┌──────────────┐
FILE 1
│ │update REC B│──│ REC B 1│──┘ │ update REC B │2
│
.......
│
┌───────────┐
│ │...
│
│
│
│ ....
│
│ insert REC A │──│ REC A 1 │───┘ │update REC C│
│
│
│ update REC A │2
│
.......
│
└───────────┘
│...
│
│ REC C
│
│ ....
│
│
│
2│delete REC A│
│
│
│ update REC C │3
└──────────────┘
│...
│
│
│
│ ....
│
4│update REC C│
└──────────┘
│
│
│...
│
└──────────────┘
└────────────┘

Figure 62. Destructive Data Change

The following table gives a summary of the different level of protection
depending on the various commitment control scenarios:
Application
program

Trigger
Program

Behavior

1

COMMIT (*YES)

COMMIT (*YES)

All rows are protected.

2

COMMIT (*YES)

COMMIT (*NO)

Only change operation is protected.

3

COMMIT (*NO)

COMMIT (*NO)

Only change operation is protected.

4

COMMIT (*NO)

COMMIT (*YES)

Only the change operation is
protected. Triggers can change the
same record more than once by
using the same ODP.

4. ILE procedures cannot be defined as triggers; only objects of type *PGM can
be added to a physical file. Consequently, service programs cannot be used
to define trigger programs.
5. Triggers can fire other triggers:
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Also, a trigger can perform the same type of I/O operation on the same
triggering file and fire a copy of itself (recursive triggers). There is a limit of
200 nested triggers (to avoid potentially infinite loops). This limitation does
not apply to recursive DELETE triggers, since they end up deleting all of the
records in the file and there is no risk of an infinite loop.
A chain of triggers is a rather common scenario in complex scenarios with
multiple applications, where you might want to implement the common logic
independently from the various applications. Recursive triggers and circular
triggers should be coded with much attention to the possibility of generating
meaningless loops.
6. While a file is open, triggers cannot be either added or removed.
7. You cannot add a DELETE Trigger program to a dependent file in a
referential constraint relationship with a *CASCADE delete rule. Similarly,
you cannot add an UPDATE trigger to a dependent file in a referential
constraint relationship with *SETNULL or *SETDFT delete rule.
8. No trigger is fired if the file is overridden to INHWRT(*YES) (Inhibit Write),
even if the program is defined as a *BEFORE trigger.
9. System changes SEQONLY(*YES) to SEQONLY(*NO) :
If the physical file or the dependent logical file is opened for SEQONLY(*YES)
and there is a trigger associated with it, the system takes care of changing
the open to SEQONLY(*NO) so that the trigger can be invoked for each
record changed.
10. Triggers and object management:
Since the trigger library is resolved when the trigger is added to a physical
file, be aware of the following implications:
•

Renaming, moving, and recompiling a trigger:
These operations can be done since there is no ″hard″ link between the
trigger and the database file. If you change the trigger name, delete it,
or move it to another library, the data change operation on the
associated file will always fail because the system cannot locate the
trigger program.

•

Saving and restoring:
When you save a database file, the trigger information is saved in the
object description unless you save it with a target release parameter that
indicates an OS/400 release prior to V3R1. The trigger program,
however, has to be saved separately. You might find it convenient to
create the trigger programs in the same library as the associated file so
that a SAVLIB command can save all the objects.

•

Create duplicate objects and copy file:
When you use the CRTDUPOBJ command or the CPYF command to
create a copy of a database file in a different library, the trigger
information is not changed. If you need to create a copy of both trigger
programs and database files in a different library, consider using the
CPYLIB command or CRTDUPOBJ OBJ(*ALL) command. When CPYLIB
is used, the system updates the trigger library information in the file
description if the triggers and the database file are in the same library.

11. SQL Procedures and Triggers:
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Please note that SQL Procedures cannot be used directly as a trigger
program. If you want the SQL stored procedure to be invoke in the trigger
processing, then the trigger program must the SQL CALL statement to invoke
it.

5.7 Trigger Journal Entries
Applying and removing journal changes on physical files does not cause triggers
to be activated. When a record is changed by a trigger, its corresponding
journal entry has a special marker that identifies that particular change as a
result of a trigger action. See also Chapter 9, “Combining Triggers, Referential
Integrity, and Stored Procedures” on page 285 for a full discussion on this topic.
If your triggers are using journals other than the application journals or if they
perform some non-database activity (data queues, messages, data areas and so
on), you cannot find any evidence of the trigger activity in the application journal,
and applying the journal entries on a restored version of a database file might
not lead to the same result as the application execution would produce.
In these cases, when you develop a trigger program, we recommend you code
the appropriate actions to make a possible recovery process easier. For
instance, you can send user-defined journal entries to the application journals
using the QJOSJRNE API or the SNDJRNE CL command. These entries might
not be applied or removed, but they at least provide a trail of what happened on
the system due to triggers activity. To fully recover the trigger actions, develop
a specific procedure to process these user-defined journal entries. For more
information on journaling, applying, and removing journal entries, see the
Backup and Recovery, SC41-5304 ; for a full description of the QJOSJRNE see the
System API Programming, SC41-5800 .

5.8 Recommendations
In this final section, we want to summarize some of the recommendations
presented in the chapter and to include some more considerations on triggers
development.
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•

Create the program with ACTGRP(*CALLER) if the program is running in an
ILE environment. This ensures that the trigger runs under the same
commitment definition as the application.

•

In an SQL application, use the SET TRANSACTION SQL statement to set the
same isolation level of the SQL trigger program as the application. In native,
use the appropriate file definition to open the files with or without
commitment control at run time, based on the application commitment
definition.

•

Remember that the trigger inherits the library list of the job that has
activated it. Do not forget to explicitly qualify the objects referenced inside
the trigger with their libraries or to add those libraries to the library list, as
you may get a failure depending on the application that is activating the
triggers.

•

You may need to have your trigger programs run asynchronously: for
example, when you want to trigger a long running process which should not
keep the application from proceeding. For this purpose, you might use the
Submit Job (SBMJOB) command. In this case, applications cannot expect
any kind of feedback from the trigger execution.
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•

Security and triggers:
Triggers run as part of the job that has activated them. Since they might
access objects the current user is not authorized to, you may create them
with the USRPRF(*OWNER) parameter. On the other hand, since triggers are
generally used to enforce business rules, avoid granting the *OBJMGMT
authorities or the ALTER and REFERENCE SQL privileges to users that do not
strictly need them. This precaution should be taken to avoid having users
easily circumvent the rules by removing the triggers from the database files.
Also remove all the authorities on the trigger program from the public, since
they are not necessary for the triggering mechanism. The system can
always invoke the trigger, regardless of which user is performing the data
change.

•

Performance considerations:
It is important to take performance into account when you decide to
implement triggers in your database design. Remember that triggers are
activated by means of an external call. Try to evaluate carefully the trade-off
of the performance impact over the benefit of the trigger functions.
Here are some suggestions that you might find useful when developing
trigger programs:
−

Avoid compiling ILE trigger with ACTGRP(*NEW):
Creating a new activation group is expensive; try to prevent it as much
as you can.

−

If for some special reason your trigger runs in a separate activation
group, remember to handle all the exceptions. An unhandled exception
will terminate the activation group, close all the files, and cause an
implicit rollback for the changes made by your trigger.

−

Minimize the number of file opens/closes:
Try to exit a trigger program the ″soft″ way. Avoid, if you can, SETON LR
in RPG, STOP RUN in COBOL and exit() in C. In this way, you can leave
some files open and avoid the overhead of opening them again when you
get back into the trigger. This technique is broadly used in our trigger
examples. Use a static variable to determine if the files needs to be
opened or not. In the C language, define the file pointer as static and
check for the NULL value. In terms of application logic, if you open a file
to append record at the end or for reading with random positioning, you
can avoid closing it.

−

For SQL triggers, try to write the statements so that the optimizer
chooses a reusable ODP. See SQL/400 A Guide for Implementation ,
GG24-3321, on this topic.

−

Use share open in triggers:
If your triggers call other programs and they access the same files, try to
share the Open Data Path by using the share open option. A share open
is much faster than a full open, which will create a new ODP.
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Chapter 6. DRDA and Two-Phase Commitment Control
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

DRDA evolution: from DRDA-1 to DRDA-2

•

DRDA-2 connection management

•

Two-phase commitment control

•

SQL support for DRDA-2

•

Coexistence between DRDA-1 and DRDA-2

•

Recovering from failures

•

Application design considerations

•

A DRDA-2 program example

•

DRDA over TCP/IP

6.1 Introduction to DRDA
The Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) represents the IBM
proposal in the arena of distributed database access. This architecture defines
the rules, the protocols and the semantics for writing programs implementing
distributed data access. All the platforms participating in this architecture must
comply with these rules and definitions.
In this chapter, we do not want to discuss in detail every component of DRDA;
our purpose is to provide you with a brief outlook on DRDA evolution and to
describe the implementation of DRDA in the DB2/400 environment.

6.1.1 DRDA Architecture
Distributed Relational Database Architecture is an architecture that allows you to
access data in a distributed relational database environment by using SQL
statements in your applications. The architecture has been designed to allow
distributed data access for systems in like and unlike operating environments.
This means that your applications can access data residing on homogeneous or
heterogeneous platforms.
DRDA is based upon these IBM and non-IBM Architectures:
•
•
•
•
•

SNA Logical Unit Type 6.2 (LU 6.2)
TCP/IP Socket Interface
Distributed Data Management Architecture (DDM)
Formatted Data Object Content Architecture (FD:OCA)
Character Data Representation Architecture (CDRA)

On the IBM AS/400 system DRDA is part of DB2/400, which is part of the AS/400
operating system.

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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6.1.2 SQL as Common DRDA Database Access Language
Structured Query Language (SQL) has become the most common data access
language for relational databases in the industry. SQL was chosen as part of
DRDA because of its high degree of standardization and portability.
In a distributed environment, where you want to access data at remote locations,
the SQL requests are routed to the remote systems and they are executed
remotely. Prior to sending the remote SQL request, a DRDA application must
establish a connection with the remote relational database where the data is
located. This is the purpose of the CONNECT SQL statement provided by DRDA.

6.1.3 Application Requester and Application Server
In a distributed relational database environment the system running the
application and sending the SQL requests across the network is called
Application Requester or AR . Any remote system that executes SQL requests
coming from the Application Requester is also known as Application Server or
AS . Some platforms are able to participate in a distributed database
environment as both Application Requester and Application Server. The
following diagram, Figure 63, shows the current Application Requester and
Application Server capabilities of different database management systems.

┌───────────────┐
┌───────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│ DB2 for MVS ────────
│ DB2 for MVS │
│ DB2 for VM │
/
│ DB2 for VM │
│ DB2/400
│
───────── DB2/400
│
│ DB2 UDB
│
│ DB2 UDB
│
│ Non-IBM
│
│ Non-IBM
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└───────────────┘
└───────────────┘
AR (Local DB)
AS (Remote DB(s))
Figure 63. Current Support for Application Requester (AR) and Application Server (AS)

Note: Currently, the DB2 Universal Database and DB2 Connect offer different
level of DRDA implementation depending on the OS platform. The support level
equivalent to that of OS/400 is available for AIX, Windows NT, HP-UX, and OS/2.
Please consult the appropriate documentation for the latest additions.

6.1.4 Unit of Work
Unit of Work (UoW) , Unit of Recovery (UR), or Logical Transaction are different
ways to refer to the same concept. The DRDA terminology prefers the term Unit
of Work. By Unit of Work , we mean a sequence of database requests that carry
out a particular task such as, in a banking application, transferring money from
your savings account to your checking account. This task has its logical
independence and should be treated ″atomically″, which means that either all its
components are executed or none of them; you do not want that your savings
balance to be updated without your checking balance being updated as well. A
Unit of Work is generally terminated by a commit operation if the entire task
completes successfully. For more detailed information about UoW, refer to
Distributed Database Programming, SC41-5702-01 .
DRDA defines the following levels of service regarding UoW:
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•

Level 0, Remote Request (RR):
−

−
•

Level 1, Remote Unit of Work (RUW):
−
−
−

•

One or more SQL requests within one UoW to a single DBMS.
Switching to a different location is possible, but a new UoW must be
started and the previous one must be completed.
Remote unit of Work is supported by both the SNA and TCP/IP
implementations of DRDA.

Level 2, Distributed Unit of Work (DUW):
−
−
−
−

•

One request within one UoW to one DBMS. Remember that DB2/400
provides one DBMS; DB2 for OS/390 or DB2 Universal Database can
provide multiple DBMSs on the same system.
Remote request was available before DRDA, thanks to DDM support.

Many SQL requests within one UoW to several DBMS.
Two-phase commit is required.
A single request may reference objects residing on the same DBMS.
The Distributed Unit of Work is currently supported only by the SNA
implementation of DRDA.

Level 3, Distributed Request (DR):
−

−

In addition to the services provided by Distributed UoW, DR allows a
single SQL request to include references to multiple DBMSs such as
joining tables stored at different locations.
This is an architected level and will be available in the future.

To illustrate these DRDA service levels, the following diagram may be helpful:

Distributed
Request (DR)
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────|
.L
Distributed Unit Of Work (DUW)
.e
───────────────────────────────────────────────────|
.v
.L V
.e
Remote Unit Of Work (RUW)
.e 3
.l
────────────────────────────────|
.v R
.3
.L V
.e 1
.
Remote Request (RR)
.e 2
.l
.
─────────────|
.v R
.2
.
.
.e 1
.
.
.
.l .
.
.
.
.1 1
.
.
┌─────────────┐ ┌──────────────┐ ┌──────────────┐ ┌──────────────┐
│ SQL request │ │ SQL request │ │ SQL request │ │ SQL Request │
└─────────┬───┘ └──────┬───────┘ └───┬──────────┘ └───┬──────┬───┘
│
│
│
│
│
│
┌──────┘
│
┌───────────┘
│
│
│
│
│
│





┌──────────────┐
┌──────────────┐ ┌──────────────┐
│
Zurich
│
│ Rochester │ │
Seoul
│
└──────────────┘
└──────────────┘ └──────────────┘

f
u
t
u
r
e

Figure 64. Architected Service Levels of DRDA
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6.1.5 Openness
Many Non-IBM relational database providers (for example, Informix, Oracle
Sybase, XDB Systems, and others) implement different level of DRDA support in
their products. DRDA offers the ability to access and exchange data in like and
unlike system environments, thus contributing to the openness of IBM platforms
in regard to interoperability.

6.2 Comparing DRDA-1 and DRDA-2
The difference between DRDA-1 and DRDA-2 from an application point of view is
illustrated in Figure 65 on page 163:
DRDA-2 introduces:
•

Two-phase commit protocol to keep multiple databases in synchronization

•

Sync Point Manager (SPM) to manage the two-phase commit

•

A new connection management

•

New SQL statements to manage multiple connections

DRDA-1 cannot maintain multiple connections in one unit of work. To connect to
a different application server, the application must be in a connectable state,
which is achieved by ending the unit of work with a COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statement.
In DRDA-2, we connect to multiple servers without losing the existing
connections. A single unit of work can span multiple servers. Keep in mind that
a single SQL statement still cannot address more than one server at a time so
that, for instance, it is still not possible to join two files residing on different
systems.
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Figure 65. Remote Unit of Work (DRDA-1) versus Distributed Unit of Work (DRDA-2)

Note: This figure shows three units of work. The arrows pointing to the left
indicate the only possible way to access data in a DRDA-1 application. The
arrows to the right show the new flexibility of a DRDA-2 application accessing
multiple systems in the same UoW. Let′s take, for instance, the Rochester
system on the right hand-side. It issues three requests: Request2, Request4,
and Request6. Each of these requests belong to a different Unit of Work . The
Rochester system on the left hand-side also issues three requests (Request3,
Request4, and Request5), each targeting a different application server within one
UoW .
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6.3 DRDA-2 Connection Management
By connection management, we mean the set of mechanisms by which you can
direct your database requests in a distributed database network. DRDA-2 has
enhanced connection management, allowing an application program to keep
alive the existing connections and perform I/O operations on multiple relational
databases within the same unit of work. Currently this architected level of DRDA
is available only over SNA. It will also be available in future releases over the
TCP/IP implementation of DRDA. There are also some changes to the way the
CONNECT statement behaves in DRDA-2 if you compare it with the DRDA-1
CONNECT behavior. In DRDA-1, the current connection is destroyed when a new
CONNECT statement is issued. In DRDA-2, another CONNECT statement does
not destroy the existing connections; a new one gets created instead and it
becomes the current connection.
Also, if you issue a CONNECT statement towards an existing connection, you get
a negative SQLCODE if your programs uses DRDA-2 connection management
and the current connection does not change. In a DRDA-1 program, this
operation is legitimate and does not return an error.

6.3.1 Connection Management Methods
As we have already pointed out, DB2/400 allows you to use both the DRDA-1
connection management method and the DRDA-2 connection manager. When
you create your SQL program or module, you specify which connection method
you want to use.
•

DRDA-1 connection management is set on the CRTSQLxxx command by
specifying RDBCNNMTH(*RUW).

•

DRDA-2 connection management is specified on the CRTSQLnnn command
by specifying RDBCNNMTH(*DUW).

RDBCNNMTH(*DUW) is also the default for the creation commands.
As the connection method changes the semantics of the CONNECT statement,
you must be aware of this parameter when you are recompiling existing
applications, as they can behave in a different way if compiled with the *DUW
option. For other details on this topics, see Section 6.6, “DRDA-1 and DRDA-2
Coexistence” on page 172.
DB2/400 also allows you to specify that an implicit connection must take place as
the program is started. This is the purpose of the RDB parameter on the
precompiler commands. This implicit CONNECT will be of the type specified in
the RDBCNNMTH parameter.
If an RDB name is specified, the connection to this remote database is
established automatically at program start time. Therefore, the first
re-connection statement in the program has to be SET CONNECTION. If
CONNECT is initiated to this application server by the program logic, the
SQL0842 message (SQLCODE = -842 - ″Connection to relational database xxx
already exists″) is sent to the application. Check for this SQLCODE explicitly
after every CONNECT statement. In general, this SQLCODE can be ignored by
the application. Remember that a CONNECT statement followed by SQLCODE =
-842 does not change the current connection.
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6.3.2 Connection States
DRDA-2 introduces new connection states. A connection may be either held or
released and current or dormant. For clarification, look at the following figure:

Figure 66. Connection States

Figure 66 is a general picture of the architecture. The application goes into
UNCONNECTED state when the current connection is destroyed. The application
will end in unconnected state if all the connections are released and a commit is
performed.
The CONNECT and RELEASE statements allow the application to change a
connection state from held to released.
•

Released state means that a disconnect is to occur at the next successful
commit operation (a rollback has no affect on connections). Therefore, a
released state can be thought as a pending disconnect.

•

Held state means that a connection will not be lost at the next commit
operation. A connection in the released state cannot be put back into held
state.

This means that a connection may remain in a released state across unit of work
boundaries if a ROLLBACK is issued.
Regardless of whether a connection is in held or released state, a connection
can also be in current or dormant state.
•

Current state means that the connection is the one used for SQL statements
that are executed.

•

Dormant state means that the connection is suspended. While in this state,
no SQL statements can use this connection. Nevertheless, SQL statements
can always be executed against the current connection.
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If you want a dormant connection to become the current connection, use the SET
CONNECTION SQL statement. The existing current connection will become
dormant. In fact, there can be only one connection in the current state at a time.
All other connections are in a dormant state. We cannot use the CONNECT
statement to make a dormant connection current in a DB2/400 application. The
semantic of the CONNECT statement is different in DB2/400 and DB2 for OS/390
where a CONNECT to an existing connection equates to a SET CONNECTION
statement.
When a connection goes to the dormant state, all the open cursors, locks and
prepared statement are preserved. When this connection becomes current
again in the same unit of work, all locks, cursors, and prepared statements are
restored to their previous values.
In a network where systems at different levels coexist, you might have
connections to DRDA-2 servers and to DRDA-1 servers at the same time.
Connection to DRDA-1 servers must be dropped by using the DISCONNECT
statement.
Once disconnected, an application must connect to the database again before it
can direct SQL statements to it.

6.4 Two-Phase Commitment Control
Synchronizing multiple databases requires additional effort compared to the
process of keeping data consistent on a single system. As we have multiple
physical locations involved, the synchronization process is split into two phases
to ensure data consistency across multiple locations. The database managers
involved in the distributed unit of work must make sure that either all of them
commit their changes or all of them roll all the changes back consistently.
The protocol by which multiple database managers can keep their data in sync
is called two-phase commitment control.
In an application using two-phase commit, the COMMIT statement generates a
rather complex sequence of operations that allows the various agents in the
network to keep their data in a consistent state. Also, two-phase commit
protects your applications against network or system failures that might occur
during the transaction. In these cases, the database managers involved in the
unit of work automatically rolls back their changes.
As we already mentioned, current DRDA-2 implementation is based on LU 6.2
architecture. When an LU 6.2 conversation supports a two-phase commitment
control data flow, we say that it is a protected conversation. Some new verbs
have been added to the APPC protocol to support protected conversations. You
have direct access to this support on the AS/400 system by using ICF files or
CPI-C functions in your applications.
Any LU 6.2 conversation not capable of a two-phase commitment control flow is
called unprotected conversation . DRDA-1 supports only unprotected
conversations.
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6.4.1 Synchronization Point Manager (SPM)
To control the two-phase commit flow, DB2/400 implements a component called
Sync Point Manager (SPM).
The SPM also controls rollback among the various protected resources. Either
all changes are committed or they are rolled back.
With distributed updates, sync point managers on different systems cooperate to
ensure that resources reach a consistent state. The example in Figure 67 shows
the type of information that flows between the application requesters and
application servers to commit work on protected conversations.

Requestor
SPM
SPM
Server
─────────────────────────────────────────────

1
Sync Point
┌─────── ─────────────
│
2
Prepare
│
──────────────
Phase 1 │
3
Take Sync Point
────────┤
──────────────
│
4
Sync point
│
──────────────
│
5
Request Commit
└───────
──────────────
6
Committed
┌───────
──────────────
Phase 2 │
7
Forget
OK
────────┤
────────────── ──────────────
│
8
OK
└─────── ─────────────
Figure 67. Technical View of two-phase commit Flow

Each application requester and each application server has a sync point
manager attached. DBMS participating in a Distributed Unit of Work, has to
cooperate to ensure the synchronization.
Phase one:

1 The application requestor issues a COMMIT. All participating application
servers and the application requester must be synchronized. The requester
must wait now until it receives the OK from its SPM.

2 The SPM of the application requestor sends a prepare for commit to the
SPM of the servers.

3 All the SPMs at the server systems initiate the process of logging all the
database changes and reaching the sync point.

4 The servers send a completion message to their SPMs.
5 The SPM requests a commit from the application servers SPM
Phase two:

6 Once the SPMs have received the responses and logged them, they return a
committed message.
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7 The server SPMs send Forget to the application requester SPM and OK to
their application servers. Everything has been synchronized now.
8 Finally, the application requester gets the OK from its SPM and can
continue.
In Figure 68, you can look at the application view of the two-phase commit flow.

┌-------------┐
| Coordinator |
|-------------|
| Application |
┌----------┐
| requests CC:|
┌----------┐
| Database |
| ...
|
| Database |
| #1
|
| COMMIT
|
| #2,
|
|
|
|-------------|
|
|
|
|
| Coordinator |
| #3, .. |
|
|
| starts CC: |
|
|
|
|Prepare Commit|
|Prepare Commit|
|
| Phase 1: |-------------|
|-------------| Phase 1: |
| Journal |
|
|
| Journal |
| - disk, |
|
|
| - disk, |
| k e e p | Ready for CC |
| Ready for CC | k e e p |
| locks
|-------------| If all
|-------------| locks
|
|
|
| participants|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| OK: ″End of |
|
|
| phase 1″
|
|
|
|
|
| - Journal |
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|Execute Commit| Decide:
|Execute Commit|
|
| Phase 2: |-------------| COMMIT or |-------------| Phase 2: |
| Commit -|
| ROLLBACK
|
| Commit -|
| Journal, |
|
|
| Journal, |
| release |
|
|
| release |
| locks
|
|
|
| locks
|
|
| Commit done |
| Commit done |
|
|
|-------------| If all
|-------------|
|
|
|
| participants|
|
|
|
|
| OK: ″End of |
|
|
|
|
| phase 2″
|
|
|
|
|
| - Journal |
|
|
|
|
| (Commitment |
|
|
|
|
| boundary) |
|
|
|
|
|-------------|
|
|
└----------┘
| Application |
└----------┘
| continues |
| ...
|
| ...
|
| ...
|
└-------------┘
Figure 68. Application View of two-phase commit Flow

Note: The more Database Management Systems (DBMS) are involved in one
Distributed Unit of Work, the more messages have to flow and require more
resources and cause additional communication line traffic.
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6.5 DB2/400 SQL Support for Connection Management
With DRDA-2, some SQL connection statements were added or have changed.
They are listed here in alphabetical order. For more details, refer to Distributed
Database Programming, SC41-5702-01 .
CONNECT (Type 1)
The CONNECT (Type 1) statement connects an activation group within an
application process to the identified application server, using the rules for the
Remote Unit of Work. The term activation group refers to a substructure of a job
that contains the resources necessary to run programs. For more details on
activation groups, see the publication Integrated Language Environment
Concepts, SC41-5606.
If your application runs multiple activation groups, each connection is private to
the activation group that has issued it and it terminates if the activation group
ends. This termination occurs whether the application is utilizing DRDA-1 or
DRDA-2 connection methods.
A program compiled with the RDBCNNMTH parameter of the CRTSQLpgm
command set to *RUW will run with the CONNECT Type 1 connection method.
Consecutive CONNECT statements can be executed successfully because
CONNECT does not remove the activation group from the connectable state. A
connect to the application server to which the activation group is currently
connected is executed similar to any other CONNECT statement. CONNECT can
not execute successfully when it is preceded by any SQL statement other than
CONNECT, COMMIT, or ROLLBACK. To avoid an error, execute a COMMIT or
ROLLBACK operation before the CONNECT.
CONNECT (Type 2)
The CONNECT (Type 2) statement connects an activation group within an
application process to the identified application server using the rules for the
Distributed Unit of Work.
This server then is the current server for the process.
A program runs with this connection management method if it is compiled with
the RDBCNNMTH parameter of the CRTSQLpgm command set to *DUW.
Note: CONNECT (Type 2) cannot be issued a second time to the same server as
long as the connection is still alive. Use SET CONNECTION to activate another
server.
DISCONNECT
The DISCONNECT statement destroys one or more connections for unprotected
connections (connections without two-phase commit); see also Section 6.4,
“Two-Phase Commitment Control” on page 166.
You cannot issue a DISCONNECT statement towards a protected conversation or
towards any connection that has sent SQL statements during the current unit of
work.
RELEASE
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The RELEASE statement places one or more connections in the released state.
This statement is allowed only for protected conversations.
If the statement is successful, each identified connection is placed in the
released state and is, therefore, destroyed during the execution of the next
COMMIT operation. Keep in mind that a ROLLBACK will not end the connection.
Note: Creating and maintaining active connections requires some effort on
behalf of the systems involved in the database network. This is why your
applications should drop active connections if they are not going to be reused.
If the current connection is in the released state when a commit operation is
executed, destroying that connection places the activation group in the
unconnected state. In this case, the next SQL statement to this application
server must be CONNECT. If SET CONNECTION is used to this application
server, an error (SQL0843 - ″Connection to relational database xxx does not
exist.″) is encountered. SET CONNECTION is only possible to an application
server other than the previously released one.
SET CONNECTION
The SET CONNECTION activates an already connected server so that all SQL
statements from now on are directed to this server until another SET
CONNECTION is issued, a CONNECT to a new server is executed, or the
connection is ended. The SET CONNECTION statement brings the state of the
connection from dormant to current.
After the activation group is reconnected to the server, it finds that its
environment is in the same status as when it left this connection. The connection
reflects its last use by the activation group with regard to the status of locks,
cursors, and prepared statements.

6.5.1 Example of an Application Flow Using DRDA-2
In Figure 69 on page 171, you can find a high level description of a DRDA-2
application flow. Notice that the environment includes the coexistence of both
DRDA-2 and DRDA-1 systems.
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Figure 69. Application Flow Example Using the New Connection Management

The systems located in Rochester and Seoul support DRDA-2, whereas the
system in Zurich is running at DRDA-1. The AR in Rochester connects to Seoul,
does some work, connects back to the local database without COMMIT and
reconnects to Seoul through the new SET CONNECTION statement. Then
Rochester connects to Zurich, Seoul is released, and Rochester reconnects to
the local database. Before we finish our unit of work, we release and disconnect
Zurich. After finishing the unit of work, no more remote connections are active
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as we released Seoul and disconnected Zurich. So, finally we are connected to
our local database, Rochester.

6.6 DRDA-1 and DRDA-2 Coexistence
As Figure 69 on page 171 shows, DRDA-2 and DRDA-1 systems can coexist in
the same network and a DRDA-2 application can access both types of application
servers during its execution. Since DRDA-1, application servers do not support
protected conversation, some limitations may apply as to which systems can be
accessed in update mode. An application requester determines at the initial
connect time whether a DRDA-1 application server can be updated or not.
A DRDA-2 application requester connection to a DRDA-1 application server can
be used to perform updates when:
1. The program was compiled with an isolation level other than *NONE.
2. There are no other connections or they all are DRDA-1 read-only
connections.
Note: COMMIT(*NONE) on DB2/400 means that no transaction isolation is done
and no logs are written. It can only be used in a DB2/400-like environment.
Refer also to Chapter 2 in Formal Register of Extensions and Differences in SQL ,
SC26-3316.
At connect time, the DB2/400 application requester chooses whether a sync point
manager is used or not and, thus, if the application server can be updated or
not. Depending on this decision, different DRDA and commitment control
protocols are used. Refer to Table 9 to see how the different flows can be
mixed together.
Table 9. Mixing DRDA Levels
Requester/Server

DRDA-1

DRDA-2 1PC

DRDA-2 2PC

DRDA-1

DRDA-1

DRDA-1

DRDA-1

DRDA-2 1PC

DRDA-1

DRDA-2 1PC

DRDA-2 1PC

DRDA-2 2PC

DRDA-1

DRDA-2 1PC

DRDA-2 2PC

Note: The left column contains the application requesters.
The upper row contains the application servers.
1PC = single-phase commit
2PC = two-phase commit

The table indicates:
•

Application requester is at DRDA-1:
All application servers use DRDA-1 flow. This implies single-phase commit
and unprotected conversations.

•

Application requester is at DRDA-2 supporting single-phase commit (1PC):
When the application server is at DRDA-1, DRDA-1 protocol is used. All
others use DRDA-2 flow with single-phase commit.

•

Application requester is at DRDA-2 with two-phase commit:
When the application server is at DRDA-1, DRDA-1 flows are used. When the
application server is at DRDA-2 with single-phase commit capability, DRDA-2
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single-phase commit flow is used. When the application server is at DRDA-2
with two-phase commit capability, DRDA-2 two-phase commit flow is used.
In a heterogeneous environment, the protocol used depends on the application
requester according to Table 9 on page 172.

6.7 Recovery from Failure
As we have already mentioned, in most cases the recovery is totally automatic.
When the systems detect a failure, the current transaction is automatically rolled
back on all the systems. Still, there is a narrow window in the two-phase
commit cycle where a network failure or a system failure might leave the
transaction in a pending state because the application requester cannot
determine which action to take. This window is located right before the last step
of the two-phase commit process, when the application server might already
have committed a transaction, but for some reason cannot send the final
acknowledgment. When the transaction hangs, all the locks are preserved and
the application receives an I/O error.
This section describes how the system or the users can recover after a network
or a system failure in a two-phase commit environment.

6.7.1 General Considerations
To control the synchronization over multiple systems, DB2/400 uses a Logical
Unit of Work ID . This identifier is the same on all systems involved, whether
they are application requesters or application servers like or unlike platforms.
On DB2/400, the Unit of Work ID looks similar to the following example:

APPNET.ROCHESTER.X′ F2DEB3D611CA′.00001
Note: This ID is composed of four parts, where
APPNET is the APPN Net-ID
ROCHESTER is the Application Requester system name
X′ F2DE.... is related to the job, running a protected conversation
000.. relates to the program call within the job
On the AS/400 system, this identifier should actually be called ″activation group
ID″ because the number remains the same over the life of an activation group.
The program or activation group can start a large number of Units of Work.
Ending the program and calling it again changes the last part of the identification
number, which then looks similar to:

APPNET.ROCHESTER.X′ F2DEB3D611CA′.00003
If you start a new job on the AS/400 system and run the same application, the
identifier will change its third component:

APPNET.ROCHESTER.X′ F2E1B36111CB′.00001
Note: A new job changes the last two parts of the identification number.
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6.7.2 Automatic Recovery
DB2/400 with DRDA-2 and two-phase commitment control provides a
comprehensive recovery mechanism after system, network, or job failures.
Automatic recovery was tested with programs from the Order Entry Application
example described in Chapter 2, “Using Advanced Functions: An Order Entry
Application” on page 7, particularly with the Insert Order Detail program
documented in Section B.1.3, “Program Flow for Insert Order Detail Program” on
page 374. This program (INSDET) calls a stored procedure (STORID) on a
remote AS/400 system. The stored procedure updates a STOCK table on the
remote system. Then the calling program inserts an order detail record in a
ORDERDTL table on the local system. After doing this, the Distributed Unit of
Work (DUW) is completed.
Note: ROCHESTER is the local system (AR).
ZURICH is the remote system (AS).
In this test scenario, the stored procedure program on the remote system was
abruptly terminated, cancelling the job before the database changes on both
systems were committed.
In this case, the remote system (application server) rolled back the one database
change automatically and provided information in the job log. At the application
requester. information provided in the program ended, but not before rolling
back the local database change, which was a record insert. The rollback
operation is needed since the calling program received SQL error return code
-918, which corresponds to message SQL0918, saying:





Display Formatted Message Text
System:
Message ID . . . . . . . . . :
Message file . . . . . . . . :
Library . . . . . . . . . :

ROCHESTER

SQL0918
QSQLMSG
QSYS

Message . . . . :
ROLLBACK is required.
Cause . . . . . :
The activation group requires a ROLLBACK to be performed
prior to running any other SQL statements.
Recovery . . . :
Issue a ROLLBACK CL command or an SQL ROLLBACK statement
and then continue.





Figure 70. Showing Message SQL0918

The job log of the remote system (ZURICH) reported the following information:

...............
CPI9152 Information
CPI3E01 Information
CPC1125 Completion
CPD83DD Diagnostic

Target DDM job started by source system.
Local relational database accessed by ROCHESTER.
Job ../ITSCID06/ROCHESTER was ended by user ITSCID03.
Conversation terminated; reason 02.
02 -- The conversation was issued a Deallocate Type
(Abend) to force the remote location to roll back.
CPF4059 Diagnostic System abnormally ended the transaction with device ROCHESTER.
CPI8369 Information 1 pending changes rolled back; reason 01.
01 -- The commitment definition is in a state of Reset.
CPF83E4 Diagnostic Commitment control ended with resources not committed.
...............
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6.7.3 Manual Recovery
The Work with Commitment Definition (WRKCMTDFN) command allows users to
manage commitment definitions for any job on the system. This command
becomes particularly useful when a system or line failure causes transactions to
hang while waiting for synchronization.
A commitment definition reports information about a job commitment control
status after commitment control has been started with either the Start
Commitment Control (STRCMTCTL) command or by a program containing
embedded SQL commitment statements.

6.7.3.1 Using Work with Commitment Definition
This command provides detailed information about the commitment control
status of an activation group. The main display may look similar to Figure 71,
where only one active commitment definition is shown:





Work with Commitment Definitions
System:



Type options, press Enter.
5=Display status
12=Work with job
16=Forced rollback ...

14=Forced commit

Commitment
Opt Definition Job
5
*DFTACTGRP P23KXC48E

Resync In
Number Progress
004590 NO

User
ITSCID06

ROCHESTER

Bottom
3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F9=Command line
F11=Display logical unit of work
12=Cancel
F16=Sort by logical unit of work ID
F24=More keys



Figure 71. Work with Commitment Definition Command

If more activation groups are involved, more commitment definitions are listed.
Choosing Option 5 (Display status) provides three more displays with further
details of the commitment definition:
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Display Commitment Definition Status
Job:

P23KXC48E

User:

ITSCID06

05/25/94
004590

Number:

ROCHESTER
23:03:42

Commitment definition . . . . . . :
Activation group . . . . . . . . :

*DFTACTGRP
2

Logical Unit of Work ID
Job active . . . . . .
Server job . . . . . .
Resource location . . .
Default lock level . .
Role . . . . . . . . .
State . . . . . . . . .
Date/time stamp . . .
Resync in progress . .
Number of commits . . .
Number of rollbacks . .

APPNET.ROCHESTER.X′ F32D995711EE′.00003
YES

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:



REMOTE
*CHG
RESET
NO
2
0
More...

Press Enter to continue.



F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F12=Cancel

F6=Display resource status

F9=Command line



Figure 72. Display Commitment Definition Status (Display 1 of 3)



Display Commitment Definition Status
Job:

P23KXC48E

User:

ITSCID06

Commitment definition . . . . . . :
Activation group . . . . . . . . :

*DFTACTGRP
2

Heuristic operation
Default journal . .
Library . . . . .
Notify object . . .
Library . . . . .
Object type . . .
Member . . . . .

*NONE

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

05/25/94
004590

Number:

ROCHESTER
23:03:42



More...



F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F12=Cancel

F6=Display resource status

F9=Command line

Figure 73. Display Commitment Definition Status (Display 2 of 3)
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Display Commitment Definition Status
Job:

P23KXC48E

User:

ITSCID06

Commitment definition . . . . . . :
Activation group . . . . . . . . :

*DFTACTGRP
2

Commitment options:
Wait for outcome . . . .
Action if problems . . .
Vote read-only permitted
Action if End . . . . . .

WAIT
ROLLBACK
NO
WAIT

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

05/25/94
004590

Number:

:
:
:
:

ROCHESTER
23:03:42



Bottom



F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F12=Cancel

F6=Display resource status

F9=Command line



Figure 74. Display Commitment Definition Status (Display 3 of 3)

Looking more into the details of a commitment definition by pressing F6, a
window is displayed about the status of the single resources that are protected
by commitment control:



Display Commitment Definition Status
Job:

P23KXC48E

User:

ITSCID06

Number:

05/25/94
004590

ROCHESTER
23:03:42



Commitment definition . . . . . . :
*DFTACTGRP
Activation group . . . . . . . . :
2
,......................................................................
:
Display Resource Status
:
:
:
: Type option, press Enter.
:
:
1=Select
:
:
:
: Opt
Resource
:
:
1
Record level
:
Object level
:
:
Conversation
:
:
Remote file
:
:
Remote RDB
:
:
API
:
:
:
:
Bottom :
: F5=Refresh
F12=Cancel
:
:
:
:.....................................................................:





Figure 75. Display Resource Status Display

By selecting option 1 Record level , the system displays the local files whose
records are involved in the commitment definition:
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Display Record Level Status
Job:

P23KXC48E

Commitment definition

File
ORDERDTL

User:

ITSCID06

. . . . . . . . :

Library
ORDENTL

Member
ORDERDTL

System:
004590

Number:

ROCHESTER

*DFTACTGRP

-------------Changes-------------Commit
Rollback
Pending
0
0
1

Bottom
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F11=Display status

F6=Display resource status
F12=Cancel
F16=Job menu



F9=Command line



Figure 76. Display Record Level Status Display

Pressing F11 (Display status) displays more details. In addition to the number of
database changes committed, rolled back, or still pending, the display shows the
lock level, the status, the journal, and commit cycle identifier for the file.
Showing an example of manual recovery is not an easy task, since there is
really little chance that the transaction will be interrupted when in an undecided
state. The two-phase commitment control critical window is very narrow.
In these rare situations, the WRKCMTDFN command provides a way to complete
the transaction and release all the locks. It is up to the user to determine
whether a commit or a rollback should be taken and force the transaction
boundary by using:
•

•

PF14 = Forced commit
or
PF16 = Forced rollback

on the display shown in Figure 71 on page 175
The manual recovery process may violate the alignment of the various
databases in the network. Avoid this procedure if the automatic resyncronization
is still possible by restoring the communication among the systems. Forcing the
end of transaction should be pursued if the environment where the transaction
was running before the failure cannot be restored such as in the case of data
loss or other serious system or network outages.

6.8 Application Design Considerations
This section describes how application developers should design their programs
to fully exploit the flexibility provided by DRDA-2 in a distributed environment.
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6.8.1 Moving from DRDA-1 to DRDA-2
Less COMMIT boundaries: The essential advantage of the Distributed Unit of
Work (DRDA-2) over Remote Unit of Work (DRDA-1) is represented by the ability
to access different locations within the same transaction, allowing much more
flexibility to database and application design.
Handling multiple connections: The flexibility introduced by DRDA-2 introduces
some more complexity as to handling the connections within your applications.
Multiple connections may be active at the same time and you may need to
determine whether your application is already connected to a specific location.
To get this information, check the SQLCODE after issuing a CONNECT statement
directed to that particular location. If you get an SQLCODE = -842, this means
that the connection is already active and that you may need to perform a SET
CONNECTION to establish that location as the current connection. If you get an
SQLCODE = 0, the connection has just been activated and it has also become
the current connection.

6.8.1.1 Performance in a DRDA-2 Environment
The higher the number of the connections concurrently active, the higher the
impact on the application and system performance. Design your applications
trying to find the right balance between keeping your connections active, so that
you do not need to restart them when you need them and releasing the idle
connections to reduce the system overhead.

Initial DRDA Connection:
•

OPM programs:
In a DRDA-1 program, each initial call of a program implicitly connects to the
database specified in the RDB parameter of the CRTSQLxxx command.
When the program terminates its execution, the connection is destroyed. If
the same program is called several times within a job, the implicit
connection is established each time. In a DRDA-1 program, you can count
on this behavior and avoid coding the initial connection.
For DRDA-2 applications, we must differentiate between OPM and ILE
programs.

•

ILE programs:
If ILE programs are created using the default parameters, the initial
connection to the location specified in the RDB parameter will occur once in
the life of an activation group. The connection will last as long as the
activation group exists. In general, this behavior depends on the value of the
CLOSQLCSR parameter, which defaults to *ENDACTGRP. If your program
runs in the default activation group or in a named activation group, you
might need to check for existing connections.

6.9 DRDA-2 Program Examples
In this section, there are three examples of programs using DRDA-2 connection
management and two-phase commitment control. The programs are taken from
our order entry scenario.
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6.9.1 Order Entry Main Program
Our application main program only has the purpose of establishing the
connections to the local and remote databases and of calling the various
subprograms. The design choice of establishing all the necessary connections
at the beginning allows the developers of the subprograms to rely on the
existing connections. In the subprograms, there are only SET CONNECTION
statements.
Figure 77 shows a COBOL version of the main program.
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249MAIN.
*
* This is the main program of the order entry application.
* The program establishes all the connections, so that the
* various sub-programs will need to issue only SET CONNECTION
* statements. At the end of the cycle, this program will
* release all the connections and commit all the changes.
*
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
*
DATA DIVISION.
*
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
*
* The error flag parameter is used by the various sub-programs
* to communicate a failure.
* No Errors: ERRFLG = 0
* Failure : ERRFLG = 1
*
01 ERR-FLG
PIC X(1).
01 TOTAMT
PIC S9(11) PACKED-DECIMAL.
01 CUSNBR
PIC X(5).
01 ORDNBR
PIC X(5).
*
EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA END-EXEC.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
*
EXEC SQL CONNECT TO RCHASM02
END-EXEC.
*
* Establish connections and check for successfull connect
*
IF SQLCODE NOT = 0 AND SQLCODE NOT = -842 THEN
DISPLAY ″Error connecting to RCHASM02″
END-IF.
EXEC SQL CONNECT TO RCHASM03
END-EXEC
IF SQLCODE NOT = 0 AND SQLCODE NOT = -842 THEN
DISPLAY ″Error connecting to RCHASM03″
END-IF.
* Calling the restart procedure, that checks for
* incomplete orders and deletes them.
CALL ″T4249RSTR″ USING ERR-FLG.

Figure 77 (Part 1 of 2). T4249MAIN - the Main Program
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IF ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
* Calling the insert order header program
CALL ″T4249CINS″ USING CUSNBR, ORDNBR, ERR-FLG
IF ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
* Calling the insert detail rows program
CALL ″T4249RIDT″ USING CUSNBR, ORDNBR, ERR-FLG
IF ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
* Calling the finalize order program
CALL ″T4249FNLO″ USING CUSNBR,
ORDNBR,
TOTAMT,
ERR-FLG
IF ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
STOP RUN
END-IF
END-IF
END-IF
END-IF.
* In case of errors, perform a ROLLBACK
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK
END-EXEC.
STOP RUN.

Figure 77 (Part 2 of 2). T4249MAIN - the Main Program

6.9.2 Deleting an Order
This program might be invoked either at the beginning of the application
execution (if some incomplete orders are found for the user) or at the end (if the
user requests a cancellation of the order). The program scans the order detail
rows and for each item, it updates the quantity in the stock file at the remote
site. At the end, the program deletes the order header. This operation causes
all of the detail rows to go away as well because of the CASCADE rule that we
implemented. If no errors are encountered in the process, the program commits
the entire transaction.
Figure 78 on page 182 shows a COBOL implementation of this procedure.
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IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. T4249CORD.
*
* This program scans all the details referring to the input
* order number; it updates the available quantity of each
* detail in the remote STOCK file.
*
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
*
DATA DIVISION.
*
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
*
01 H-ORDQTY
PIC S9(5) PACKED-DECIMAL.
01 H-PRDQTA
PIC S9(5) PACKED-DECIMAL.
01 H-PRDNBR
PIC X(5).
01 H-ORHNBR
PIC X(5).
*
EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA END-EXEC.
*
EXEC SQL DECLARE DETAIL CURSOR FOR
SELECT PRDNBR
,ORDQTY
FROM ORDENTL/ORDERDTL
WHERE ORHNBR = :H-ORHNBR
END-EXEC.
*
LINKAGE SECTION.
*
01 WK-ORHNBR
PIC X(5).
01 ERR-FLG
PIC X(1).
*
PROCEDURE DIVISION USING WK-ORHNBR
ERR-FLG.
*
MOVE WK-ORHNBR TO H-ORHNBR.
MOVE ″0″
TO ERR-FLG.
*
EXEC SQL SET CONNECTION RCHASM03 END-EXEC.
*
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
EXEC SQL OPEN DETAIL END-EXEC
ELSE
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF.

Figure 78 (Part 1 of 3). T4249CORD - Cancel Order
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*
* Read each detail′ s ordered quantity and update STOCK
*
PERFORM UNTIL SQLCODE NOT = 0 OR ERR-FLG NOT = 0
*
EXEC SQL FETCH DETAIL INTO :H-PRDNBR
,:H-ORDQTY
END-EXEC
*
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
*
EXEC SQL SET CONNECTION RCHASM02 END-EXEC
*
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
*
EXEC SQL UPDATE ORDENTR/STOCK
SET PRDQTA = PRDQTA + :H-ORDQTY
WHERE PRDNBR = :H-PRDNBR
END-EXEC
IF SQLCODE NOT = 0 THEN
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF
*
ELSE
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF
*
EXEC SQL SET CONNECTION RCHASM03 END-EXEC
*
IF SQLCODE NOT = 0 THEN
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF
*
END-IF
END-PERFORM.
*
IF SQLCODE < 0 AND ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF.
*
IF ERR-FLG = 0 THEN
EXEC SQL DELETE FROM ORDENTL/ORDERHDR
WHERE ORHNBR = :H-ORHNBR
END-EXEC
*
IF SQLCODE NOT = 0 THEN
MOVE ″1″ TO ERR-FLG
END-IF
END-IF.

Figure 78 (Part 2 of 3). T4249CORD - Cancel Order
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*

IF ERR-FLG = ″0″ THEN
EXEC SQL COMMIT END-EXEC
ELSE
EXEC SQL ROLLBACK END-EXEC
END-IF.

*
GOBACK.

Figure 78 (Part 3 of 3). T4249CORD - Cancel Order

6.9.3 Inserting the Detail Rows
The following example is just an excerpt of the Insert Detail program. This
fragment of code shows only the statements relevant to DRDA-2 connection and
two-phase commitment control. The full implementation of this program
(INSDET) can be found in Section 7.4.1, “Order Entry Application: Calling a
Stored Procedure” on page 212 since this program activates a remote stored
procedure.
This program inserts the detail order item in the ORDERDTL file at the local
database and updates the quantity in the inventory by calling a remote stored
procedure, which accesses the STOCK file at the remote system.
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This program excerpt (from program INSDET)
====================
shows the vital statements for
-- DRDA-2 connection management and
-- two-phase commitment control ...
...................
...................
ROCHESTER is local database system
ZURICH is remote database system
...................
...................
...................
*
****************************************************************
* The following Two-Phase Commit for local and remote system
*
* is only executed, if the conditions are met ...
*
* The first COMMIT after one DUW therefore is done only after *
* the ordered quantity has been deducted from STOCK file on *
* the remote system and the first order record has been
*
* inserted correctly in the ORDERDTL file on the local system.*
* Every item record for an order is committed, because
*
* of releasing the record lock on STOCK file.
*
* Note: SQL COMMIT in the program starts commitment control *
* for the activation group automatically:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
...................
...................
...................
*
****************************************************************
* -- Connection to the REMOTE database: -*
* At start of the program DRDA connection mgmt. establishes *
* connection automatically to the remote sys. as according to *
* the relational database specified in the compil. parameter *
* in command CRTSQLxxx RDB(....). Therefore this program
*
* is connected to remote database ZURICH already.
*
* For further remote re-connections SET CONNECTION is used: *
****************************************************************
*
...................
...................
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET CONNECTION ZURICH
After 1.connect
C/END-EXEC
remote
...................
...................
...................
*
****************************************************************
* The CALL of the stored procedure (at the remote system)
*
* is prepared and executed.
*
* It updates the STOCK file, and searches for alternatives, *
* if necessary.
*
****************************************************************
Code for stored procedure, see chapter ″Stored Procedures″ .
...................
...................

Figure 79 (Part 1 of 3). Partial Sample Program Showing DRDA-2 and two-phase
commit
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...................
...................
****************************************************************
* -- Connection to the LOCAL database: -*
* At this point, connection to the local database is estab- *
* lished. For the first time in the execution of the program *
* the CONNECT statement has to be executed.
*
* The connection to the local database then goes to dormant *
* state, after connecting to the remote DB (above) again.
*
* For further local re-connections SET CONNECTION is used:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
*IN51
IFEQ ′ 0 ′
1st connect
C/EXEC SQL
-local
C+ CONNECT TO ROCHESTER
C/END-EXEC
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN51
After 1.connect
C
ELSE
local
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET CONNECTION ROCHESTER
C/END-EXEC
C
END
*
****************************************************************
* An order detail record is inserted in the local database, *
* if referential integrity rules are not violated, i.e.
*
* the primary key of ORDERDTL file must be unique, and/or a *
* corresponding order number must exist in the ORDERHDR
*
* parent file. Otherwise an SQL error message is sent from *
* database management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ INSERT INTO ORDENTL/ORDERDTL (ORHNBR, PRDNBR, ORDQTY, ORDTOT)
C+ VALUES(:ORDNBR, :DPRDNR, :DQUANT, :DITTOT)
C/END-EXEC
...................
...................
...................
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ -530
RI Constraint
...................
...................
*
****************************************************************
* If ORDERHDR parent file does not have corresponding
*
* order number (RI rule violated),
*
* update of order quantity in STOCK file on remote system
*
* is rolled back by two-phase commitment control management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
...................
...................
...................
C
GOTO BEGIN
...................
...................

Figure 79 (Part 2 of 3). Partial Sample Program Showing DRDA-2 and two-phase
commit
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...................
...................
*
****************************************************************
* If PF3 is pressed, order entry has finished. All
*
* connections are released in order to save on resources:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ RELEASE ALL
C/END-EXEC
*
****************************************************************
* The following COMMIT statement activates previous RELEASE: *
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
...................
...................
...................

Figure 79 (Part 3 of 3). Partial Sample Program Showing DRDA-2 and two-phase
commit

6.10 DRDA over TCP/IP
So far, we dealt with either DRDA over SNA or with the DRDA implementation on
the AS/400 system in general. In this section, we discuss the AS/400
implementation of DRDA over TCP/IP. The requirement for DRDA over TCP/IP
stems from the explosive growth in usage of this protocol and the fact that many
large accounts are already running TCP/IP or are moving all new applications to
TCP/IP. The support for DRDA over TCP/IP on the AS/400 system has been
made available with OS/400 version V4R2M0. The current implementation of
DRDA over TCP/IP supports DRDA level 1. This will satisfy the UNIX/Windows
NT client and DataPropagator needs, and provides the foundation on which a
future Distributed Unit of Work product will be built.
The DRDA application server is based on multiple connection-oriented server
jobs running in the QSYSWRK subsystem. A DRDA background program
(listener) listens for TCP connect request on well-known DRDA port 446. The
DRDA server jobs are defined by prestart job entries. Once the application
requester connects to the listener at the AS, the listener issues a request to
wake up a prestarted server job. The listener than passes the socket descriptor
to the server job and any further communication occurs directly between the
client application and server job.
If you use the SNA implementation of DRDA, you need to configure the controller
that governs the communication between the local and the remote system. Then
you need to refer to this controller in the device description parameter of the
ADDRDBDIRE command. If you use the TCP/IP implementation of DRDA, then
you can just refer to the IP address of the remote server on the Remote Location
Name parameter of the ADDRDBDIRE command, and specify the port if it is other
than the default DRDA port of 446. AS/400 servers will always use the default
port. Therefore, all of the complexity of configuring the communications between
the two servers is eliminated.
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6.10.1 Configuring DRDA over TCP/IP
This section covers the configuration process for DRDA over TCP/IP between two
AS/400 systems. The system located in Rochester takes the role of application
server and the system in Zurich accesses the database located on Rochester
machine as an application requester.
The configuration process for this simple scenario consists of several phases:
•

Setting up the application server. This phase involves following
configuration activities:
1. Configuring TCP/IP on the AS system.
2. Setting the attributes for the DDM server job.
3. Starting the DDM server job.

•

Setting up the application requester. This phase involves following
configuration activities:
1. Configuring TCP/IP on the AR system.
2. Adding the AS system to the Relational Database Directory.
3. Defining the user profile under which the connect to the AS is being
done.

6.10.1.1 Configuring TCP/IP on the Application Server
First you have to make sure that there is an appropriate host table entry for the
local ROCHESTER machine. At this point, you may also want to add a host
name for the AR machine located in Zurich. An alternative approach is to
specify a remote domain name server.
The method of defining the TCP/IP host table entry is as follows:
1. At the CL command line, enter the GO CFGTCP command.
2. The TCP/IP configuration menu is shown. Here take option 10.
3. The Work with TCP/IP Host Table Entries display is shown. Check that there
is a valid entry for the local host.
4. Choose the ADD option and enter the Internet address of the remote AR in
the column named Internet Address (see Figure 80).
5. This then invokes the ADDTCPHTE command. On this command, you can
define the name and the alias names of the remote host (see Figure 81 on
page 189).



Work with TCP/IP Host Table Entries
System:
Type options, press Enter.
1=Add
2=Change
4=Remove
5=Display
7=Rename

Opt
1
_
_

Internet
Address
10.10.10.2
10.10.10.1
127.0.0.1
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ROCHESTER

Host
Name
ROCHESTER
LOOPBACK
LOCALHOST

Figure 80. Working with Host Table Entries
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Add TCP/IP Host Table Entry (ADDTCPHTE)
Type choices, press Enter.



Internet address . . . . . . . . > ′ 1 0 . 1 0 . 1 0 . 2 ′
Host names:
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ZURICH_______________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
+ for more values _
Text ′ description′ . . . . . . .
HOST TABLE ENTRY FOR AS/400 SYSTEM AT
ZURICH______________



Figure 81. Adding the Host Table Entries

6.10.1.2 Setting the Attributes for DDM Server Job
Before you start the server job on the AS system, you can change the job′ s
attributes with the CHGDDMTCPA command. There are two attributes that can
be changed with this command:
•

AUTOSTART - Specifies whether to automatically start the DDM server when
TCP/IP is started. The parameter takes effect the next time the STRTCP
command is run.

•

PWDRQD - Specifies whether client systems are required to have a
password in addition to a user ID on incoming connection requests to this
system as a server. This parameter takes effect on the next DRDA or DDM
connect request over TCP/IP.

1. On the CL command line, enter the CHGDDMTCPA command and press PF4
so you can see the current settings.
2. Change the DDM server job attributes to the values shown in Figure 82.





Change DDM TCP/IP Attributes (CHGDDMTCPA)
Type choices, press Enter.



Autostart server . . . . . . . . AUTOSTART
Password required . . . . . . . PWDRQD

*YES
*YES



Figure 82. Changing the DDM Server Job Attributes

Note:
The value of the PWDRQD attribute has some implications for the CHGRDBDIRE
command and RMVRDBDIRE command. A bit in the *LOCAL RDB directory
entry is used to store if a password is required to access this AS/400 system by
an AR. An inquiry message CPA3E01 is issued if the local entry is being
changed to a non-local entry or if the *LOCAL entry is being deleted. The
following text is associated with this message:

Removing the *LOCAL directory entry may cause loss of configuration data.
(C G)
We strongly recommend that you record the current setting before proceeding.
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6.10.1.3 Starting the DDM Server Job
Use the STRTCPSVR SERVER(*DDM) command to start the DDM server job.
Now you can find a new job, QRWTLSTN, running in the QSYSWRK subsystem.
This is the listener job waiting for connect requests on port 446.

6.10.1.4 Configuring TCP/IP on the Application Requester
Configuring TCP/IP on the application requester involves exactly the same steps
as for the application server. Please refer to Section 6.10.1.1, “Configuring
TCP/IP on the Application Server” on page 188.

6.10.1.5 Adding the AS system to the Relational Database
Directory
Probably the most important step in DRDA over TCP/IP configuration is adding
the relational database entry for the remote database that you want to connect
to. The Relational Database Entry defines the location of the remote server and
the method of connection.
1. Use the ADDRDBDIRE command to add the RDB entry for the application
server located in Rochester.



Add RDB Directory Entry (ADDRDBDIRE)



Type choices, press Enter.



Relational database . . . . . .
ROCHESTER__________
Remote location:
Name or address . . . . . . .
10.10.10.1__________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Type . . . . . . . . . . . . .
*IP_
*SNA, *IP
Text . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
RDB ENTRY FOR THE AS/400 SYSTEM IN RO
CHESTER



Figure 83. Adding the Relational Database Entry

2. On the Relational Database parameter of the ADDRDBDIRE command,
specify the name of the database on the remote server.
3. On the Remote Location parameter of the ADDRDBDIRE command, specify the
Internet address of the remote application server. If you have already
specified the Internet address of the remote server in TCP/IP host table
entry, you can use the name of the entry in place of the Internet address.
This allows you to have some flexibility if for some reason you change the
Internet address of the remote server.
4. On the Type parameter of the ADDRDBDIRE command, specify the value *IP.
This signifies to the local system that you are using the TCP/IP
implementation of DRDA to connect to the remote server. Please note that
*SNA is the default setting for this parameter.
5. On the PORT parameter take the default value *DRDA. Some servers like DB2
Universal Database use different port and you will have to find out what it is
from the documentation for the specific server product and set that port
number.
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6.10.1.6 Defining User Profile for DRDA over TCP/IP Connection
You can use the ADDSVRAUTE command to add authentication information for a
given user under which the connect is being done. The user ID and password
are associated with the user profile and remote application server. This
information flows to the AS each time the AR issues a connect request.
1. Before using the ADDSVRAUTE command, make sure that you have
*SECADM special authority as well as *OBJMGT and *USE authorities to the
user profile to which the server authentication entry is being added.
2. Check whether the the retain server security data (QRETSVRSEC) system
value is set to 1. If the value is 0 (do not retain data), the password is not
saved in the entry.
3. Add the following authentication entry:





Add Server Auth Entry (ADDSVRAUTE)
Type choices, press Enter.
User profile . . . . . . . . . . > JAREK
Name, *CURRENT
Server . . . . . . . . . . . . . > ROCHESTER____________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
User ID . . . . . . . . . . . .
*USRPRF______________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________...

More...





Figure 84. Adding the Authentication Entry





Add Server Auth Entry (ADDSVRAUTE)
Type choices, press Enter.
User password . . . . . . . . .
PASSWORD_____________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________...

Bottom





Figure 85. Adding the Authentication Entry

Note: Make sure the server name is in upper case
A generic authorization entry can be entered with the ADDSVRAUTE command
by specifying *ANY for the server name. *ANY will cause connects to any RDB
for which there is no specific authorization entry to use the user ID and
password contained in the *ANY entry. If the default value of *NONE is left for
the password parameter, only the user ID will flow unless it is overridden by a
USING parameter on the connect statement.
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Along with ADDSVRAUTE command, there are two additional commands
available:
•

CHGSVRAUTE - allows you to change the user ID and password for a
authentication entry added by the ADDSVRAUTE command.

•

RMVSVRAUTE - allows you to remove authentication entries added by the
ADDSVRAUTE command.

6.10.2 Examples of Using DRDA over TCP/IP
The discussion given in the previous section contains details about the method
of configuring DRDA over TCP/IP. In this section, we discuss the details of how
to actually access the data in the remote server. We examine two different
scenarios:
•
•

Using Interactive SQL
Using C Programming

6.10.2.1 Interactive SQL Example
Probably the easiest way to take advantage of a DRDA connection to a remote
database is to use Interactive SQL. The following simple SQL session
documents all major points to be remembered while running DRDA over TCP/IP:
1. Start Interactive SQL with the STRSQL command. Make sure that the
commitment control level you are running at is at least *CHG. At the SQL
prompt, press the F13 key, then take option 1. Change the Commitment
Control Attribute to *CHG. Return to the SQL session by pressing F3. Now
you are ready to test following SQL statements:





Enter SQL Statements
Type SQL statement, press Enter.
Session was saved and started again.
STRSQL parameters were ignored.
Current connection is to relational database ZURICH.
1
> release all 2
RELEASE of all relational databases completed.
> commit
3
Commit completed.
> connect to rochester
Current connection is to relational database ROCHESTER. 4
> select * from ordapplib/customer
SELECT statement run complete.
> update ordapplib/customer set cuscrd = cuscrd * 1.1
5
where cusnbr = ′99995′
1 rows updated in CUSTOMER in ORDAPPLIB.
> select * from ordapplib/customer
SELECT statement run complete.
> commit 6
Commit completed.
> call caseproc (′99995′,0) 7
CALL statement complete.
> select * from ordapplib/customer
SELECT statement run complete.
> commit
Commit completed.
===>


Figure 86. Using DRDA over TCP/IP with SQL
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Bottom



Notes:

1 When you start your interactive SQL session, you are connected
by default to your local database.

2 The initial connection to the local system is protected by
two-phase commit protocols. If a subsequent connection is made to a
system that has only RUW capability, that connection is read-only;
thus, you cannot perform any committable transactions, including
automatically creating an SQL package for the interactive SQL
program if the connection is to a non-AS/400 server and this is the
first time the connection is attempted. The solution to this is to drop
the connection to the local database before connecting to the remote
server. You may use the SQL statement, RELEASE ALL, to
accomplish this task. On executing this command, the resources held
by any database in the system are released and any pending
transaction is rolled back.

3 The COMMIT statement is needed to move the connection from
released to unconnected state. Please see the discussion in Section
6.3.2, “Connection States” on page 165.

4 After establishing the connection to the remote AS, make sure
that the connection type is 1. Place the cursor on the connection
message and press F1. A message display with the following
information is shown:


Message ID . . . . . :
Message Type . . . . :





Additional Message Information
SQL7971
Information

Severity . . . . . . . :

00

Message . . . : Current connection is to relational database ROCHESTER.
Cause . . . . : The product identification is QSQ04020, the server class
name is QAS, and the user ID is JAREK. The connection method used is *DUW
The connection type is 1. A list of the connection types follows:
-- Type 1 indicates that committable updates can be performed and either
the connection uses an unprotected conversation, is a connection to an
application requester driver program using *RUW connection method, or is
local connection using *RUW connection method.
-- Type 2 indicates that the conversation is unprotected and no
committable updates can be performed.
-- Type 3 indicates that the conversation is protected and it is unknown
if committable updates can be performed.
-- Type 4 indicates that the conversation is unprotected and it is
unknown
More...



Figure 87. Connection type for DRDA over TCP/IP

5 As this is the first *RUW connection, committable updates can be
performed.

6 Changes to the remote database should be committed before the
connection is dropped.

7 One of the most powerful features of the DRDA architecture is the
ability to run remote stored procedures. The stored procedure in this
step performs exactly the same action as the update statement in 5.
For a detailed discussion on DB2/400 stored procedure
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implementation, refer to Chapter 7, “Stored Procedures” on page 201
and Chapter 8, “SQL Procedures” on page 235.
2. To finish the SQL session, just press F3. You may want to save your current
session by using option 1.

6.10.2.2 ILE C Example
The way you code your application program, which accesses remote AS with
DRDA over TCP/IP support, is similar to the procedure described for the
Interactive SQL session. The following example code highlights the most
important considerations:
1. Compile your program with an isolation level *CHG or above. If you have a
connection to the remote AS at compile time, you may create an appropriate
SQL package on the target system. The following CRTSQLCI command
creates the program object on the local system and the SQL package at the
remote server:

CRTSQLCI OBJ(ORDAPPLIB/SQLCNCT) SRCMBR(SQLCNCT) RDB(ROCHESTER)
OBJTYPE(*PGM) OUTPUT(*PRINT) RDBCNNMTH(*RUW)
2. Figure 88 shows the ILE C code.
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;
char
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
char
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
char
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
char
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
char
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
char
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
char
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION;
EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA;
void main()
{
char Chr_Commit;
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″Please ener ythe value
scanf( ″%D(11,2)″, &Nmpd_CusCrd

for Customer Number

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Name

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Tel

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Fax

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Address

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer City

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Zip

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Credit Limit :\n″ ) ;
);

Figure 88 (Part 1 of 3). Sample ILE C Programming for DRDA over TCP/IP Connection
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EXEC SQL
release all; 1
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in the release of databases\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Released all Databases...\n″ ) ;
EXEC SQL
commit; 2
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in commit release of database\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
EXEC SQL
connect to ROCHESTER; 3
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in Connecting to Database\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Successfully connected to ROCHESTER..\n″ ) ;
EXEC SQL
commit;
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in commit of connection\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Commited the Connection...\n″ ) ;
EXEC SQL
call 4
ordapplib/inscst(
:Chr_CusNbr,
:Chr_CusNam,
:Chr_CusTel,
:Chr_CusFax,
:Chr_CusAdr,
:Chr_CusCty,
:Chr_CusZip,
:Nmpd_CusCrd
);

Figure 88 (Part 2 of 3). Sample ILE C Programming for DRDA over TCP/IP Connection
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if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in calling stored procedure\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
EXEC SQL
rollback;
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in rollback\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Rollback Complete...\n″ ) ;
}
else
{
EXEC SQL
commit;
if ( sqlca.sqlcode != 0 )
{
printf( ″Error occured in commit\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQLCODE is %d\n″ , sqlca.sqlcode );
printf( ″The Error Message :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc );
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Commit Complete...\n″ ) ;
}
exit(0);
}

Figure 88 (Part 3 of 3). Sample ILE C Programming for DRDA over TCP/IP Connection

Notes:

1 Disconnect from the local database since it is protected by two
phase commit. If you have a connection to *DUW capable database,
all subsequent connections to *RUW capable databases are read-only.

2 The COMMIT statement is needed to change the local database
status from released to unconnected.

3 Connect to the remote AS using DRDA over TCP/IP. The
connection method is *RUW and committable updates are permitted.

4 Call the remote stored procedure. This procedure inserts a new
record into the customer file.

6.10.3 Troubleshooting DRDA over TCP/IP
DRDA over TCP/IP works fine - until someone changes something. While
handling the problems, you need to be single-minded about isolating them.
First, ask yourself couple of simple questions:
1. Is the server job running on the application server?
Make sure that QRWTLSTN is running in the QSYSWRK subsystem. Start the
NETSTAT command and select Option 3 to check whether the listener job
listens on the well-known port 446.
2. Are you authorized to use the connection?
Does the server require a password along with the user ID on the connection
request? If needed, add your profile with the ADDSVRAUTE command to the
server authorization entry list.
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3. Does your connection permit committable updates?
Use Interactive SQL to check the connection type to the remote application
server. Refer to Section 6.10.2.1, “Interactive SQL Example” on page 192 for
a detailed discussion on this subject.
If you went over this simple checklist and still encounter problems with your
DRDA over TCP/IP connection, it is time to take some more systematic
approach:
1. On the AS system, find the prestart job that is servicing your requests.
When you start the listener job with the STRTCPSVR command, one or more
prestart jobs are started in the QSYSWRK subsystem. The name of this
prestart job is QRWTSRVR and the user profile under the job runs initially is
QUSER. When your request to start a connection is accepted by the prestart
job, it swaps the QUSER to your user profile. The easiest way to identify the
fully-qualified name for the prestart job servicing your requests is to look into
the history log. There should be a log entry pertaining to your user ID:







Display History Log Contents
Job 034557/QUSER/QRWTSRVR started on 12/17/97 at 11:44:41 in subsystem QSYSWRK
Job 034558/QUSER/QRWTSRVR started on 12/17/97 at 11:44:41 in subsystem QSYSWRK
DDM job 034509/QUSER/QRWTSRVR servicing user JAREK on 12/17/97 at 11:44:42.



Figure 89. Identifying a Server Job Servicing Your Profile

Another alternative method is to use the WRKACTJOB command.
2. Once you have identified your prestart job, you can start a service job with
the STRSRVJOB command:



Start Service Job (STRSRVJOB)



Type choices, press Enter.



Job name . . . . . . . . . . . .
User . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number . . . . . . . . . . . .

QRWTSRVR Name
QUSER
Name
034509
000000-999999



Figure 90. Starting Server Job

3. Now enter STRDBG and press F4. Change the Update production Files
parameter to *YES.
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Start Debug (STRDBG)
Type choices, press Enter.
Program . . . . . . . . . . . . PGM
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values



Default program . . . .
Maximum trace statements
Trace full . . . . . . .
Update production files

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

DFTPGM
MAXTRC
TRCFULL
UPDPROD

*NONE

*PGM
200
*STOPTRC
*YES



Figure 91. Starting Debug for the Prestart Job

4. If the connection to the AS is still active, you can check the AR-AS
interaction by looking at the job log of the prestarted job servicing your
requests. Use following command on the AS to display the job log:

DSPJOBLOG JOB(034509/QUSER/QRWTSRVR)


Job . . :





Display All Messages
QRWTSRVR

User . . :

QUSER

System:
ROCHESTER
Number . . . :
034509

Job 034557/QUSER/QRWTSRVR started on 12/17/97 at 11:44:41 in subsystem
QSYSWRK in QSYS. Job entered system on 12/17/97 at 11:44:41.
Target job assigned to handle DDM connection started by source system ove
TCP/IP.
ACGDTA for 034557/QUSER/QRWTSRVR not journaled; reason 1.
Local relational database accessed by ZURICH.
Number of parameters on CALL not valid for procedure INSCST in ORDAPPLIB.



Figure 92. Job Log of the Prestart Job

Looking at the job log entries, you can now figure out that you were trying to
call the INSCST stored procedure with an incorrect number of parameters.
5. Close your connection to the AS system. Since the prestart job was being
serviced, the job log associated with this job is saved in a spooled file. This
spooled file is stored with your user ID.
Note: The job log is also saved when the system detects that a serious
error occurred in processing the request that ended the connection.
6. Use the WRKSPLF command to display the content of the spooled file:
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5769SS1 V4R2M0 980228
Job name . . . . . . . . . . :
Job description . . . . . . :
MSGID
TYPE
CPF1124
Information

Display Job Log
ROCHESTER 12/17/97 14:28:56
Page
1
QRWTSRVR
User . . . . . . : QUSER
Number . . . . . . . . . . . : 034558
QUSER
Library . . . . . : QGPL
SEV DATE
TIME
FROM PGM
LIBRARY
INST
TO PGM
LIBRARY
INST
00
12/17/97 11:44:41 QWTPIIPP
QSYS
0599
*EXT
*N
Message . . . . : Job 034558/QUSER/QRWTSRVR started on 12/17/97 at 11:44:41
in subsystem QSYSWRK in QSYS

SQL0440

30
12/17/97 14:26:56 QSQXCUTE
QSYS
1B9A
QSQXCUTE
QSYS
Message . . . . : Number of parameters on CALL not valid for procedure
INSCST in ORDAPPLIB.
Cause . . . . . : The number of parameters specified on a CALL statement is
not the same as the number of parameters declared for procedure INSCST in
ORDAPPLIB. Recovery . . . : Specify the same number of parameters on the
CALL as on the procedure definition. Try the request again.

Diagnostic

1B9A

Figure 93. Spooled File for the Prestart Job

7. Stop debugging with the ENDDBG command and the service job with the
ENDSRVJOB command.
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Chapter 7. Stored Procedures
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

Stored procedures concepts and benefits

•

How to implement the stored procedure

•

Considerations on parameter passing

•

Commitment control and stored procedures

7.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe how you can take advantage of stored
procedures in developing a distributed application. Stored procedures provide a
standard way to call an external procedure from within an application by using
an SQL statement.
The invocation of a stored procedure is treated as a regular external call: the
application waits for the stored procedure to terminate and parameters can be
passed back and forth. Stored procedures can be called locally (on the same
system where the application runs) and remotely on a different system.
However, stored procedures are particularly useful in a distributed environment
since they may considerably improve performance of distributed applications by
reducing the traffic of information across the communication network. For
example, if a client application needs to perform several database operations at
a remote server system, you can choose between issuing many different
database requests from the client site and calling a stored procedure. In the
first case, you start a dialog with the remote system every time you issue a
request; if you call a stored procedure instead, only the call request and the
parameters flow on the line. In addition to that, the server system executes
some of the logic of your application with potential performance benefits at the
client site.
Your programming productivity can be improved using stored procedures when
you develop client/server applications. Stored procedures are the easiest way
to perform a remote call and to distribute the execution logic of an application
program.
Stored procedures can be used for many different application purposes such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Distributing the logic between a client and a server system.
Performing a sequence of operations at a remote site.
Combining results of query functions at a remote site.
Generating statistical data.
Performing non-database functions.

We show a typical example where stored procedures can be effective. A
company runs its business on a server system located at the headquarters and
on client systems located at every branch office. A user at a branch office is
working with an invoice clearance application, which has to update three files on
server system:

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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•
•
•

The invoice file is named INVOICE.
The customer file is named CUSTOMER.
The account receivable balance file is named ARBLNCE.

An invoice record is flagged with a ″clearance″ marker and after that, the
corresponding CUSTOMER record is updated by deducting the invoice amount
from the current Account Receivable total amount. Finally, the Account
Receivable balance record must be updated as well.

Figure 94. Client/Server Application without Stored Procedures

The diagram in Figure 94 shows a client/server application for our invoice
clearance processing implemented without resorting to stored procedures. The
client system has to access the server database several times for every update
event, sending and receiving data across communication lines for every request.
In addition, all the application logic is implemented at the client site.
In Figure 95 on page 203, you can see how we can take advantage of stored
procedures in developing this application:
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Figure 95. Client/Server Application with Stored Procedures

The same application functions can be carried out by calling a single stored
procedure, which runs at the server site. The communications dialog is greatly
reduced and the network resources are better balanced by splitting the
application logic.
Modularity in application development is also encouraged by using stored
procedures; this makes application maintenance easier and improves code
reusability.
It is useful to compare stored procedures to other tools and techniques for
client/server application development such as DRDA SQL, the DDM Submit
Remote Command (SBMRMTCMD), and Triggers.
•

With DRDA SQL, the application logic is fully implemented at the application
requester site. Stored procedures are the natural extension for DRDA
applications, since they allow you to easily split the application logic.

•

The Submit Remote Command (SBMRMTCMD) command submits a CL
command using Distributed Data Management (DDM) support to run on the
target system. The primary purpose of the SBMRMTCMD command is to
allow a user at a client system to perform some object management
Chapter 7. Stored Procedures
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operations rather than running remote applications. You may also want to
submit user-written commands or programs to run on the target system, but
you face the following restrictions:
1. The target (server) system cannot send any parameter to the source
(client) system. Only a generic return code is sent back to signal
whether the remote execution has completed successfully
2. Any changes in database files made by the server application on the
server system cannot be committed or rolled back by the client
application.
•

Triggers are user-written programs associated with a physical file. Unlike
stored procedures, they are almost independent from applications because
they are automatically executed either before or after a database change.
Stored procedures need to be called explicitly by the SQL CALL statement.
Triggers are passed a standard parameter list, which is input only, and they
cannot pass any information back to the application through the parameter
list. Therefore when the trigger ends abnormally, the application must
receive an error message or an SQLCODE and handle it. Stored procedures
can be passed parameters and pass them back to the client application.
Triggers can be used to consistently enforce business rules whereas stored
procedures are used mainly to improve the performance of client/server
applications and productivity of application development.
See Chapter 5, “Database Triggers” on page 81 for more information about
Triggers.

The following table is a summary of the comparisons of stored procedures,
triggers, and DRDA SQL for client/server applications.
Table 10. Comparing Stored Procedures, Triggers and DRDA

Stored Procedure

Trigger

DRDA SQL

Execution of SQL CALL
statement

Data Base I/O

Execution of a single
remote SQL statement at
a time

Client/Server or
Non-Distributed
Applications

Client/Server or
Non-Distributed
Applications

Distributed Relational
Database

Any HLL program (may
or may not include SQL)

Any HLL program (may
or may not include SQL)

Embedded SQL and
Interactive SQL

Conversation
method

Explicit 2-way parameter
passing

Implicit system
parameter passing

AR ( 1) sends SQL request
and AS ( 2) sends SQL
request

Advantage

Performance
improvement,
Easy program invocation

Automated consistent
process,
Performance
improvement

Easier programming,
Common SQL interface
to other IBM/Non-IBM
platform

Invocation

Environment

Language

Note:
1.
2.
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Application Server
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7.2 Features
This section provides information about how to implement application functions
by means of stored procedures.
On the AS/400 system, a stored procedure can be written in any supported high
level language, including CL and REXX. The stored procedure may contain SQL
statements or perform only native access to the database. The steps needed for
calling a stored procedure in your SQL programs are:
•

Defining the stored procedure through the SQL DECLARE PROCEDURE or
CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

•

Invoking the stored procedure through the SQL CALL statement passing the
parameter list.

•

Checking for the completion status of the stored procedure.

7.2.1 DECLARE PROCEDURE Statement
The DECLARE PROCEDURE statement defines a stored procedure that can be
used in the current program. In other words, it cannot be used by any other
program.
The SQL DECLARE PROCEDURE statement defines an external procedure in the
following way:
•
•
•
•

Names the procedure.
Defines the procedure′s parameters and their attributes.
Specifies the external program name and its language.
Specifies the method of parameter passing.

The DECLARE PROCEDURE statement is not strictly needed unless the stored
procedure is a REXX/400 procedure. However, we suggest you always declare
the procedure for performance reasons. If the DECLARE PROCEDURE is
missing, the system determines the attributes of the stored procedure at run
time and considers all parameters as being input/output capable. See 7.2.5,
“Performance Considerations on Parameter Passing” on page 207 for more
details on the performance implications of input/output parameters.
The DECLARE PROCEDURE is also needed if you want, for example, to pass a
list of short integer values potentially containing NULL value indicators to your
stored procedure. In this case, you define the stored procedure as SIMPLE
CALL WITH NULLS.
Note: If you code the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement to call the stored
procedure, keep in mind:
•

The DECLARE PROCEDURE statement must precede all CALL statements
that reference that procedure.

•

You must define the call type. The default, STANDARD CALL, is not
currently supported by DB2/400.

The DECLARE PROCEDURE statement does not apply to any dynamically
executed SQL statement. In other words, declaring a procedure by means of a
dynamic SQL statement is not allowed.
See the DB2 for AS/400 SQL Reference, SC41-5612 for the detailed syntax
description of the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement.
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7.2.2 CREATE PROCEDURE Statement
Stored Procedures can be defined using either the DECLARE PROCEDURE or
CREATE PROCEDURE statement. The CREATE PROCEDURE statement differs
from the DECLARE PROCEDURE since it adds procedure and parameter
definitions to the system catalog tables (SYSPROCS and SYSPARMS). In this
way, a stored procedure becomes available for any client program running on
local or remote system. For a detailed discussion on the CREATE PROCEDURE,
please refer to Chapter 8, “SQL Procedures” on page 235.

7.2.3 SQL CALL Statement
You can invoke a stored procedure by using the SQL CALL statement and
specifying the stored procedure name and library as well as the parameter list.
Prior to calling the stored procedure, you have to establish a DRDA connection
(CONNECT, SET CONNECTION) to the system where the stored procedure is
located.
The following example is taken from an SQLRPG program:

/EXEC SQL
+ CALL YOURLIB/YOURPGM(:PARM1, :PARM2, :PARM3, ...)
/EXEC-END
If you have included the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement, match the parameter
list exactly or you will get unexpected results.
From within a stored procedure, you can call another stored procedure when the
invoking stored procedure is local. A remote stored procedure can only call
local stored procedures and not other remote stored procedures.
See the DB2 for AS/400 SQL Reference, SC41-5612 for the detailed syntax of the
CALL statement.

7.2.4 Passing NULL Values in Parameter List
If you are going to handle NULL values in your stored procedure parameter list,
you have to define the CALL type as SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS in the DECLARE
PROCEDURE statement. In this case, the system automatically passes the
stored procedure an additional parameter that represents the null map of the
actual parameter list.
The additional parameter is an array of N short integer, where N is the number
of parameters declared in the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement. You have to
define this parameter inside the stored procedure, but you must not define it in
the calling program. Within the stored procedure, you can use the array to set
some of the parameters to the NULL value. The system maps the array values
to the parameter list automatically, setting the corresponding host variables to
NULL and switching the SQL NULL indicator on. You can then test whether the
returned parameter has a NULL value or not and act according to your logic. If
the stored procedure is called by a non-AS/400 AR, the NULL value indicators
must contain a numeric value that is in the range of -127 to 127. This limitation
is imposed by the DRDA standard definitions.
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7.2.5 Performance Considerations on Parameter Passing
Any INOUT parameter flows twice on the communication line from the
application requester to the server and then back. This may affect performance
of stored procedures with large INOUT parameters or with many INOUT
parameters. Input or output only parameters flow only once. If your INOUT
parameters are NULL capable, you may set the corresponding indicator variable
to -1 when you call the stored procedure if there is no significant input data to
pass to the procedure. NULL parameter values will not flow on the line; only the
indicator is actually sent. This may strongly reduce the network traffic when you
define a large parameter as INOUT, and sometimes you need to use it in a
unidirectional way.

7.2.6 Code Page Conversion in the Parameter List
When a stored procedure is called, the system automatically performs all the
necessary code page conversion for any character type parameter. For
instance, if the stored procedure is invoked by a client program running on an
DB2 Universal Database system, the appropriate ASCII to EBCDIC translation will
occur. Similarly, if the system job running the stored procedure at the remote
site has a different coded character set identifier (CCSID) than the job that has
called the procedure at the client site, the character type parameters are
converted accordingly.

7.2.7 Passing Constants in the Parameter List
The AS/400 system lets you include constants in the stored procedure parameter
list. If you pass numeric constants to a stored procedure that has not been
defined by a DECLARE PROCEDURE statement, the rules to assigning the
attributes of constants at call time are as follows:
•

If the constant is written in scientific notation such as 1.5E3 for 1500, the
stored procedure receives a double precision floating point number. The
corresponding data type for the C programming language is:

double
•

If the constant is written as an integer number (for example, 1500), the stored
procedure receives a long integer, four-byte binary field. The corresponding
data type in C is:

long
•

If the constant contains a decimal point (such as 1500.00), it is passed as a
DECIMAL(m, n) data type, where m is the total number of digits and n is the
number of digits on the right of the decimal point. In our example, 1500.00 is
passed as a DECIMAL(6,2).

Consider the following sample CALL statement:

EXEC SQL CALL myproc(6.3E+2, 25, 001.23);
In this case, if the stored procedure is coded in the ILE C/400 programming
language, the procedure receives parameters with the following attributes:
•
•
•

Double
Long
Decimal(5,2)
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7.2.8 Checking Stored Procedures Completion Status
When the stored procedure is called and then returns to the calling program,
check the completion status of the stored procedure. In case the stored
procedure fails, you can check for the appropriate SQLCODE in your application.
From within a remote stored procedure, you might want to monitor for
exceptions and communicate to the calling application that some abnormal
conditions have occurred. For this purpose, you can code an extra OUT
parameter and set it to an appropriate value.
You can also notify abnormal situations by setting parameters to NULL if the
parameter list is NULL capable (SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS).
In our application, we are using a stored procedure to update an inventory file in
a remote system for order processing. If the user specifies a product that is not
included in our inventory file, the stored procedure sets the corresponding
parameter to NULL.

7.2.9 Compiling and Running a Client Program
As we mentioned previously, stored procedures are usually run at a remote
system. When you call a remote stored procedure, your client application should
be connected to the target remote system at run time. To do this, you can use
the SQL CONNECT or SET CONNECTION statements; otherwise, you may define
the remote database name directly by using the compile parameter Relational
Database (RDB). When you run an application program compiled with a
Relational Database name, it is implicitly connected to the remote system.
If you are going to call a remote stored procedure, remember to create an SQL
package on the remote system, even though you only use the CALL statement
on the requesting system. The SQL package is needed to call remote stored
procedures.

7.3 Stored Procedures and Commitment Control
In the following paragraphs, we describe how you can preserve the integrity of
transactions where stored procedures perform data changes, either at the local
site or at a remote system.
If a stored procedure runs in a distributed application at a remote location, the
database changes performed by the stored procedure at the remote site can be
committed by the client application. The stored procedure can be run either in a
Remote Unit of Work transaction or by an application implementing a Distributed
Unit of Work. In this case, DB2/400 uses the two-phase commit protocol to
guarantee transaction integrity (see Figure 96 on page 209). If you want to
commit the remote changes consistently with the local updates, your stored
procedure has to be run in the same commitment definition as the client
application.
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ILE or OPM
┌──────────────────┐
┌───────────────────┐
│
│2─Phase│
│
│
CALL P1
│ Commit│ (REMOTE STORED │
┌───────┐ │
.
│
│
PROCEDURE P1) │ ┌──────┐
│───────│ │
.
│──── │
│ │──────│
│───────├───┤
UPDATE FILE1 │ /
│
UPDATE FILE2 ├───┤──────│
│───────│ │
│ ──────┤
│ │──────│
│───────│ │
COMMIT
│
│
│ └──────┘
└───────┘ └──────────────────┘
└───────────────────┘
FILE2
FILE1
Figure 96. Remote Stored Procedure

If the stored procedure is run remotely and is an ILE program, create your stored
procedure specifying ACTGRP(*CALLER) no matter what activation group the
client application runs under. By compiling with *CALLER, you ensure that the
stored procedure shares the same commitment definition as the calling program.
The stored procedure has to run in the default activation group (*DFTACTGRP) at
the server site to be in the same commitment definition and to take advantage of
two-phase commit. The only way you can ensure that an ILE stored procedure
will run in the default activation group is by creating it with ACTGRP(*CALLER).
If the stored procedure shares the same commitment definition as the calling
program, it is not allowed to issue any COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements. All
changes have to be committed or rolled back by the client application.
Note:
If you create an ILE program with default compilation attributes of option 14
on the WRKMBRPDM display, your ILE program may end up running in
separate activation group. Consult the specific ILE language programmer′ s
guide. Use a two-step compile process and create the module first with
option 15 and then create the program afterwards using CRTPGM
ACTGRP(*CALLER).

If your stored procedure is an OPM program running at the remote system, it
always runs in the default activation group and then in the same commitment
definition as the calling application.
If you plan to call a local stored procedure from an ILE application, we suggest
that the application and the stored procedure run in the same commitment
definition. This can be guaranteed if you compile the stored procedure with
ACTGRP(*CALLER); if the stored procedure is an OPM program, compile the
calling application with ACTGRP(*DFTACTGRP) (allowed only by ILE RPG) or
start commitment control with JOB scope.
If the stored procedure is run locally, it is allowed to use the COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statements. However, if the stored procedure runs in a separate
commitment control definition, any COMMIT and ROLLBACK statement issued
within the stored procedure affects only the changes performed by the stored
procedure itself, whereas the application cannot commit and rollback those
changes.
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Same Commitment Definition
┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
│
│
Calling Pgm
Stored Proc
│
│ ┌────────────┐
┌────────────┐ │
│ │ Change
│
│ Change │ │
│ │ Change
├──────┤
.
│ │
│ │
.
│
│
.
│ │
│ │
.
│
│ COMMIT │ │
│ └────────────┘
└────────────┘ │
│
│
└────────────────────────────────────────┘

The COMMIT statement
commits all changes,
even though they are
performed by the
calling program.

Figure 97. Local Stored Procedure Sharing Commitment Definition

Different Commitment Definition
┌───────────────────┐ ┌────────────────────┐
│
│ │
│
│
Calling Pgm
│ │
Stored Proc
│
│ ┌────────────┐ │ │ ┌─────────────┐ │
│ │ Change
│ │ │ │ Change
│ │
│ │ Change
├──┼─┼──┤
.
│ │
│ │
.
│ │ │ │
.
│ │
│ │
.
│ │ │ │ COMMIT
│ │
│ └────────────┘ │ │ └─────────────┘ │
│
│ │
│
└───────────────────┘ └────────────────────┘

The COMMIT statement
commits only the
changes performed by
the stored procedure.

Figure 98. Local Stored Procedure in a Separate Commitment Definition

Same Commitment Definition
┌────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
│
│
Calling Pgm
Stored Proc
│
│ ┌────────────┐
┌────────────┐ │
│ │ Change
│
│ Change │ │
│ │
.
├─── │ Change │ │
│ │
.
│ / │
.
│ │
│ │ COMMIT
│ ────┤
.
│ │
│ └────────────┘
└────────────┘ │
│
*CALLER
│
└────────────────────────────────────────┘

With two-phase commit,
the COMMIT statement
commits all changes,
even though they are
made by the stored
procedure.

Figure 99. Remote Stored Procedure Sharing Commitment Definition

If the stored procedure runs in the default activation group on the remote
system, it cannot issue the COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement. The application
takes care of committing the changes made remotely by the stored procedure.
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Different Commitment Definition
┌───────────────────┐ ┌────────────────────┐
│
│ │
│
│
Calling Pgm
│ │
Stored Proc
│
│ ┌────────────┐ │ │ ┌─────────────┐ │
│ │ Change
│ │ │ │ Change
│ │
│ │ Change
├──┼─│ │
.
│ │
│ │
.
│ │/│ │
.
│ │
│ │
.
│ │─┼──┤ COMMIT
│ │
│ └────────────┘ │ │ └─────────────┘ │
│
│ │
Named ACTGRP
│
└───────────────────┘ └────────────────────┘

The COMMIT statement
commits only the
changes the stored
procedure does.

Figure 100. Remote Stored Procedure in a Separate Commitment Definition

If the stored procedure runs in a different activation group from the calling
program on the remote system, it can issue the COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statements and it will affect only the changes made by the stored procedure
itself. The calling application cannot commit or roll back those changes.

7.4 The Order Entry Application: Stored Procedures Examples
In our application scenario, we use a stored procedure to perform some
composite operations on the inventory database file at the remote site. When
the client program inserts the items for the order, the remote inventory is
referenced for every item in the order and the available quantity for the product
is updated at the remote site. If the product we are requesting is not available,
the inventory is searched for a replacement. If the inventory lookup and update
has completed successfully, a record is inserted in the local order detail file and
finally the transaction is committed to free the inventory record from the locks.
In this scenario, we exploit DB2/400 two-phase commit.
We decided to implement the inventory lookup and update through a stored
procedure, since the search for an alternative item can involve quite a lot of
database accesses on the remote inventory file. This processing can be carried
out entirely at the server site where the general inventory resides. The stored
procedure accepts these parameters:
PARM1:
PARM2:
PARM3:
PARM4:

INOUT, for product number (PRDNBR)
IN, for ordered quantity (ORDQTA)
OUT, for product description (PRDDES)
OUT, for product price (PRDPRC)

The stored procedure scans the inventory for replacements if the original item is
not available; if no replacement can be found, the product description (PARM3)
is returned as NULL. The stored procedure has been defined in the DECLARE
PROCEDURE statement as SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS.
Even though four parameters are specified in the CALL statement of our calling
program (INSDET), the stored procedure (STORID) has to define five parameters
for an additional indicator array parameter that is passed due to defining SIMPLE
CALL WITH NULLS on the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement. In both INSDET
and STORID programs, the additional indicator variable parameter is defined as
a data structure (INDDS) with four two-digit Binary subfields; IND1, IND2, IND3,
and IND4. However, we are using only IND1 and IND3 in our program.
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If the stored procedure finds the corresponding product record and its quantity is
sufficient, it is updated, and its description and price are passed back through
PARM3 and PARM4. The indicators IND1 and IND3 are set to zero.
If no record can be found, IND1 is set to -1, which means PARM1 has a NULL
value. When returning to the calling program, this indicator should be tested,
and if it has -1 value, an error message is displayed.
If the item is found but its quantity is not sufficient, an alternative with same
product category is searched for. We assume that only the first match is passed
back to the calling program even though there may be several alternatives that
have the required quantity in stock. The alternative product description and
price are passed back to the calling program.
If there is no alternative with the available quantity, the IND3 is set to -1. When
returning to the calling program, the indicator is checked and another error
message is displayed in this case.
Once the item has been found and the order detail row has been inserted in the
local file, the local and remote changes can be committed or rolled back by the
client application, exploiting two-phase commit.
See Chapter 2, “Using Advanced Functions: An Order Entry Application” on
page 7 for details of our application scenario.

7.4.1 Order Entry Application: Calling a Stored Procedure
The following listing is an RPG version of the Insert Detail (INSDET) client
program with embedded SQL statements.
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****************************************************************
*
*
* T4249RIDT Program Overview:
*
* --------- Insert Order Detail Items
*
*
in Order Entry Application
*
*
using DRDA-2
*
*
2-Phase Commit
*
*
Stored Procedure
*
*
RI on Order Detail Table
*
*
*
****************************************************************
*
*
* This program takes input from previous program T4249CINS: *
* customer number, order number. Order items are entered
*
* from screen: product number, quantity.
*
* DRDA-2 connection is established to a remote system to
*
* call a stored procedure, which updates the STOCK file
*
* located at the head office (remote system) with the
*
* ordered quantity. If quantity is not available, an
*
* alternative item is searched. If there is no alternative *
* available, this is indicated with a negative value in
*
* the corresponding indicatior variable of the parameter.
*
* If quantity could be updated, connection is established
*
* to the local system for inserting an order detail record. *
* Referential integrity rules check insert violation (see
*
* documentation before coding statements below).
*
* A Distributed Unit of Work (DUW) in this program (using
*
* DRDA-2) includes an update on the remote system by the
*
* stored procedure and a record insert on the local system. *
* This DUW can be rolled back, using PF keys. If not,
*
* 2-phase commitment control commits the logical transact. *
*
*
****************************************************************
*
*
* ZURICH is local database system
*
* ROCHESTER is remote database system
*
*
*
****************************************************************
*
*
* Indicator usage:
*
*
03 F03 Exit/Finalize Order
*
*
11 F11 Cancel Item
*
*
12 F12 Cancel Order
*
*
22 2nd EXFMT with info.
*
*
51 1st CONNECT local
*
*
63 Duplicate product ordered
*
*
64 RI Constraint
*
*
65 Product not found
*
*
66 No alternative
*
*
67 This is an alternative
*
*
77 To bypass first commit statement
*
*
*
*==============================================================*
FINSDETD CF E
WORKSTN
*
****************************************************************
* These are the fields for the indicator variables, used
*
* by the stored procedure, to indicate the content of
*
* the passed parameters:
*
****************************************************************
*
IINDDS
DS
I
B 1 20IND1
I
B 3 40IND2
I
B 5 60IND3
I
B 7 80IND4

Figure 101 (Part 1 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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*
****************************************************************
* The following parameters are input from the previous
*
* program (ORDHDR), which created the order header data,
*
* and output to the next programs: finalize order, cancel
*
* order or main:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM
CUSNBR 5
Customer #
C
PARM
ORDNBR 5
Order #
C
PARM
DODCUM 112
Order cumulativ
C
PARM
RTNCDE 1
Return code
*
C
Z-ADD0
DODCUM
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
RTNCDE
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
*IN77
*
C
BEGIN
TAG
*
****************************************************************
* The following 2-Phase Commit for local and remote system
*
* is only executed, if the conditions are met, as
*
* according to the indicators described above.
*
* The first COMMIT after one DUW therefore is done only after *
* the ordered quantity has been deducted from STOCK file on *
* the remote system and the first order record has been
*
* inserted correctly in the ORDERDTL file on the local system.*
* Every item record for an order is committed, because
*
* of releasing the record lock on STOCK file.
*
* Note: SQL COMMIT in the program starts commitment control *
* for the activation group automatically:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
*IN11
IFEQ ′ 0 ′
C
*IN12
ANDEQ′ 0 ′
C
*IN64
ANDEQ′ 0 ′
C
*IN65
ANDEQ′ 0 ′
C
*IN77
ANDEQ′ 1 ′
C/EXEC SQL
C+ COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
C
END
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN77
*
C
MOVE *BLANK
DPRDNR
C
Z-ADD0
DQUANT
*
C
EXFMTINSDT1
1st display
*
C
*IN03
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
C
GOTO SETLR
C
END
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
RTNCDE
*
****************************************************************
* -- Connection to the REMOTE database: -*
* At start of the program DRDA connection mgmt. establishes *
* connection automatically to the remote sys. as according to *
* the relational database specified in the compil. parameter *
* in command CRTSQLxxx RDB(....). Therefore this program
*
* is connected to remote database ROCHESTER already.
*
* For further remote re-connections SET CONNECTION is used: *
****************************************************************
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET CONNECTION ROCHESTER
-- After 1.conn
C/END-EXEC
remote

Figure 101 (Part 2 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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*
****************************************************************
* The CALL of the stored procedure (at the remote system)
*
* is prepared. The indicator variables are set to zero:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
MOVE DPRDNR
PARM1 5
Prod. #
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND1
-1=no prod fnd
C
MOVE DQUANT
PARM2 50
Ordered quant
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3 20
Prod descriptio
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND3
-1=no alternat.
C
MOVE *ZERO
PARM4 72
Prod price
*
****************************************************************
* The stored procedure is declared, which is optional.
*
* A performance advantage is gained by doing so:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ DECLARE P1 PROCEDURE (:PARM1 INOUT CHAR (5), :PARM2 IN DEC (5,
C+ 0), :PARM3 OUT CHAR (20), :PARM4 OUT DEC (7, 2))(EXTERNAL NAME
C+ ORDENTLIB/STORID LANGUAGE RPG SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS)
C/END-EXEC
*
****************************************************************
* The stored procedure is called at the remote system,
*
* because connection to remote (DB) system is established:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ CALL P1(:PARM1:IND1, :PARM2, :PARM3:IND3, :PARM4)
C/END-EXEC
*
****************************************************************
* Return from stored procedure. The indicator variables
*
* for PARM1 and PARM3 contain -1, if no data can be passed
*
* from the stored procedure to this calling program.
*
* This is checked in the following statements:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
IND1
IFLT *ZERO
Item not found
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN65
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3
C
MOVE *ZERO
PARM4
C
ELSE
C
IND3
IFLT *ZERO
No alternative
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN66
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3
C
END
C
END
*
C
PARM1
IFNE DPRDNR
Alternat. item
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN67
C
END

Figure 101 (Part 3 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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*
****************************************************************
* Product details are moved from parameters of the stored
*
* procedure to field variables of this calling program:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
MOVE PARM1
DPRDNR
Product #
C
MOVE PARM3
DDESCR
Description
C
MOVE PARM4
DPRICE
Price
*
****************************************************************
* -- Connection to the LOCAL database: -*
* At this point, connection to the local database is estab- *
* lished. For the first time in the execution of the program *
* the CONNECT statement has to be executed.
*
* The connection to the local database then goes to dormant *
* state, after connecting to the remote DB (above) again.
*
* For further local re-connections SET CONNECTION is used:
*
****************************************************************
*
C
*IN51
IFEQ ′ 0 ′
1st Connect
C/EXEC SQL
-Local
C+ CONNECT TO ZURICH
C/END-EXEC
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
*IN51
After 1.Conn
C
ELSE
Local
C/EXEC SQL
C+ SET CONNECTION ZURICH
C/END-EXEC
C
END
C
*IN65
IFEQ ′ 0 ′
Item found
C
*IN66
ANDEQ′ 0 ′
Altern avail
C
DPRICE
MULT DQUANT
DITTOT
Item total
C
DITTOT
ADD DODCUM
DODCUM
Cumulative
*
****************************************************************
* An order detail record is inserted in the local database, *
* if referential integrity rules are not violated, i.e.
*
* the primary key of ORDERDTL file must be unique, and/or a *
* corresponding order number must exist in the ORDERHDR
*
* parent file. Otherwise an SQL error message is sent from *
* database management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ INSERT INTO ORDENTL/ORDERDTL (ORHNBR, PRDNBR, ORDQTY, ORDTOT)
C+ VALUES(:ORDNBR, :DPRDNR, :DQUANT, :DITTOT)
C/END-EXEC
C
END
*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ -803
Duplicate key
C
SETON
63
C
EXSR SUBTR

Figure 101 (Part 4 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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*
****************************************************************
* If primary key constraint is detected (duplicate key)
*
* update of order quantity in STOCK file on remote system
*
* is rolled back by 2-phase commitment control management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
C
GOTO BEGIN
C
END
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ -530
RI Constraint
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCDE
C
SETON
64
C
EXSR SUBTR
*
****************************************************************
* If ORDERHDR parent file does not have corresponding
*
* order number (RI rule violated),
*
* update of order quantity in STOCK file on remote system
*
* is rolled back by 2-phase commitment control management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
C
GOTO BEGIN
C
END
C
SETON
22
*
C
EXFMTINSDT1
2nd display
*
C
SETOF
2267
*
C
*IN03
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
End
C
GOTO SETLR
C
END
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
RTNCDE
*
C
*IN11
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
Cancel Item
C
EXSR SUBTR
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCDE
*
****************************************************************
* If customer does not agree with alternative item, the order *
* item can be cancelled by pressing PF11.
*
* The update of order quantity in STOCK file on remote system *
* and the insert of the record in ORDERDTL file on local sys. *
* is rolled back by 2-phase commitment control management:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
C
END

Figure 101 (Part 5 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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*
C
*IN12
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
Cancel order
*
****************************************************************
* If customer does not agree with alternative item, the whole *
* order can be cancelled by pressing PF12.
*
* A cancel order program is called by the main program,
*
* according to the return code passed on RETRN. The called *
* program deletes one record in ORDERHDR file, one or more
*
* records in ORDERDTL file, and updates the STOCK file
*
* accordingly.
*
****************************************************************
*
C
MOVE ′ 1 ′
RTNCDE
*
****************************************************************
* The update of order quantity in STOCK file on remote system *
* and the insert of the record in ORDERDTL file on local sys. *
* are rolled back by 2-phase commitment control management
*
* for the last item entered:
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ ROLLBACK
C/END-EXEC
C
RETRN
C
END
*
C
GOTO BEGIN
*
C
SETLR
TAG
*
****************************************************************
* If PF3 is pressed, order entry has finished. All
*
* connections are released in order to save on resources:
*
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ RELEASE ALL
C/END-EXEC
*
****************************************************************
* The following COMMIT statement activates previous RELEASE: *
****************************************************************
*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ COMMIT
C/END-EXEC
C
RETRN
*
* ---------------------------------------------------------C
SUBTR
BEGSR
****************************************************************
* The accumul. order total on the display has to be adjusted: *
****************************************************************
C
SUB DITTOT
DODCUM
C
ENDSR

Figure 101 (Part 6 of 6). T4249RIDT - Insert Order Detail
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7.4.2 Sample Stored Procedure - SQL RPG Version
Figure 102 shows an SQL RPG version of the stored procedure.
F*****************************************************************
F* This is the stored procedure called by T4249RADT which processes
F* order detail records, and runs on the remote system where
F* the inventory file (STOCK) locates.
F* This program updates the available quantity of the product
F* which customer orders, if there is enough quantity to meet
F* the ordered quantity.
F* If there is not enough quantity, an alternative within
F* same category will be searched and if found, the alternative
F* record will be updated and returned to the calling program
F* instead the customer-ordered product.
F* The change to the file is committed or rolled back by
F* 2-phase commitment control.
F*****************************************************************
I*
I* The CALL type of this stored procedure was defined as
I* ″SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS″ on the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement
I* in the calling program. Therefore an additional indicator
I* variable parameter is passed to this stored procedure.
I* Since the calling program defines four parameters on the
I* DECLARE PROCEDURE statement, the indicator parameter has four
I* 2-digit Binary variables.
I*
I* This data structure defines an additional indicator parameter.
I*
IINDDS
DS
I
B 1 20IND1
I
B 3 40IND2
I
B 5 60IND3
I
B 7 80IND4
I*
C* Five parameters should be defined.
C*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM
PARM1 5
Product Number
C
PARM
PARM2 50
Ordered Qty.
C
PARM
PARM3 20
Product Desc.
C
PARM
PARM4 72
Product Price
C
PARM
INDDS
Indicator Parm.
C*
C
MOVE *ZERO
WQTA
50
C
MOVE *BLANK
WCAT
4
C*
C* If the product number is not found, the program sets
C* IND1 to ″-1″ , which means ″NULL″ , and it is checked
C* by the calling program when it returns.
C* And the other parameters have to be cleared in order to
C* prevent the previous values from being passed back to the
C* calling program.
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ DECLARE ALT0 CURSOR FOR
C+ SELECT PRDDES,PRDPRC,PRDQTA,PRDCAT
C+
FROM ORDENTR/STOCK
C+
WHERE PRDNBR = :PARM1
C+
FOR UPDATE OF PRDQTA
C/END-EXEC
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ OPEN ALT0
C/END-EXEC

Figure 102 (Part 1 of 3). T4249RSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - SQL RPG Version
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C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ FETCH ALT0 INTO :PARM3, :PARM4, :WQTA, :WCAT
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ 100
C
MOVE -1
IND1
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND3
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3
C
MOVE *ZERO
PARM4
C
GOTO DONE0
C
END
C*
C* If the available quantity is enough to meet the ordered
C* quantity, the product record is updated and the product
C* information is passed back to the calling program.
C* All indicator variables are set to *ZERO.
C*
C
WQTA
IFGE PARM2
C
WQTA
SUB PARM2
LEFTQ 50
C/EXEC SQL
C+ UPDATE ORDENTR/STOCK SET PRODUCT_AVAIL_QTY = :LEFTQ
C+ WHERE CURRENT OF ALT0
C/END-EXEC
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND1
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND3
C
GOTO DONE0
C
END
C*
C* If there is not enough quantity for the original product
C* an alternative within same product category number is
C* searched.
C* We assume that we′ ll pass back only the first one to the
C* calling program even though there may be several alternatives
C* in the STOCK file.
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ DECLARE ALT1 CURSOR FOR
C+ SELECT PRDNBR,PRDDES,PRDPRC,PRDQTA
C+
FROM ORDENTR/STOCK
C+
WHERE PRDCAT = :WCAT AND
C+
PRDQTA >= :PARM2
C+
FOR UPDATE OF PRDQTA
C/END-EXEC
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ OPEN ALT1
C/END-EXEC
C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+ FETCH ALT1 INTO :PARM1, :PARM3, :PARM4, :WQTA
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
SQLCOD
IFEQ 100
C
MOVE -1
IND3
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND1
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3
C
MOVE *ZERO
PARM4
C
GOTO DONE1
C
END

Figure 102 (Part 2 of 3). T4249RSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - SQL RPG Version
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C*
C
WQTA
SUB PARM2
LEFTQ
C/EXEC SQL
C+ UPDATE ORDENTR/STOCK SET PRODUCT_AVAIL_QTY = :LEFTQ
C+ WHERE CURRENT OF ALT1
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND1
C
MOVE *ZERO
IND3
C*
C
DONE1
TAG
C/EXEC SQL
C+ CLOSE ALT1
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
RETRN
C*
C
DONE0
TAG
C/EXEC SQL
C+ CLOSE ALT0
C/END-EXEC
C*
C
RETRN

Figure 102 (Part 3 of 3). T4249RSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - SQL RPG Version

7.4.3 Sample Stored Procedure - A Native RPG Version
Figure 104 on page 222 shows a native OPM RPG version of the stored
procedure STORID. We rely on a remote logical file to select an alternative item
when the requested product is out of stock. The following example shows the
DDS layout of the logical file and the actual program implementation:
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

R INVENT
PRDCAT
PRDNBR
PRDDES
PRDPRC
PRDQTA
K PRDCAT
K PRDQTA

PFILE(ORDENTR/STOCK)

Figure 103. DDS Code for the Remote Logical File TINVENTL
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F*****************************************************************
F* This is the RPG stored procedure which is doing same
F* function as the SQLRPG program T4249RSTO.
F* This runs on the remote system where the inventory file(STOCK)
F* locates.
F* If there is enough quantity to meet the ordered quantity,
F* this program updates the available quantity of the product
F* that customer orders.
F* If the quantity is not sufficient, an alternative within
F* same category will be searched and if found, the alternative
F* record will be updated and its information will be passed
F* back to the calling program T4249RADT instead of the customerF* ordered product.
F* The changes to the file are committed or rolled back by
F* 2-phase commitment control.
F*****************************************************************
F*
FTINVENTLUF E
K
DISK
KCOMIT
FSTOCK UF E
K
DISK
KCOMIT
F
STOCK
KRENAMESTOCKR
I*
I* The CALL type of this stored procedure was defined as
I* ″SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS″ on the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement
I* in the calling program. Therefore an additional indicator
I* variable parameter is passed to this stored procedure.
I* Since the calling program defines four parameters on the
I* DECLARE PROCEDURE statement, the indicator parameter has
I* four 2-digit Binary variables.
I*
I* This data structure defines an additional indicator parameter.
I*
IINDDS
DS
I
B 1 20IND1
I
B 3 40IND2
I
B 5 60IND3
I
B 7 80IND4
I*
C* Five parameters should be defined.
C*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM
PARM1 5
Product number
C
PARM
PARM2 50
Ordered q′ ty
C
PARM
PARM3 20
Product desc.
C
PARM
PARM4 72
Product price
C
PARM
INDDS
Indicator parm.
C*
C* Search argument for an alternative
C*
C
KEYL
KLIST
C
KFLD
PRDCAT
C
KFLD
PRDQTA
C*
C* Initialization of indicators and parameters
C*
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
*IN77
C
MOVE ′ 0 ′
*IN99
C
MOVE PARM1
PRDNBR
C
MOVE *ZERO
PARM4
C
MOVE *BLANK
PARM3

Figure 104 (Part 1 of 3). T4249XSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native RPG Version
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C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C

If the product number is not found, the program sets
IND1 to ″-1″ , which means ″NULL″ , and it will be checked
by the calling program when it returns.
And the other parameters have to be cleared in order to
prevent the previous parameters from being passed back to
the calling program.
PRDNBR
*IN77

CHAINSTOCKR
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
MOVE -1
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE *BLANK
MOVE *ZERO
RETRN
END

77
IND1
IND3
PARM3
PARM4

If the available quantity is enough to meet the ordered
quantity, the product record is updated and the product
information is passed back to the calling program.
And indicator vaiables are set to *ZERO.
PRDQTA

IFGE PARM2
SUB PARM2
UPDATSTOCKR
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE PRDDES
MOVE PRDPRC
RETRN
END

PRDQTA
IND1
IND3
PARM3
PARM4

If there is not enough quantity for the customer-ordered
product, an alternative with same category number is
searched.
We assume that we′ ll pass back the only first one to the
calling program even though there may be several alternatives
in the STOCK file.
If an alternative is found, this record will be updated, and
its information will be passed back to the calling program.
Indicator variables are set to *ZERO.
KEYL
*IN99

SETGTTINVENTL
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
GOTO NOREC
END

99

Figure 104 (Part 2 of 3). T4249XSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native RPG Version
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C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

LOOP
PRDCAT
*IN88
PRDQTA

OKRTN

TAG
READETINVENTL
IFEQ ′ 1 ′
GOTO NOREC
ELSE
IFGE PARM2
SUB PARM2
UPDATINVENT
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE PRDNBR
MOVE PRDDES
MOVE PRDPRC
GOTO OKRTN
ELSE
GOTO LOOP
END
END

88END OF GRP

PRDQTA
IND1
IND3
PARM1
PARM3
PARM4

TAG
RETRN

If no alternative, IND3 is set to ″-1″ and this is checked
by calling program.
And also the other INOUT and OUT parameters should be cleared.
NOREC

TAG
MOVE -1
MOVE *ZERO
MOVE *BLANK
MOVE *BLANK
MOVE *ZERO
RETRN

IND3
IND1
PARM1
PARM3
PARM4

Figure 104 (Part 3 of 3). T4249XSTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native RPG Version
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7.4.4 Sample Stored Procedure - An ILE RPG Version
The code in Figure 105 is obtained by converting the source program of
T4249ISTO by using the Convert RPG Source (CVTRPGSRC) command. The only
additional consideration relates to the program creation; you need to create this
program specifying ACTGRP (*CALLER) to ensure that the stored procedure runs
in the same commitment definition as the calling program.
F*****************************************************************
F* This is the other RPGLE stored procedure which is doing same
F* function as the SQLRPG program T4249RSTO.
F* This runs on the remote system where the inventory file(STOCK)
F* locates.
F* This program updates the available quantity of the product
F* which customer orders if there is enough quantity to meet
F* the ordered quantity.
F* If the quantity is not sufficient, an alternative within
F* same category will be searched and if found, the alternative
F* record will be updated and its information will be passed
F* back to the calling program T4249RIDT instead of the customerF* ordered product.
F* The changes to the file are committed or rolled back by the
F* 2-phase commitment control.
F*****************************************************************
F*
FTINVENTL UF E
K DISK
COMMIT
FSTOCK
UF E
K DISK
COMMIT
F
RENAME(STOCK:STOCKR)
D*
D* The CALL type of this stored procedure was defined as
D* ″SIMPLE CALL WITH NULLS″ on the DECLARE PROCEDURE statement
D* in the calling program. Therefore an additional indicator
D* variable parameter is passed to this stored procedure.
D* Since the calling program defines four parameters on the
D* DECLARE PROCEDURE statement, the indicator parameter has four
D* 2-digit Binary variables.
D*
D* This data structure defines an additional indicator parameter.
D*
D INDDS
DS
D IND1
1
2B 0
D IND2
3
4B 0
D IND3
5
6B 0
D IND4
7
8B 0
I*
C* Five parameters should be defined.
C*
C
*ENTRY
PLIST
C
PARM
PARM1
5
C
PARM
PARM2
5 0
C
PARM
PARM3
20
C
PARM
PARM4
7 2
C
PARM
INDDS
C*
C* Search argument for Alternative
C*
C
KEYL
KLIST
C
KFLD
PRDCAT
C
KFLD
PRDQTA
C*
C* Initialization of indicators and parameters
C*
C
MOVE
′0′
*IN77
C
MOVE
′0′
*IN99
C
MOVE
PARM1
PRDNBR
C
MOVE
*ZERO
PARM4
C
MOVE
*BLANK
PARM3

Figure 105 (Part 1 of 3). T4249IXTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native ILE RPG
Version
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C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C

If the product number is not found, the program sets
IND1 to ″-1″ , which means ″NULL″ , and it will be checked
by the calling program when it returns.
And the other parameters have to be cleared in order to
prevent the previous parameters from being passed back to
the calling program.
PRDNBR
*IN77

CHAIN
IFEQ
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
RETURN
END

STOCKR
′1′
-1
*ZERO
*BLANK
*ZERO

77
IND1
IND3
PARM3
PARM4

If the available quantity is enough to meet the ordered
quantity, the product record is updated and the product
information is passed back to the calling program.
And indicator vaiables are set to *ZERO.
PRDQTA

IFGE
SUB
UPDATE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
RETURN
END

PARM2
PARM2
STOCKR
*ZERO
*ZERO
PRDDES
PRDPRC

PRDQTA
IND1
IND3
PARM3
PARM4

If there is not enough quantity for the customer-ordered
product, an alternative with same category number is
searched.
We assume that we′ ll pass back the only first one to the
calling program even though there may be several alternatives
in the STOCK file.
If an alternative is found, this record will be updated, and
its information will be passed back to the calling program.
Indicator variables are set to *ZERO.
KEYL
*IN99

SETGT
IFEQ
GOTO
END

TINVENTL
′1′
NOREC

99

Figure 105 (Part 2 of 3). T4249IXTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native ILE RPG
Version
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C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C*
C
C
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

LOOP
PRDCAT
*IN88
PRDQTA

OKRTN

TAG
READE
IFEQ
GOTO
ELSE
IFGE
SUB
UPDATE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
GOTO
ELSE
GOTO
END
END

TINVENTL
′1′
NOREC
PARM2
PARM2
INVENT
*ZERO
*ZERO
PRDNBR
PRDDES
PRDPRC
OKRTN

88

PRDQTA
IND1
IND3
PARM1
PARM3
PARM4

LOOP

TAG
RETURN

If no alternative, IND3 is set to ″-1″ and this is checked
by calling program.
And also the other INOUT and OUT parameters should be cleared.
NOREC

TAG
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
MOVE
RETURN

-1
*ZERO
*BLANK
*BLANK
*ZERO

IND3
IND1
PARM1
PARM3
PARM4

Figure 105 (Part 3 of 3). T4249IXTO - Remote Stored Procedure - Native ILE RPG
Version

7.4.5 Passing Complex Structures to Stored Procedures
The parameter list in a stored procedure can only include a fixed number of SQL
host variables. This means that structured parameters such as RPG Data
Structures or C structures and arrays cannot be passed to a stored procedure,
with the exception of arrays of characters. Some applications might need to
pass a complex structured field to and from a stored procedure, for instance, to
return a variable list of records. For this purpose, you might pass all the
information in a large character field.
SQL lets you define character variables up to 32 740 bytes long. Remember that
character fields undergo the CCSID conversion if the client application and the
strored procedure run with different CCSIDs. This also happens if the stored
procedure runs on an AS/400 system and the application on an OS/2
workstation. This leads to unpredictable results if you store packed decimal
fields or integers in the character array because their hexadecimal code is
converted by the system. In this case, set CCSID=65535 to avoid any
conversion (FOR BIT DATA in the the parameter definition). The calling program
is responsible for converting the character data contained in the long field.
We want to provide an example of this techique by presenting a simple utility
that retrieves a list of object names from an AS/400 system. Since we do not
know how many objects will match our retrieve request, we will store the
information in a long character field. Also, the number of objects retrieved is
passed back by the stored procedure.
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The calling program (T4249LIST, Figure 106 on page 228) has two input
parameters:
•

•

A 20-character string containing the object selection criteria and the library
name
A 10-character string containing the object type; default is *FILE

The program calls the stored procedure passing the input parameters plus a
parameter for the objects count and one for the object list. The last parameter
has been set to the maximum length allowed by SQL:
/*********************************************************************/
/*
*/
/* LISTOBJ: Calls the OBJLST stored procedure from an AS/400, and */
/*
lists the output at the terminal (up to 20 rows). It */
/*
accepts two optional input parameters. The first input */
/*
parameter is a 20-byte char string which contains two */
/*
substrings that determine the scope of the query. For */
/*
example, a value of ″*ALL
*ALLUSR ″ would
*/
/*
cause a search of all files in all user-defined
*/
/*
libraries, plus libraries containing user data and
*/
/*
having names starting with Q. See QUSLOBJ description */
/*
for all possibilities. The default for parameter one */
/*
is ″*ALL
*USRLIBL ″ .
*/
/*
*/
/*
The second input parameter is a ten-byte char string
*/
/*
that indicates the type of object to list. Useful
*/
/*
values for this parameter include ″*FILE
″ and
*/
/*
″*LIB
″ . If *FILE is used, the stored procedure */
/*
will filter out the objects that do not have an
*/
/*
attribute of PF or LF (physical or logical files).
*/
/*
″*FILE
″ is the default value for parameter two.
*/
/*
*/
/* Version: 03/03/94
*/
/*
*/
/*********************************************************************/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<ctype.h>

EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA;
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;
char
rdb[ 9];
/* rdb name
*/
short int objcount;
/* count of output objects
char
objlist[32740]; /* output list of objects
*/
char
qryscope[20] = /* scope of object search
*/
″*ALL
*USRLIBL ″ ;
/* set default value
char
objtype[10] =″*FILE
″ ; / * object type
*/
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION;

*/
*/

/*********************************************************************/
/* Structure of entries returned from OBJLST procedure
*/
/*********************************************************************/
typedef _Packed struct {
char obj[10];
char lib[10];
char status;
char xobjatt[10];
char text[50];
} LISTENTRY;

Figure 106 (Part 1 of 3). Passing Long Fields to a Stored Procedure
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/*********************************************************************/
/* start of main program
*/
/*********************************************************************/
int main ( int argc,char *argv[] ) {
void prtca(void);
int
short int
char
LISTENTRY

i;
max = 20;
* p;
* entptr;

/* max rows to print
/* pointer to a char
/* pointer to a LISTENTRY

*/
*/
*/

EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO HANDLERR;
/*********************************************************************/
/* start of execution
*/
/*********************************************************************/
/* Process input parameters, if any **********************************/
if (argc > 1)
memcpy(qryscope,argv[1],20);
if (argc > 2)
memcpy(objtype,argv[2],10);
printf(″Input RDB name. (Packages must be there.)\n″ ) ;
scanf(″%s″ , rdb);
rdb[8] = ′ \0′ ;
for (p=rdb;*p;++p)
/* convert string to upper
*p = toupper(*p);
/* case
printf(″RDB name is %s\n″ , rdb);
/*
CONNECT TO DATABASE
EXEC SQL CONNECT TO :rdb;

*/
*/
*/

EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO HANDLERR;
/*********************************************************************/
/*
DECLARE OBJLST PROCEDURE
*/
/*********************************************************************/
EXEC SQL
DECLARE OBJLST PROCEDURE
(:QRYSCOPE IN CHAR(20),
:OBJTYPE IN CHAR(10),
:OBJCOUNT OUT SMALLINT,
:OBJLIST OUT VARCHAR(32740))
(EXTERNAL NAME CHILANTI/OBJLST
LANGUAGE C
SIMPLE CALL);
/*********************************************************************/
/*
CALL OBJLST PROCEDURE
*/
/*********************************************************************/
printf(″*** Calling OBJLST procedure ***\n″ ) ;
EXEC SQL
CALL OBJLST(:qryscope,:objtype,:objcount,:objlist);

Figure 106 (Part 2 of 3). Passing Long Fields to a Stored Procedure
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/*********************************************************************/
/* Shows a maximum odf 20 items
*/
/*********************************************************************/
entptr = (LISTENTRY *) objlist;
printf(″ObjectName LibName S Att
Description\n\n″ ) ;
for (i=1; i<=objcount; i++) {
if (i < max)
printf(″%10.10s %10.10s %c %3.3s %50.50s\n″ ,
entptr->obj,
entptr->lib,
entptr->status,
entptr->xobjatt,
entptr->text);
else
if (i == objcount) {
if (objcount != max)
printf(″ . . . \n″ ) ;
printf(″%10.10s %10.10s %c %3.3s %50.50s\n″ ,
entptr->obj,
entptr->lib,
entptr->status,
entptr->xobjatt,
entptr->text);
}
if (i != objcount)
entptr++;
}
goto progend;
HANDLERR: ;
prtca();

/* print out sqlca

*/

progend:return(0);
}
void prtca(void) {
char state[6];
char warn[12];
printf(″SQLCODE =%d\n″ , SQLCODE);
if(strncmp(sqlca.sqlstate,″00000″,5)) {
strncpy(state,sqlca.sqlstate,5);
warn[5]=′ \0′ ;
/* null terminate string */
printf(″SQLSTATE =%s\n″ , state);
sqlca.sqlerrmc[69]=′ \0′ ;
/ * null terminate string */
printf(″SQLERRMC =%s\n″ , sqlca.sqlerrmc);
}
if(strncmp(sqlca.sqlwarn,″
″,11)) {
strncpy(warn,sqlca.sqlwarn,11);
warn[11]=′ \0′ ;
/* null terminate string */
printf(″SQLWARN =%s\n″ , warn);
}
}

Figure 106 (Part 3 of 3). Passing Long Fields to a Stored Procedure

The stored procedure (T4249OBJL, Figure 107 on page 231) uses the QUSLOBJ
API to retrieve the list of objects, which is put in a user space. The contents of
the user space are copied in a long parameter of the stored procedure, which is
passed back to the calling program.
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/*********************************************************************/
/*
*/
/* OBJLST: This program invokes the QUSLOBJ API to get a list
*/
/*
of files that the user is authorized to access. It
*/
/*
has four parameters, OBJECT, OBJECTTYPE, OBJCOUNT, and */
/*
OBJLIST. The first two are input and the second two
*/
/*
are output.
*/
/*
*/
/*
The OBJECT input parameter is a 20-byte char string
*/
/*
which contains two substrings that determine the scope */
/*
of the query. For example, a value of ″*ALL *ALLUSR ″*/
/*
would cause a search of all files in all
*/
/*
user-defined libraries, plus libraries containing user */
/*
data and having names starting with Q. See QUSLOBJ
*/
/*
description for all possibilities.
*/
/*
*/
/*
The OBJECTTYPE input parameter is a ten-byte character */
/*
string that indicates the type of object to list.
*/
/*
Useful values for this parameter include ″*FILE
″
*/
/*
and ″*LIB
″ . If *FILE is used, this program will */
/*
discard objects returned by QSULOBJ that do not have
*/
/*
an extended object attribute of PF or LF (physical or */
/*
logical file).
*/
/*
*/
/*
The OBJCOUNT output parameter is a small integer that */
/*
gives the number of object entries found that met the */
/*
search criterion. This is equal to the number of
*/
/*
entries returned in OBJLIST if it is <= 400.
*/
/*
*/
/*
The OBJLIST output parameter is a variable length
*/
/*
string with max length of 32740. It contains a
*/
/*
concatination of all of the object entries in the
*/
/*
list being returned, as long as that number is 400
*/
/*
or less. Any objects found after the first 400 will
*/
/*
not be returned. The length of each entry is
*/
/*
81 bytes, and the content of each entry is given
*/
/*
in the LISTENTRY structure below.
*/
/*
*/
/* Chg date Person Description
*/
/* 10/31/97 JM
Pgm creation
*/
/*
*/
/*********************************************************************/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#pragma linkage (QUSCRTUS, OS)
void QUSCRTUS(void *, void *, int, void *, void *, void *, ...);
#pragma linkage (QUSPTRUS, OS)
void QUSPTRUS(void *, void *, ...);
#pragma linkage (QUSLOBJ, OS)
void QUSLOBJ(void *, void *, void *, void *, ...);

Figure 107 (Part 1 of 4). Stored Procedure Passing Back a Long List
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/*********************************************************************/
/* Generic list header structure
*/
/*********************************************************************/
typedef _Packed struct {
char user_data[64];
int generic_header_size;
char header_version[4];
char format_name[8];
char program_name[10];
char time_generated[13];
char information_status;
int usrspc_used;
int parm_section_offset;
int parm_section_size;
int header_section_offset;
int header_section_size;
int list_section_offset;
int list_section_size;
int number_of_entries;
int size_of_entry;
} header_struct;
/*********************************************************************/
/* Structure of entries in object list returned from QUSOBJL
*/
/*********************************************************************/
typedef _Packed struct {
char object_name[10];
char library_name[10];
char object_type[10];
char info_status;
char ext_object_attribute[10];
char text_description[50];
char user_dfn_attr[10];
char RESERVED[7];
} OBJL0200;
/*********************************************************************/
/* Structure of entries returned from OBJLST procedure
*/
/*********************************************************************/
typedef _Packed struct {
char obj[10];
char lib[10];
char status;
char xobjatt[10];
char text[50];
} LISTENTRY;
/*********************************************************************/
/* Start of MAIN program
*/
/*********************************************************************/
main ( int argc,char *argv[] ) {
/*********************************************************************/
/* Misc declares
*/
/*********************************************************************/
OBJL0200
*l1ent;
/* pointer to list 1 entry
*/
LISTENTRY
*l2ent;
/* pointer to list 2 entry
*/
char
*listptr;
header_struct *space;
/* ptr to user space
*/
short int
i;
/* loop control variable
*/
int
l1count;
/* no. of list 1 entries
*/
short int
objcount;
/* no. of list 2 entries
*/
short int
maxout = 400;
/* max no. of output entries
*/
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/*********************************************************************/
/* Generic input parameters for all APIs used in this program
*/
/*********************************************************************/
char spacename[20] =
/* qualified name of user space */
″LISTSPACE QTEMP
″;
struct {
/* error code structure
*/
long size;
/* bytes provided (input)
*/
long sizeused;
/* bytes used (output)
*/
char err_id[7];
/* exception id if error (output)*/
char pad;
/* reserved byte (output)
*/
} err_code = {16};
/* init size field to 16 bytes */
/*********************************************************************/
/* Input parameters for QUSCRTUS (Create Space API)
*/
/*********************************************************************/
char ext_attr[10] = ″OBJECTLIST″ ; / * extended attr
*/
long init_size = 100000;
/* initial size of created space */
char init_value[1] = ″\0″ ; / *initial value of created space*/
char pub_auth[10] = ″*USE
″ ; / * public authority to space*/
char obj_desc[50] = ″TEMP SPACE″ ; / * object description*/
char replace[10] = ″*YES
″ ; /* replace object if it exists*/
/*********************************************************************/
/* Input parameters for QUSLOBJ (List Objects API)
*/
/*********************************************************************/
char format[8] = ″OBJL0200″ ; / * output format name
*/
char object[20];
/* qualified name of object */
char objecttype[10];
/* type of objects to list */
struct {
/* auth control input structure
long length;
/* length of structure
long calllevel;
/* call level to check
long objauthoffset;
/* offset to obj auth list
long objauthno;
/* no. of obj auths to chk for
long libauthoffset;
/* offset to lib auth list
long libauthno;
/* no. of lib auths to chk for
long reserved;
/* reserved word
char objauth[20]; /* list of obj authorities
*/
char libauth[10]; /* list of lib authorizies
*/
} authctl = {
/* name of structure: authctl
4*7+2*10+10,
/* length of structure
0,
/* call level (current level)
4*7,
/* offset to obj auth list
2,
/* number of obj auths
4*7+2*10,
/* offset to lib auth list
1,
/* number of iib auths
0,
/* reserver word
″*OBJOPR *READ
″ , /* obj auth list
″*EXECUTE ″};
/* lib auth list

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

struct {
/* selection control structure
long length;
/* length of structure
long selomit;
/* select/omit on status
long statusoffset;
/* offset to status list
long statusno;
/* no. of statuses
long reserved;
/* reserved word
char statuslist[2];/* list of obj authorities
*/
} selctl = {
/* name of structure: selctl
4*5+2,
/* length of structure
0,
/* select if status match
4*5,
/* offset to status list
2,
/* no. of statuses
0,
/* reserved word
″ L″};
/* exclude damaged and
/* unauthorized objects

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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/*********************************************************************/
/* Start of program execution
*/
/*********************************************************************/
/* Process input parameters ******************************************/
memcpy(object,argv[1],20); /* get object query scope info */
memcpy(objecttype,argv[2],10); /* get type of object to query */
/* Create space ******************************************************/
QUSCRTUS(spacename,ext_attr,
/* create user space
*/
init_size,init_value,
pub_auth,obj_desc,
replace,&err_code);
if (err_code.sizeused != 0) {
/* if error on create
*/
printf(
/* print error message and
*/
″Error creating user space.\n″ ) ;
return 1;
/* terminate program
*/
}
/* Get ptr to space **************************************************/
QUSPTRUS(spacename,&space,
/* set pointer to space
*/
&err_code);
if (err_code.sizeused != 0) {
/* if error resolving pointer
*/
printf(
/* print error message and
*/
″Error getting pointer to user space.\n″ ) ;
return 2;
/* terminate program
*/
}
/* Create list *******************************************************/
QUSLOBJ(spacename,format,object, /* get object list
*/
objecttype,&err_code,
authctl,selctl);
if (err_code.sizeused != 0) {
/* if error creating list
*/
printf(
/* print error message and
*/
″Error getting object list.\n″ ) ;
return 3;
/* terminate program
*/
}
/* Create new edited list to return to caller ************************/
listptr = (char *) space +
/* point to start of from list */
(*space).list_section_offset;
l1ent = (OBJL0200 *) listptr;
/* copy pointer value
*/
l2ent = (LISTENTRY *) argv[4]; /* get addr of output list area */
l1count =
/* get no. of input list entries */
(*space).number_of_entries;
if ((*space).size_of_entry!=108){ /* if input list entry wrong size*/
printf(
/* print error message and
*/
″OBJL0200 list entry length wrong.\n″ ) ;
return 4;
/* terminate program
*/
}
for (i=1;i<=l1count;i++) {
/* do for all from-list entries */
if (strncmp(objecttype,
/* if non-file object or
*/
″*FILE ″ , 6 ) ! = 0 | |
/* PF or LF type of file
*/
strncmp(″PF ″ ,
(*l1ent).ext_object_attribute,
3) == 0 || strncmp(″LF ″ ,
(*l1ent).ext_object_attribute,
3) == 0) {
/* then it qualifies for output*/
objcount++;
/* count no. of output entries */
if (objcount<=maxout)
{ /* if output parm is not full
*/
memcpy((*l2ent).obj,
/* copy fields of interest
*/
(*l1ent).object_name,10);
memcpy((*l2ent).lib, (*l1ent).library_name,10);
(*l2ent).status = (*l1ent).info_status;
memcpy((*l2ent).xobjatt, (*l1ent).ext_object_attribute,10);
memcpy((*l2ent).text, (*l1ent).text_description,50);
l2ent = l2ent + 1;
/* advance output entry ptr
*/
}
}
l1ent = l1ent + 1;

/* advance input entry ptr
*/
}
/* Return number of objects in output list ***************************/
memcpy(argv[3], (void *) &objcount,2);/* Return Number of OBJs */
}
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Chapter 8. SQL Procedures
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

DB2/400 SQL Procedures ANSI-SQL implementation

•

Language elements of SQL Procedures:

•

−

Data types

−

Procedure statements

−

Control statements

Transaction management and SQL Procedures

8.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the new support of a “scripting”
language for declaring and maintaining persistent database language
procedures and invoking them from programs written in a standard
programming language. This new DB2/400 stored procedure support allows you
to write stored procedures using extensions to the SQL language as defined by
the SQL standard.
From the AS/400 system point-of-view, there are two ways to implement stored
procedures. One way, which has been available since V3R1, is to write the
procedure in any high-level-language program. This approach gives you a
flexibility to use a language you are familiar with. The second approach, used
by other DBMS providers, is to make available SQL-only stored procedures.
This second approach is the new language support that has been made
available on the AS/400 system. This makes it possible to port stored
procedures from other DBMS to the AS/400 system and from the AS/400 system
to other DBMS.
The implementation of the SQL stored procedures is based on the SQL standard
and supports constructs that are common to most programming languages. It
supports the declaration of local variables, statements to control the flow of the
procedure, assignment of expression results to variables, receiving and
returning of parameters, and error handling.
The SQL CALL statement is used for the stored procedure invocation. The
application waits for the stored procedure to terminate and parameters can be
passed back and forth. Stored procedures can be called locally (on the same
system where the application runs) and remotely on a different system.
However, you find stored procedures particularly useful in a distributed
environment since they may considerably improve performance of distributed
applications by reducing the traffic of information across the communication
network. For example, if a client application needs to perform several database
operations at a remote server system, you can choose between issuing many
different database requests from the client site and calling a stored procedure.
In the first case, you start a dialog with the remote system every time you issue
a request; if you call a stored procedure instead, only the call request and the
parameters flow on the line. In addition to that, the server system executes
 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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some of the logic of your application with potential performance benefits at the
client site.
Your programming productivity can be improved using stored procedures when
you develop client/server applications. Stored procedures are the easiest way
to perform a remote call and to distribute the execution logic of an application
program.
Stored procedures can be used for many different application purposes such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Distributing the logic between a client and a server system.
Performing a sequence of operations at a remote site.
Combining results of query functions at a remote site.
Generating statistical data.
Performing non-database functions.

8.2 Structure of an SQL Procedure
An SQL Procedure consists of a procedure name, a sequence of parameter
declarations, and a routine body. An SQL routine body can only be a single SQL
statement including an SQL control statement. Let′s see the general structure of
an SQL Procedure.
General Structure of an SQL Procedure

CREATE PROCEDURE name-of-procedure
(List of the input or output
parameters of the procedure)
Procedure properties
Routine body of the procedure.

1
2

3
4

Notes:

1 Every procedure starts with the CREATE PROCEDURE command and
its name. The name must not match the name of an existing procedure.
The name can be fully qualified; thus, you can specify the library you want
the procedure to be created in.

2 A procedure can have input parameters (IN), output parameters
(OUT), or input-output parameters (INOUT). In this section, you can define
the parameters types and their data types.

3 Define certain properties of the procedure. The most important one
is the language that the procedure is written in. An SQL Procedure
should be specified with language SQL. As described in Chapter 7,
“Stored Procedures” on page 201, a stored procedure can be written in a
high-level programming language such as RPG, COBOL, or C.

4 The last part of the procedure is the routine body of the procedure,
which by definition, consists of a single SQL statement.
The routine body of the procedure may consist of a single SQL statement
(SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE ...) or an SQL control statement .
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An SQL control statement may include assignment statements, flow-of-control
statements, declaration of local variables, iterative statements, and SQL
Procedure statements . The SQL control statements are the basic programming
constructs found in most procedural languages.

SQL Procedure statements are statements that can be specified within the SQL
control statement. These are actually the same SQL statements that can be
used as the single statement for the routine body with the difference that OPEN,
FETCH, CLOSE, LOCK, and PREPARE can only be used within SQL control
statements.
For a complete syntax of the SQL Procedure, refer to Section 8.11, “Syntax of an
SQL Procedure” on page 281.
Let′s look at some examples to illustrate the concepts.

8.2.1 Example of Single SQL Statement
This SQL Procedure receives a customer number and customer name, and
updates the customer file with the new name.

CREATE PROCEDURE UPDCUST
1
(IN i_cusnbr CHARACTER(5),
2
IN i_cusnam CHARACTER(20))
LANGUAGE SQL
3
UPDATE ordapplib/customer SET CUSNAM = i_cusnam
WHERE cusnbr = i_cusnbr;

4

Notes:

1 This defines the name of the procedure, which is UPDCUST.
2 It has two input parameters: i_cusnbr and i_cusnam.
3 Since this is an SQL Procedure and not an external one, LANGUAGE
SQL has been specified.

4 The last two lines are the SQL Procedure body, which consists of a
single SQL UPDATE statement.

8.2.2 Example of SQL Control Statement
Let′s look at another example. In this example, the procedure receives the
employees number and the evaluation. Depending on the evaluation, the
employee gets a salary increase.

CREATE PROCEDURE EMPEVAL
1
(IN empnbr CHARACTER(5),
2
IN empevl DECIMAL(2))
LANGUAGE SQL
3
CASE
4
WHEN empevl > 90 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.3;
WHEN empevl > 80 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.2;
WHEN empevl > 70 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.1;
ELSE UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.05;
END CASE;
Notes:

1 The name of the procedure is defined as EMPEVAL.
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2 It has two input parameters: empnbr and empevl.
3 Since this is an SQL Procedure and not an external one, LANGUAGE
SQL has been specified.

4 The rest of the lines are the SQL Procedure body that has the CASE
SQL control statement, which, in turn, includes the UPDATE SQL
Procedure statements.

8.2.3 Example of Compound SQL Control Statement
Now let′s look at a more complicated example. In this example, the procedure
receives an input parameter, which is the percentage of increase for the
customer credit limit. This increase is applied to all customers. The procedure
returns the number of records that where updated to the calling program:

CREATE PROCEDURE CREDITP
1
(IN
i_perinc DECIMAL(3,2), 2
INOUT o_numrec DECIMAL(5,0)) 3
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN atomic
4
DECLARE proc_cusnbr CHAR(5);
DECLARE proc_cuscrd DECIMAL(11,2);
DECLARE numrec
DECIMAL(5,0);
DECLARE at_end INT DEFAULT 0;
DECLARE not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR not_found
SET at_end = 1;
SET numrec = 0;
OPEN c1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
WHILE at_end = 0 DO
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd +(proc_cuscrd * i_perinc);
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
END WHILE;
SET o_numrec = numrec;
CLOSE c1;
END
5
Notes:

1 The name of the procedure is defined as CREDITP.
2 It has an input parameter, which is i_perinc (the percentage of
increase for all the customers).

3 It has an output parameter, which is o_numrec (the number of
records that where updated).

4 The rest of the lines are the SQL Procedure body that consist of a
single compound SQL control statement. This compound statement
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permits you to group other SQL control statements and SQL Procedure
statements together. Every compound statement starts with the clause
BEGIN.

5 Every compound statement ends with an END clause.
This example is explained in detail later in this chapter.

8.3 Creating an SQL Procedure
Now that we know the general structure of an SQL Procedure, we are ready to
create one. In this section, we document the steps required to edit and compile
an SQL Procedure. Before you start, please make sure that SQL Development
Kit and ILE C compiler are installed on your AS/400 system. Those two license
programs are required to compile SQL Procedure code since under the cover
the SQL code is converted into a regular ILE C program with embedded SQL.
Once the SQL Stored Procedure is created it can be restored and run on any
AS/400 with or without SQL Development Kit and ILE C products. Please refer to
8.10, “Testing and Debugging” on page 276 for more implementation details. At
the command prompt, type go licpgm and take Option 10. The steps required to
create your SQL Procedures are in the following list:
•

Create a library if you do not have one already.

•

Create a source physical file; this is the file where all the SQL source
members are going to be stored.

•

Start a Source Entry Utility (SEU) editing session.

•

Enter the SQL Procedure source code.

•

Create the SQL Procedure using the RUNSQLSTM command to issue a
CREATE PROCEDURE command. This creates a C program object that runs
when the procedure is called. If there are problems generating the
procedure, there is a listing that shows the syntax errors of the source.

•

Invoke the stored procedure through the SQL CALL statement passing the
parameter list.

•

Check for the completion status of the SQL Procedure.

Let′s see how to implement this scenario. First, create a library, a source file,
and start an editing session.
1. To create a library called ordapplib, type the following command:

CRTLIB LIB(ORDAPPLIB)
2. To create a source physical file called QSQLSRC, type the following
command:

CRTSRCPF FILE(ORDAPPLIB/QSQLSRC) RCDLEN(112)
TEXT(′ Source physical file for SQL Procedures′ )
The CRTSRCPF command creates a source physical file QSQLSRC in library
ORDAPPLIB.
3. To start an editing session and create a source member, CASEPROC, type
the following command:

STRSEU SRCFILE(ORDAPPLIB/QSQLSRC) SRCMBR(CASEPROC)
TYPE(TXT) OPTION(2)
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Entering OPTION(2) indicates that you want to start a session for a new
member. The STRSEU command creates a new member, CASEPROC, in the
QSQLSRC file in the ORDAPPLIB library and starts an edit session.
4. After typing in the source, a display similar to the following figure is shown:



Columns . . . :
1 71
Edit
ORDAPPLIB/QSQLSRC
SEU==>
CASEPROC
FMT ** ...+... 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+
*************** Beginning of data *******************************
0001.00 CREATE PROCEDURE CASEPROC
0002.00
(IN cusnbr
CHARACTER(5 1
0003.00
IN EVALUA
DECIMAL(2))
0004.00
LANGUAGE SQL
0005.00 CASE
0006.00
WHEN evalua > 90 THEN UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 3;
0007.00
WHEN evalua > 80 THEN UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 2;
0008.00
WHEN evalua > 70 THEN UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 1;
0009.00
ELSE UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 0.5;
0010.00 END CASE;
****************** End of data **********************************
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F16=Repeat find



F5=Refresh
F9=Retrieve
F10=Cursor
F11=Toggle
F17=Repeat change
F24=More keys
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1981, 1998





Note:

1Syntax error to produce the error listing
The next step is to use the RUNSQLSTM command to create the procedure. We
recommend using the Debugging view option *LIST and Listing output *PRINT. It
is useful for debugging and testing purposes.





Run SQL Statements (RUNSQLSTM)
Type choices, press Enter.
Source file . . .
Library . . . .
Source member . .
Commitment control
Naming . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

> QSQLSRC
>
ORDAPPLIB
> CASEPROC
> *NONE
*SYS

Name
1
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name
2
*CHG, *ALL, *CS, *NONE..
*SYS, *SQL

Additional Parameters
Debugging view . . . . . . . . . > *LIST
Listing output . . . . . . . . . > *PRINT

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F13=How to use this display


Notes:
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*STMT, *LIST, *NONE 3
*NONE, *PRINT 4

F10=Additional parameters
F24=More keys

F12=Cancel



1 Type the name of the source file (QSQLSRC) and the library
(ORDAPPLIB) that you created before.

2 The name of the member source file that you have just typed in.
3 This parameter specifies the type of source debug information to be
provided by the SQL pre-compiler.
The possible values are:
*STMT

Allows the compiled module object to be debugged using
program statement numbers and symbolic identifiers.

*NONE

The debug view is not be generated.

*LIST

Generates the listing view for debugging the compiled module
object.

4 If you want the pre-compiled listing, type *PRINT in this parameter.
If there are syntax errors in your source, a message similar to the following
message is issued:





Command Entry
Previous commands and messages:
> RUNSQLSTM SRCFILE(ORDAPPLIB/QSQLSRC) SRCMBR(CASEPROC) COMMIT(*NONE)
RUNSQLSTM command failed. 1

Type command, press Enter.
===> RUNSQLSTM SRCFILE(ORDAPPLIB/QSQLSRC) SRCMBR(CASEPROC) COMMIT(*NONE)





Notes:

1 If the RUNSQLSTM command fails to create the SQL Procedure, go to
the listing of the program by typing the WRKSPLF command at the
command prompt:
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Work with All Spooled Files
Type options, press Enter.
1=Send
2=Change
3=Hold
4=Delete
5=Display
8=Attributes
9=Work with printing status

Opt

5

File
CASEPROC
CASEPROC
CASEPROC

User
HERNANDO
HERNANDO
HERNANDO

Device or
Queue
QPRINT
QPRINT
QPRINT

User Data
CRTSQLCI
SQL

6=Release

Sts
RDY
RDY
RDY

7=Messa

Total
Cur
Pages
Page
2 1
7 2
6 3

B
Parameters for options 1, 2, 3 or command
===>
F3=Exit
F10=View 3
F11=View 2
F12=Cancel

F22=Printers

F24=More





It is important to note that when you are creating an SQL Procedure; SQL
creates a temporary source file containing C source code with embedded SQL
statements. The actual procedure is created as a *PGM object using the
CRTSQLCI command and the CRTPGM command.
Three listings are generated:
Note:

1 The first one is the source listing of the generated SQL ILE C
program.

2 This is the listing of the pre-compiled SQL ILE C program.
3 This is the listing of the source of the SQL Procedure. That is the
one you have to look at in case of a failure to create the procedure. You
can look at it by typing 5 next to the listing. In case the SQL Procedure
has syntax errors, the first two listings are not generated.
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Display Spooled File
File . . . . . :
CASEPROC
Page/Line
2/12
Control . . . . .
Columns
1 - 78
Find . . . . . .
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
8
WHEN evalua > 70 THEN UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 1
9
ELSE UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 0.5;
10
END CASE;
* * * * * E N D O F S O U R C E * *
5769ST1 V4R2M0 980228
Run SQL Statements
CASEP
Record *...+... 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...
MSG ID SEV RECORD TEXT
SQL0199 30
3 Position 6 Keyword IN not expected. Valid tokens: )
SQL0199 30
7 Position 4 Keyword WHEN not expected. Valid tokens:
END SET CALL DROP LOCK OPEN ALTER BEGIN CLOSE FETCH
GRANT.
SQL0199 30
8 Position 4 Keyword WHEN not expected. Valid tokens:
END SET CALL DROP LOCK OPEN ALTER BEGIN CLOSE FETCH
GRANT.

M
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F19=Left

F20=Right

F24=More keys





In the preceding listing, there is a syntax error that probably generated the other
ones. Correct the errors by going to an editing session and execute the
RUNSQLSTM command again.
After the procedure has been successfully created, two system catalog tables
are updated: SYSPROCS and SYSPARMS. The SYSPROCS table contains one
row for each procedure created by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. The
SYSPARMS table contains one row for each parameter of a procedure created
by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.
Once the procedure has been created, it can be used in an interactive SQL
session or from a high-level language program using the SQL call statement.

8.4 Deleting or Replacing an SQL Procedure
When you create a procedure, its library and name must be unique to register
the SQL Procedure in the catalogs. On the other hand, the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement does not have a replace option. For this reason, if you
want to re-create or delete an existing procedure, use the DROP PROCEDURE
statement.
Let′s look at the following source listing found in the spooled file:
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Display Spooled File



File . . . . . :
CASEPROC
Page/Line
2/12
Control . . . . .
Columns
1 - 78
Find . . . . . .
*...+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..
8
WHEN evalua > 70 THEN UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 1
9
ELSE UPDATE customer SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 0.5;
10
END CASE;
* * * * * E N D O F S O U R C E * *
5769ST1 V4R2M0 980228
Run SQL Statements
CASEP
Record *...+... 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...
MSG ID SEV RECORD TEXT
SQL0088
0
6 Position 26 UPDATE applies to entire table.
SQL0088
0
7 Position 26 UPDATE applies to entire table.
SQL0088
0
8 Position 26 UPDATE applies to entire table.
SQL0088
0
9 Position 9 UPDATE applies to entire table.
SQL0484 30
1 Position 1 Procedure CASEPROC in ORDAPPLIB already
exists. 1
Message Summary
Total
5

Info
4

F3=Exit

Warning
0

F12=Cancel

Error
0

F19=Left

Severe
1
F20=Right

Terminal
0
F24=More keys





Notes: 1 The CASEPROC that is being created already exists. For this reason,
you have to use the DROP PROCEDURE statement to delete it before
re-creating it.
The DROP PROCEDURE can be issued in the interactive session or from a
calling program. The following steps are required to delete a procedure:
1. On the command line, type:

STRSQL
2. In the interactive SQL session, type:

DROP PROCEDURE library/name-procedure
The following display shows the message issued after the procedure is
successfully deleted.



Enter SQL Statements



Type SQL statement, press Enter.
> DROP PROCEDURE ordapplib/caseproc
DROP PROCEDURE statement complete.
===>

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F12=Cancel

F6=Insert line
F13=Services

F9=Retrieve
F10=Copy line
F24=More keys
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1982, 1998


The system catalog tables, SYSPROCS and SYSPARMS, are updated when a
DROP PROCEDURE statement is executed. In the SYSPROCS table, a row is
deleted corresponding to the information of the deleted procedure. In
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SYSPARMS table, the number of rows deleted depends on the number of
parameters defined in the procedure.

8.5 System Catalog Tables
The database manager maintains a set of tables containing information about
the data in the database. These tables are collectively known as the catalog.
The catalog tables contain information about tables, parameters, procedures,
packages, views, indexes, and constraints on the AS/400 system.
The database manager provides views over the catalog tables. The views
provide more consistency with the catalog views of other IBM SQL products and
with the catalog views of the ANSI and ISO standard.
Tables and views in the catalog are the same as any other database tables and
views. If you have the authorization, you can use SQL statements to look at data
in the catalog views in the same way that you retrieve data from any other table
in the AS/400 system. The database manager ensures that the catalog contains
accurate descriptions of the objects in the database at all times.
When you create an SQL Procedure or an external procedure, there are two
catalog tables in QSYS2 that are updated:
•
•

SYSPROCS
SYSPARMS

SYSPROCS
The SYSPROCS table contains one row for each procedure created by the
CREATE PROCEDURE statement. Some of the fields are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of the collection or library where the procedure is created
Name of the procedure
Type of routine body(External or SQL)
Language of the procedure(SQL, C, CL, RPG...)
Number of input parameters
Number of output parameters
Number of input-output parameters
The source code of an SQL Procedure

Note: If the source of the SQL Procedure is more than 18K, the source code is
not stored in SYSPROCS.
SYSPARMS
The SYSPARMS table contains one row for each parameter of a procedure
created by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. Some of the fields of this table
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of the collection or library where its created
Name of the procedure
Type of parameter (IN, OUT, INOUT)
Name of the parameter
Data type of the parameter
Data scale of the parameter
Data precision of the parameter

Let′s see how you can query these tables:
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1. On the command line, type:

STRSQL
2. In the interactive SQL session, type:

SELECT
and press F4 for prompting.
A display similar to the one in the following figure is shown:





Specify SELECT Statement
Type SELECT statement information.
FROM files . . . . .
SELECT fields . . .
WHERE conditions . .
GROUP BY fields . .
HAVING conditions .
ORDER BY fields . .
FOR UPDATE OF fields

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Press F4 for a list.

SYSPROCS
1

Type choices, press Enter.
DISTINCT records in result file . . . . . . . .
UNION with another SELECT . . . . . . . . . . .
Specify additional options . . . . . . . . . . .

F3=Exit
F10=Copy line

F4=Prompt
F12=Cancel

N
N
N

Y=Yes, N=No
Y=Yes, N=No
Y=Yes, N=No

F5=Refresh
F6=Insert line
F9=Specify sub
F14=Delete line
F15=Split line
F24=More





1 Use F4 again on the Select fields prompt and select the fields shown in the
following display:





Select and Sequence Fields
Type sequence numbers (1-999) to select fields, press Enter.

Seq
1
2

3
4

Field
SPECIFIC_SCHEMA
SPECIFIC_NAME
ROUTINE_SCHEMA
ROUTINE_NAME
ROUTINE_DEFINER
ROUTINE_BODY
EXTERNAL_NAME
EXTERNAL_LANGUAGE
PARAMETER_STYLE
IS_DETERMINISTIC
SQL_DATA_ACCESS
RESULT_SETS
IN_PARMS
OUT_PARMS

File
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS
SYSPROCS

Type
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
VARCHAR
SMALLINT
SMALLINT
SMALLINT

Digits
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
4
0
4
0
Mo

F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F11=Display text
F12=Cancel
F17=Select files
F19=Display system field names
F20=Display entire name
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Information about all of the procedures and its parameters is shown. Please use
F19 and F20 to scroll to the left or to the right respectively.





Display Data
Data width . . . . . . :
Position to line . . . . .
Shift to column . . . . . .
....+....1....+....2....+....13....+...14....+..15....+...16....+...17..
SPECIFIC_SCHEMA
SPECIFIC_NAME
IN_PARMS OUT_PARMS
ORDAPPLIB
CASEPROC
2
0
ORDAPPLIB
UPDCUST
8
0
ORDAPPLIB
GRANTPROC
2
0
ORDAPPLIB
UPDPROC
2
0
ORDAPPLIB
DELCUST
1
1
ORDAPPLIB
QRYCUST
0
9
ORDAPPLIB
INSCUST
8
0
ORDAPPLIB
CREDITP
1
0
ORDAPPLIB
REPEATPROC
1
0
ORDAPPLIB
LOOPPROC
1
0
ORDAAPLIB
QRYCSTD1
0
8
ORDAPPLIB
FORPROC
0
0
ORDAPPLIB
CALLPROC
3
0
ORDAPPLIB
CREDITLOOP
1
0
More
F3=Exit

F12=Cancel

F19=Left

F20=Right

F21=Split





A similar query can be run against the SYSPARMS table.
Important!
When an SQL Stored Procedure program object is restored onto a system the
restore process automatically updates the catalog views with the required
information for that stored procedure. The restore will fail if the SQL Stored
Procedure name already exists in the catalog.

8.6 SQL Control Statements
DB2/400 provides a set of programming constructs (syntactic structures used to
write procedural code) to help those writing SQL Procedures. In DB2/400, these
programming constructs are called control statements. A control statement is
one of the statements that can be placed in the routine body of an SQL
Procedure. Among these constructs, we have:
•
•
•
•
•

Assignment statements
Conditional control statements
Iterative control statements
Calling external procedures
Compound statements

8.6.1 Assignment Statement
In the flow of a program, there are situations when you have to change the value
of a variable. In this case, the assignment statement is useful. In SQL
Procedures, the assignment statement is used to assign a value to an output
parameter or to a local variable. Let′s look at the syntax of the statement:
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Syntax

──SET──┬─SQL parameter name─┬──=──┬─expression─┬────────────────────
└─SQL variable name──┘
└─NULL───────┘

The following rules apply for using the assignment statement:
•

The assignment statements in SQL Procedures must conform to the SQL
assignment rules and to the SQL arithmetic operators. The data type of the
target and source must be compatible.

•

When a string is assigned to a variable and the string is longer than the
length attribute of the variable, a negative SQLCODE is set.

•

If truncation of the whole part of the number occurs on assignment to a
numeric variable, a negative SQLCODE is set.
Important

If you use an SQL Procedure parameter name, it must be an output
parameter. In another words, it must be a parameter that is returned to the
calling program.

The following code illustrates three simple assignment statements:

SET num_records = num_records + 1;
SET credit_limit = credit_limit * 1.20;
SET num_orders = NULL;
Let′s suppose now that you want to construct an SQL SELECT statement using
parameters passed to the SQL Procedure by the calling program. In this case,
you may use the CONCATENATE operator to ″glue″ the strings together:

CREATE PROCEDURE MYMAX
(IN fld_name CHAR(30),
IN file_name CHAR(128))
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN atomic
DECLARE sql_stmt CHAR(128);
...
SET sql_stmt = ′ SELECT ′ | | fld_name || ′ FROM ′
|| file_name || ′ ORDER BY 1′ ;
...
END

8.6.2 Conditional Control
Many times you have to test conditions in your programs. SQL Procedures have
four conditional control structures:
•
•
•
•

IF-THEN
IF-THEN-ELSE
IF-THEN-ELSEIF
CASE

Before looking at the decision making statements of SQL Procedures, let′s look
at the syntax of the IF control statement:
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Syntax

┌──
────────────────────────────┐

──IF──search condition──THEN────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴──────────────────────────
┌──
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┴─────────────────
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │

└─ELSEIF──search condition──THEN────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┘
──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬──END IF────────────────────────────────────
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │

└─ELSE────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┘

8.6.2.1 IF-THEN
This conditional control structure tests a simple condition. If the condition
evaluates to TRUE, one or more lines of code are executed. If the condition
evaluates to FALSE, the control of the program is passed to the next statement
after the test. The following example illustrates this case:

IF ref_error = 1
THEN SET o_error = ′ NOT FOUND′ ;
END IF;

8.6.2.2 IF-THEN-ELSE
This conditional control structure is similar to the IF-THEN except that when the
condition evaluates to FALSE, one or more statements following the else are
executed. The following example illustrates this case:

IF ref_error = 0
THEN SET o_error = ′ FOUND′ ;
ELSE
SET o_error = ′ NOT FOUND′ ;
END IF;
The statement can be nested as illustrated in the following example:

IF evaluation = 100
THEN SET new_salary = salary * 1.3;
ELSE
IF evaluation >= 90
THEN SET new_salary = salary * 1.2;
ELSE
SET new_salary = salary * 1.1;
END IF;
END IF;

8.6.2.3 IF-THEN-ELSEIF
This conditional control structure is an alternative to using the nested
IF-THEN-ELSE structure. Let′s rewrite the previous example.

IF evaluation = 100
THEN SET new_salary = salary * 1.3;
ELSEIF evaluation >= 90
THEN SET new_salary = salary * 1.2;
ELSE
SET new_salary = salary * 1.1;
END IF;
Note: There is no matching END IF with each ELSEIF.
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Note: We suggest that you use indentation because programs are easier to
follow and read.

8.6.2.4 CASE
The fourth conditional control structure is the CASE structure that permits you to
select an execution path based on multiple cases. There are two ways to code
it. The following syntax represents both forms:

Syntax

──CASE──┬─┤ case1 ├─┬──END CASE─────────────────────────────────────
└─┤ case2 ├─┘
case1:

├──expression──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────
┌──
────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │


────WHEN──expression──THEN────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┴──────────
──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┤
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │

└─ELSE────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┘
case2:

┌──
──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │


├────WHEN──search condition──THEN────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┴────
──┬──────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────┤
│
┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │

└─ELSE────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴─┘

Let′s look at an example using the first case:

CASE evaluation
WHEN 100 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.3;
WHEN 90 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.2;
WHEN 80 THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.1;
ELSE UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.05;
END CASE;
Let′s look at an example using the second case:

CASE
WHEN evaluation = 100
WHEN evaluation = 90
WHEN evaluation = 80
ELSE UPDATE employee
END CASE;

THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.3;
THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.2;
THEN UPDATE employee SET salary = salary * 1.1;
SET salary = salary * 1.05;

Note: If none of the conditions specified in WHEN is true and an ELSE is not
specified, an error is issued and the execution of the case statement is
terminated.
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Important
Case expressions can be nested. The current implementation of SQL
Procedures allows three levels of nesting for Case 1.

8.6.3 Iterative Control
While writing programs, you can repeat a series of instructions for a certain
number of times or until a condition is satisfied. These programming structures
are called iterative control statements. They are also known as looping
structures. In DB2/400, we have four iterative control statements and an exit
statement.
•
•
•
•
•

LOOP
WHILE
REPEAT
FOR
LEAVE

8.6.3.1 LOOP
Let′s start with the first iterative control statement, which is LOOP. Before
showing the syntax, let′s define LOOP. Loop is a programming construct that
permits you to execute a series of instructions repeatedly. The syntax of this
control statement and is illustrated in the following example:

Syntax

┌──
────────────────────────────┐

──┬────────┬──LOOP────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴───────────────────
└─label:─┘
──END LOOP──┬───────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────
└─label─┘

Note: The labels are optional but if they are used, the beginning and END LOOP
label must match.
Important
There are two methods to getout of a loop: you can code a LEAVE statement
within the loop or declare a handler. Both methods are discussed later in this
chapter.

OPEN c1;
SET at_end = 0;
SET numrec = 0;
fetch_loop: 1
LOOP
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd * 1.2;
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
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SET numrec = numrec + 1;
ELSE
LEAVE fetch_loop; 2
END IF;
END LOOP fetch_loop;
3
CLOSE c1;
Notes:

1 A label can be defined in a LOOP statement.
2 A LEAVE statement or a handler has to be specified to avoid an
endless execution.

3 Every LOOP statement ends with an END LOOP clause.

8.6.3.2 WHILE
With this programming statement, the statements that are between the WHILE
and END WHILE are executed while a specified condition is true. It is important
to note that the exit condition is checked in the WHILE condition each time an
iteration is going to start. The exit condition must be set in some place of the
iteration. If, by mistake, this is not done, you may end up with an endless
execution program. Let′s describe the syntax and show an example:

Syntax

──┬────────┬──WHILE──search condition──DO────────────────────────────
└─label:─┘
┌──
────────────────────────────┐

────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴──END WHILE──┬───────┬───────────────
└─label─┘

Note: The labels are optional but if they are used, the beginning and END
WHILE label must match.
Example: The instructions between the WHILE and END WHILE are executed
while the condition that is at_end = 0 is true.

OPEN c1;
SET at_end = 0;
SET numrec = 0;
WHILE at_end = 0 DO
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd * 1.2;
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
ELSE
SET at_end = 1;
END IF;
END WHILE;
CLOSE c1;
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8.6.3.3 REPEAT
With this programming statement, the statements that are between the REPEAT
and END REPEAT are executed until a specified condition is true. It is important
to note that the exit condition is checked differently than in the WHILE statement.
In the WHILE statement, the exit condition is checked at the beginning of the
iteration but on the REPEAT statement, this exit condition is tested at the end of
the iteration. This means that at least one iteration is executed. Let′s describe
the syntax and show an example:

Syntax

┌──
────────────────────────────┐

──┬────────┬──REPEAT────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴──UNTIL──────────
└─label:─┘
──search condition──END REPEAT──┬───────┬────────────────────────────
└─label─┘

Note: The labels are optional but if they are used, the beginning and END
REPEAT label must match.

SET numrec = 0;
fetch_loop:
REPEAT
1
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd * 1.2;
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
END IF;
UNTIL SQLCODE <> 0 2
END REPEAT fetch_loop; 3
Notes:

1 The REPEAT statement is executed at least one time because the exit
condition is checked at the end of the cycle.

2 The condition is checked at the end of the cycle.
3 Every REPEAT statement ends with an END REPEAT clause.

8.6.3.4 FOR
The FOR statement is another type of a iterative statement. It executes a
statement for each row of a table. It is used for processing every row of a select
statement. The important difference of this statement with WHILE, REPEAT, and
LOOP is that FOR is only used for processing rows of tables, while the others
can be used for general purpose functions. Let′s see the syntax and an
example:

Syntax
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──┬────────┬──FOR──variable name──AS──┬─────────────────────────┬────
└─label:─┘
└─cursor name──CURSOR FOR─┘
┌──
────────────────────────────┐

──select-statement──DO────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴────────────────
──END FOR──┬───────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────
└─label─┘

Note: The SQL Procedure statement can not include an OPEN, FETCH, or
CLOSE specifying the cursor name of the FOR statement.
Note: The cursor name must not be the same as the name of another cursor
declared in the SQL Procedure. If it is not specified, a unique cursor is
generated:

FOR each_record AS
1
cursor1 CURSOR FOR 2.
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd FROM ordapplib/customer
DO
UPDATE ordapplib/customer 3
SET cuscrd = cuscrd * 1.1
WHERE CURRENT OF cursor1; 4
END FOR; 5
Notes:

1 The each_record variable is used in the C program as a label of the
FOR statement. In the procedure, you cannot use it as a regular variable.
2 Here you define the cursor that is used for accessing the file. In this
case, it is the CUSTOMER file.

3 This is the statement that is executed for each row of the CUSTOMER
file.

4 The FOR cursor can be referenced in the WHERE CURRENT OF
clause.

5 Every FOR statement ends with an END FOR statement.

8.6.3.5 LEAVE
This statement permits you to go out of a block or loop statement. The
execution continues with the first statement following the loop or block
statements. As shown in the LOOP example, you may use LEAVE to go out of a
loop. Another approach is to use a handler declaration. Let′s see the syntax and
an example:

Syntax

──LEAVE──label──────────────────────────────────────────────────────
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OPEN c1;
SET at_end = 0;
SET numrec = 0;
fetch_loop:
1
LOOP
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
IF SQLCODE = 0 THEN
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd * 1.2;
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
ELSE
LEAVE fetch_loop; 2
END IF;
END LOOP fetch_loop;
CLOSE c1;
Notes:

1 This is a label name corresponding to the LOOP block.
2 This is the LEAVE statement that exits the execution of the block
labeled fetch_loop.

8.6.4 Calling External Procedures
Since V3R1, DB2/400 has provided a way for an SQL application to define and
then invoke a procedure through SQL statements. These procedures, written in
one of the high-level languages, are called external since their code is not a part
of an SQL definition.
External procedures can be defined by using either the DECLARE PROCEDURE
statement or the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. The CREATE PROCEDURE
statement adds procedure and parameter definitions to the catalog tables
(SYSPROCS and SYSPARMS on QSYS2 library). These definitions are then
available for any SQL CALL statement on the system. The DECLARE
PROCEDURE statement defines a procedure that can be referenced in the
current program by an SQL CALL statement. In this case, the definition cannot
be used by any other program.
Let′s see an example:

CREATE PROCEDURE PROC1
1
(IN PARM1 DECIMAL(11,2),
2
IN PARM2 DECIMAL(11,2))
(EXTERNAL NAME ORDAPPLIB/PGM1 3
LANGUAGE RPGLE
4
GENERAL WITH NULLS) 5
The CREATE PROCEDURE statement coded before:
Notes:

1 Names a procedure as PROC1.
2 Defines two input parameters. The first one is a DECIMAL(11,2); the
second one is also a DECIMAL(11,2). Parameters can be IN, OUT, or
INOUT. The parameter type determines whether the values for the
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parameters get passed to (IN), from (OUT), or to and from (INOUT) the
procedure.

3 Defines the name of the program that corresponds to the procedure
(in this case, PGM1 in library ORDAPPLIB). This is the name of the
external procedure that is called when the procedure is invoked on a
CALL statement.

4 It also indicates that the program PGM1 is written in ILE RPG. This is
important since it impacts the types of parameters that can be passed.

5 Defines the CALL type to be GENERAL WITH NULLS. This indicates
that the parameters for the procedure can possibly contain a NULL value,
and each language has its way of treating this situation.
This CREATE PROCEDURE statement can be written in an interactive SQL
session similar to the following display:



Enter SQL Statements



Type SQL statement, press Enter.
> CREATE PROCEDURE PROC1
(IN
PARM1 DECIMAL(11,2),
IN
PARM2 DECIMAL(11,2))
(EXTERNAL NAME ORDAPPLIB/PGM1
LANGUAGE RPGLE
GENERAL WITH NULLS)
CREATE PROCEDURE statement complete.
===>

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F12=Cancel

F6=Insert line
F13=Services

F9=Retrieve
F10=Copy line
F24=More keys
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1982, 19


It can also be written in a source file. Note the semicolon (;) at the end of the
source file listing.
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 Columns
SEU==>
FMT **
001.00
002.00
003.00
004.00
005.00
006.00

. . . :

1

71



ORDAPPLIB/QS
CRT
...+... 1 ...+... 2 ...+... 3 ...+... 4 ...+... 5 ...+... 6 ...+.
*************** Beginning of data ********************************
CREATE PROCEDURE PROC1
(IN
PARM1 DECIMAL(11,2),
IN
PARM2 DECIMAL(11,2))
(EXTERNAL NAME ORDAPPLIB/PGM1
LANGUAGE RPGLE
GENERAL WITH NULLS);
****************** End of data ***********************************

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F16=Repeat find

Edit

F5=Refresh
F9=Retrieve
F10=Cursor
F11=Toggle
F17=Repeat change
F24=More keys
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1981, 19





To create this procedure from a source file, you must execute the RUNSQLSTM
command to create this procedure as shown in the following display:



Run SQL Statements (RUNSQLSTM)



Type choices, press Enter.
Source file . . .
Library . . . .
Source member . .
Commitment control
Naming . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

> QSQLSRC
>
ORDAPPLIB
> CRTPROC1
> *NONE
*SYS

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name
*CHG, *ALL, *CS, *NONE.
*SYS, *SQL

Additional Parameters
Severity level . . . . .
Date format . . . . . .
Date separator character
Time format . . . . . .
Time separator character
Default Collection . . .
IBM SQL Flagging . . . .
ANS flagging . . . . . .
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

F5=Refresh

10
*JOB
*JOB
*HMS
*JOB
*NONE
*NOFLAG
*NONE
F12=Cancel

0-40
*JOB, *USA, *ISO, *EUR.
*JOB, /, ., ,, -, ′ ′ ,
*HMS, *USA, *ISO, *EUR,
*JOB, :, ., ,, ′ ′ , *BL
Name, *NONE
*NOFLAG, *FLAG
*NONE, *ANS
M
F13=How to use this disp





After the RUNSQLSTM command is executed, the procedure is created.
Now that we have created the procedure, we are ready to invoke it by issuing a
proper CALL statement. The procedure can be called from:
•
•

An interactive SQL session
A high-level language program
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•

An SQL Procedure

The following example shows how it can be invoked from an RPG program
(please refer to Chapter 7, “Stored Procedures” on page 201 for details).

C*
C/EXEC SQL
C+
CALL PROC1 (:PARM1 , :PARM2)
C/END-EXEC
From an SQL Procedure, you can call external procedures by using the CALL
control statement. The syntax of this statement is illustrated in the following
example:

Syntax

──CALL──procedure name──(──┬────────────────────────────┬──)────────
│ ┌─,──────────────────────┐ │

└───┬─SQL variable name──┬─┴─┘
├─SQL parameter name─┤
├─constant───────────┤
├─NULL───────────────┤
└─special-register───┘

Let′s look at an example calling an external procedure from an SQL Procedure:

SET totsales = 0;
FOR each_record AS
cursor1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cussal FROM customer
DO
SET totsales = totsales + cussal;
END FOR;
CALL PROC1 (totsales, totcust);
In the example, the external procedure PROC1 is called after all the records in
the CUSTOMER file have been read within the FOR statement. As we mentioned
previously, PROC1 is an ILE RPG program that receives two parameters but it
can also be another SQL Procedure.

8.7 Compound SQL
There are situations when you need the SQL routine body of an SQL Procedure
to have more than one statement. In this case, it is useful to use the compound
statement that we describe next. Let′s start with the syntax of this control
statement:

Syntax
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┌─NOT ATOMIC─┐
──┬────────┬──BEGIN──┼────────────┼──┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬──────
└─label:─┘
└─ATOMIC─────┘ │ ┌──
─────────────────────────────────────┐ │

└───┬─┤ SQL variable declaration ├─┬──;─┴─┘
└─┤ condition declaration ├────┘
──┬─────────────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────────┬──────────────
│ ┌──
─────────────────────────────┐ │ │ ┌──
────────────────────────────┐ │


└───declare-cursor-statement──;─┴─┘ └───┤ handler declaration ├──;─┴─┘
┌──
────────────────────────────┐

────SQL Procedure statement──;─┴──END──┬───────┬──────────────────────────────────────
└─label─┘
SQL variable declaration:

┌─,────────────┐
┌─DEFAULT NULL──────┐

├──DECLARE────SQL variable─┴──data type──┼───────────────────┼──────────────────────────┤
└─DEFAULT──constant─┘
condition declaration:

├──DECLARE──condition name──CONDITION──FOR──string constant─────────────────────────────┤
handler declaration:

┌─,───────────────────────────────┐
│
┌─VALUE─┐
│

├──DECLARE──┬─CONTINUE─┬──HANDLER FOR────┬─SQLSTATE──┴───────┴──string─┬─┴──────────────
├─EXIT─────┤
├─condition name──────────────┤
└─UNDO─────┘
├─SQLEXCEPTION────────────────┤
├─SQLWARNING──────────────────┤
└─NOT FOUND───────────────────┘
──SQL Procedure statement──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

The following SQL code includes several control statements: SET, FOR, and
CALL. The only way to put multiple control statements in a procedure body is to
use a compound control statement. Note the BEGIN and END as delimiters of
the procedure body.

BEGIN
DECLARE totsales DECIMAL(11,2);
DECLARE totcust DECIMAL(11,2);
SET totsales = 0;
FOR each_record AS
cursor1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cussal FROM customer
DO
SET totsales = totsales + cussal;
END FOR;
CALL PROC1 (totsales);
END
The general structure of a compound statement is:
•
•
•
•

A BEGIN clause
DECLARE statements for variables, conditions, cursors, and handlers
A group of SQL control statements and SQL Procedure statements
An END clause

Let′s start with explaining the DECLARE statement for variables.
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8.7.1 Variable Declaration
While coding the SQL compound statement, you can declare local variables that
can be used for different purposes:
•
•
•
•
•

Calculations
Assignment to output parameters
Assignment to fields for database updates
As input parameters passed by calling programs
Error handling

The syntax of the DECLARE statement is:

Syntax

SQL variable declaration:

┌─,────────────┐
┌─DEFAULT NULL──────┐

├──DECLARE────SQL variable─┴──data type──┼───────────────────┼─────────┤
└─DEFAULT──constant─┘

You can define any valid SQL data type:

BEGIN
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
DECLARE
.....
......
......
END

sqlcode
total_sales
number_customer
err_msg
product_photo
timestamp_order
date_order

INTEGER;
DECIMAL(11,2);
DECIMAL(5);
CHARACTER(10);
GRAPHIC(12000);
TIMESTAMP;
DATE;

Every time you declare a variable, you define the name of the variable and the
type of information that the variable holds. How values are interpreted depends
on the data type they represent.

8.7.2 Data Types Supported by SQL Procedures
The following table illustrates the data types supported by SQL procedures:
Table 11 (Page 1 of 2). List of Data Types
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Data Type

Description

INTEGER or INT

For a large Integer

SMALLINT

For a small integer

DECIMAL(integer,integer)
or DEC(integer,integer)
DECIMAL(integer) or
DEC(integer) DECIMAL or
DEC

For a packed decimal number

NUMERIC(integer,integer)
NUMERIC(integer) or
NUMERIC

For a zoned decimal number
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Table 11 (Page 2 of 2). List of Data Types
Data Type

Description

FLOAT

For a double precision floating point number

FLOAT(integer)

For a single or double precision floating point number

REAL

For a single precision floating point

DOUBLE PRECISION or
DOUBLE

For a double precision floating point

CHARACTER(integer) or
CHAR(integer)

For a fixed length character string of length integer

VARCHAR(integer)

For a varying length character string of length integer

GRAPHIC(integer) or
GRAPHIC

For a fixed length graphic string of length integer

VARGRAPHIC(integer) or
GRAPHIC
VARYING(integer)

For a varying length graphic string of maximum length
integer

DATE

For a date field

TIME

For a time field

TIMESTAMP

For a timestamp field

8.7.2.1 Numeric Data Types
All numbers have a sign and a precision. The precision is the total number of
binary or decimal digits excluding the sign. The sign is positive if the value is
zero.
Integers
A small integer is a binary number composed of two bytes (16 bits). The range
of small integers is -32768 to +32767.
A large integer is a binary number composed of four bytes (32 bits). The range
of large integers is -2147483648 to +2147483647.
Floating Point
A single precision floating point number is a 32-bit approximate representation of
a real number. The range of magnitude is approximately 1.17549436 x 10 -38 to
3.40282356 x 1038 .
A double precision floating point number is a 64-bit approximate representation
of a real number. The range of magnitude is approximately 2.2250738585072014
x 10-308 to 1.7976931348623158 x 10308 .
Decimal
A decimal value is a packed-decimal number with an implicit decimal point. The
position of the decimal point is determined by the precision and the scale of the
number. The scale, which is the number of digits in the fractional part of the
number, cannot be negative or greater than the precision. The maximum
precision is 31 digits.
Numeric
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A numeric value is a zoned-decimal number with an implicit decimal point. The
position of the decimal point is determined by the precision and the scale of the
number. The scale, which is the number of digits in the fractional part of the
number, cannot be negative or greater than the precision. The maximum
precision is 31 digits.

8.7.2.2 Character Data Types
A character string is a sequence of bytes. The length of the string is the number
of bytes in the sequence.
Fixed-Length Character Strings
All values of a fixed-length character string column have the same length. This
is determined by the length attribute of the column. The length attribute must be
between 1 through 32765.
Varying-Length Character Strings
The values of a varying-length character string column can have different
lengths. The maximum length is determined by the length attribute of the
column. The length attribute must be between 1 through 32739.

8.7.2.3 Graphic Data Types
A graphic string is a sequence of two-byte characters. The length of the string is
the number of its characters.
Fixed-Length Graphic Strings
All values of a fixed-length graphic string column have the same length, which is
determined by the length attribute of the column. The length attribute must be
between 1 through 16382.
Varying-Length Graphic Strings
The values of a varying-length graphic string column can have different lengths.
The maximum length is determined by the length attribute of the column. The
length attribute must be between 1 through 16369.

8.7.2.4

Date and Time Data Types

Although date and time values can be used in certain arithmetic and string
operations and are compatible with certain strings, they are neither strings nor
numbers.
Date
A date is a three-part value (year, month, and day) designating a point in time
under the Gregorian calendar, which is assumed to be in effect from the year 1
A.D.
The range of the year part is 0001 to 9999. The date formats *JUL, *MDY, *DMY,
and *YMD can only represent dates in the range 1940 through 2039. The range
of the month part is 1 to 12. The range of the day part is 1 to x, where x is 28,
29, 30, or 31, depending on the month and year.
Time
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A time is a three-part value (hour, minute, and second) designating a time of day
using a 24-hour clock. The range of the hour part is 0 to 24, while the range of
the minute and second parts is 0 to 59.
Timestamp
A timestamp is a seven-part value (year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and
microsecond) that designates a date and time as defined previously, except that
the time includes a fractional specification of microseconds.

8.7.3 Using Cursors
When SQL runs a SELECT statement, the resulting rows comprise the result
table. A cursor provides a way to access a result table. The cursor is used to
maintain a position in the result table. SQL uses a cursor to work with the rows
in the result table and to make them available to the program. Please look at
the following skeleton of the SQL Procedure, which employs a cursor to process
the resulting table record-by-record. The code as given will run in an endless
loop since it is missing the condition and handler declarations discussed later in
this chapter:

CREATE PROCEDURE CREDITP 1
(IN
i_perinc DECIMAL(3,2), 2
INOUT o_numrec DECIMAL(5,0))
3
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN atomic
4
DECLARE proc_cusnbr CHAR(5);
DECLARE proc_cuscrd DECIMAL(11,2);
DECLARE numrec
DECIMAL(5,0);
DECLARE at_end INT DEFAULT 0;

5

5

-- The place holder for the condition declaration
DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
6
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
-- The place holder for the handler declaration
SET numrec = 0;
OPEN c1;
7
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd; 8
WHILE at_end = 0 DO
9
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd +(proc_cuscrd * i_perinc);
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
10
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd; 11
END WHILE;
SET o_numrec = numrec; 12
CLOSE c1;
13
END
Notes:

1 The procedures name is CREDITP.
2 It defines an input parameter: i_perinc.
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3 It defines an input-output parameter: o_numrec.
4 The compound statement starts with a BEGIN clause. If you specify
atomic with the BEGIN clause, it means that if an error occurs in the
compound statement, all SQL statements executed in the compound
statement are rolled back.

5 Local variables are declared in this section.
6 A cursor for the SELECT statement is declared.
7 The cursor is opened.
8 The first record from the customer is read.
9 The main procedure loop starts here with the WHILE control
statement.

10 Every record read is updated with the new value for the cuscrd field.
11 The next record is read from the customer file.
12 The output variable is set to its value.
13 The cursor is closed and the compound statement ends.
As previously mentioned, the procedure never ends because the value of at_end
always equals 0. This brings us to the condition and handler declarations
discussed in the next section.

8.7.4 Condition and Handler Declaration
While working with cursors, you can intercept and handle events that may occur
while browsing through the data. Some typical situations include:
•

In a sequential FETCH, record not found means that the cursor has reached
the end of the file.

•

In an INSERT, duplicate key values or check constraint inconsistencies.

•

In a DELETE, referential integrity problems.

•

In an UPDATE, check constraint inconsistencies or record seize.

•

In a SELECT, record not found.

You can handle these situations by declaring condition variables and a handler
for each condition. Let′s look first at how SQL manages the return codes.
SQL does not communicate directly with the end user but rather returns error
codes to the application program when an error occurs.
SQLCODEs are returned in the SQLCA structure. SQLSTATE is an additional
return code that provides application programs with common return codes for
common error conditions.
When SQL encounters an error, the SQLCODE returned is negative and the first
two digits of the SQLSTATE is different from ′00′, ′01′, and ′02′. If SQL
encounters a warning but is a valid condition while processing the SQL
statement, the SQLCODE is a positive number and the first two digits of the
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SQLSTATE are ′01′. When the SQL statement is processed without encountering
an error or warning condition, the SQLCODE returned is 0 and SQLSTATE is
′00000′.
Let′s see how to manage this code in an SQL Procedure. The first thing is to
use a condition declaration. The condition declaration allows you to declare a
condition name to a corresponding SQLSTATE value.
The syntax for the condition and handler declaration is:

Syntax

condition declaration:

├──DECLARE──condition name──CONDITION──FOR──string constant────────────┤
handler declaration:

├──DECLARE──┬─CONTINUE─┬──HANDLER FOR──────────────────────────────────
├─EXIT─────┤
└─UNDO─────┘
┌─,───────────────────────────────┐
│
┌─VALUE─┐
│

────┬─SQLSTATE──┴───────┴──string─┬─┴──SQL Procedure statement────────┤
├─condition name──────────────┤
├─SQLEXCEPTION────────────────┤
├─SQLWARNING──────────────────┤
└─NOT FOUND───────────────────┘

Look at the following examples to learn how to code condition declarations:

DECLARE record_not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE check_constraint_error
CONDITION FOR ′23513′;
The first condition declaration is called record_not_found and it corresponds to
the SQLCODE +100, which has an SQLSTATE of ′02000′. The second condition
declaration is called check_constraint_error and it corresponds to the SQLCODE
+545 and to the SQLSTATE of ′23513′. This occurs when an UPDATE or an
INSERT is violating a check constraint defined for one of the fields.
Now to use a condition name, you need to declare a handler. A handler
declaration associates a handler with an exception or completion condition in a
compound statement. When the handler is defined or declared, there are three
actions that can be taken:
•
•
•

Continue
Exit
Undo

If continue is specified, once the handler is invoked successfully, control is
returned to the SQL statement following the one that raised the exception. If exit
is specified, once the handler is invoked successfully, control is returned to the
end of the compound statement. If undo is specified, a rollback operation is
done in the compound statement and then the handler is invoked. Once the
handler is invoked successfully, control is returned to the end of the compound
statement.
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Important
If UNDO is specified, the compound statement has to start with BEGIN atomic.

The handler declaration not only allows you to define what to do in case a
declared condition occurs, but also what to do in the following situations:
•

SQLSTATE: Defines an SQLSTATE to be associated with the handler.

•

SQLEXCEPTION: Defines an exception that corresponds to an SQLSTATE
value with a class value other than ′00′,′01′, and ′02′.

•

SQLWARNING: Defines a warning that corresponds to an SQLSTATE with a
class value of ′01′.

•

NOT FOUND: Defines the NOT FOUND SQLSTATE. It corresponds to the
SQLSTATE values with a value class of ′02′.

The following example defines all key elements of the compound control
statement: condition, cursor, and handler:

DECLARE not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR not_found
SET at_end = 1;
Important
In the current implementation of the SQL Procedures, the SQL statement
specified in the handler declaration cannot be a compound statement. In
other words, nested compound statements are not allowed.

In the example, the handler declaration sets the variable at_end to 1 if the
condition not_found is true. The condition not_found occurs when the SQLSTATE
is equal to ′02000′. After the variable at_end is set to 1, the control is returned to
the SQL statement following the one that raised the condition.
Let′s look at another example:

DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
DECLARE UNDO HANDLER FOR SQLEXCEPTION
SET errmsg = ′ ERROR, ROLLBACK WAS ISSUED′ ;
In this example, the handler is not associated with a condition declaration.
Instead, if the error is an exception, the procedure rolls back (UNDO) all the
transactions done in the compound statement and the errmsg has a value of
′ERROR, ROLLBACK WAS ISSUED′. The control is returned to the end of the
compound statement.
Now we are ready to complete our procedure.
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CREATE PROCEDURE CREDITP
(IN
i_perinc DECIMAL(3,2),
INOUT o_numrec DECIMAL(5,0))
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN atomic
DECLARE proc_cusnbr CHAR(5);
DECLARE proc_cuscrd DECIMAL(11,2);
DECLARE numrec
DECIMAL(5,0);
DECLARE at_end INT DEFAULT 0;
DECLARE not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR not_found
SET at_end = 1;
SET numrec = 0;
OPEN c1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
WHILE at_end = 0 DO
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd +(proc_cuscrd * i_perinc);
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
END WHILE;
SET o_numrec = numrec;
CLOSE c1;
END

8.8 Using Scrollable Cursors in SQL Procedures
While porting an SQL application from a PC platform to the AS/400 system,
sooner or later you are confronted with the following task: How to generate the
next available customer number or the order number? The first idea that comes
to your mind is probably similar to this: Use MAX function to find the highest
key value in the table and increment it by 1. Unfortunately, current DB2/400
implementation of the MAX function does not take advantage of the existing
access paths for the given numeric field. In other words, MAX always uses the
arrival sequence. To circumvent this limitation, you may code a simple SQL
Procedure that implements a scrollable cursor. The following procedure finds
the maximum value for the field name and file name passed as input
parameters. The assumption is made that there is an ascending access path
built over the numeric field:

CREATE PROCEDURE MYMAX
( IN fld_name CHAR(30),
1
IN file_name CHAR(128),
INOUT max_value INTEGER)
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN atomic
DECLARE sql_stmt CHAR(256);
DECLARE not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE c1 DYNAMIC SCROLL CURSOR FOR s1; 2
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR not_found
SET max_value = NULL;
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SET sql_stmt = ′ SELECT ′ | | fld_name || ′ FROM ′ | | file_name ||
′ ORDER BY 1′ ;
3
PREPARE s1 FROM sql_stmt;
OPEN c1;
FETCH LAST FROM c1 INTO max_value;
4
CLOSE c1;
END
Notes:

1 The procedure defines three parameters:
•

fld_name - name of the field for which the max value is to be found.

•

file_name - name of the file containing the field.

•

max_value - the highest numeric value found for the field specified.
The max value is passed back to the calling program.

2 The dynamic scrollable cursor is defined for the select statement
used to find the max value.

3 The select statement is constructed using the parameters passed
from the calling program

4 The FETCH LAST statement is used to move to the last record.
The procedure returns a null value when the file is empty; thus, the calling
program is responsible for passing the null indicator for the third parameter. To
call the procedure from an ILE C program, define the indicator in the DECLARE
SECTION:

EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;
char
fld_name[ 30 ];
char
file_name[ 128 ];
integer
max_value;
short
ind3;
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION;
Then the indicator variable is used in the call statement:

EXEC SQL
CALL MYMAX( :fld_name, :file_name, :max_value :ind3);

8.9 Transaction Management in SQL Procedures
When you are running SQL Procedures, you can update several records in one
file or even update the number of records in different files. What happens when
a failure occurs on the server side (in this case, the AS/400 system) and there
are records that were supposed to be updated and they where not? In this
section, we discuss the transaction management statements available in SQL
Procedures. Let′s start with transaction management terminology.
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8.9.1 Transaction Management Terminology
A transaction is a set of operations to be completed at one time as though they
are a single operation. A transaction must be fully completed or not performed
at all. An example of a transaction is the transfer of funds from a savings
account to a checking account. To the user, this is a single transaction.
However, more than one change occurs to the database because both the
savings account and checking account are updated. It is unacceptable for your
checking account to be debited while your savings account does not get
credited.
Commitment control is a function that allows you to define and process a group
of changes to resources (such as database files or tables) as a logical unit of
work. A logical unit of work (LUW) is defined as a group of individual changes to
objects on the system that should appear as a single atomic change to the user.
End users and application programmers might think of an LUW as a transaction.
Commitment control ensures that either the entire group of individual changes
occur on all systems participating in the LUW or that none of the changes occur.
You can use commitment control to design an application so that it can be
started again if a job, an activation group within a job, or the system ends
abnormally. The application can be started again with assurance that no partial
updates are in the database due to incomplete logical units of work from a prior
failure.
Commitment control allows you to:
•

Ensure that all changes within an LUW are completed for all resources
affected.

•

Ensure that all changes within an LUW are removed if processing is
interrupted.

•

Remove changes made during an LUW when the workstation user
application determines that an LUW is in error.

LUWs can be any of the following units of work:
•

Inquiries in which no database file changes occur.

•

Simple transactions in which one database file is changed each time the
Enter key is pressed.

•

Complex transactions in which one or more database files are changed each
time the Enter key is pressed.

•

Complex transactions in which each time the Enter key is pressed, one or
more database files are changed, but these changes represent only a part of
a logical group of transactions.

•

Simple or complex transactions that involve database files at more than one
location. The database files can be:
−
−
−

•

On a single remote system
On the local system and one or more remote systems
Assigned to more than one journal on the local system. Each journal
can be thought of as a local location.

Simple or complex transactions on the local system that involve objects
other than database files.
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All SQL programs execute as part of an application process. In OS/400, an
application process is called a job. An application process is made up of one or
more activation groups. Each activation group involves the execution of one or
more programs. Programs run under a non-default activation group or the
default activation group.
An application process that uses commitment control can run with one or more
commitment definitions. A commitment definition provides a means to scope
commitment control at an activation group level or at a job level.
The scope for a commitment definition is used to indicate which programs
running within the job use that commitment definition. The default scope for a
commitment definition is to the activation group of the program that starts
commitment control. Only programs that run within that activation group use
that commitment definition. Commitment definitions that are scoped to an
activation group are referred to as activation-group-level commitment definitions.
Many activation-group-level commitment definitions can be active for a job at
one time. However, each activation-group-level commitment definition can be
associated only with a single activation group. The programs that run within that
activation group can associate their committable changes only with that
activation-group-level commitment definition.
The alternative scope for a commitment definition is to the job. A commitment
definition with this scope value is referred to as the job-level (*JOB) commitment
definition. Any program running in an activation group that does not have an
activation-group-level commitment definition started uses the job-level
commitment definition if it has already been started by another program for the
job. Only a single job-level commitment definition can be started for a job.
A commitment definition can be explicitly started through the Start Commitment
Control (STRCMTCTL) command. If not already started, a commitment definition
is implicitly started when the first SQL statement is executed under an isolation
level different than COMMIT(*NONE).
The following figure shows an example of a job that uses multiple commitment
definitions. It indicates which file updates are committed or rolled back at each
activation group level. The example assumes that all of the updates made to the
database files by all of the programs are made under commitment control.
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Figure 108. Multiple Commitment Definitions
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Important
The activation group of the ILE C program generated by the execution of the
SQL CREATE PROCEDURE statement is always set to *CALLER. This means
that an SQL Procedure always runs in the same activation group as the
program that calls it. If the SQL Procedure COMMITs any changes, all
changes within this activation group are committed.

The Isolation Level used during the execution of SQL statements determines the
degree to which the activation group is isolated from concurrently executing
activation groups. Thus, when an activation group called X executes an SQL
statement, the isolation level determines:
•

The degree to which rows retrieved by X and database changes made by P
are available to other concurrently executing activation groups.

•

The degree to which database changes made by concurrently executing
activation groups can affect X.

DB2/400 SQL Procedures support the following SQL statements for the
transaction management:
•
•
•

COMMIT
ROLLBACK
SET TRANSACTION

8.9.2 COMMIT
The COMMIT statement ends a unit of work and commits the database changes
that where made by that unit of work.

8.9.3 ROLLBACK
The ROLLBACK statement is used to end a unit of work and to back out the
database changes that were made by that unit of work.

8.9.4 SET TRANSACTION
The SET TRANSACTION statement sets the isolation level for the current unit of
work. Let′s start by defining what the isolation level is.
The isolation level used during the execution of SQL statements determines the
degree to which the activation group is isolated from concurrently executing
activation groups.
Isolation level is specified as an attribute of an SQL program or SQL package
and applies to the activation groups that use the SQL package or SQL program.
DB2/400 provides the means of specifying the isolation level through the
COMMIT parameter on the CRTSQLxxx command, STRSQL command, and
RUNSQLSTM command.
The SET TRANSACTION statement can be used to override the isolation level
within a unit of work. When the unit of work ends, the isolation level returns to
the value it had at the beginning of the unit of work. In the SELECT, SELECT
INTO, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and DECLARE CURSOR statements, you can
specify the isolation level using an isolation clause; the isolation level is in effect
only for the execution of the statement containing the isolation clause.
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The following description of isolation levels refers to locking data in row units.
Individual implementations can lock data in larger physical units than base table
rows. However, logically, locking occurs at the base-table row level across all
products. Similarly, a database manager can escalate a lock to a higher level.
An activation group is guaranteed at least the minimum requested lock level.
Repeatable Read (RR)
Level RR ensures that:
•

Any row read during a unit of work is not changed by other activation groups
that use different commitment definitions until the unit of work is complete.

•

Any row changed (or a row that is currently locked with an UPDATE row
lock) by another activation group using a different commitment definition
cannot be read until it is committed.

DB2/400 supports repeatable-read through COMMIT(*RR). A repeatable-read
isolation level is supported by exclusively locking the tables containing any rows
that are read or updated. The exclusive table lock ensures that a given select
statement executed repeatedly within the current transaction will always produce
the same result set. In other words, no new records matching this statement′ s
search criteria can be inserted by other activation groups (no phantom records).
In the ANS and ISO standards, repeatable-read is called Serializable.
In SQL Procedures, you can set the isolation level to RR by coding the following
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE
Read Stability (RS)
Level RS ensures that:
•

Any row read during a unit of work is not changed by other activation groups
that use different commitment definitions until the unit of work is complete.

•

Any row changed (or a row that is currently locked with an UPDATE row
lock) by another activation group using a different commitment definition
cannot be read until it is committed.

DB2/400 supports read stability through COMMIT(*ALL) or COMMIT(*RS). In the
ANS and ISO standards, Read Stability is called Repeatable Read.
In SQL Procedures, you can set the isolation level to RS by typing the following
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ
Cursor Stability (CS)
Level CS ensures that any row that was changed (or a row that is currently
locked with an UPDATE row lock) by another activation group using a different
commitment definition cannot be read until it is committed. Unlike RR and RS,
level CS only ensures that the current row of every updateable cursor is not
changed by other activation groups using different commitment definitions.
Thus, the rows that were read during a unit of work can be changed by other
activation groups that use a different commitment definition. In addition to any
exclusive locks, an activation group running at level CS has at least a share lock
for the current row of every cursor.
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DB2/400 supports cursor stability through COMMIT(*CS). In the ANS and ISO
standards, cursor stability is called Read Committed.
In SQL Procedures, you can set the isolation level to CS by typing the following
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
Uncommitted Read (UR)
For a SELECT INTO, a FETCH with a read-only cursor, subquery, or sub-select
used in an INSERT statement level UR allows:
•

Any row read during the unit of work to be changed by other activation
groups that run under a different commitment definition.

•

Any row changed (or a row that is currently locked with an UPDATE row
lock) by another activation group running under a different commitment
definition to be read even if the change has not been committed.

DB2/400 supports uncommitted read through COMMIT(*CHG) or COMMIT(*UR).
In the ANS and ISO standards, uncommitted read is called Read Uncommitted.
In SQL Procedures, you can set the isolation level to UR by typing the following
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED
No Commit (NC)
For all operations, the rules of level UR apply except:
•

Commit and rollback operations have no effect on SQL statements.
Prepared statements are not discarded, cursors are not closed, and LOCK
TABLE locks are not released. However, connections in the release-pending
state are ended.

•

Any changes are effectively committed at the end of each successful change
operation and can be immediately accessed or changed by other application
groups using different commitment definitions.

DB2/400 supports No Commit through COMMIT(*NONE) or COMMIT(*NC).
In SQL Procedures, you can set the isolation level to NC by typing the following
statement:

SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL NO COMMIT

8.9.5 Transaction Management in Compound Statements
Compound statements allow you to group other statements together in an SQL
Procedure. Every compound statement starts with a BEGIN clause and ends
with an END clause. In the BEGIN clause, you can specify the keyword ATOMIC,
which indicates that if an error occurs in the compound statement, all SQL
statements in the compound statement are rolled back. If NOT ATOMIC is
specified, it indicates that an error within the compound statement does not
cause the compound statement to be rolled back and it is the programmer′ s
responsibility to code the recovery code for the procedure.
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Important!
If ATOMIC is specified, COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements should not be
specified in the compound statement.
If UNDO is specified in the declaration of a handler in a compound statement,
then ATOMIC must be specified in the BEGIN clause.

The following example illustrates the use of commitment control statements
within compound SQL:

CREATE PROCEDURE CREDITP
(IN
i_perinc DECIMAL(3,2),
INOUT o_numrec DECIMAL(5,0))
LANGUAGE SQL
BEGIN
1
DECLARE proc_cusnbr CHAR(5);
DECLARE proc_cuscrd DECIMAL(11,2);
DECLARE numrec
DECIMAL(5,0);
DECLARE at_end INT DEFAULT 0;
DECLARE not_found
CONDITION FOR ′02000′;
DECLARE c1 CURSOR FOR
SELECT cusnbr, cuscrd
FROM ordapplib/customer;
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR not_found
SET at_end = 1;
SET numrec = 0;
DECLARE EXIT HANDLER FOR SQLEXCEPTION
ROLLBACK; 2
OPEN c1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
WHILE at_end = 0 DO
SET proc_cuscrd = proc_cuscrd +(proc_cuscrd * i_perinc);
UPDATE ordapplib/customer
SET cuscrd = proc_cuscrd
WHERE CURRENT OF c1;
SET numrec = numrec + 1;
FETCH c1 INTO proc_cusnbr, proc_cuscrd;
END WHILE;
SET o_numrec = numrec;
CLOSE c1;
COMMIT; 3
END
Notes:

1 The BEGIN clause does not have the ATOMIC.
2 The ROLLBACK is issued if there is an SQL EXCEPTION. In this
case, all the updates to the CUSTOMER file are reversed.

3 After closing the cursor, the procedure COMMITs all the changes to
the file.
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8.10 Testing and Debugging
When you are developing any kind of software, it is important to have a
debugging tool. Debugging allows you to detect, diagnose, and eliminate
run-time errors in a program. In this section, we see what debugging
alternatives you have to test SQL Procedures.
Remember that when you create an SQL Procedure, under the covers it is really
creating an ILE C program. For this reason, let′s see what the ILE Source
debugger has for testing.

8.10.1 The ILE Source Debugger
The ILE source debugger is used to detect errors in and eliminate errors from
program objects and service programs. By using debug commands with any ILE
program, you can:
•

View the program source or change the debug view.

•

Set and remove conditional and unconditional breakpoints.

•

Step through a specified number of statements.

•

Display or change the value of fields, structures, and arrays.

•

Equate a shorthand name with a field, expression, or debug command.

Many debug commands are available for use with the ILE source debugger.
These debug commands and their parameters are entered on the debug
command line displayed in the bottom of the Display Module Source display and
the Evaluate Expression display. These commands can be entered in uppercase,
lowercase, or mixed case.
Note: The debug commands on the debug command line are not CL commands.
The debug commands are described in the following list:
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Command

Description

ATTR

Permits you to display the attributes of a variable. The attributes
are the size and type of the variable.

BREAK

Permits you to enter either an unconditional or conditional
breakpoint at a position in the program being tested. Use BREAK
line-number WHEN expression to enter a conditional breakpoint.

CLEAR

Permits you to remove conditional and unconditional breakpoints.

DISPLAY

Allows you to display the names and definitions assigned by using
the EQUATE command.

EQUATE

Allows you to assign an expression, variable, or debug command to
a name for shorthand use.

EVAL

Allows you to display or change the value of a variable or to
display the value of expressions, records, structures, or arrays.

QUAL

Allows you to define the scope of variables that appear in
subsequent EVAL commands.

STEP

Allows you to run one or more statements of the procedure being
debugged.
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FIND

Searches forwards or backwards in the module currently displayed
for a specified line number or string or text.

UP

Moves the displayed window of source towards the beginning of the
view number of lines entered.

DOWN

Moves the displayed window of source towards the end of the view
number of lines entered.

LEFT

Moves the displayed window of source to the left.

RIGHT

Moves the displayed window of source to the right by the number of
characters entered.

TOP

Positions the view to show the first line.

BOTTOM

Positions the view to show the last line.

NEXT

Positions the view to the next breakpoint in the source currently
displayed.

PREVIOUS

Positions the view to the previous breakpoint in the source
currently displayed.

HELP

Shows the online help information for the available source
debugger commands.

8.10.2 Preparing the SQL Procedure for Debugging
A program or module must have debug data available if you are to debug it.
Since debug data is created during compilation, on the RUNSQLSTM command,
specify whether the generated C module is to contain debug data. This is done
by using the DBGVIEW parameter on the RUNSQLSTM command as shown in
the following display:



Run SQL Statements (RUNSQLSTM)



Type choices, press Enter.
Source file . . .
Library . . . .
Source member . .
Commitment control
Naming . . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

> QSQLSRC
>
ORDAPPLIB
> CASEPROC
> *NONE
*SYS

Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
Name
*CHG, *ALL, *CS, *NONE.
*SYS, *SQL

Additional Parameters
Severity level . . . . .
Date format . . . . . .
Date separator character
Time format . . . . . .
Default Collection . . .
IBM SQL Flagging . . . .
ANS flagging . . . . . .
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

F5=Refresh

10
*JOB
*JOB
*HMS
*NONE
*NOFLAG
*NONE
F12=Cancel

0-40
*JOB, *USA, *ISO, *EUR.
*JOB, /, ., ,, -, ′ ′ ,
*HMS, *USA, *ISO, *EUR,
Name, *NONE
*NOFLAG, *FLAG
*NONE, *ANS
F13=How to use this disp





Press the Page Down key to get to the DBGVIEW parameter.
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Run SQL Statements (RUNSQLSTM)



Type choices, press Enter.
Decimal Point . . .
Sort Sequence . . .
Library . . . . .
Language id . . . .
Print file . . . . .
Library . . . . .
Statement processing
Allow copy of data .
Close SQL cursor . .
Allow blocking . . .
Delay PREPARE . . .
Debugging view . . .
User profile . . . .
Dynamic User Profile
Listing output . . .
Target release . . .
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F24=More keys

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

F5=Refresh

*JOB
*JOB
*JOB
QSYSPRT
*LIBL
*RUN
*OPTIMIZE
*ENDACTGRP
*READ
*NO
*LIST
*NAMING
*USER
*NONE
*CURRENT

*JOB, *SYSVAL, *PERIOD..
Name, *HEX, *JOB...
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*JOB, *JOBRUN...
Name
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB
*RUN, *SYN
*YES, *NO, *OPTIMIZE
*ENDMOD, *ENDACTGRP
*READ, *NONE, *ALLREAD
*YES, *NO
*STMT, *LIST, *NONE
*NAMING, *USER, *OWNER
*USER, *OWNER
*NONE, *PRINT
*CURRENT, VxRxMx

F12=Cancel

F13=How to use this displ





The parameter specifies the type of source debug information to be provided by
the SQL precompiler. The possible values are:
*NONE

The debug view is not generated.

*STMT

Allows the compiled module object to be debugged using program
statement numbers and symbolic identifiers.

*LIST

Generates the listing view for debugging the compiled module object.

You must specify *STMT or *LIST if you want debugging data to be saved in the
program. After the RUNSQLSTM has successfully created the procedure, we are
ready for testing it.

8.10.3 Testing the SQL Procedure
Now that we have an SQL Procedure created, we are ready to test it. If the
procedure updates, inserts, or deletes records from files, we can use an
interactive SQL session to verify that it works properly. Another useful tool is to
use Query for AS/400 for verifying the results.
There are cases in which you use local variables for:
•
•
•
•

Passing information to another programs
Calculating totals or arithmetic operations
Checking conditions
Assignments

SQL control statements do not include a PRINT or DISPLAY statement as you
might have realized by now. The easiest way to test the execution of the
procedure is to use ILE C code debugging.
While debugging and testing your program, ensure that your library list is
changed to direct the programs to a test library containing test data so that any
existing real data is not affected.
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To start a debugging session, type the SRTDBG command shown in the following
display:





Start Debug (STRDBG)
Type choices, press Enter.
Program . . . . . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values

CASEPROC
ORDAPPLIB

Name, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB

Default program . . . . . . . .
Maximum trace statements . . . .
Trace full . . . . . . . . . . .
Update production files . . . .
OPM source level debug . . . . .
Service program . . . . . . . .
Library . . . . . . . . . . .
+ for more values

*PGM
200
*STOPTRC
*yes
*NO
*NONE

Name, *PGM, *NONE
Number
*STOPTRC, *WRAP
*NO, *YES
*NO, *YES
Name, *NONE
Name, *LIBL, *CURLIB

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F13=How to use this display

F10=Additional parameters
F24=More keys

F12=Cance





It is important to note that when your session is in debug mode, the job log of
the session saves a lot of information related to the SQL statements being
executed. The application developer can use this information for problem
detection and performance tuning.
After starting the debug, we are ready to call our procedure by issuing the SQL
CALL statement shown in the following display:





Enter SQL Statements
Type SQL statement, press Enter.
Current connection is to relational database ROCHESTER.
===> call ordapplib/caseproc (′00002′, 0)

F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F12=Cancel

F6=Insert line
F13=Services

F9=Retrieve
F10=Copy line
F24=More keys
(C) COPYRIGHT IBM CORP. 1982, 1998
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After the SQL Procedure is called, the ILE Source debugger is invoked as shown
in the following display:





Display Module Source
Program:
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

CASEPROC
Library:
ORDAPPLIB
Module:
/***$$$
EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION
$$$***/
void main(int argc, char* argv&lrk.]) {
1 SQLP_IND = (short int*) argv[3];
2 sqlcap = (SQLCA*) argv[4];
3 SQLInitSQLCA((SQLCA*)&sqlca);
4 CASEPROC.SQLP_I1 = *(SQLP_IND+0);
5 if (CASEPROC.SQLP_I1 != SQLP_NULLIND)
6 strcpy(CASEPROC.CUSNBR,argv[1]);
7 CASEPROC.SQLP_I2 = *(SQLP_IND+1);
8 if (CASEPROC.SQLP_I2 != SQLP_NULLIND)
9 CASEPROC.EVALUA = * (decimal(2,0)*) argv[2];
if (CASEPROC.SQLP_I2 != SQLP_NULLIND &&
10 CASEPROC.EVALUA>90)

CASEPROC

Debug . . .
F3=End program
F6=Add/Clear breakpoint
F10=Step
F11=Display variabl
F12=Resume
F17=Watch variable
F18=Work with watch
F24=More keys
Step completed at line 80





On the debugging line, we can enter any of the debug commands. In this way,
we can display the content of any variable. You can also go through the
program step-by-step using the F10 key.
Since your session is in debug mode, the job log has all the messages related to
the execution of the procedure. If you type the DSPJOBLOG command, you see
the following information:





Display All Messages
Job . . :

QPADEV0003

User . . :

HERNANDO

Sytem: ROCHETER
Number . . . :

00

> strsql
Current connection is to relational database ROCHESTER.
Arrival sequence access was used for file CUSTOMER.
ODP created.
Data conversion required on INSERT or UPDATE.
ODP not deleted.
17 rows updated in CUSTOMER in ORDAPPLIB.
2 >
Last request at level 1 ended.
SQL cursors closed.

Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit

F5=Refresh
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F12=Cancel

F17=Top

F18=Bottom



From the job log, you can see that 17 records from the CUSTOMER file where
updated. But you can also see that there seems to be a data conversion. If you
place the cursor on that line and ask for help, you see the following information.





Additional Message Information
Message ID . . . . :
Message type . . . :
Date sent . . . . :

SQL7939
Information
10/13/97

Severity . . . . . . . :

00

Time sent

13:39:24

. . . . . . :

Message . . :
Data conversion required on INSERT or UPDATE.
Cause . . . :
The INSERT or UPDATE values can not be directly moved to
the columns because the data type or length of a value is different than
of the columns. The INSERT or UPDATE statement ran correctly. Performance
however, would be improved if no data conversion was required. The reason
data conversion is required is 2.
-- Reason 1 is that the INSERT or UPDATE value is a character or graphic
string of a different length than column CUSCRD.
-- Reason 2 is that the INSERT or UPDATE value is a numeric type that is
different than the type of column CUSCRD.
-- Reason 3 is that the INSERT or UPDATE value is a variable length strin
and column CUSCRD is not.
Press Enter to continue.
F3=Exit
F6=Print
F9=Display message details
F21=Select assistance level

F12=Cancel





We encourage you to always test your SQL Procedures in debug mode so you
can see what the database manager is doing under the covers. This way, you
can solve some of the problems and you can deliver better quality software.
From the preceding display, we see that there is a data conversion that
eventually affects the performance of the procedure.
Note: If you do not feel comfortable debugging a C program, you can always
create a temporary table where you can write the content of the local variables
for each iteration. Then with a simple SELECT statement, you can look at the
values of the different fields.

8.11 Syntax of an SQL Procedure
In this section, we have included the syntax of an SQL Procedure.
SQL CREATE PROCEDURE

Syntax
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──CREATE──PROCEDURE──procedure-name──────────────────────────────────
──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────
└─(──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──)─┘
│ ┌─,────────────────────────────────────────────┐ │
│ │ ┌─IN────┐
│ │

└─────┼───────┼──┬────────────────┬──data-type───┴─┘
├─OUT───┤ └─parameter-name─┘
└─INOUT─┘
──┬───────────────────────────┬──┬───────────────────────┬────────────
└─RESULT──┬─SET──┬──integer─┘ └─LANGUAGE──┬─C───────┬─┘
└─SETS─┘
├─CL──────┤
├─COBOL───┤
├─COBOLLE─┤
├─FORTRAN─┤
├─PLI─────┤
├─REXX────┤
├─RPG─────┤
├─RPGLE───┤
└─SQL─────┘
┌─NOT DETERMINISTIC─┐
──┬─────────────────────────┬──┼───────────────────┼──────────────────
└─SPECIFIC──specific name─┘ └─DETERMINISTIC─────┘
┌─CONTAINS SQL──────┐
──┼───────────────────┼──┬─external-procedure-body─┬─────────────────
├─NO SQL────────────┤ └─procedure-body──────────┘
├─READS SQL DATA────┤
└─MODIFIES SQL DATA─┘
external-procedure-body:

┌─EXTERNAL─────────────────────────────┐
├──┼──────────────────────────────────────┼────────────────────────────
└─EXTERNAL NAME──external-program-name─┘
┌─PARAMETER STYLE─┐
──┴─────────────────┴──┬─GENERAL────────────┬─────────────────────────┤
└─GENERAL WITH NULLS─┘
procedure-body:

├──SQL-routine-body────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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Let′s see the syntax of the routine body with the valid SQL statements.

Syntax of the Routine Body

──┬─sql-control-statement───────┬───────────────────────────────────
├─SELECT statement────────────┤
├─UPDATE statement────────────┤
├─DELETE statement────────────┤
├─INSERT statement────────────┤
├─CREATE statement────────────┤
├─COMMIT statement────────────┤
├─ROLLBACK statement──────────┤
├─GRANT statement─────────────┤
├─REVOKE statement────────────┤
├─EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement─┤
├─CONNECT statement───────────┤
├─SET TRANSACTION statement───┤
├─SET CONNECTION statement────┤
├─RELEASE statement───────────┤
├─DISCONNECT statement────────┤
└─SET RESULT statement────────┘

Let′s see the list of the SQL control statements.

List of the Control Statements

──┬─call-statement───────┬──────────────────────────────────────────
├─assignment-statement─┤
├─compound-statement───┤
├─case-statement───────┤
├─if-statement─────────┤
├─leave-statement──────┤
├─loop-statement───────┤
├─while-statement──────┤
├─repeat-statement─────┤
└─for-statement────────┘
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Let′s see the list of the SQL Procedure statements.

List of the SQL Procedure Statements

──┬─sql-control-statement───────┬───────────────────────────────────
├─SELECT statement────────────┤
├─UPDATE statement────────────┤
├─DELETE statement────────────┤
├─INSERT statement────────────┤
├─CREATE statement────────────┤
├─OPEN statement──────────────┤
├─FETCH statement─────────────┤
├─CLOSE statement─────────────┤
├─LOCK statement──────────────┤
├─COMMIT statement────────────┤
├─ROLLBACK statement──────────┤
├─GRANT statement─────────────┤
├─REVOKE statement────────────┤
├─PREPARE statement───────────┤
├─EXECUTE statement───────────┤
├─EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement─┤
├─CONNECT statement───────────┤
├─REVOKE statement────────────┤
├─SET TRANSACTION statement───┤
├─SET CONNECTION statement────┤
├─RELEASE statement───────────┤
├─DISCONNECT statement────────┤
└─SET RESULT statement────────┘
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Chapter 9. Combining Triggers, Referential Integrity, and Stored
Procedures
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

Triggers and referential constraints

•

Commitment control considerations

•

Journal changes with triggers and Referential Integrity

•

Combining triggers and stored procedures

9.1 Introduction
Combining together the various DB2/400 functions gives you new advantages in
writing your applications in terms of flexibility, performance, and ease of
development and maintenance. This chapter presents several scenarios where
different functions coexist and will point out some interesting technical
considerations to be aware of when you start implementing your applications.

9.2 Comparing Referential Integrity and Triggers
DB2/400 allows you to define both referential constraints and triggers on the
same database file. The purpose of this chapter is to explain the coexistence of
triggers and referential integrity with particular regard to the role played by
commitment control in this scenario.
We also discuss how the journal entries reflect the effects of triggers and
referential integrity enforcement and the implications on the recovery process.

9.2.1 Using Triggers to Implement Referential Integrity Rules
Many different relational database platforms have implemented Referential
Integrity by means of system-provided triggers. Generally, this design choice
carries a strong limitation; referential constraints can be enforced only when
data is changed in the database. After a restore process, for instance, the
logical consistency of the data in the database might not be guaranteed.
DB2/400 implements declarative referential integrity; this means that data
consistency in a Referential Integrity network is verified also after a restore
operation or an apply of the journal entries or when a new referential constraint
is created in an existing database. Using triggers to enforce referential
constraint ensures data validation only at the single I/O operation rather than at
the global contents of the database. This basic difference should be kept in
mind when business rules are enforced by means of trigger programs.
A practical situation where you might want to use triggers to enforce a
referential integrity type of rule is represented by the UPDATE CASCADE rule,
which is not yet provided by DB2/400 in the referential constraints definition. For
example, in a hotel management application, you might have the following
database layout:

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998
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Customers
CUS_NAME
ROOM_NBR
┌───────────┬───────────┐
│ Smith, M │
557
│
├───────────┼───────────┤
│ ......... │ ......... │
├───────────┼───────────┤
│ Johnson, S│
547
│
├───────────┼───────────┤
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└───────────┴───────────┘

Item Detail
ROOM_NBR SERVICE PRICE
DATE
┌────────┬────────┬──────┬───────────┐
│ 557 │ Room │ 105 │
│
├────────┼────────┼──────┼───────────┤
│ 557 │ Phone │ 13 │
│
├────────┼────────┼──────┼───────────┤
│ 547 │ Room │ 125 │
│
├────────┼────────┼──────┼───────────┤
│ 557 │ Bar │ 9 │
│
├────────┼────────┼──────┼───────────┤
│ 547 │ Phone │ 7 │
│
└────────┴────────┴──────┴───────────┘

Figure 109. An UPDATE CASCADE Example

In Figure 109, the Customers file contains all the customers currently present at
the hotel and reports their room number; the Item Detail file contains all the
items charged to the various rooms. If a customer moves from one room to
another, we want all of the items to be charged to the new room number. We
need to propagate the update operation on the Customer file down to the Item
Detail file, but there is no Referential Integrity rule that operates this way in
DB2/400. This constraint can be implemented by a trigger program that is
activated by update operations on the Customer file. The trigger could check if
the room number has been changed and update all the corresponding records in
the detail file.
In general, we recommend you use declarative Referential Integrity as much as
you can as opposed to implementing the same rules by means of a trigger
program. Using referential constraints will ensure that your data validity is
constantly enforced, even after a restore operation, and provides better
performance in verifying data relationships since this type of checking is done by
the system at a low level.

9.3 Constraints Enforcement and Triggers: Ordering the Actions
When constraints and triggers coexist in the same file, it is important that you
remember how DB2/400 orders the various actions. The following discussion
should help you determine whether to use a RESTRICT or a NOACTION rule and
whether to implement a BEFORE or an AFTER trigger to satisfy your application
requirements.
Since DB2/400 allows the coexistence of multiple constraints and triggers in the
same file, we have to analyze several possible combinations.

Insert Operations: Insert operations can lead to unique key violations on
physical files and to Referential Integrity constraint violations on dependent files.
As far as Referential Integrity constraints are concerned, insert operations will
always be successful on parent files.
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The following sequence of the actions is taken after an insert request in a
DB2/400 database file:
1. The *BEFORE trigger is activated.
2. If commitment control is not started, a check constraint is processed at this
point.
3. The record is inserted and any non-constraint checking is performed (for
instance, member full).
4. The *AFTER trigger is activated.
5. If the file is a dependent file, any referential constraint is enforced at this
time.
6. If commitment control is started, a check constraint is processed
immediately after referential constraint enforcement.
This way of sequencing the actions allows you to write an INSERT trigger that,
for example, removes or updates a previously existing key value to avoid a
duplicate key exception.

Update Operations: Updates are more complex to analyze, since they influence
data integrity either when they affect a parent or a dependent file of a Referential
Integrity network. This is the detailed sequence:
1. The *BEFORE trigger is activated.
2. If the file is a parent of a *RESTRICT referential constraint, this constraint is
enforced.
3. If commitment control is not started, a check constraint is processed at this
point.
4. The record is actually updated and any non-constraint checking is performed
(for instance, invalid data in the new record image such as an invalid date
format).
5. The *AFTER trigger is activated.
6. If the file is a parent of a *NOACTION referential constraint, this constraint is
enforced.
7. If the file is a dependent, the constraint is enforced.
8. If commitment control is started, a check constraint is processed
immediately after referential constraint enforcement.

Delete Operations: Data integrity can be affected by a delete operation only if
this is executed against a parent file. Delete operations on dependent files are
always successful. Additionally, delete operations cannot possibly lead to a
violation of unique constraints. This is the sequence of actions DB2/400 takes
when a delete operation is being performed:
1. The *BEFORE trigger is activated.
2. If the file is a parent of a *RESTRICT delete rule, this constraint is enforced at
this time.
3. If commitment control is not started, a check constraint is processed at this
point.
4. The record is actually deleted from the database file and any non-constraint
checking is performed at this time.
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5. The *AFTER trigger is activated.
6. If the file is a parent of a *CASCADE delete rule, this constraint is enforced at
this time. If multiple *CASCADE delete constraints have been defined, all of
them are enforced now. Even if some of the files affected by the cascade
process are parent files with a *RESTRICT delete rule, all the matching
records are deleted first, then the *RESTRICT delete rule is enforced. In
Figure 110, you can see how this sequence influences the result of a delete
operation in practice.

CUSTOMER
┌─────────┬───────────┬─────────────┬───────────┐
│ CUSNBR │ CUSNAME │ CUSADDRESS │ ....
│
└────┬────┴───────────┴─────────────┴───────────┘
└─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┐
*CASCADE │
*CASCADE
│
 ORDERS
INVOICE

┌────────┬────────┬──────────┬─────────┐ ┌────────┬────────┬────────┬──────┐
│ ORDNBR │ CUSNBR │ ORDDESCR │ ....... │ │ INVNBR │ ORDNBR │ CUSNBR │ .....│
└─── ────┴────────┴──────────┴─────────┘ └────────┴────┬───┴────────┴──────┘
└───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
*RESTRICT
Figure 110. Rule Ordering in a Cascade Network

The scenario shown in Figure 110 implements the following business rule: if
a customer is deleted, all the related orders and invoices must be deleted as
well. On the other hand, deleting an invoice related to an existing order has
to be prevented. If an application deleted a customer record, DB2/400 will
delete all the corresponding invoices and orders. When this process has
completed, the *RESTRICT rule in the invoice file is enforced, but by that
time all the matching orders have already been removed and the operation
terminates successfully. If the *RESTRICT rule is enforced before the
*CASCADE rule on the orders file, the whole operation fails.
7. If the file is a parent of a *SETNULL or *SETDFT delete rule, these constraints
are enforced at this time.
8. If the file is a parent of a *NOACTION delete rule, this constraint is enforced
at this time.
9. If commitment control is started, a check constraint is processed
immediately after referential constraint enforcement.
Remember:
•

No delete triggers can be defined on a file that is dependent in a
referential constraint with delete rule *CASCADE

•

No update triggers can be defined on a file which is dependent in a
referential constraint with delete rule *SETNULL or *SETDFT

It is important you keep in mind the following consideration when you decide to
combine triggers and referential integrity constraints in your database. As you
may have noticed, DB2/400 activates the *AFTER triggers before enforcing any
Referential Integrity constraint with update or delete rules different from
*RESTRICT. This implies that when you develop *AFTER triggers for your
database, you may not always assume that the I/O operation that activated them
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has already completed successfully when the trigger programs are in execution
because the operation may fail later as a result of some referential constraint
violation.
An example of this situation is shown in Figure 111.

DELETE *CASCADE
DELETE *RESTRICT
┌──────────────────────┐
┌───────────────┐
│
│
│
│

│

│
CUSNBR .........
CUSNBR ORHNBR ....
ORHNBR .........
┌──────┬──────────┐
┌──────┬──────┬───┐
┌──────┬──────────┐
│ 00001│
│
│00001 │ 00004│ │
│00005 │ ...... │
│
│
│
│00001 │ 00005│ │
│00005 │ ...... │
│
│
│
│
│
│ │
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│ │
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│ │
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│ │
│
│
│
└──────┴──────────┘
└──────┴──────┴───┘
└──────┴──────────┘
Customer
Order Header
Order Detail
│
│
│

┌─────────────┐
│ *AFTER
│
│ *DELETE │
│
Trigger│
│ Program
│
│
│
└─────────────┘
Figure 111. Delete Trigger and Delete Rules

The example shown in Figure 111 is a slight variation of our application
scenario; if we try to translate the constraints in terms of business rules, we
could say that this implementation allows an application to delete a customer if
there are no outstanding orders or if all of the orders are ″empty″, (that is, with
no detail rows). Empty orders might be the result of failures or an incomplete
order cancellation due to application problems. If an application deletes a
record from the customer file, the sequence of actions is:
1. The record is deleted from the Customer file.
2. The AFTER DELETE trigger is activated.
3. DB2/400 will start removing the related records in the Order Header file.
4. The *RESTRICT constraint is enforced at this time; if there are any related
records in the Order Detail file, the whole transaction is rolled back and the
original delete on the Customer file will fail.
You may notice that the AFTER DELETE trigger should not assume that the
original delete has terminated successfully. This means that you should design
this trigger carefully, avoiding, for instance, any non-database activity since this
kind of operation cannot be rolled back if the subsequent delete cascade fails.
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9.4 Triggers, Referential Integrity and Commitment Control
We have already discussed the implications of triggers and Referential Integrity
on journaling and commitment control in Section 5.4.1, “Commitment Control and
Triggers” on page 100 and Section 3.6, “Journaling and Commitment Control”
on page 38. This section describes how the integrity of transactions can be
preserved when triggers and referential integrity constraints are both operating
on the database.
Triggers, Referential Integrity, and commitment control interact in different ways,
depending on whether or not the application changing the data in the database
is running commitment control. We address these two cases separately.

9.4.1 When the Application Is Not Running Commitment Control
Even if the application runs without commitment control, the system starts a
transparent commitment control cycle whenever rules other than *RESTRICT are
defined for the referential constraints of the file being accessed. Consequently, if
a trigger program is activated in this environment, the commitment control
parameter passed to the program by DB2/400 in the trigger buffer (see Section
5.3, “Trigger Program Structure” on page 88) is set to a value different from ′0′,
indicating that commitment control has been started.
The trigger has no direct way to determine whether commitment control has
been started by the system or by the application. If the trigger opens a file with
commitment control, according to the parameter received into the trigger buffer,
either of the following two situations will occur:
1. The file opened by the trigger program has no Referential Integrity
constraints or only *RESTRICT rules.
In this case, the open fails because no user commitment definition has
actually been started. The system issues an exception (CPF4326). The
trigger should monitor the exception and reopen the file without commitment
control. All the changes made by the trigger are uncommitted (that is, they
become immediately permanent).
2. The file opened by the trigger program has Referential Integrity constraints
with rules other than *RESTRICT.
The open will succeed and the changes fall into the system commitment
definition. The changes made by the trigger are automatically rolled back if
a failure occurs before the originating I/O has completed.
If the trigger ignores the commitment control parameter and opens the file
without commitment control, the open will always succeed.
If the trigger uses commitment control, it will run in its own commitment
definition. This implies that a failure due to the enforcement of a Referential
Integrity constraint does not roll back any changes previously made by the
trigger program.
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9.4.2 When the Application Runs under Commitment Control
In this scenario, the trigger program should use the SET TRANSACTION
statement (SQL triggers) or open any database file with the commitment control
option (see Section 5.3, “Trigger Program Structure” on page 88 for a full
discussion on this topic). In this way, you are guaranteed the atomicity of the
whole transaction; all the changes that result from the original database I/O are
treated as a single transaction. Triggers, of course, must share the same
commitment definition as the application; otherwise, their database changes are
not considered to be a part of the atomic transaction.
Consider the example described in Figure 111 on page 289 and suppose the
AFTER DELETE trigger defined on the customer file is performing some database
changes. In Figure 112, you can see the flow of database operations caused by
the delete operation 1.

A t o m i c Transaction
┌──────────────────────────────────┐
│
│
┌──
┌─┼─1
│
│
COMMIT
│ │ Remove rec 00001
│
│
....
│ │
from Customer
│
│
UPDATE f1
│ │
┌──
│
│
......
│ │
│ INSERT f3 │
│
INSERT f2
│ │ Activate *AFTER ──┤ ....
│
│
......
│ │
Trigger │ UPDATE f4 │
│ 1DELETE from Customer ─┤ │
│ .....
│
│
where CUSNBR=′00001′ │ │
└──
│
│
......
│ │ Remove rec 00004
│
│
IF delete OK THEN
│ │
from Order Header
│
│
COMMIT
│ │ Remove rec 00005
│
│
ELSE
│ │
from Order Header2
│
│
ROLLBACK3
└─┤1
│
│
│
│
│
└──────────────────────────────────┘
│
└───
Application

Figure 112. Atomic Transaction with Triggers and Referential Integrity

The application in Figure 112 runs under commitment control. The trigger
program shares the same commitment definition; this can be ensured by
compiling the trigger with ACTGRP(*CALLER) if it is an ILE program. The delete
operation will fail after the trigger has terminated 2 and all the changes
included in the box 1 are rolled back by the system. The application still has
the ability of committing or rolling back any other previous change operation 3
that is not affected by the implicit rollback.
Summarizing the previous discussion, we strongly recommend you use
commitment control in your applications if the database design includes the
coexistence of Referential Integrity constraints with rules other than *RESTRICT
and triggers at the same time. If this condition cannot be guaranteed by your
application environment, code triggers carefully to determine whether they are
running under the user commitment definition or under the system commitment
definition. Never start commitment control in triggers if the triggers are created
with ACTGRP(*CALLER). You are better off monitoring for the appropriate error
message when opening files under commitment control.
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9.5 Referential Integrity, Triggers, and Journal Entries
In Section 3.6.1, “Referential Integrity Journal Entries” on page 40 and in Section
5.7, “Trigger Journal Entries” on page 156, we have already mentioned how
DB2/400 logs some additional information to identify that a journal entry has
been generated by a database change resulting from a trigger action or from a
referential constraint enforcement (for example, the update of a dependent
record when the delete rule is SET NULL).
This additional information is relevant to those applications implementing some
sort of online system duplication such as Mimix, Multiple Systems Software, and
Dual System Backup. Generally, these applications scan the journal receivers
and send the record images across the network to a different system. At the
remote site, a partner program receives the record images and performs the
action required such as inserting, updating, or deleting the records from the
duplicated database.
These kinds of applications or products can take significant advantage of
Triggers and Referential Integrity from a performance standpoint. Since the
backup and the production database is an exact copy of each other in terms of
definitions, referential constraints, and triggers; the journal entries caused by
triggers and referential constraints do not need to be sent across the network.
The duplicated application needs to send only the ″real″ changes and the
partner program only needs to perform the same operations as the original
application.
The amount of information flowing across the network can be greatly reduced by
using this technique. Consider, for instance, the example in Figure 12 on
page 38, where deleting a record from the header causes a cascade delete on
two dependent files. To reproduce the same situation on the hot backup
database, we need to send across the line, only the first journal entry related to
the delete operation of the record in the header file. In a traditional
environment, where Referential Integrity is implemented at the application level,
all the journal entries related to the dependent files are sent as well.

9.6 Combining Triggers and Stored Procedures
A stored procedure, either local or remote, can access database files on which
triggers have been defined. This can be a powerful technique for implementing
robust business rules in the database server and for offloading the
computational workload from the client platform. For example, we can easily
extend our Order Entry scenario by defining a trigger on the Inventory file that
checks for the available quantity of the products after an update and possibly
starts a replenishment procedure for products out of stock (see Figure 113 on
page 293). We chose to update the remote Inventory file by calling a stored
procedure (see Section 7.4, “The Order Entry Application: Stored Procedures
Examples” on page 211); after this extension is introduced, the stored procedure
activates this new trigger program automatically.
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Application
Application
Requester
Server
┌─────────┐
│Insert
│
│ Order │
│
Header│
└────┬────┘

Remote Stored Procedure
┌──────────┐
┌───────────────────────────┐
STOCK file
│Insert
│ Call Stored │
Find Product
│
┌───────────────┐
Update Trigger
│ Order
│─────────────│ Update Available Quantity │──────│
│───┌───────────────────────┐
│
Detail│ Procedure
│
Return price
│
├───────────────┤
│ If(avail. QTY <
│
└──────────┘
└───────────────────────────┘
│
│
│
minimum QTY) then│
│
│
│
insert record into │
└───────────────┘
│
replenishment │
┌─────────────┼───────── file
│

│ Else
│
ORDERS_TO_SUPPLIERS
│
return
│
┌──────────────────┐
└───────────────────────┘
│
│
│
│
│
│
└──────────────────┘

Figure 113. Extending the Order Entry Application

In Figure 113, the stored procedure invoked to find the requested item and
eventually update the available quantity in the STOCK file activates an update
trigger program. The trigger checks whether the quantity on hand is lower than
the minimum quantity. In this case, the trigger automatically inserts a new
record into the replenishment file (ORDERS_TO_SUPPLIERS).
When using commitment control, it is important that the calling program, the
stored procedure, and the trigger program share the same commitment
definition. If the line fails, for instance, all changes must be rolled back
consistently at the same time. The application transaction is possibly put in a
″rollback required″ state and the remote changes must be automatically rolled
back. To ensure this kind of integrity, create both the stored procedure and the
trigger program with ACTGRP(*CALLER). This guarantees that the stored
procedure runs in the default activation group and that the trigger shares the
same commitment definition as the stored procedure.
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Chapter 10. Call Level Interface Programming
Overview
This chapter describes:
•

DB2/400 Call Level Interface implementation

•

Initialization and termination of CLI program
−

Environment, connection, statement handles

−

Connecting to one or more data sources

−

Application flow

•

Using advanced features

•

Transaction processing in CLI applications

10.1 General Information
The DB2 Call Level Interface (CLI) is a callable SQL programming interface that
is supported in all DB2 environments except DB2 for MVS, DB2 for VSE, and DB2
for VM. This chapter addresses the following questions:
•

What is a Call Level Interface?

•

What features does a Call Level Interface offer?

•

How do applications use the interface?

The DB2 Call Level Interface allows applications to access the data in the DB2
family of database management systems (DBMS) using Structured Query
Language (SQL) as a standard for accessing data. Using this interface, a single
application can access different DBMS. This allows the application developer to
develop, compile, and ship an application without targeting a specific database.
The DB2 Call Level Interface is an alternative to an embedded dynamic SQL. On
the AS/400 system, this interface is available to any of the ILE languages.

10.1.1 Comparison of DB2 CLI and Embedded SQL
While embedded SQL is efficient and is portable across different platforms, the
source code needs to be recompiled for each new operating environment. An
application that uses an embedded SQL interface requires a pre-compiler to
convert the SQL statements into code, which is then compiled, bound to the
database, and executed. In contrast, a DB2 CLI application does not require
pre-compilation or binding. Instead, it uses a standard set of functions (APIs) to
execute the SQL statements and related services at run time. Pre-compilers are
database specific products. Therefore, by using a pre-compiler, you effectively
tie your product to a particular database platform. DB2 CLI enables you to write
applications that are platform independent.
DB2 CLI and embedded SQL also differ in the following ways:
•

 Copyright IBM Corp. 1998

DB2 CLI does not require the explicit declaration of cursors. They are
generated by the DB2 CLI as needed. The application can then use the
generated cursor in the manner in which they are normally used, that is:
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−

Fetch from the cursor

−

Positioned updating or deleting rows

•

The OPEN CURSOR statement is not necessary in DB2 CLI. Instead, the
execution of a SELECT statement automatically opens a cursor.

•

A COMMIT or ROLLBACK is not passed to the database as an SQL statement in
DB2 CLI. Instead, it is issued through the SQLTransact() or SQLEndTran()
function calls.

Despite these differences, there is an important common concept between DB2
CLI and embedded SQL; DB2 CLI can execute any SQL statement that can be
prepared using embedded SQL. This is guaranteed because DB2 CLI does not
actually execute the SQL statement itself, but passes it to the database for
dynamic execution.

10.1.2 The DB2 CLI Interface
The DB2 CLI Interface provides the following support:
•

The full Level 1 Microsoft ODBC support

•

Many functions of Level 2 Microsoft ODBC support

ODBC is based on the emerging X/Open and SQL Access Group call level
interface specification. The X/Open company and the SQL Access Group are
jointly developing a standard specification for a callable SQL interface X/Open
CLI or SAG CLI .
The ODBC interface defines:
•

A library of ODBC function calls that allows an application to connect to a
DBMS, execute SQL statements, and retrieve results

•

SQL syntax based on X/Open and SQL Access Group (SAG) SQL CAE
specification (1992)

•

A standard set of error codes

•

A standard way to connect and log into a DBMS

•

A standard representation for data types

The DB2 CLI Interface is flexible:
•

Strings containing SQL statements can be explicitly included in source code
or can be constructed on the fly at run time.

•

The same object code can be used to access different DBMS products.

•

An application can ignore underlying data communications protocols
between it and a DBMS product.

•

Data values can be sent and retrieved in a format convenient to the
application.

To send an SQL statement, include the statement as an argument in a DB2 CLI
function call. The SQL statement need not to be customized for a specific
DBMS. Indeed, we recommend that you follow the SQL syntax defined by
X/Open and SQL Access Group. For more information on this subject, please
refer to the X/Open and SQL Access Group SQL CAE specification (1992).
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10.1.3 Advantages of Using DB2 CLI
The DB2 CLI interface has several advantages over embedded SQL.
•

It is ideally suited for a client/server environment in which the target
database is not known when the application is built. It provides a consistent
interface for executing SQL statements, regardless of which database server
the application is connected to.

•

It increases the portability of applications by removing the dependance on
the pre-compilers. Applications are distributed not as source code, which
must be processed for each database product, but as compiled applications
or run-time libraries.

•

DB2 CLI applications do not have to be bound to each database that they
connect to.

•

DB2 CLI applications can connect to multiple databases at the same time.

•

DB2 CLI applications are not responsible for controlling global data areas
such as SQLCA and SQLDA as they are with embedded SQL applications.
Instead, DB2 CLI allocates and controls the necessary data structures and
provides a handle for the applications to reference them.

•

DB2 CLI applications can implement error handling within the application in
a manner that is consistent across different platforms. This is because DB2
CLI provides a code known as SQLSTATE for every error condition. This
code is a standard defined by the X/Open CAE SQL specification for all
database management systems. Therefore, all database servers provide this
standard error code on the occurrence of an error condition. Hence, the
application can implement platform-independent error handling code.

Which interface you use depends on your application. DB2 CLI is ideally suited
for query based applications requiring portability and does not require the APIs
or utilities offered by a particular DBMS. This does not mean that DBMS specific
APIs cannot be called from an application using DB2 CLI. Rather, it means that
the application is no longer portable.
Another important consideration is performance comparison between static SQL
and dynamic SQL. Dynamic SQL is prepared at run time while static SQL is
prepared at the pre-compile stage. Since preparing SQL takes additional
processing time, static SQL may be more efficient. If you choose static SQL,
then DB2 CLI is not an option.

10.2

DB2/400 CLI Application Flow
This section describes the general characteristics of the DB2 CLI function and
the way an application needs to be designed to use DB2 CLI. A DB2 CLI
application can be broken down into a set of tasks. Each task may be composed
of several lines of code and may use a number of DB2 CLI functions. The
sample applications included in this chapter demonstrate the method of calling
the functions. All of the functions that are available in DB2 CLI are not illustrated
in this chapter. Rather, the aim of this chapter is to familiarize you with the way
a DB2 CLI application should be written.

To use DB2 CLI functions in your C programs, you must include the header file
“sqlcli.h” .
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Each DB2 CLI function name begins with the prefix “SQL.” Each function
accepts one or more arguments. The arguments may be input arguments to the
function or they may be arguments that contain the output from the function.
Certain functions may also deliver the output as a Result Set . A result set is
nothing but a cursor returned by the function. You access this cursor as you
normally do in an embedded SQL application.
Every DB2 CLI application has three main tasks as shown in Figure 114. These
tasks must be performed in the sequence in which they are shown.

┌────────────────────┐
│
│
│ Initialization │
│
│
└─────────┬──────────┘
│
┌──────────────│
│

│
┌───────────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│
Transaction
│
└──────┤
Processing
│
│
│
└────────┬──────────┘
│
│

┌───────────────────┐
│
│
│
Termination
│
│
│
└───────────────────┘
Figure 114. Conceptual View of a DB2 CLI Application

If the functions are called out of sequence, an error is returned.
•

Initialization - This task performs some initial operations that prepare the
application for the transaction processing stage. This task mainly involves
the initialization and allocation of system resources that are used by
functions in the transaction processing stage.

•

Transaction Processing - This is the main task of the application. In this
stage, the application performs those tasks for which it was designed. SQL
statements are executed by passing them as arguments to a DB2 CLI
function. Data can be queried and modified in this stage.

•

Termination - This is the final task in the life of the application. In this stage,
cleanup operations are performed such as freeing up the resources that
were initially allocated, closing any open cursors, and so on. These
resources can then be used by other tasks.

In addition to these tasks, there may be additional tasks that need to be
performed throughout the life of the application such as error handling.
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10.2.1 Calling DB2 CLI Functions
Most DB2 CLI functions have some common characteristics among them. Some
of these have been described in the following sections.

10.2.1.1 Buffers
An application passes data to the DB2 CLI function through an input buffer. The
function returns the data to the application in an output buffer. It is the
responsibility of the application to allocate the memory for both the input and the
output buffers. Some of the functions may accept a pointer to the buffer, which
then is used by any other function that needs to use that buffer. The address
and length of these buffers are passed as arguments to the function. These
buffers can be declared in the application as fields. They can also be arrays, or
the storage for the buffer can be dynamically allocated at run time.

Input Buffers: An application passes the address and length of the input buffer
to the function as an argument. The length of the input buffer must be one of the
following values:
•

A length greater than or equal to zero. This is the actual length of the data
in the input buffer. For a character data type, if the length is zero, this
indicates that the string is an empty string. This is different from a null
pointer. If the application specifies the length of the data, the string need not
be null terminated.

•

SQL_NTS: This specifies that the character data is available in a null
terminated string (NTS).

•

SQL_NULL_DATA: This tells the function to ignore the value in the input
buffer and use a NULL data instead. It is only valid when passing a value to
the function for a parameter used in an SQL statement.

•

The size of the buffer in bytes is sometimes passed to the function. This is
mostly used when the function can accept both character and numeric
arguments in the input buffer.

Output Buffers: DB2 CLI functions return the output to the application in the
output buffer. Therefore, at the time of calling the function, the application must
provide the function with the definition of the output buffer as arguments (as
shown in the following list) so that the function can return the data back to the
application. The arguments that must be passed to the function to get the output
data from the function are:
•

The address of the buffer in which the function returns the data. If
necessary, the function converts the data before returning it. The function
always null terminates the data before returning it.

•

The length of the buffer. This is ignored by the function if the data type has a
fixed length such as the SQLINTEGER data type or the SQLDOUBLE data
type.

•

The address of a variable that contains the length in bytes of the data
returned by the function. The return value is SQL_NULL_DATA if the data
contains a NULL value. Otherwise, it is the number of bytes available to
return. If the function converts the data, it is the number of bytes after the
data conversion was performed. For character data, this length does not
include the null terminating character added by the function. If the output
buffer is too small, the function attempts to truncate the data if the truncation
does not cause the loss of significant data. In this case, the function returns
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the truncated data in the output buffer and the number of byes available to
be transferred in the length buffer. If the truncation causes loss of significant
data, the function leaves the length and the output buffers untouched and
returns the value SQL_ERROR. The application can then call the function
SQLError() to retrieve error information about the truncation of the data.

10.2.1.2 Environment, Connection, and Statement Handles
During the initialization stage, the application allocates the environment and the
connection handles. During the termination stage, the application frees these
handles. A handle is a variable that refers to a data object. The access to this
data object is controlled by DB2 CLI. This data object contains information about
the state of the application, valid connection handles, information on SQL
statements and so on. Using handles frees the application from having to
allocate and manage global variables or data structures such as SQLCA or
SQLDA. The handle is passed by DB2 CLI back to the application. The
application can then use this handle in calls to functions that do transaction
processing. There are three types of handles:
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•

Environment Handle - The environment handle refers to the data object that
contains global information regarding the state of the application. This can
include the valid connection handles available (the current active connection
handle). Only one environment handle can be defined per application. This
handle must exist before a connection handle is allocated. The environment
handle is allocated by the function SQLAllocEnv() and the handle is freed by
the function SQLFreeEnv().

•

Connection Handle - The connection handle refers to a data object that
contains information about the connection managed by DB2 CLI. This
information includes general status information, transaction information, and
diagnostic information. Multiple connection handles can be defined in an
application. The connection handle must be defined in the application before
connecting to the database. The application must define one connection
handle for each connection that it makes to a database server. The
connection handle is defined by the function SQLAllocConnect() and the
handle is freed by the function SQLFreeConnect().

•

Statement Handle - The statement handle refers to a data object that
contains information about the SQL statement managed by DB2 CLI. This
includes information such as dynamic arguments, cursor information,
information about bindings for dynamic arguments and columns, result
values, and status information. An application must define a statement
handle before trying to execute any SQL statements. Each statement handle
is associated with one and only one connection handle. DB2 CLI allows a
total of up to 500 statement handles to be defined at any point in time. A
statement handle can be defined by the function SQLAllocStmt() and it can be
freed by the function SQLFreeStmt().
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┌───────────────────────────────┐
│
│
│
SQLAllocEnv()
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
┌───────────┼─────SQLAllocConnect()
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
┌─────┼───────SQLConnect()
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
SQLAllocStmt()─────────┼─────────────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└─────────────┬─────────────────┘
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│

│
│
│
┌───────────────────────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
Process SQL Statements
│────────────┐
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
└─────────────┬─────────────────┘
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│
│

│
│
│
│
┌───────────────────────────────┐
│
│
│
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Figure 115. Conceptual View of Initialization and Termination Tasks

10.2.2

Connecting to a Data Source
The first thing an application needs to do before attempting to execute any SQL
statements is to connect to a data source. This section gives a brief description
of what a data source is and then it describes how to establish a connection with
the data source. In the course of the following discussion, you learn about the
various DB2 CLI functions that are needed to connect to the data source. At the
end of the section, you see an example that illustrates the use of the functions
described in this section.
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10.2.2.1 What is a Data Source
A data source consists of the data a user wants to access, the DBMS that is
associated with the data, the platform on which the DBMS resides, and the
network used to access that platform. The data source requires that certain
information be provided to connect to it. This information is the name of the
database or its alias, the user ID that you want to connect, and the password for
that user ID.
In the AS/400 system, the connection information for each data source is stored
in the relational database directory. The connection information for the data
sources can be displayed by using the DSPRDBDIRE command.
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System:
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3.
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FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

AS/4
AS40
AS40
AS/4

F12=Cancel

Figure 116. Displaying the Data Sources on the AS/400 System
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ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY



Before you begin to code your application, you must add an entry for the data
source to which you will connect in the Relational Database Directory of the
AS/400 system on which you are working. This is true even if you want to
connect to the local database of the AS/400 system on which you are working.
The entry needs to be added only once. If the entry for the data source is not
present at the time you run the application, you receive an error and the
application is terminated. You can add the entry for the data source to the
Relational Database Directory using the ADDRDBDIRE command.





Add RDB Directory Entry (ADDRDBDIRE)
Type choices, press Enter.



Relational database . . . . . .
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F3=Exit
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F24=More keys

F12=Cancel

F5=Refresh
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F13=How to use this display



Figure 117. Adding a New Data Source on the AS/400 System

10.2.2.2 Steps Involved in Connecting to a Data Source
In this section, you see a sequence of steps that you must follow to connect to
the data source. The steps must be followed in the order they are listed in this
section; otherwise, you may get an error.

Allocating the Environment Handle: The first thing that must be done before any
DB2 CLI function is called is to initialize the interface environment and then
associate a handle with the environment. To do this, the application must do the
following actions:
•

Declare a variable of type SQLHENV. SQLHENV is a long integer data type.
This variable is a pointer to the storage where the information regarding the
environment is kept (for example):

SQLHENV Hnd_Henv;
•

Call the SQLAllocEnv() function and pass the address of the variable that was
declared. This function initializes the environment of the interface and
returns the handle to the environment to the application.

The previous steps should be performed only once in the entire application.
Each environment handle can be associated with any number of connections. If
there is a problem with the allocation of the environment handle, the function
returns the status in the form of an error code. The application can then call the
SQLError() function to determine the cause of the error (see Figure 118 on
page 304). Refer to Figure 124 on page 310 for a complete example.
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SQLHENV
SQLRETURN

Hnd_Henv;
ReturnCode;

void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code here)
...
}
(Application flow)
...
}
Figure 118. Example of the SQLAllocEnv() Function

Allocating the Connection Handle: Before the application can actually connect
to the data source, it must allocate a handle to the connection. To allocate the
connection handle, the application must do the following actions:
•

Declare a variable of type SQLHDBC. The actual data type for SQLHDBC is
long integer. This variable contains a pointer to the location where the
information regarding the status of the connection is kept:

SQLHDBC Hnd_Hdbc;
•

Next the application makes a call to the function SQLAllocConnect and passes
two arguments to it:
−

The handle to the environment

−

The address of the variable of type SQLHDBC

The function allocates the handle to the data source connection.
This step can be performed multiple times. For each data source to which you
want to connect in your application, you must perform this step once. If you
have any problem performing this step, the status code is returned to you. The
application can then call SQLError() to determine the cause of the error (see
Figure 119 on page 305).
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SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLRETURN ReturnCode;
void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
if ( Hnd_Henv != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
ReturnCode = SQLAllocConnect( Hnd_Henv,&Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
(Application flow)
...
}
Figure 119. Example of the SQLAllocConnect() Function

Connecting to the Data Source: Now that both the handles (the handle to the
environment and the handle to the connection) have been allocated, it is time for
the application to connect to the data source. For this, the application has to call
one of the two functions - SQLConnect() or SQLDriverConnect(). The application
passes the following arguments to these functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

handle to the database connection
name of the data source to which to connect
length of the name of the data source
name of the user ID to connect to
length of the user ID
authentication password to use for the user ID when connecting
length of the password

When you call SQLConnect(), the name of the data source that you have
specified as the argument to the function should exist as an entry in the
relational database directory. If the name of the data source cannot be found in
the relational database directory, the function returns an SQL_ERROR. The native
error code is set to SQL0950 (see Figure 120 on page 306).
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SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
ReturnCode;
DataSource[ 18 ];
UserId[ 10 ];
PassWord[ 10 ];

void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
...
RetutrnCode = SQLAllocConnect( Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc );
...
printf( ″Please enter name of the data source\n″ ) ;
gets( DataSource );
printf( ″Please enter user id\n″ ) ;
gets( UserId );
printf( ″Please enter Password\n″ ) ;
gets( PassWord );
ReturnCode = SQLConnect( Hnd_Hdbc, DataSource, SQL_NTS,
UserId, SQL_NTS, PassWord, SQL_NTS );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS 0
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
(Application flow)
...
}
Figure 120. Example of the SQLConnect() Function

In the preceding example, the strings that contain the data source name, user ID,
and the password are null terminated strings. Therefore, in the place where the
length of the string should have been specified, SQL_NTS has been specified.
This is because SQL_NTS is a special value, which, if passed to the function as
an argument in the place of the length of the string, causes DB2 CLI to
determine the length of the string by itself by locating the position of the null
terminating character. If the string that you have specified in the argument to
the function is not a null terminated string, you must specify the exact length of
the string in the length argument of the SQLConnect() function. The function
SQLDriverConnect() is a function that has been introduced into DB2 CLI starting
with OS/400 V4R2M0. This function gives you the option of specifying the data
source, user ID, and password in a single string known as the connect string.
Both functions SQLConnect() and SQLDriverConnect() have the same functionality
connecting your application to the target data source. SQLDriverConnect() is
supported for compatibility reasons. Unlike ODBC, SQLDriverConnect() does not
prompt you for information even if the information in the connect string is not
sufficient. Instead, the function returns an SQL_ERROR. On the other hand the
SQLConnect() will also accept NULL pointers for the user id and password.
Passing NULL pointers tells the CLI that the current user profile of the job should
be used for the connect.
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10.2.2.3 Steps Involved in Disconnecting from a Data Source
The steps shown in the previous sections of this chapter tell you how to connect
to the data source. These steps must be performed for every DB2 CLI
application that you write. However, when you connect as previously shown,
certain system resources such as the environment handle, the connection
handle, and so on are allocated to the application.
Important
When your application finishes its job, it has to free the resources held by it.
This is true even if you terminate the application as part of the error handling
procedure. If the resources held by the application are not freed at the time
of its termination, the environment in which you run the application becomes
corrupted and, hence, you cannot run the application again until you sign off
and sign on again.

Disconnecting from the Data Source: After completing all the steps of the
transaction processing stage, the first step in freeing up the system resources
that the application must take is to disconnect from the data source. To do this,
the application must call the SQLDisconnect() function. The application must pass
the handle to the database connection as an argument to this function.
SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLRETURN ReturnCode;
void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc );
...
(Get input from user for connecting to data source)
ReturnCode = SQLConnect( Hnd_Hdbc, DataSource, SQL_NTS, UserId,
SQL_NTS, PassWord, SQL_NTS );
...
(Transaction Processing Statements)
...
ReturnCode = SQLDisconnect( Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
...
}
Figure 121. Example of the SQLDisconnect() Function

Freeing the Connection Handle: After disconnecting from the data source, the
application can then free the handle to the database connection. This is the
handle being used by the connection to take care of all the transactions that
were executed during the transaction processing stage of the application. Now
that the application has disconnected from the data source, you can release the
connection handle. To do this, the application must call the SQLFreeConnect()
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function. The application passes the handle to the database connection as an
argument to this function.
SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLRETURN ReturnCode;
void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc );
...
ReturnCode = SQLConnect( Hnd_Hdbc, DataSource, SQL_NTS, UserId,
SQL_NTS, PassWord, SQL_NTS );
...
(Transaction Processing Statements)
...
ReturnCode = SQLDisconnect( Hnd_Hdbc );
...
ReturnCode = SQLFreeConnect( Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
...
}
Figure 122. Example of the SQLFreeConnect() Function

Freeing the Environment Handle: Now that the application has disconnected
and the connection handle has been freed, the application is free to release the
environment handle. This is always the last function that a DB2 CLI application
will execute. This is because the handle to the environment always keeps track
of the information on global variables, connection status, and so on. Therefore,
once the connection handles are released, the application is free to release the
environment handle. To do this, the application has to call the SQLFreeEnv()
function. The application passes the handle to the environment as the argument
to this function.
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SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLRETURN ReturnCode;
void main()
{
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc );
...
ReturnCode = SQLConnect( Hnd_Hdbc, DataSource, SQL_NTS, UserId,
SQL_NTS, PassWord, SQL_NTS );
...
(Transaction Processing Statements)
...
ReturnCode = SQLDisconnect( Hnd_Hdbc );
...
ReturnCode = SQLFreeConnect( Hnd_Hdbc );
...
ReturnCode = SQLFreeEnv( Hnd_Henv );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
}
Figure 123. Example of the SQLFreeEnv() Function

10.2.2.4 The Connect Example
As part of this section, an example has been included that illustrates the method
of connection to a data source and the method of disconnection from a data
source. You can try this example on your terminal. Since some amount of error
handling has been done in the example, you can look at this to get some
understanding of how error handling is done in a DB2 CLI application (see
Figure 124 on page 310).
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#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
″sqlcli.h″

#define SQL_MAX_DSN_LEN 18
#define SQL_MAX_USR_LEN 10
int Connect( SQLHENV *henv, 1
SQLHDBC *hdbc );
int PrintError( SQLHENV henv, 2
SQLHDBC hdbc,
SQLHSTMT hstmt);
int Disconnect( SQLHENV henv, 3
SQLHDBC hdbc );

int main()
{
SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLRETURN

henv;
hdbc;
returncode;

/* --- Call function to connect to the Database --- */
returncode = Connect( &henv, &hdbc );4
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Please wait. Attempting to disconnect...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to disconnect from the Database --- */
returncode = Disconnect( henv, hdbc );5
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
printf( ″Have a nice day\n″ ) ;
exit( 0 );
}
}
}

int Connect( SQLHENV *henv,
SQLHDBC *hdbc )
{
SQLRETURN
returncode;
SQLCHAR
server[ SQL_MAX_DSN_LEN ];
Figure 124 (Part 1 of 6). The Connect Example
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SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLSMALLINT

uid[ SQL_MAX_USR_LEN ];
pwd[ SQL_MAX_USR_LEN ];
dbname[ 11 ];
numbytes;

/* --- Get User Input for connection to the server --- */
printf( ″Enter the name of the Server - \n″ ) ;
gets( server );
printf( ″Enter the User Id on the Server %s - \n″ , server );
gets( uid );
printf( ″Enter the password for the User Id %s - \n″ , uid );
gets( pwd );
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Please Wait. Attempting to establish connection...\n
/* --- Allocate the Environment Handle --- */
returncode = SQLAllocEnv( henv );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not Allocate the Environment Handle...\n″ )
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Allocate --- */
PrintError( *henv, *hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
/* --- Allocate the Connection Handle --- */
returncode = SQLAllocConnect( *henv, hdbc );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″ Could not Allocate the Connnection Handle...\n″
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Allocate --- */
PrintError( *henv, *hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
/* --- Clean Up --- */
printf( ″Please wait...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Attempting to Release Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
returncode = SQLFreeEnv( *henv );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Could not release Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
printf( ″Successfully released the Environment Handle...\n
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
if ( uid[ 0 ] == ′ \0′ )
{
Figure 124 (Part 2 of 6). The Connect Example
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/* --- Connect to the AS/400 System --- */

returncode = SQLConnect( *hdbc,
server,
SQL_NTS,
NULL,
SQL_NTS,
NULL,
SQL_NTS );
}
else
{
/* --- Connect to the AS/400 System --- */
returncode = SQLConnect( *hdbc,
server,
SQL_NTS,
uid,
SQL_NTS,
pwd,
SQL_NTS);
}
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not connect to server %s\n″ , server);
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Connect --- */
PrintError( *henv, *hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
/* --- Clean Up --- */
printf( ″Please Wait...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Attempting to release connection handle...\n″ ) ;
___ returncode = SQLFreeConnect( *hdbc );
|
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
|
{
|
printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
|
printf( ″Could not release Connection Handle...\n″ ) ;
|
return( -1 );
|
}
|
printf( ″Successfully released the Connection Handle...\n″
|
printf( ″Attempting to release Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
|
returncode = SQLFreeEnv( *henv );
|
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
|
{
6 printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
|
printf( ″Could not release Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
|
return( -1 );
|
}
|
|
printf( ″Successfully released the Environment Handle...\n
|
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
|___ return( returncode );
}
Figure 124 (Part 3 of 6). The Connect Example
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/* --- Retrieve the Database Name --- */
returncode = SQLGetInfo( *hdbc, SQL_DBMS_NAME, dbname,
7
sizeof( dbname ), &numbytes );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not get Database Name...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Retrieve --- */
PrintError( *henv, *hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
/* --- Clean Up --- */
printf( ″Please Wait...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Attempting to Disconnect...\n″ ) ;
returncode = SQLDisconnect( *hdbc );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Could not Disconnect from Server...\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
printf(″Successfully Disconnected from Server %s...\n″ , se
printf( ″Attempting to release connection handle...\n″ ) ;
returncode = SQLFreeConnect( *hdbc );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Could not release connection handle...\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
printf( ″Successfully released the Connection Handle...\n″
printf( ″Attempting to release Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
returncode = SQLFreeEnv( *henv );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Fatal Error...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Could not release connection handle...\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
printf( ″Successfully released the Environment Handle...\n
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Connection to Server %s succeeded\n″ , server );
printf( ″The Current connection is to Relational Database %s\
dbname );
return( returncode );
}
int Disconnect(
{
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLSMALLINT

SQLHENV henv, SQLHDBC hdbc )
returncode;
dbname[ 11 ];
numbytes;

Figure 124 (Part 4 of 6). The Connect Example
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/* --- Retrieve the Database Name --- */
returncode = SQLGetInfo( hdbc, SQL_DBMS_NAME, dbname,
sizeof( dbname ), &numbytes );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not retrieve the database Name...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Retrieve --- */
PrintError( henv, hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}

/* --- Disconnect from the AS/400 System --- */
returncode = SQLDisconnect( hdbc );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not Disconnect from the Server...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Disconnect --- */
PrintError( henv, hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
/* --- Free the Connection Handle --- */
returncode = SQLFreeConnect( hdbc );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not free Connection Handle...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Free --- */
PrintError( henv, hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
/* --- Free the Environment Handle --- */
returncode = SQLFreeEnv( henv );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not free Environment Handle...\n″ ) ;
/* --- Call function to Print the Error on Free --- */
PrintError( henv, hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
printf( ″Terminating...\n″ ) ;
return( returncode );
}
printf( ″Successfully disconnected from database %s\n″ , dbnam
return( returncode );
}

int PrintError( SQLHENV henv, SQLHDBC hdbc, SQLHSTMT hstmt )
{
SQLRETURN
returncode;
SQLCHAR
sqlstate[ SQL_SQLSTATE_SIZE ];
Figure 124 (Part 5 of 6). The Connect Example
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SQLINTEGER NativeErrorCode;
SQLCHAR MessageText[ SQL_MAX_MESSAGE_LENGTH + 1 ];
SQLSMALLINT numbytes;
/* --- Retrieve the SQLSTATE, Native Error Code, Message text --returncode = SQLError( henv, hdbc, hstmt, sqlstate,
8&NativeErrorCode, MessageText,
sizeof( MessageText ), &numbytes );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not retrieve error information\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
/* --- Dsiplay the Error Information --- */
printf( ″The SQLSTATE is %s\n″ , sqlstate );
printf( ″The Native Error Code is %d\n″ , NativeErrorCode );
printf( ″Error Message:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , MessageText );
return( returncode );
Figure 124 (Part 6 of 6). The Connect Example

Notes:

1 The Connect Function: This function is called to do the following
tasks:
SQLAllocEnv()

Allocate the handle to the environment.

SQLAllocConnect()

Allocate the Connection Handle.

SQLConnect()

Connect to the database.

SQLGetInfo()

Get the database name.

2 The Disconnect function: This function is called after a proper
connection has been successfully established to do the following tasks:
SQLGetInfo().

Get the database name.

SQLDisconnect().

Disconnect from the database.

SQLFreeConnect().

Free the connection handle.

SQLFreeEnv().

Free the Environment Handle.

3 The Print Error Function: This function is called whenever there is a
problem with the execution of one of the preceding functions and it prints
out the error message. It uses SQLError() to obtain the error information.

4 The call is made to the connect function. This is the address of the
variables that store the environment. The connection handles are passed
to connect function.

5 The call is made to the disconnect function. The connection handle
and the handle to the environment are passed as arguments to the
function.

6 This is the method of doing the error handling. If all of the resources
held by the application are not released at the time of termination of the
application, the environment is corrupted and you cannot run the
application again until you sign off and sign on.
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7 SQLGetInfo() retrieves the database name into dbname variable
defined in the Connect() procedure. It returns QSQ if the connection is
made to an AS/400 system. It returns SQL if the connection is to DB2
Universal Database and DSN if it is to DB2 for OS/390.
8 The body of the print error function.

10.2.3 Data Types in DB2 CLI
While writing applications in DB2 CLI, it is important to understand the data
types that are used in the application. DB2 CLI applications are written to be
portable; therefore, the variables declared in the application cannot be native to
any of the supported environments. Since in most cases the applications are
written using the C programming language, you must deal with C data types, and
since the transactions are done through SQL statements, you also have to deal
with SQL data types. Therefore, the application has to map the C data types to
the SQL data types.
Note
Please note that it is possible to write CLI applications using any of the
languages that are available on the AS/400 system. Therefore, you can use
ILE COBOL/400 or ILE RPG/400 to write your CLI applications. But some of
these languages may not be available on other platforms. Hence, we used
ILE C/400 to demonstrate the CLI examples in this chapter. If you write your
applications in a language other than C, you may face difficulties in porting
your application to other platforms.

DB2 CLI provides some symbolic names for the various data types available on
the AS/400 system. It also manages the data transfer between the application
and the DBMS. These symbolic names have been declared in the header file
“SQLCLI.H.”
If you have access rights to the QSYSINC library, you can find this file as a
member of the H source physical file. You can browse through it to see how the
data types are declared. All the data types available in DB2 CLI have been
declared in the header file using the typedef C instruction.
Note: If the QSYSINC library does not exist on your system, install Product
Option 13 of OS/400: ′Openness Includes′.
A listing of the data types is given in Table 12.
Table 12 (Page 1 of 2). SQL Data Types and Default C Types
SQL Type

SQL Symbolic

C Symbolic

Generic C Type
ODBC Type

Actual C Type

CHAR

SQL_CHAR

SQL_C_CHAR

SQLCHAR
UCHAR

Unsigned char

VARCHAR

SQL_VARCHAR

SQL_C_CHAR

SQLCHAR
UCHAR

Unsigned char

SMALLINT

SQL_SMALLINT

SQL_C_SHORT

SQLSMALLINT
SWORD

Short int

INTEGER

SQL_INTEGER

SQL_C_LONG

SQLINTEGER
SDWORD

Long int
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Table 12 (Page 2 of 2). SQL Data Types and Default C Types
SQL Type

SQL Symbolic

C Symbolic

Generic C Type
ODBC Type

Actual C Type

DECIMAL

SQL_DECIMAL

SQL_C_CHAR

SQLCHAR
UCHAR

Decimal(<precision>,
<scale> )

NUMERIC

SQL_NUMERIC

SQL_C_CHAR

SQLCHAR
UCHAR

Unsigned char

DOUBLE

SQL_DOUBLE

SQL_C_DOUBLE

SQLDOUBLE
SDOUBLE

Double

FLOAT

SQL_FLOAT

SQL_C_DOUBLE

SQLDOUBLE
SDOUBLE

Double

REAL

SQL_REAL

SQL_C_FLOAT

SQLREAL
SFLOAT

Float

DATE

SQL_DATE

SQL_C_DATE

DATe_STRUCT

Unsigned char

TIME

SQL_TIME

SQL_C_TIME

TIME_STRUCT

Unsigned char

TIMESTAMP

SQL_TIMESTAMP

SQL_C_TIMESTAMP

TIMESTAMP_STRUCT

Unsigned char

- NA -

SQLPOINTER

- NA -

- NA -

Void *

- NA -

SQLHENV

- NA -

- NA -

Long int

- NA -

SQLHDBC

- NA -

- NA -

Long int

- NA -

SQLHSTMT

- NA -

- NA -

Long int

- NA -

- SQLRETURN

- NA -

- NA -

Long int

Important
Of the data types shown in Table 12 on page 316, you always choose those
given under the column Generic C Type/ODBC Type to declare the variable
in your application. There is nothing wrong in using the native data types
provided by ILE C/400 but if you do this, your application is not truly portable.
The exception to this rule is the decimal data type. If you are using the
packed decimal data type, always declare the variables using the format
given under the column Actual C Type in Table 12 on page 316. If you use
the Generic C type to declare the packed decimal variables, you run into
problems when you use functions such as SQLBindCol() and SQLBindParam()
and any other function where you need to specify the data type of the
variable you use in the application.

A description of the columns of Table 12 on page 316 is given in the following
list:
•

SQL Type - This column contains the SQL data types as they appear in an
SQL statement. The SQL data types are dependant on the DBMS being
used.

•

SQL Symbolic - This column contains an SQL symbolic name that is defined
in the header “SQLCLI.H.” The names are defined using the # define
instruction as an integer value. When you need to specify the data type of
application defined variables in a DB2 CLI function, use the SQL symbolic
name of the data type you want to use. This value is used by the function to
refer to the various data types shown in the SQL Type column of Table 12 on
page 316.
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•

C Symbolic - This column contains the C symbolic name that is defined in
the header file “SQLCLI.H.” The names are defined using the #define
instruction as an integer value. When you need to specify the C data type of
an application defined variable in a DB2 CLI function, use the C symbolic
name of the data type you want to use. This value is used by the function to
refer to the various data types defined in the column Actual C Type of
Table 12 on page 316.

•

Generic C Type or ODBC Type - This column contains two symbolic types,
one for ODBC on Windows and another for all other supported platforms.
These types are defined in the header file “SQLCLI.H.” The values in this
column should be used to define all application variables to make it more
portable. The only exception to this rule is if you are using packed decimal
data types.

•

Actual C Type - This column is shown for your reference only. The variables
should be declared using the symbolic types. The exception is if you are
using the packed decimal data types. Then you should use the Actual C
Type to declare the variables, which are of type packed decimal.

This chapter has a large number of examples. Using data types becomes clearer
as we go through these examples.

10.2.3.1 List of Useful Macros Defined in SQLCLI.H
The header file SQLCLI.H contains a number of macros that can be used to avoid
hard coding the length of variables. This can be particularly useful when you
want to define variables that are used to retrieve some system values. For
example, currently the maximum length of the error message text is 70
characters. Now at some point in time, this may be changed to provide for more
descriptive messages, or this length might be different on some other systems.
Therefore, if you hard coded the length 60 for the variable that holds the error
message text, you might encounter some problems if it is changed or if your
application is ported to a different platform. Hence, to avoid running into such
problems, use the macros provided in the file SQLCLI.H. The list of useful
macros is provided in Table 13.
Table 13 (Page 1 of 2). Useful DB2 CLI Macros
Macro Name

Use of the Macro

Current Value

SQL_MAX_COLUMN_NAME_LEN

The maximum length that can be used for the
name of the table columns

30

SQL_MAX_CURSOR_NAME_LEN

The maximum length that can be used for the
name of the cursor

31

SQL_MAX_DSN_LENGTH

The maximum length of the name of the Data
Source

32

SQL_MAX_MESSAGE_LENGTH

The maximum size of the error message text
returned by DB2 CLI

70

SQL_MAX_PNAME_LENGTH

The maximum size of the name of a stored
procedure

254

SQL_MAXRECL

The maximum size of a record

4005

SQL_MAX_STMT_SIZ

The maximum size of an SQL statement

32765

SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN

The maximum length of the name of the table

35

SQL_MAX_VAR_NAME

The maximum size of the name of a host
variable

30
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Table 13 (Page 2 of 2). Useful DB2 CLI Macros
Macro Name

Use of the Macro

Current Value

SQL_NULL_HENV

When the handle to environment is null and
needs to be passed to a function, this value can
be used.

0L

SQL_NULL_HDBC

When the handle to connection is null and
needs to be passed to a function, this value can
be used.

0L

SQL_NULL_HSTMT

When the handle to statement is null and needs
to be passed to a function, this value can be
used.

0L

SQL_SQLSTATE_SIZE

The maximum size of the SQL state passed by
the SQLError() function

5

10.2.4

Executing SQL Statements
So far we have discussed the initialization and the termination tasks of the
application. These tasks are routine tasks and must be performed for every DB2
CLI application that is written. In this section, we discuss the transaction
processing tasks. This involves executing SQL statements.

10.2.4.1 Allocating the Statement Handle
Before an application can submit an SQL statement for execution, it must
allocate a statement handle for the statement. This handle associates the
statement with a database connection. One statement can be associated with
one and only one database connection at a time. To allocate the statement
handle, the application has to do the following actions:
•

Declare a variable of type SQLHSTMT. This variable is of data type long
integer. This variable contains a pointer to the location where the statement
information is stored such as the commitment status, the attributes of the
statements (whether or not they are read only and so on).

•

Call the SQLAllocStmt() function. The application passes two arguments to
this function.
−
−

The handle to the database connection
The address of the variable of type SQLHSTMT

The function allocates the statement handle, associates it with the handle to
the database connection, and returns it to the application (see Figure 125 on
page 320).
See Figure 151 on page 389 for a complete example.
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SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt;
ReturnCode;

void main()
{
...
(Initialization code)
...
ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
(Termination Code)
...
}
Figure 125. Example of the SQLAllocStmt() Function

10.2.4.2 Executing the SQL Statement
After the allocation of the statement handle, an SQL statement can be associated
with that handle and executed. After the execution of the SQL statement, it can
be executed again unless the statement has been discarded. This happens
when:
•

After the execution of a select statement, the cursor associated with that
statement is closed.

•

In case of an update, insert, or delete statement, another statement has been
associated with the same statement handle.

If the statement has been discarded and it has to be executed once more, it
must be prepared again.
There are two ways in which the application can submit the SQL statements for
execution.
•

Prepared - In this case, the application first prepares the statement and then
executes the statement.

•

Direct - In this case, the preparation and the execution stages of the
statement are combined into one step.

Executing a Prepared Statement: Executing a prepared statement is more
tedious than executing the statement directly. This method should be
considered if one of the following criteria is satisfied:
•

The SQL statement is executed repeatedly, usually with a change in the
values of the parameters to the statement.

•

The statement needs to get information about the columns of the result set
before the execution of the statement.

If the statement is to be executed repeatedly, it is better to use the prepared
method to execute it. This is because a prepared statement will execute faster
than an unprepared statement. For a prepared statement, the data source
compiles the statement, produces the access plan, and returns an access plan
identifier to the interface. The data source minimizes the time of processing as
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it does not have to prepare the statement every time it needs to be executed.
To execute a prepared statement, the application should use the following steps:
1. Allocate the statement handle.
2. Use the statement handle to prepare the statement.
3. If the statement contains any parameters, bind the parameters to the
statement.
4. Execute the statement.
5. If the statement is a query, fetch from the cursor opened by the query.
In the preceding steps, we have already discussed the first step. Only the last
two steps need to be executed again if we need to execute the statement again.

Preparing the Statement: To prepare the statement, the application calls the
SQLPrepare() function. This function accepts three arguments:
•

The handle to the statement

•

A string that contains the SQL statement

•

The exact length of the SQL string. If the string is a null terminated string,
we can also supply SQL_NTS as an argument for this function.

Once this function has been executed, the application can request information
about the format of the result set by calling the SQLNumResultsCols(), the
SQLDescribeCol(), or the SQLColAttributes() functions (see Figure 126).
SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc
Hnd_Hstmt;
ReturnCode;

void main()
{
...
(Initialization Tasks)
...
ReturnCode = SQLAlloctStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
...
strcpy( SqlStatement001,
″Insert into ordapplib.customer″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001,
″ values( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?)″ ) ;
ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, SqlStatement001, SQL_NTS );
if ( ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error handling code)
...
}
(Termination tasks)
...
}
Figure 126. Example of the SQLPrepare() Function

What are Parameter Markers: In the preceding example, you see an Insert
statement. In the statement, you see that in the “VALUES” of the insert
statement, instead of putting the values for the row to be inserted, there are
symbols of type “?.” The marker at this position in the SQL statement is
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substituted with the content variables defined within the application at the time of
execution of the SQL statement.
In an SQL statement, the parameter markers are accessed sequentially from left
to right starting at one.
To substitute the value of an application variable in the place of the parameter
marker, you need to associate the variable with the particular parameter marker
based on its number. Once an application variable is associated with a
parameter marker, it is supposed to be bound to it. The binding is carried out by
calling the functions SQLBindparam(), SQLSetParam(), or SQLBindParameter ().

Binding the Parameter Markers: An SQL statement can contain parameter
markers that indicate to DB2 CLI that it should pick up the values for these at the
time of executing the SQL statement. For example, the application can use the
following statement to insert data into the customer table:

INSERT INTO CUSTOMER VALUES( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? )
An application should use parameter markers instead of literal values if one of
the following statements is true:
•

It needs to execute the prepared statement several times with different
parameter values.

•

The parameter values are not known when the statement is prepared.

•

The parameter values need to be converted from one data type to another.

To bind application variables to parameter markers, the application must call
SQLBindParam() or SQLSetParam(). Both functions are the same and are included
for compatibility. To SQLBindParam(), the application must provide the following
parameters:
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•

Handle to the SQL statement that contains the parameter markers.

•

The number of the parameter markers to which you want to bind the
application variable. This number is the number of the parameter marker
starting from the first parameter marker to the left.

•

The data type of the application variable as it is defined in C.

•

The SQL data type of the application variable.

•

Precision of the application variable. In the case of character string
variables, this is the column size in bytes. For packed zoned decimal
numbers, this is the total number of digits in the number of decimal places.

•

The scale of the application variable. In data types other than zoned packed
decimals, this is unused. In case of packed and zoned decimals, this is the
number of digits to the right of the decimal point.

•

A pointer to the buffer that actually contains the data to be substituted at
execution time.

•

An integer pointer that points to a location containing one of the following
values:
−

SQL_NULL_DATA - This value should be specified for the argument if you
want the application to ignore the value in the field at run time.

−

SQ_DATA_EXEC - This value is specified if the bound variable is going to
be dynamically populated by using the SQLParamdata() or the
SQLPutData() functions.
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−

If the variable is a null terminated string, this location should contain
SQL_NTS; otherwise, it should contain the exact length of the string.

For the insert statement given earlier in this chapter, the calls to the function

SQLBindParam are illustrated in the following example: (see Figure 127).
SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLHSTMT
Hnd_Hstmt
SQLRETURN
Nmi_ReturnCode;
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;
void main()
{
(Intialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
...
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″INSERT INTO CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″VALUES ( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? )″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_DECIMAL,
SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}

Figure 127. Example of the SQLBindParam() Function

In the preceding example, the Fun_PrintError function has been used to print out
the error (if any) during the execution of a DB2 CLI function. This function has
been declared in a header file since it is used in many of the programs used in
this chapter. A full listing of this header file is given later in this chapter.
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Executing the Statement: An SQL statement may or may not have parameter
markers as part of the statement. If you have parameter markers, you must
execute the SQLBindParam() function to bind the parameter marker to application
variables. After that, the application calls the SQLExecute() function to execute
the statement. If you do not have any parameter markers in the SQL statement,
you can directly call the SQLExecute() function after preparing the statement
using the SQLPrepare() function. The application must pass the handle to the
statement to be executed as an argument to the SQLExecute() function. DB2 CLI
passes the statement to the DBMS for execution. If the function is successful,
either SQL_SUCCESS or SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO is returned. If the SQL statement
was a query, a cursor is implicitly opened and returned to the DB2 CLI
application as a result set. You can then access this cursor and retrieve the
data by using the SQLFetch() function. You can get the name of the cursor and
update the data by using the “ UPDATE WHERE CURRENT OF” clause in the update
statement (see Figure 128).
SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLHSTMT
Hnd_Hstmt
SQLRETURN
Nmi_ReturnCode;
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;
void main()
{
...
(Intialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
...
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″INSERT INTO CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″VALUES ( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? )″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 128. Example of the SQLExecute() Function

Direct Execution of an SQL Statement: This is the simplest method of executing
the SQL statements. This method should be considered only if both of the
following statements are true:
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•

The application executes the SQL statement only once during the entire
application.

•

The application does not need information about the result sets prior to the
execution of the statement.

To execute the statement directly, the application must use the following steps:
1. Allocate the statement handle.
2. Bind any parameters to the statement if it contains parameter markers.
3. Call the SQLExecDirect() function to execute the statement.
4. If the statement is a query, fetch from the cursor that is opened by the query.
Executing a statement directly gives poorer performance than executing a
prepared statement when the statement must be executed repeatedly. This is
because every time the statement is executed, it must be prepared for execution.
The data source does not save the access plan of the statement after executing
it. Please note that the execution performance of a prepared statement
improves only if it is executed repeatedly. This is because the first time a
prepared statement is executed, the access plan of the statement must be
prepared and saved. This takes up some processing time. But after the first
execution of the prepared statement, the execution performance will improve
because the same process of preparing the access plan and saving it does not
have to be repeated. In contrast, when executing a statement directly, this
process takes place every time the statement has to be executed. That is why
the execution performance of the direct statements is poorer than that of the
prepared statements on repeated execution. But if both types of statements are
being executed for the first time, the execution performance of both of them is
the same. Therefore, this method of executing SQL statements is good if you
need to execute the statements only once. This method can probably be used
when you need to execute some SQL statements to set up the environment at
the time of application startup.
The method of allocating a statement and the method of binding parameter
markers to application variables has already been discussed in the earlier
sections.

Executing the Statement: To execute a statement directly, the application must
call the SQLExecDirect() function. In the call, the application must pass the
following arguments:
•

Handle to the statement to be executed.

•

The pointer to the buffer where the SQL statement to be executed is stored.

•

The exact length of the SQL string. If the SQL string is null terminated, you
can specify SQL_NT for this argument.

On calling this function, the SQL statement is sent to the DBMS for execution. If
the execution is successful, then SQL_SUCCESS or SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO is
returned. If the SQL statement that is executed is a query, a cursor is opened
implicitly and returned to the application as a result set. You can retrieve data
from this cursor using the SQLFetch() function (see Figure 129 on page 326).
See Figure 152 on page 404 for a complete example.
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SQLHENV
Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC
Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLHSTMT
Hnd_Hstmt
SQLRETURN
Nmi_ReturnCode;
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;
void main()
{
...
(Intialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″INSERT INTO CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″VALUES ( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? )″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode

= SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 129. Example of the SQLExecDirect() Function

10.2.5 Retrieving Results
Until now, we have seen how to connect to a data source and then how to
execute any given SQL statement. SQL statements that involve writing to the
database such as INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE or those that involve manipulation
of object/column authorities such as GRANT or REVOKE do not return any results
other than the return code, which indicates the success or failure of these
operations. But when a SELECT of any kind is executed, a cursor is implicitly
opened. This cursor contains the results from the execution of the select
statement. It is returned as a result set to the application. The application can
then execute any operation with this result set. For example, the application
may not know the structure of the result set at the time of execution of the
statement. This can happen if you issue an adhoc query in the application such
as SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER. Then the application can call the SQLNumResultCols()
function to determine the number of columns in the result set. It can then call
the SQLColAttributes() to get information about each column in the result set and
call SQLFetch() to fetch the data from the result set. There are also many DB2
CLI functions that can return a result set as an output. You can have a
scrollable cursor where the record pointer of the cursor can be moved in both
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directions (up and down), not just down as with normal cursors. Yet another
possibility is to use a stored procedure that returns a result set. Refer to
Figure 156 on page 444 for a detailed example of CLI program retrieving
multiple result sets returned by a stored procedure.

10.2.5.1 Steps Involved in Fetching from a Result Set
In this section, you learn how to fetch from the result set opened by a simple
select statement such as SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM FROM CUSTOMER. As you can see,
we are fetching specific columns from the customer table. The select statement
shown previously can be extended with a WHERE clause and other clauses, which
can be included in a select statement such as GROUP BY or HAVING. These clauses
can also contain parameter markers. If they do, application variables have to be
bound by using the SQLBindParam(). SELECT statements can be prepared and
executed or executed directly. The steps in the execution of a SELECT statement
are:
1. Allocate the statement handle.
2. If you are not executing the statement directly, then prepare the statement.
3. Bind the parameters (if any) to the statement.
4. Execute the statement.
5. If you do not know the structure of the result set, then retrieve the structure
of the result set.
6. Bind application variables to the columns of the result set.
7. Fetch from the result set.
8. Close the Cursor associated with the result set.
Step 1 through Step 4 in the preceding list have been discussed in the earlier
sections. In this section, we discuss Step 5 through Step 8. For the initial
example, we use the SELECT statement. As we are fetching specific columns, we
know the names and the data types of the columns. Therefore, Step 5 is not
required in this case.
The previously mentioned sequence of steps will work even if the SQL statement
that has been submitted for execution is a stored procedure, which returns a
result set as the output. This is because when a stored procedure returns a
result set, a cursor is opened to hold the contents of the result set. Therefore,
the same statements can be used to retrieve from a result set returned from a
stored procedure.

Binding the Columns of the Result Set: To bind application variables to the
columns of the result set, use the SQLBindCol() function. The application must
pass the following arguments to the function:
•

Handle to the SQL statement that was executed.

•

The number of the column being bound.

•

The SQL symbolic name for the data type of the application variable to be
bound.

•

Pointer to the buffer where the value of the column is to be stored when
retrieved from the result set.

•

The size in bytes of the buffer that stores the value retrieved from the
column.
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•

Integer pointer to a location that stores the number of bytes DB2 CLI has
available to return to the buffer.
Important

Specifying the correct size for the buffer is important for the proper execution
of the function. If the size is not specified correctly, you receive the value
SQL_ERROR when you try to fetch from the result set. For character,
integer, and float data, use the sizeof() C function to get the exact number
of bytes. For packed and zoned decimal data, use the following formula to
get the correct size in bytes: ( precision * 256 ) + scale, where precision is
the total number of digits comprising the decimal value, and scale is the
number of digits to the right of the decimal point. (See Figure 130.)

See Figure 151 on page 389 for a complete example.
SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 11,2 )

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Nmpd_CusCrd;

void main()
{
(Intialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM, CUSCRD″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″FROM CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″WHERE CUSNBR = ?″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
1,
SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
2,
SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );

Figure 130 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the SQLBindCol() Function
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
3,
SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) Nmpd_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 11 * 256 ) + 2 ),1
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}

Figure 130 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the SQLBindCol() Function

In Figure 130 on page 328, we have selected three columns in the query. The
sizes of these columns are the same as in the declaration of the application
variables in the preceding example.
Note:

1 As you can see in the example, when binding the column whose data
type is a packed decimal, we have declared the size of the variable to be

( 11 * 256 ) + 2 where 11 is the total number of digits comprising the
number and two is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
After execution, the function returns SQL_SUCCESS if it succeeded or SQL_ERROR if it
failed.
The alternate approach to SQLBindCol() is SQLGetCol(). When you bind the
columns through the SQLBindCol() function, then on a call to SQLFetch(), all the
bound columns are fetched into application variables. But if you want to fetch
just one column of the current row into an application variable, you can use the
SQLGetCol() function. This function should be called after the call to the
SQLFetch() function to fetch the data. After fetching all the needed values in a
particular row, to advance to the next row, you need to call SQLFetch() again.
The arguments passed to the SQLGetCol() are the same as those to the
SQLBindCOL() function.
Note: Using SQLBindCol() before the SQLFetch() is a much better performing
option than using SQLGetCol() after the call to SQLFetch(). The reason is
that with SQLBindCol(), the CLI has been instructed where to put the data.
These are known as bound columns. When there are columns that have
not been bound prior to the SQLFetch() call, the CLI must temporarily
store the data, in case the user plans to use SQLGetCol() after fetching
the data. So by using SQLGetCol(), the user is actually causing the data
to be copied twice, and for more process storage to be used up.

Fetching the Rows from the Result Set: To fetch the rows from the result set to
application variables, the application must call the function SQLFetch(). You can
also make a call to the SQLFetchScroll() function or the SQLExtendedFetch()
function. These functions are discussed later in the chapter. The SQLFetch()
function can be used to receive the data directly into the application variables if
SQLBindCol() has been used to bind the application variables to the columns in
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the result set, or you can use SQLGetCol() or the SQLGetData() functions to get the
data from the result set columns into application variables after a call to
SQLFetch(). Please note that the SQLFetch() function does not return any data
back to the application other than the success or failure return codes. The
purpose of SQLFetch() is to fetch the data from the result set into the application
variables and then to advance the record pointer in the cursor to the next
record. If any data conversion is required when fetching the data into the
variables, this is done by the SQLFetch() function. The application must pass the
following arguments to the SQLFetch() function:
•

The handle to the SQL statement that was executed (see Figure 131).
Important

The number of columns bound by the SQLBindCol() function must not exceed
the number of columns in the result set; otherwise, the SQLFetch() function
will fail on execution.

SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 11,2 )

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Nmpd_CusCrd;

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
...
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM, CUSCRD″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″FROM CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″WHERE CUSNBR = ?″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
1,
SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
Figure 131 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the SQLFetch() Function
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...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
printf( ″Customer Number is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″Customer Name
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″Credit Limit
is %D(11,2)\n″ , Nmpd_CusCrd );
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 131 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the SQLFetch() Function

After execution, the function returns one of the following return codes to the
application:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function successfully fetched all the columns.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The data in some of the columns is truncated.

•

SQL_ERROR: The function could not execute because some error occurred.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed.

•

SQL_NO_DATA_FOUND: The function could not fetch because there were no
more rows in the result set to fetch.

Closing the Statement Cursor: After fetching all the rows from the result set,
you are finished with the SQL statement that generated the result set. Now if
another statement has to be associated with the same statement handle, the
application must close the cursor currently associated with the statement handle.
This is because even though the application has finished fetching the rows from
the cursor, the cursor is still open. Therefore, the application cannot associate
another statement with the same handle until the cursor associated with the last
SQL statement is closed. To close the cursor, the application must call the
SQLCloseCursor() function. Alternatively, it can also call the SQLFreeStmt()
function. The application must pass the following arguments to the
SQLCloseCursor() function:
•

The handle to the SQL statement.

If you are using the SQLFreeStmt() function, you must pass the following
arguments:
•

The handle to the SQL statement.

•

An integer value that determines the course of action the SQLFreeStmt() will
take. This value must be set to SQL_CLOSE.

When using the SQLFreeStmt, if you use the SQL_DROP option for the second
argument, the statement handle is invalidated and the application must then
reallocate the statement handle if any further SQL statements are needed to be
executed (see Figure 132 on page 332).
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SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 11,2 )

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Nmpd_CusCrd;

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM, CUSCRD″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″FROM CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″WHERE CUSNBR = ?″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
1,
SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
2, ...);
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
3, ...);
...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Next SQL Statement)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam(....);
...
Figure 132 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the SQLCloseCursor() Function
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Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeStmt( Hnd_Hstmt, SQL_CLOSE );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 132 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the SQLCloseCursor() Function

The function returns one of the following codes:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed successfully but
warnings were issued.

•

SQL_ERROR: The function could not execute because some error occurred
at the time of execution.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed to the
function.

10.2.5.2 Determining the Characteristics of the Result Set
Sometimes it may happen that the application needs to know more information
about the columns of the result set. This may happen when an adhoc query is
executed such as SELECT * FROM CUSTOMER or when the application calls a stored
procedure to do a certain task and it does not know the structure of the result
set returned by the stored procedure. The application can call the following
functions to get more information on the structure of a result set:
•

SQLNumResultCols - The application can call this function to find out the
number of columns in the result.

•

SQLColAttributes or SQLDescribeCol - The application can call these functions
to get information on individual columns of the result sets such as the name
of the column, the data type of the column, the size of the column, and so on.

After calling these functions, the application can proceed to bind the application
variables to the result set columns and fetch data from the result set. If you are
using a prepared SQL statement, these functions can be called after the
statement has been prepared. If you are executing the SQL statement directly,
you can call these functions only after the execution of the statement.

Obtaining the Number of Columns in the Result Set: Using this function, the
application can find out the number of columns in the result set. The application
can call this function after preparing the statement or after executing the
statement. The application must pass the following arguments to the function:
•

Handle to the SQL statement.

•

A pointer to a small integer that contains the number of columns after the
function is executed (see Figure 133 on page 334).

See Figure 154 on page 422 for a complete example.
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SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLSMALLINT
decimal( 11,2 )

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Nmsi_NumCls;
Nmpd_CusCrd;

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM, CUSCRD″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″FROM CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″WHERE CUSNBR = ?″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLNumResultCols( Hnd_hstmt,
( SQLSMALLINT * ) Nmsi_NumCols );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
1,
SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
2, ...);
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
3, ...);

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 133. Example of the SQLNumresultCols() Function

The function returns SQL_SUCCESS if it succeeds or SQL_ERROR if it fails.
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Retrieving Information on Result Set Columns: The application can use the
SQLDescribeCol() or the SQLColAttributes() functions to retrieve information on
the attributes of the result set columns. The SQLDescribeCol() function will
retrieve the following information:
•
•
•

The name of the column
The Data type of the column
The Precision of the column

The SQLColAttributes function is more extensive than the SQLDescribeCol()
function. It allows you to retrieve only one attribute of the column each time the
function is executed. Therefore, if you want any specific attribute of the function,
you can use this function.
If you are using prepared statements, the functions have to be called after
preparing the statement. Otherwise, they have to be called after executing the
statement.
For a complete example on SQLDescibeCol(), please refer to the section
″Interactive SQL Example″ in the DB2 for AS/400 SQL Call Level Interface
(ODBC), SC41-5806 manual.
The SQLColAttributes() function can give you the following attributes of each
column of the result set:
•

SQL_DESC_COUNT: Number of columns in the result set.

•

SQL_DESC_NAME: The name of the result set column.

•

SQL_DESC_TYPE: The SQL data type of the result set column.

•

SQL_DESC_LENGTH: The number of bytes of data that the column can hold
is returned. In case of character data, this is the actual length of the column.
Use this column to get the length of the character columns.

•

SQL_DESC_PRCISION: The precision of the result set column is returned.
Use this attribute to get the length of packed/zoned decimal fields.

•

SQL_DESC_SCALE: This applies only to packed and zoned decimal fields.
The number of digits to the right of the decimal point is returned.

•

SQL_DESC_NULLABLE - Specifies whether the result set column can contain
a null value or not. This is a numeric value returned. If the columns are
nullable, the SQL_NULLABLE is returned, else SQL_NO_NULLS is returned.

The application must pass the following argument to the function:
•

Handle to the SQL statement.

•

The number of the column for which you want the attribute.

•

The column attribute for which you want to retrieve the value.

•

For string attribute values retrieved a pointer to a buffer for storing the value.

•

Length of the buffer to hold the character attribute value.

•

An integer pointer to a buffer into which the function puts the actual number
of bytes returned after the execution.

•

An integer pointer to a buffer where the function can store information if
numeric information such as the length of the column and so on are
requested (see Figure 134 on page 336).
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SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLSMALLINT
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
decimal( 11,2 )

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Chr_ColName[ 30 ];
*Chr_Pointer;
Nmsi_NumCols;
Nmi_BuffLength;
*Nmi_Pointer;
Nmi_Counter;
Nmi_DataType;
Nmi_Precision;
Nmi_Scale;
Nmpd_CusCrd;

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
strcpy( SqlStatement001, ″SELECT CUSNBR, CUSNAM, CUSCRD″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″FROM CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( SqlStatement001, ″WHERE CUSNBR = ?″ ) ;
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt ,
SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLNumResultCols( Hnd_hstmt,
( SQLSMALLINT * ) Nmsi_NumCols );
...
for (Nmi_Counter = 0; Nmi_Counter <= Nms_NumCols - 1; Nmi_Counter++)
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes(Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1
SQL_DESC_NAME,
Chr_ColName,
sizeof( Chr_ColName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Pcb,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Dummy);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Figure 134 (Part 1 of 3). Example of the SQLColAttributes() Function
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Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes(Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1
SQL_DESC_TYPE,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_DataType ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Pcb,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_DataType);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1
SQL_DESC_PRECISION,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_Precision ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Pcb,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_Precision);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1,
SQL_DESC_SCALE,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_Scale ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Pcb,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_Scale);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1
SQL_DESC_LENGTH,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_BuffLength ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_Pcb,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_BuffLength);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Figure 134 (Part 2 of 3). Example of the SQLColAttributes() Function
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switch( Nmi_DataType )
{
case SQL_CHAR:
{
Chr_Pointer = (SQLCHAR *) malloc(Nmi_BuffLength);
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
Nmi_Counter,
Nmi_DataType,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_Pointer,
Nmi_BuffLength
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
break;
}
case SQL_INTEGER:
{
Nmi_Pointer = ( SQLINTEGER * ) malloc(Nmi_BuffLength);
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt,
Nmi_Counter,
Nmi_DataType,
( SQLPOINTER ) Nmi_Pointer,
Nmi_BuffLength,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
}
}
}
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
...
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 134 (Part 3 of 3). Example of the SQLColAttributes() Function

10.2.6 Handling Status and Error Information
Whenever any DB2 CLI function is called, after
to the application that indicates the success or
attempted by the function. If the operation is a
the SQLError() function to determine the cause
function returns three values to the application
They are:
•
•
•

execution, it returns a return code
failure of the operation that was
failure, the application can call
of the error. The SQLError()
for each error that occurred.

The native error code
The SQLSTATE
The error message text

Based on the values returned, the application can then decide on what future
course of action it should take. The list of possible codes that can be returned
by the functions is given in Table 14.
Table 14 (Page 1 of 2). DB2 CLI Function Return Codes
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Return Codes

Explanation

SQL_SUCCESS

The function completed successfully. No
additional SQLSTATE information is available.
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Table 14 (Page 2 of 2). DB2 CLI Function Return Codes
Return Codes

Explanation

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO

The function completed successfully but with
a warning or other information. The
application can call the SQLError() function to
find out the SQLSTATE and the native error
code. The SQLSTATE code has the class ′01′.

SQL_NO_DATA_FOUND

This is mostly associated with query results.
The function completed successfully but could
not find any relevant data.

SQL_ERROR

The function call failed due to some problem.
To determine the cause of the failure, the
application can call the SQLError() function.
The function retrieves the SQLSTATE, the
native error code, and the error message
text.

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE

The function failed. This is because an
invalid environment handle, connection
handle, or statement handle was sent as an
argument to the function.

When the called function returns any code other than SQL_SUCCESS, the
application can call the SQLError function to determine the cause of the error.

10.2.6.1 The SQLSTATE Code
Different database servers have different codes for each of the errors that occur
when an application is run. The conditions that cause the errors may be the
same but the native return code for the failure is different across servers. For
example, when an SQL query does not find any data, then DB2/400 returns the
error code SQL0100. But some other server may have a different return code for
the same error. For this reason, DB2 CLI provides a standard set of SQLSTATES
that are consistent across database servers. These SQLSTATEs are defined by
the X/Open SQL CAE specification. An application can, therefore, use these to
perform consistent error handling across the database servers.
SQLSTATES are alphanumeric strings that have a length of five characters. The
SQLSTATES returned have the format ccsss where cc stands for a class of error
conditions and sss stands for the subclass of the class of the error condition that
occurred. Any SQLSTATE with a class of:
•

01 - is a warning.

•

HY - is an error and generated by the DB2 CLI driver.

The SQLSTATES returned by DB2 CLI include some of those defined by IBM and
some of those defined by DB2 CLI for those conditions that are not defined in the
X/Open SQL CAE specification. This is done so that maximum error information
is returned for any given error condition.

10.2.6.2 The Native Error Code
Along with the SQLSTATE, the DB2 CLI driver returns the native error code of
the AS/400 system when the SQLError() function is called. The code can be
generated either by the server or DB2 CLI. If the code was generated by the
server, the code returned is the SQLCODE and if the code was generated by DB2
CLI instead of the server, the native error code is set to -9999.
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10.2.6.3 Retrieving the Error Codes and the Messages
Whenever an error condition occurs, the application has to call the SQLError()
function to retrieve the error information. The application must pass the
following arguments to the function:
•

Handle to the environment. If this is not available, you can pass the value
SQL_NULL_HENV. This value is defined in the header file SQLCLI.H.

•

Handle to the connection. If this is not available, the application can pass
SQL_NULL_HDBC. This value has been defined in the header file SQLCLI.H.

•

The handle to the statement. If this is not available, the application can pass
the value SQL_NULL_HSTMT. This value is available in the header SQLCLI.H.

•

The pointer to a character buffer to contain the SQLSTATE.

•

The pointer to an integer buffer to contain the native error code.

•

The pointer to a character buffer to contain the error message text.

•

The size of the buffer that contains the error message text. This should
ideally be set to the value SQL_MAX_MESSAGE_LENGTH + 1. This value is defined
in the header file SQLCLI.H.

•

The pointer to a small integer buffer that contains the number of bytes that
the function returned after execution (see Figure 135).

See Figure 124 on page 310 for a complete example.
SQLHENV
SQLHDBC
SQLHSTMT
SQLRETURN

Hnd_Henv;
Hnd_Hdbc;
Hnd_Hstmt
Nmi_ReturnCode;

int PrintError( SQLHENV Hnd_Henv, SQLHDBC Hnd_Hdbc,
SQLHSTMT Hnd_Hstmt );
void main()
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( &Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
PrintError( SQL_NULL_HENV, SQL_NULL_HDBC, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
exit( -1 );
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocConnect( Hnd_henv, &Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
PrintError( Hnd_Henv, SQL_NULL_HDBC, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 135 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the SQLError() Function
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...
(Processing Tasks)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
PrintError( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_NULL_HSTMT );
exit( -1 );
}
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
PrintError( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( -1 );
}
...
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
int PrintError(
{
SQLRETURN
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLCHAR
SQLSMALLINT

SQLHENV henv, SQLHDBC hdbc, SQLHSTMT hstmt )
returncode;
sqlstate[ SQL_SQLSTATE_SIZE ];
NativeErrorCode;
MessageText[ SQL_MAX_MESSAGE_LENGTH + 1 ];
numbytes;

/* --- Retrieve the SQLSTATE, Native Error Code, Message text --returncode = SQLError( henv, hdbc, hstmt, sqlstate,
&NativeErrorCode, MessageText,
sizeof( MessageText ), &numbytes );
if ( returncode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Could not retrieve error information\n″ ) ;
return( -1 );
}
/* --- Dsiplay the Error Information --- */
printf( ″The SQLSTATE is %s\n″ , sqlstate );
printf( ″The Native Error Code is %d\n″ , NativeErrorCode );
printf( ″Error Message:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , MessageText );
return( returncode );
Figure 135 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the SQLError() Function

10.3 Using Advanced Features
The functions discussed in the earlier sections of this chapter are the basic
functions needed to develop an application. An application cannot be written
without using some or all of these functions. In this section, we discuss the
functions that are part of the more advanced features of DB2 CLI. The topics to
be covered in this section are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Retrieving system catalogue information
Using scrollable cursors
Transaction management using CLI
Calling stored procedures from CLI
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The functions discussed in this application can help you write more generic code
and better performing applications.

10.3.1 Retrieving the System Catalog Information
DB2 CLI provides you with a variety of functions that allow the application to
retrieve the useful information stored in the system catalogue tables. This
information can be used for building more generic applications. There are
functions to retrieve information on tables, do a wildcard search for tables in a
collection or for columns in a table, retrieve information on the columns of the
table, and so on. The following list contains functions that retrieve catalogue
information:
•

SQLTables(): Retrieve the list of database files in one or more collections.
You can perform a wildcard search for the tables you need using this
function. It retrieves the file type (whether the file is a table or a view), the
name of the collection in which the file is stored, and the remarks stored in
the database for the file.

•

SQLColumns(): Retrieve the list of columns in a table. It can perform a
wildcard search for the columns you are looking for. It retrieves the data
type, the precision, the scale, and the size in bytes of the columns.

•

SQLPrimaryKeys(): Retrieve the list of fields that have been defined as
primary keys for a given table. This function does not allow a wildcard
search. This function was introduced in OS/400 V4R2M0.

•

SQLForeignKeys(): Retrieve the list of fields that have been defined as the
foreign keys for a given table. The function does not allow a wildcard
search. This function was introduced in OS/400 V4R2M0.

•

SQLProcedures(): Retrieve the list of procedure names that have been
registered in the system. The function accepts wildcard characters as
search criteria. This function was introduced in OS/400 V4R2M0.

•

SQLProceduresColumns(): Retrieve the list of parameters defined for a given
stored procedure. The function allows you to perform a wildcard search by
the column name. This function was introduced in OS/400 V4R2M0.

The application can also directly query the system tables to obtain the relevant
information but remember that the names of the tables that store the system
information are different across the platforms. Hence, if you hard code the name
of the system table for a particular platform, you run into problems when you try
to port the application to another platform. Since the functions previously listed
are provided by all database severs, try (as far as possible) to use these
functions to query the system catalogues.
All the functions previously listed return a result set containing the results of the
query back to the application.

10.3.1.1 Retrieving the List of Tables in a Collection
The SQLTables() function is used to retrieve information on database files that
exist in the system. The information is returned to you as a result set. The
application can fetch rows from this result set as it fetches from any ordinary
result set that has been opened by a select statement. The function allows you
to perform a wildcard search by the file name. Database files can be of different
types. They can be views, tables, or system tables. The function also allows
you to search by file type. The function takes the following arguments:
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•

The statement handle

•

The name of the catalogue. This is not used in DB2 CLI and should always
be specified as a zero length string.

•

The length of the catalogue name. Since the catalogue name is not used in
DB2 CLI, this should always be specified as zero.

•

The schema name. This is the name of the library or the collection that you
want to search. This field can contain wildcard characters that allow you to
search for the names that match the pattern value specified for this
parameter. If this parameter is specified as a zero length string, the function
searches all the libraries in the library list for database files.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name parameter.

•

The name of the file that you want to search. A wildcard character can be
specified as a pattern value that can be used to search for the files matching
the pattern value. If this parameter is specified as a zero length string, the
given library is searched for all database files.

•

The exact length of the value specified as the name of the table to be
searched for.

•

The type of file you want to search for. This parameter can contain the
following values:
−
−
−
−
−

•

ALL: The library is searched for all database files.
BASE TABLE: The library is searched only for tables.
TABLE: The library is searched only for tables.
VIEW: The library is searched only for views.
SYSTEM TABLE: The library is searched only for system defined tables.

The length of the value in the table type parameter.

The function returns a result set containing the following columns:
•

TABLE_CAT: The name of the catalogue containing the file. In DB2 CLI, a
NULL value is returned in this column.

•

TABLE_SCHEM: The name of the schema in which the table exists. In DB2
CLI, this is the name of the library or collection in which the table exists.

•

TABLE_NAME: The name of the table, view, or synonym.

•

Identifies the type of the file which is identified by the name given in the
TABLE_NAME column: It can have values BASE TABLE, VIEW, or SYSTEM
TABLE.

•

REMARKS: Contains descriptive information on the table (see Figure 136 on
page 344).

See Figure 153 on page 414 for a complete example.
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SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR

Chr_LibName[ 30 ];
Chr_TableName[ 128 ];
Chr_TableType[ 128 ];
Chr_Remarks[ 254 ];

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
printf( ″Enter the name of the library or search pattern:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibName );
printf( ″Enter name of file or search pattern:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableName );
printf( ″Enter the type of the file:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableType );
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTables( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 ,
Chr_LibName, strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName, strlen( Chr_TableName),
Chr_TableType, strlen(Chr_TableType));
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_TableName,
sizeof( Chr_TableName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol(..)
...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
printf( ″The name of the file is %s\n″ , Chr_TableName );
printf( ″The type of the file is %s\n″ , Chr_TableType );
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 136. Example of the Function SQLTables()

The function returns the following values on execution:
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•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.

•

SQL_STILL_EXECUTING

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.
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•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.

10.3.1.2 Retrieving the List of Columns in a Table
The SQLColumns() function allows the application to retrieve the list of columns in
a given table. The name of the table should be passed as a parameter to the
function. You can specify the name of the column as a search criteria if you
want to narrow down the search. The function returns a result set containing the
results of the query. The structure of the result is as follows:
•

TABLE_CAT: The catalogue in which the table exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a
zero length string.

•

TABLE_SCHEM: The schema in which the table exists. On the AS/400
system, this is the name of the library or the collection in which the table or
view exists.

•

TABLE_NAME: The name of the table whose structure is being returned.

•

COLUMN_NAME: The name of the column whose attributes are returned.

•

DATA_TYPE: The data type of the column. This is a numeric value and must
be matched against the corresponding value in the header file SQLCLI.H.

•

TYPE _NAME: The type name of the data type that was returned in the data
type column.

•

LENGTH_PRECISION: For packed and zoned decimals, this is the total
number of digits in the number. For other numeric data types, this is the
total number of digits allowed for the number.

•

BUFFER_LENGTH: This is the size of the column in bytes. For character
columns, this represents the length of the column.

•

NUM_SCALE: For packed and zoned decimals, this is the number of digits to
the right of the decimal point. Whenever this is not applicable, this column is
returned as NULL.

•

NUM_PREC_RADIX: This column is valid only for numeric columns. For
other data types, a NULL value is returned. The column can contain one of
the following two values:
−

2 - The column is a packed or zoned decimal and the precision scale
columns contain the number of digits available for the column.

−

10 - The column is an exact numeric data type such as integer or float,
and the precision and scale columns contain the number of digits
allowed for the column.

•

NULLABLE: This value indicates whether or not the column can contain
NULL values. If it can contain NULL values, the value SQL_NULLABLE is
returned in this column. If the column cannot contain NULL values, the value
SQL_NO_NULLS is returned in this column.

•

REMARKS: This column returns the descriptive comments on the column
stored in the database.

•

COLUMN_DEF: This column contains the default value of the column. By
default, it contains a NULL. It contains a quoted or non-quoted string.

•

DATETIME_CODE: Currently this column always contains a NULL value.
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•

CHAR_OCTET_LENGTH: It returns the number of bytes in octets for a column
that has character data types. For all other data types, this column contains
a NULL value.

•

ORDINAL_POSITION: This column returns the position of the column within
the table. The first column of the table is numbered 1.

•

IS_NULLABLE: This column returns a NO if the column is not nullable and a
YES otherwise.

The function accepts the following arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The name of the catalogue where the column exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a
zero length string.

•

The length of the catalogue name - Since the name of the catalogue is a
zero length string, this always has the value zero.

•

The name of the schema where the table exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the
name of the library or collection where the table exists. This argument can
accept a wildcard as a pattern value for performing the search.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name.

•

The name of the table in which the column exists. This argument accepts a
wildcard character value for performing the search.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the table name argument.

•

The name of the column in the table for which you want to see the attribute.
This column can contain a wildcard character as a pattern for performing the
search.

•

The length of the value specified for the column name argument.

The schema name, table name, and the column name arguments accept search
pattern values.
This function cannot retrieve information on result sets that are opened by a
select statement. It can only be used for retrieving the column attributes of an
existing table. To retrieve the structure of a result set, use the
SQLColAttributes() or the SQLDescribeCol() functions. The SQLColumns() function
often maps a complex query against the system tables and takes a lot of system
resources (see Figure 137 on page 347).
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SQLCHAR
Chr_LibName[ 0 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_TableName[ 128 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Remarks[ 254 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_ColName[ 128 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_ColType[ 128 ];
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_ColPrec;
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_ColBuf;
SQLSMALLINT Nmsi_ColScale;
SQLSMALLINT Nmsi_ColPos;
void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
printf( ″Enter the name of the library or search pattern:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibName );
printf( ″Enter name of file or search pattern:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableName );
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColumns( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 ,
Chr_LibName, strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName, strlen( Chr_TableName),
″″, 0 );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColName,
sizeof( Chr_ColName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol(..)
...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
printf( ″The Column name is %s\n″ , Chr_ColName );
printf( ″The column type is %s\n″ , Chr_ColType );
printf( ″The column precision is %d\n″ , Nmi_ColPrec );
printf( ″The column buffer is %d\n″ , Nmi_ColBuf );
printf( ″The column scale is %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColScale );
printf( ″Remarks:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_Remarks );
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 137. Example of the Function SQLColumns()

The function returns the following values on execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.
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•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.

10.3.1.3 Retrieving the List of Primary Keys in a Table
The SQLPrimaryKeys() function allows you to list all the fields that are defined as
the primary keys for a table. The function will fetch the name of the field, the
position of the field, and the name of the constraint from the system catalogues.
Search patterns are not allowed in this function. The function returns a result
set that consists of the following columns:
•

TABLE_CAT: The catalogue in which the table exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a
zero length string.

•

TABLE_SCHEM: The schema in which the table exists. On the AS/400
system, this is the name of the library or the collection in which the table or
view exists.

•

TABLE_NAME: The name of the table whose structure is being returned.

•

COLUMN_NAME: The name of the column whose attributes are returned.

•

ORDINAL_POSITION: This column returns the position of the column within
the table that has been defined as the primary key. The first column of the
table is numbered 1.

•

PK_NAME: This is the name of the constraint that identifies the primary keys
of the table.

The function accepts the following arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The name of the catalogue where the column exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a
zero length string.

•

The length of the catalogue name. Since the name of the catalogue is a zero
length string, this column always has the value zero.

•

The name of the schema where the table exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the
name of the library or collection where the table exists. This argument can
accept a wildcard as a pattern value for performing the search.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name.

•

The name of the table in which the column exists. This argument accepts a
wildcard character value for performing the search.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the table name argument.

The SQLPrimaryKeys function maps a complex and expensive query against the
system catalogue. Therefore, it should be used sparingly and the results of the
query should be saved rather than repeating calls (see Figure 138 on page 349).
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SQLCHAR
Chr_LibName[ 30 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_TableName[ 128 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Remarks[ 254 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CstName[ 128 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_ColName[ 128 ];
SQLSMALLINT Nmsi_ColPos;
void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
printf( ″Enter the name of the library:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibName );
printf( ″Enter name of file:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableName );
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrimaryKeys( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 ,
Chr_LibName,
strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName,
strlen( Chr_TableName ) );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColName,
sizeof( Chr_ColName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
printf( ″Name of the primary key is %s\n″ , Chr_ColName );
printf( ″Position in table is %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColPos );
printf( ″Name of Constraint is %s\n″ , Chr_CstName );
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 138. Example of the Function SQLPrimaryKeys()

The function returns the following values on execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.

•

SQL_STILL_EXECUTING

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.
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10.3.1.4 Retrieving the List of Foreign Keys in a Table
The SQLForeignKeys() function is used to retrieve the list of fields that have been
declared as the foreign keys of the table. The function does not allow the
specification of wildcard characters as search criteria. The function returns a
result set that identifies the name of the table containing the primary key, the
name of the primary key, the table containing the foreign key, the name of the
foreign key, the update rule specification, the delete rule specification, the
position of the foreign key field in the table, and the name of the constraint that
identifies the foreign key. The structure of the result set is as follows:
•

PKTABLE_CAT: The name of the catalogue in which the table containing the
primary key exists. In DB2 CLI, this is always NULL.

•

PKTABLE_SCHEM: The name of the schema in which the table containing
the primary key exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the name of the library or
collection in which the table exists.

•

PKTABLE_NAME: The name of the table containing the primary key.

•

PKCOLUMN_NAME: The name of the column defined as the primary key in
the table that contains the primary key.

•

FKTABLE_CAT: The name of the catalogue in which the table containing the
foreign key exists.

•

FKTABLE_SCHEM: The name of the schema in which the table containing
the foreign key exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the name of the library or the
collection in which the table exists.

•

FTABLE_NAME: The name of the table containing the foreign the key.

•

FKCOLUMN_NAME: The name of the column that is defined as the foreign
key in the table containing the foreign key.

•

ORDINAL_POSITION: The position of the foreign key field in the table
containing the foreign key. The numbering starts at 1.

•

UPDATE_RULE: Action to be applied to the foreign key when the table
containing it is updated and there is a violation of the referential integrity. In
IBM databases, the following values are encountered:
−
−

SQL_RESTRICT
SQL_NOACTION

In ODBC applications, the following values may be encountered in addition to
the ones specified previously:
−
−
•

DELETE_RULE: The action to be applied to the foreign key when the rows in
the primary key table are deleted and there is a violation of the referential
integrity. The following values may be encountered:
−
−
−
−
−
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SQL_CASCADE
SQL_SET_NULL

SQL_CACCADE
SQL_NO_ACTION
SQL_RESTRICT
SQL_SETDEFAULT
SQL_SET_NULL

•

FK_NAME: The name of the constraint that identifies the foreign key.

•

PK_NAME: The name of the constraint that identifies the primary key

•

DEFERRABILITY - This column has one of the following values:
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−
−
−

SQL_INITIALLY_DEFERRED
SQL_NO_ACTION
SQL_NOTDEFERRABLE

The function accepts the following statements as arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The name of the catalogue in which the table containing the primary key
exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a zero length string.

•

The length of the value specified as the catalogue name. In DB2 CLI, this is
always zero.

•

The name of the schema in which the table containing the primary key
exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the name of the library or the collection.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name parameter.

•

The name of the table that contains the primary key.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the table name parameter.

•

The name of the catalogue that contains the foreign key. In DB2 CLI, this is
a zero length string.

•

The length of the value specified for the catalogue name parameter.

•

The name of the schema in which the table containing the foreign key exists.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name parameter.

•

The name of the table containing the foreign key.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the table name parameter.

If the name of the primary key table is specified and the name of the foreign key
table is not, the function returns a result set containing the names of all those
tables that have foreign keys that match the primary key of the specified table.
If the foreign key table is specified and the primary key table is not, the function
returns a result set that contains the names of all the tables that contain primary
keys matching the foreign key of the specified table.
If both the primary key table and the foreign key tables have been specified, the
function returns a result set that contains the foreign keys and the matching
primary keys in the specified tables. This should be one key at the most.
You must specify either the foreign key table or the primary key table. Both
names cannot be NULL.
The function returns the following values on execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.

•

SQL_STILL_EXECUTING

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.
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10.3.1.5 Retrieving the List of Procedures in the System
The SQLProcedures() function lets you retrieve the name of those procedures that
have been registered with the system. The function lets you specify a search
pattern to search for specific procedures. The function returns a result set that
contains the following values:
•

PROCEDURE_CAT: The name of the catalogue that contains the procedure.
In DB2 CLI, this is a zero length string.

•

PROCEDURE_SCHEM: The name of the schema in which the procedure
exists.

•

PROCEDURE_NAME: The name of the procedure.

•

NUM_INPUT_PARAMS: The number of input parameters defined for the
procedure.

•

NUM_OUTPUT_PARAMS: The number of output parameters that the
procedure returns.

•

NUM_RESULT_SETS: The number of result sets that the procedure returns.

•

REMARKS: The comments describing the procedure that is stored in the
database.

•

PROCEDURE_TYPE: This column can contain the following values:
−

SQL_PT_UKNOWN: It cannot determine whether the procedure returns a
value or not.

−

SQL_PT_PROCDURE: The procedure does not have a return value.
Therefore, the procedure is not a function.

−

SQL_PT_FUNCTION: The procedure returns a value to the calling
program. Therefore, the procedure is a function.

In DB2 CLI, the value SQL_PT_PROCEDURE is always returned.
The function takes the following statements as arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The name of the catalogue where the procedure exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a
zero length string.

•

The length of the value specified for the catalogue name parameter.

•

The name of the schema in which the procedure exists. A wildcard
character can be specified as part of the search pattern for this argument. In
DB2 CLI, this can be a library or a collection.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the schema name parameter.

•

The name of the procedure. A wildcard character can be specified as part of
the search pattern for this parameter.

•

The exact length of the value specified for the procedure name parameter.

(To see a similar function, refer to Figure 136 on page 344.)
The function returns the following values on execution:
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•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.

•

SQL_STILL_EXECUTING
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•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.

10.3.1.6 Retrieving the List of Parameters Passed to the Procedure
The SQLProcedureColumns() function allows you to retrieve the list of parameters
that have been defined for a procedure. You can specify wildcard characters as
part of the search pattern. The function returns a result set that contains the
following values:
•

PROCEDURE_CAT: The name of the catalogue in which the procedure
exists. In DB2 CLI, this is a null value.

•

PROCEDURE_SCHEM: The name of the schema in which the procedure
exists. In DB2 CLI, this is the name of the library or collection in which the
procedure exists.

•

PROCEDURE_NAME: The name of the procedure.

•

COLUMN_NAME: The name of the parameter.

•

COLUMN_TYPE: The type of the column. This column can contain the
following values:
−

SQL_PARAM_TYPE_UNKNOWN: The type of the parameter is not known.

−

SQL_PARAM_INPUT: The parameter is an input parameter for the
procedure.

−

SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT: The parameter is used for both input and
output to the procedure.

−

SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT: The parameter is defined as an output
parameter for the procedure.

Apart from this, ODBC applications may return two additional type of values:
−

SQL_RETURN_VALUE: The procedure column is the return value of the
procedure.

−

SQL_RESULT_COL: The column is actually a result set column.

•

DATA_TYPE: This is the data type of the parameter. It is returned as an
integer value. This can be mapped onto the predefined data types in the
header file ″SQLCLI.H″.

•

TYPE_NAME: The SQL data type of the parameter is returned as a string in
this column.

•

COLUMN_SIZE: If the parameter data type is character, this column contains
the length of the parameter. For numeric data types, this column contains
the precision of the parameter.

•

BUFFER_LENGTH: The size in bytes of the parameter.

•

DECIMAL_DIGITS: This column is used only for numeric data types. It
contains the scale of the column. For non-numeric data types, this column
contains a NULL.

•

NUM_PREC_RADIX: This column is used only for numeric data types. For
non-numeric data types, this column contains a NULL. The column can
contain the following values:
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−

2 - The parameter data type is a packed or a zoned decimal. The
COLUMN_SIZE column contains the total number of digits of the
columns.

−

10 - The parameter is an exact numeric data type such as integer or
float. The COLUMN_SIZE column contains the maximum number of
digits allowed for the parameter.

•

NULLABLE: This column specifies whether or not the parameter can contain
a NULL value. If the column contains SQL_NO_NULLS, a NULL value cannot
be passed to the parameter and if it contains SQL_NULLABLE, NULL values
can be passed to the parameter.

•

REMARKS: This column contains descriptive comments on the parameters
that were stored in the database.

•

COLUMN_DEF: The default value for the parameter.

•

SQL_DATA_TYPE: The SQL data type of the parameter. The value on the
column is the same as that contained in the DATA_TYPE column except for
date/time data types.

•

SQL_DATETIME_SUB: The sub-type for date/time data types. For all other
data types, this is a NULL value.

•

CHAR_OCTET_LENGTH: The maximum length in bytes for character data
types. For all other data types, this column contains a NULL.

•

ORDINAL_POSITION: The position of the parameter in the procedure
definition starting at 1.

•

IS_NULLABLE: If the column contains NO, the parameter cannot contain
NULL values; otherwise, the column can contain NULL values.

The function accepts the following statements as arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The name of the catalogue in which the procedure exists. In DB2 CLI, this is
a zero length string.

•

The length of the value specified for the catalogue name. In DB2 CLI, this
value is always zero.

•

The name of the schema in which the procedure exists. You can specify a
wildcard character as part of the search pattern for this argument.

•

The length of the value specified for the schema name parameter.

•

The name of the procedure. You can specify wildcard characters as part of
the search pattern for this argument.

•

The length of the value specified for the procedure name argument.

•

The name of the parameter. You can specify a wildcard character as part of
the search pattern for this argument.

•

The length of the value specified for the parameter name argument (see
Figure 139 on page 355).

See Figure 157 on page 452 for a complete example.
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SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN ];
Chr_LibName[ SQL_MAX_USR_DATA_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_ProcedureName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_CatalogueName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_SchemaName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_ColName[ 128 ];
Chr_ColumnName[ 128 ];
Nmi_NumberOfParams = 0;
Nmi_ColumnSize;
Nmi_BufferLength;
Nmsi_DecimalDigits;
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength;
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength;
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength;
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength;
Nmsi_ColumnType;
Nmsi_DataType;

void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
printf( ″Enter the Name of the procedure to call :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ProcedureName );
printf( ″Enter the name of the library where the procedure exists
gets( Chr_LibName );
strcpy( Chr_CatalogueName, ″ ″ ) ;
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength = 0;
strcpy( Chr_SchemaName, Chr_LibName );
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength = strlen( Chr_SchemaName );
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength = strlen( Chr_ProcedureName );
strcpy( Chr_ColName, ″ ″ ) ;
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLProcedureColumns( Hnd_Hstmt,
Chr_CatalogueName,
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength,
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength,
Chr_ProcedureName,
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength,
Chr_ColName,
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColumnName,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Chr_ColumnName
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Figure 139 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the Function SQLProcedureColumns() .
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...
while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
printf( ″Column Name - %s\n″ , Chr_ColumnName );
printf( ″
Column Type
= %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColumnType
printf( ″
Data
Type
= %d\n″ , Nmsi_DataType )
printf( ″
Column Size
= %d\n″ , Nmi_ColumnSize
printf( ″
Buffer Length
= %d\n″ , Nmi_BufferLengt
printf( ″
Decimal Points
= %d\n″ , Nmsi_DecimalDig
Nmi_NumberOfParams++;
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 139 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the Function SQLProcedureColumns() .

The function returns the following values on execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed but some warnings were
issued.

•

SQL_STILL_EXECUTING

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: The function failed because an invalid statement
handle was passed.

10.3.2 Scrollable Cursors
DB2 CLI has the ability to scroll through a static read only cursor. Such a cursor
is known as a scrollable cursor. You can scroll:
•
•
•
•
•

Forward by one or more steps.
Backward by one or more steps.
To the first row.
To the last row.
To a specific record that is identified by the relative record number.

In a non-scrollable cursor, the ability to move the record pointer back and forth
is not there. A scrollable cursor is useful as the same record can be fetched
many times. This can be used in places where the same query has to be
repeated many times. In this case, instead of fetching from disk, the record can
be fetched from the cursor. This leads to better performance.
The scrollable cursor is static. Once it is created, no rows can be added or
removed from it, and no values are changed. The cursor is not affected by
multiple applications accessing the data at the same time.
The following steps are involved in using scrollable cursors:
•
•
•
•
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Allocate the statement handle.
Prepare the statement.
Bind the parameters if any.
Set the statement attribute to read only.
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•
•
•

Set the statement attribute to allow for a scrollable cursor when executed.
Execute the statement.
Use the SQLFetchScroll() function to fetch from the scrollable cursor.

In this section, we discuss how to set the statement attribute and how to use the

SQLFetchScroll() function.

10.3.2.1 Setting the Statement Attribute
To set the attributes, we use the function SQLSetStmtOption(). There are
situations in which the statement attributes need to be set to some specific
values. For example, when a record is locked for update by a certain job, a DB2
CLI application can read the record only if it sets the attribute of the query
statement to read only. For using scrollable cursors, we must also set the
statement attribute to read only. We must also set the statement attribute to
allow for a scrollable cursor to be opened when the query is executed. By
default, the cursor that is opened when a query is executed is non scrollable. To
open a scrollable cursor, the SQL_ATTR_CURSOR_SCROLLABLE property of the query
must be set to true. The application must pass the following arguments to the
SQLSetStmtOption() function:
•
•
•

The statement handle.
The name of the statement option to set.
The value to set the option to.

You can set the following options for the statement:
•

SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY: This attribute can be set to SQL_TRUE or
SQL_FALSE.

•

SQL_ATTR_CURSOR_SCROLLABLE: This attribute can be set to SQL_TRUE
or SQL_FALSE.

•

SQL_ATTR_APP_ROW_DESC: The value associated is a 32-bit descriptor
handle.

•

SQL_ATTR_APP_PARAM_DESC: The value associated with this attribute is a
32-bit descriptor handle (see Figure 140 on page 358).

See Figure 152 on page 404 for a complete example.
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SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_Option;
Nmi_vParam;
Nmi_PcbValue;
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch;

SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy [ 5 ];
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusCrd;
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusTot;
void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″Select * from customer″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″where cuscty = ?″ ) ;
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare(..)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam(..)
...
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_ATTR_CURSOR_SCROLLABLE,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute(..)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll(..)
...
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 140. Example of the Function SQLSetStmtOption() .

The function returns the following code after execution:
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•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed to the
function.
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10.3.2.2 Fetching from a Scrollable Cursor
To fetch from a scrollable cursor, you need to call the SQLFetchScroll() function.
You can specify the direction in which you want to scroll the record pointer. The
function accepts the following arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The direction in which to scroll the record pointer.

•

In case you want to scroll to a specific record, this parameter contains the
record number relative to the current record. This is known as the offset
parameter.

The values for the direction parameter are as follows:
•

SQL_FETCH_NEXT: Fetch the row following the current one.

•

SQL_FETCH_FIRST: Fetch the first row in the cursor.

•

SQL_FETDCH_LAST: Fetch the last row of the cursor.

•

SQL_FETCH_PRIOR: Fetch the row in the cursor previous to the current row.

•

SQL_FETCH_RELATIVE: Fetch a specific row. The number of the row is the
one specified by the parameter following the direction parameter. The
number of the row to be fetched is relative to the current row. If the offset
parameter contains a positive number, the record pointer is advanced by the
number of rows specified by the offset parameter. If the offset parameter
contains a negative number, the record pointer is backed up by the number
of the row specified in the offset parameter. If the offset parameter contains
zero, the record pointer is not moved (see Figure 141 on page 360).

See Figure 152 on page 404 for a complete example.
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SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_Option;
Nmi_vParam;
Nmi_PcbValue;
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch;

SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy [ 5 ];
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusCrd;
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusTot;
void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″Select * from customer″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″where cuscty = ?″ ) ;
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare(..)
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam(..)
...
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_ATTR_CURSOR_SCROLLABLE,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute(..)
...
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_FETCH_FIRST,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 141. Example of the Function SQLFetchScroll()

The function returns the following code after execution:
•
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SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.
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•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed successfully but some
warnings were issued. Probably some data was truncated on return.

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_NO_DATA_FOUND: The function did not find any relevant data.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed to the
function.

10.3.3 Transaction Management using DB2 CLI
Applications that make changes to the database need to commit the changes
they have made. A journal and a journal receiver are used to record changes to
tables and views in the database. The journal and the journal receiver are than
used by COMMIT and ROLLBACK statements. Let us say, for example, that your
application updates a record in the customer table. After the update to make the
changes permanent, the application needs to commit them. Until then, the
record remains locked. The application can also discard the changes made to
the database by rolling back the changes. In DB2 CLI, the COMMIT or the ROLLBACK
statements are not sent to the database as SQL statements. Instead, you use
the transaction management functions to do the job.
Important
In DB2 CLI, when you connect to the database, the default isolation level is
read uncommitted (*CHG). If you want to use an isolation level other than
this (for example, read committed), you need to explicitly change this by
setting the connection attributes.

Another application cannot read the updated record until the transaction is
finished.
Important
In DB2 CLI, whenever a query is sent to the database, it is assumed that the
query is a SELECT FOR UPDATE. If you do not want to update the record but just
need to fetch, you must explicitly specify this by either setting the statement
attribute to SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY or by specifying the FOR READ ONLY clause
within the query itself. If you do not do this, the function will fail to read a
record that has been locked for update and will return a ″FILE IN USE″ error
to the application.

The method of setting the statement attributes has been described in the earlier
sections of this chapter. In this section, we see:
•

How to set the isolation level in DB2 CLI applications

•

How to commit and rollback changes to the database

10.3.3.1 Setting the Isolation Level in DB2 CLI
The isolation level can be set by using the SQLSetConnectOption() function to set
the connection attribute. The function accepts the following arguments:
•

The handle to the database connection.

•

The name of the connection that you want to set. There is only one connect
option that can be set currently and that is SQL_ATTR_COMMIT.
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•

The value to which you want to set the option. This is an integer value and it
can be set to the following values:
−
−
−
−
−

SQL_TXN_NO_COMMIT or SQL_COMMIT_NONE
SQL_TXN_READ_UNCOMMITED or SQL_COMMIT_CHG or
SQL_COMMIT_UR
SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITED or SQL_COMMIT_CS
SQL_TXN_REPEATABLE_READ or SQL_COMMIT_ALL or
SQL_COMMIT_RS
SQL_TXN_SERIALIZABLE or SQL_COMMIT_RR

The previous list contains values to which the option SQL_ATTR_COMMIT
can be set. There are two terminologies used here. The values beginning
with SQL_COMMIT is the terminology used by IBM database servers and the
values starting with SQL_TXN are those used by the SQL standard. Please
refer to the Chapter 8, “SQL Procedures” on page 235 for a detailed
discussion on different isolation levels available in DB2/400 (see Figure 142.)
See Figure 155 on page 430 for a complete example.
SQLINTEGER

Nmi_VParam;

void main()
{
(Initialization tasks)
...
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITED
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_VParam);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 142. Example of the Function SQLSetConnectOption()

The function returns the following code after execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.

•

SQL_SUCCESS_WITH_INFO: The function executed successfully but some
warnings were issued.

•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed to the
function.

10.3.3.2 Committing or Rolling Back Transactions
In DB2 CLI, the commit or rollback statements are not sent as SQL statements.
The transaction is committed or rolled back by using the SQLTransact() function.
When using DB2 CLI, a transaction is implicitly started when the application
executes the first SQLPrepare(),SQLExecDirect() or the SQLGetTypeInfo()
statement. The transaction can be ended by using the SQLTransact() function to
either rollback or commit the changes to the database. The function accepts the
following arguments:
•
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The handle to the environment.
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•

The handle to the database connection.

•

The desired action to be taken for the transaction. This argument can take
the following values:
−
−
−
−

SQL_COMMIT
SQL_ROLLBACK
SQL_COMMIT_HOLD
SQL_ROLLBACK_HOLD

If the transaction is completed with SQL_COMMIT or SQL_ROLLBACK, the
following events can occur:
•

If the application is executing prepared statements, the statements are
discarded. They must be prepared again.

•

Any open cursors are closed and any pending rows in the result sets are
discarded.

•

Any locks on the database records are released.

•

If any parameters were bound to the statements, they need not be rebound.
The cursor names and bound parameters survive the transaction.

If the transactions are completed using the SQL_COMMIT_HOLD and
SQL_ROLLBACK_HOLD options, the following events can occur:
•

The SQL statements are not discarded. They need not be prepared again.

•

Any open cursors are not closed (see Figure 143).

See Figure 151 on page 389 for a complete example.
SQLINTEGER

Nmi_VParam;

void main()
{
(Initialization tasks)
...
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITED
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_VParam);
...
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement0012, ″INSERT INTO CUSTOMER″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement, ″ values( ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ? )″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare(..);
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute(..);
...
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTransact( Hnd_HENV, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_COMMIT );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 143. Example of the Function SQLTransact()

The function returns the following code after execution:
•

SQL_SUCCESS: The function executed successfully.
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•

SQL_ERROR: The function failed.

•

SQL_INVALID_HANDLE: An invalid statement handle was passed to the
function.

10.3.4 Using Stored Procedures
To call a stored procedure from the DB2 CLI application, the application must
pass a CALL SQL statement to the database for execution. For procedures that
receive only INPUT parameters, you can hard code the values that are passed to
the procedure and execute. The alternative is to use parameter markers in
place of the hard coded values. The parameter marker approach should be
used when the procedure is to be executed repeatedly. For procedures that
pass OUTPUT parameters back to the calling program, there is only the
parameter marker approach. You cannot hard code the names of the variables
that receive values from the procedure into the SQL statement. Also, if the
stored procedure returns result sets, the DB2 CLI application can fetch from the
result set. In fact, DB2 CLI is the only way to use the result set that is passed
back from a program in the native environment. To call a stored procedure from
a DB2 CLI application, follow these steps:
1. Allocate the statement handle.
2. Construct the call statement.
3. Prepare the statement.
4. Bind the parameters.
5. Execute the statement.
6. If the procedure passes back a result set, then fetch from the result set.
The only difference between a CALL SQL statement and other SQL statements is
the way the parameters are bound. Normally, you use SQLBindParam() to bind
the parameters to the statement, but for a stored procedure call, use the
SQLBindParameter() function. All other steps remain the same. If the stored
procedure passes back output parameters, then after the call, the variables that
are bound to the output parameters contain values. The SQLBindParameter()
function accepts the following arguments:
•

The statement handle.

•

The number of the parameter to be bound.

•

The type of the parameter. This argument can contain the following values:
−
−
−
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SQL_PARAM_INPUT
SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT
SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT

•

The C data type of the parameter being bound.

•

The SQL data type of the parameter being bound.

•

The precision of the column being bound. For parameters that have the
character data type, this is the total length of the field. For packed, zoned
decimals, this is the total number of digits in the number. If the data type of
the parameter is not one of these, the argument is ignored.

•

The number of decimal digits to the right of the decimal point.

•

The pointer to the buffer where the value being passed is stored or the value
to be returned are stored.
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•

The size in bytes of the buffer. This argument is required only for character
and integer data types. For all other data types, this is zero.

•

If the parameter being bound is a string, this argument should contain either
SQL_NTS or the exact length of the string. If the data is graphic, the
parameter should contain the number of octets of double-byte data. For any
other data type, this argument is zero (see Figure 144).

See Figure 155 on page 430 for a complete example.
SQLCHAR
Chr_SqlStatement001??( SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_Option;
SQLCHAR
Chr_ErrorCode;
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy??( 5 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr??( 5 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam??( 20 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel??( 15 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax??( 15 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr??( 20 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty??( 20 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip??( 5 ??);
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_PcbValueN;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;
void main()
{
(Initialization Tasks)
...
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″CALL INSCUST(″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ? , ? , ? , ? , ? , ? , ? , ? ) ″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare(..);
...
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Figure 144 (Part 1 of 2). Example of the Function SQLBindParameter()
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(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
...
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_PARAM_INPUT
SQL_DECIMAL, SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd
0,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
(Error Handling Code)
...
}
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute(..);
...
(Termination Tasks)
...
}
Figure 144 (Part 2 of 2). Example of the Function SQLBindParameter()

Currently if the procedure that you code contains OUT parameters and you are
using indicator variables in the procedure, you encounter problems when you
run the application.
You can also receive result sets using stored procedures. A stored procedure
can return one or more result sets. To find out whether there are more result
sets, you can call the SQLMoreResults() function. This function will return
SQL_SUCCESS if there are more result sets that can be fetched. To fetch from a
result set returned by a stored procedure, use the SQLFetch() and the
SQLBindCol() functions as they are normally used. Please refer to Figure 156 on
page 444 for an example on using multiple result sets returned by a stored
procedure.
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Appendix A. Using the QDBRTVFD API
Figure 145 shows a sample ILE C program where the Retrieve File Description
API is used. This program shows how to get information about the triggers
associated to a physical file. The program can be easily modified to retrieve
information about the referential integrity constraints as well.
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include ″QSYSINC/H/TRGBUF″
#include ″QSYSINC/H/QDBRTVFD″
#define BUF_SIZE 70
void proc_fild0100(void);
struct error_code {
int bytes_provided;
int bytes_available;
char message_id[7];
} error_code;
char buf[BUF_SIZE];
char in_data[200];
char return_data[5000];
Qdb_Rfd_Input_Parms_t *in_parms;
Qdb_Qdbfh_t
*fdt_100;
Qdb_Qdbfphys_t
*phy_100;
Qdb_Qdbftrg_t
*trg_100;
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
char *library, *file;
int i;
in_parms = (Qdb_Rfd_Input_Parms_t *) in_data;
memset(in_parms->File_And_Library_Name, ′ ′ , 2 0 ) ;
memset(in_parms->Record_Format_Name, ′ ′ , 1 0 ) ;
if (argc == 1) /*.... Analyzing the parameter list ....*/
{
printf(″Invalid number of parameters\n″ ) ;
exit(1);
}
else if (argc >= 2)
{
library = strtok(argv[1], ″ / ″ ) ;
if((file = strtok(NULL, ″/″)) == NULL)
{
memcpy( in_parms->File_And_Library_Name, argv[1],
strlen(argv[1]));
memcpy( in_parms->File_And_Library_Name+10, ″*LIBL″ , 5 ) ;
}
else
{
memcpy( in_parms->File_And_Library_Name, file,
strlen(file));
memcpy( in_parms->File_And_Library_Name+10, library,
strlen(library));
}
if (argc >= 3)
memcpy( in_parms->Record_Format_Name, argv[2],
strlen(argv[2]));
else
memcpy( in_parms->Record_Format_Name,
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name, 10);
}

Figure 145 (Part 1 of 3). Using QDBRTVFD to Manage Triggers - T4249TRGI
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for (i=0; i<20; i++)
{
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name[i] =
toupper(in_parms->File_And_Library_Name[i]);
}
for (i=0; i<10; i++)
{
in_parms->Record_Format_Name[i] =
toupper(in_parms->Record_Format_Name[i]);
}
memset(buf, ′ ′ , BUF_SIZE);
/*****************************************************/
/* Set up the parameters that are passed for the API.*/
/*****************************************************/
in_parms->Length_Of_Receiver_Var = 5000;
memcpy(
memcpy(
memcpy(
memcpy(

in_parms->File_Override_Flag, ″0″, 1);
in_parms->System, ″*LCL
″, 10 );
in_parms->Format_Type, ″*EXT
″, 10 );
in_parms->Format_Name, ″FILD0100″, 8 );

error_code.bytes_provided = 15;
/*****************************************************/
/* Call the API.
*/
/*****************************************************/
QDBRTVFD(return_data,
in_parms->Length_Of_Receiver_Var,
&in_parms->Returned_File_And_Library,
in_parms->Format_Name,
&in_parms->File_And_Library_Name,
in_parms->Record_Format_Name,
in_parms->File_Override_Flag,
in_parms->System,
in_parms->Format_Type,
&error_code);
/*************************************************/
/* If the retrieve was successful.
*/
/*************************************************/
if (error_code.bytes_available == 0)
{
fdt_100 = (Qdb_Qdbfh_t *) return_data;
/* If the file is a physical file.
if ( ! fdt_100->Qdbfhflg_t.Qdbfhfpl)
{
phy_100 = (Qdb_Qdbfphys_t *) (return_data + fdt_100->Qdbpfof);
/* If the file has a valid number of triggers.
if ((phy_100->Qdbftrgn > 0) && (phy_100->Qdbftrgn < 7))
proc_fild0100();
else
/* Else the file has invalid # of triggers.
printf(″No triggers or invalid number of triggers..\n″ ) ;
}
else
/* Else the file is not a physical file.
printf(″The file is not a physical file...\n″ ) ;
}
else
/* Else the retrieve failed.
{
printf(″Bad error code from QDBRTVFD : %s\n″ ,
error_code.message_id);
if (!strncmp(error_code.message_id, ″CPF5715″ , 7 ) )
printf(″File %10.10s in library %10.10s not found...\n″ ,
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name,
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name + 10);
}
}
/* End of main program function.

*/

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

Figure 145 (Part 2 of 3). Using QDBRTVFD to Manage Triggers - T4249TRGI
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/*********************************************************************/
/******** Process the format for FILD0100 on the api call.
*/
/*********************************************************************/
void proc_fild0100() {
int j;
printf(″Trigger information for file %10.10s in library %10.10s\n″ ,
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name+10,
in_parms->File_And_Library_Name);
printf(″Number of triggers: %i\n″ , phy_100->Qdbftrgn);
/.... Set pooointer to the trigger information area ....*/
trg_100 = (Qdb_Qdbftrg_t *) (return_data + phy_100->Qdbfotrg);
/* Print a header line and start for loop.
*/
memset(buf, ′ *′ , BUF_SIZE);
buf[BUF_SIZE] = ′ \0′ ;
printf(″%s\n″ , buf);
printf(″

Physical File Trigger Information

\n″ ) ;

for (j=1; j <= phy_100->Qdbftrgn; j++) {
printf(″%s\n″ , buf);
printf(″Trigger program: %10.10s in library %10.10s\n″ ,
trg_100->Qdbftpgm, trg_100->Qdbftplb);
printf(″Trigger Time:″ ) ;
switch(*trg_100->Qdbftrgt) /*... print TRIGGER TIME ...*/
{
case ′ 1 ′ : printf(″ *AFTER\n″ ) ;
break;
case ′ 2 ′ : printf(″ *BEFORE\n″ ) ;
break;
}
printf(″Trigger Event:″ ) ;
switch(*trg_100->Qdbftrge) /*... print TRIGGER EVENT ...*/
{
case ′ 1 ′ : printf(″ *INSERT\n″ ) ;
break;
case ′ 2 ′ : printf(″ *DELETE\n″ ) ;
break;
case ′ 3 ′ : printf(″ *UPDATE″ ) ;
switch(*trg_100->Qdbftupd)
{
case ′ 1 ′ : printf(″ *ALWAYS\n″ ) ;
break;
case ′ 2 ′ : printf(″ *CHANGE\n″ ) ;
break;
}
break;
}
/* Increment the pointer to the next trigger.
trg_100 ++;
} /* end of for loop in trigger processing */
}

*/

Figure 145 (Part 3 of 3). Using QDBRTVFD to Manage Triggers - T4249TRGI

On the display, this program shows the list of triggers associated with a
database file. The list is retrieved by using the QDBRTVFD APIs. A complete
description of this API can be found in the System API Programming, SC41-5800 .
This utility can be created and called in the following way:

CRTBNDC PGM(T4249TRGI)
SRCFILE(C)
CALL T4249TRGI PARM(′ mylib/filename′ ′ Record-format-name′ )
The second parameter, if not specified, defaults to the file name. If you do not
specify the library, it defaults to *LIBL .
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Appendix B. Order Entry Application: Detailed Flow
This appendix provides detailed flow charts of each of the modules included in
the Order Entry application scenario.

B.1 Programs Overview
The following figure is a functional description of the various components of this
application scenario. This section also makes references to the paragraphs
where the programs are reported.

B.1.1 Program Flow for Insert Order Header Program
DB2/400 functional highlights in this program:
•
•
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Referential Integrity constraints for the Order Header table
Insert Trigger on the Order Header file
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Figure 146. Insert Order Header Program Flow
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B.1.2 Program Description for Insert Order Header Program
The idea of this program is to show how to use the following new database
functions in a real application:

Referential Integrity: When a record is inserted in the Order Header file, the
system checks for an existing customer in the Customer table.
Database Trigger: Before the insert operation is completed, the database
manager activates a program that can verify if the sales representative is
assigned to the customer and log any violation attempt.

B.1.2.1 Program Description
The sales person periodically calls the customer over the phone and places an
order. The sales person enters the customer number, the order and delivery
date, and other general information. Our application does not automatically
generate an order number; for the sake of simplicity, this is entered by the sales
representative.
A more detailed flow of this program is described as follows:
•

The program inserts a row into the Order Header table.

•

If the database referential constraint enforcement detects a customer
number not defined in the Customer table, a program message is sent
explaining that the customer number is invalid. A correct customer number
must be entered.

•

The customer name is displayed at the terminal.

•

A row is inserted into the Order Header table.

•

Since an insert trigger is defined on this table, a program is automatically
triggered by the database manager.

•

The trigger program checks if the current user profile is associated to the
customer in the Sales/Customer table. If there is no match, the program
writes an audit trail entry to an audit table.

•

If the insert is successful, the program returns a positive return code to the
main program, which calls the Insert Order Detail program.
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B.1.3 Program Flow for Insert Order Detail Program
DB2/400 functional highlights in this program:
•
•
•
•

Referential Integrity constraints for the Order Detail table
Referential Integrity constraints for Stock table (on remote system)
Two-phase commit and DRDA Level 2
Remote Stored Procedure

Figure 147. Insert Order Detail Program Flow
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B.1.4 Program Description for Insert Order Detail Program
The idea of this program is to show how to use the following new database
functions in a real application:

Referential Integrity
•

When a record is inserted into the Order Detail table for a new order item,
the system checks for a matching order number in the Order Header table.

Two-Phase Commit with DRDA, Level 2: This procedure inserts a record in a
local file and updates the remote inventory file (STOCK file). At the end of this
process, we want to release the locks on the inventory record and the
transaction is committed. The two-phase commit support guarantees the
integrity of this transaction.
Stored Procedure: To update the remote inventory file, this program calls a
remote stored procedure. The stored procedure checks the availability of the
product. If the product has low inventory levels, the stored procedure looks for
an alternative and sends the new product code and description back to the
calling application. The selected product information is displayed at the terminal
and the user has the choice of accepting or rejecting the substitute item.

B.1.4.1 Program Description
This program can:
•

Get the customer number and the order number from the Insert Order
Header program.

•

Get product number and quantity for every single item from the display.

•

Issue a SET CONNECTION statement to the remote system; all the necessary
CONNECT statements are performed by the main program.

•

Call a stored procedure at the remote system to:
−

Look for the product number in the remote inventory.

−

Update the Stock table, reducing the quantity on hand if the quantity
available is sufficient.

−

Look for an alternative product if the requested one is out of stock and
update the corresponding quantity.

−

Pass the product information back to the calling program.

•

The stored procedure then passes control back to the calling program.

•

At this point, the program sets a connection to the local system and if the
user accepts the record, the new item is inserted in the Order Detail file and
the whole transaction is committed. If the user rejects the item, a rollback
brings the stock quantity on hand back to its original value.

•

A rollback is also performed if the Referential Integrity checking on the Order
Detail table fails. This happens if we insert the record with the wrong order
number.

•

The user also has the option of cancelling the whole order. In this case, a
Cancel Order program is called.

•

The program keeps a work field with the final totals of the whole order.
When the entire order is completed, this value is passed to the next
program, which is the ″Finalize Order″.
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B.1.5 Program Flow for Finalize Order Program
DB2/400 functional highlights in this program:
•

Trigger on Update Order Header row

Figure 148. Finalize Order Program Flow
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B.1.6 Program Description for ′Finalize Order′ Program
The idea of this program is to show how to use the following new database
functions in a real application:

Database Triggers: In this scenario, a program is triggered after the order
header row has been updated with the total amount of the order. This program
prints the invoice at the branch office as soon as the order has been completed.
The program also updates the credit limit on the customer file. If the current
balance exceeds 90% of the credit limit, a ″warning″ fax is automatically sent to
the customer by a trigger program to allow the customer to take the appropriate
actions (for instance, applying for a credit limit increase, based on the credit
history of the customer).

B.1.6.1 Program Description
This program can:
•

Get the customer number and the order number from the previous
processing along with the order grand total.

•

Check the Customer record; if the credit limit is exceeded, the order is
cancelled. To delete the order, the detail is scanned and the inventory
quantity on hand for each item is updated adding the amount reserved for
this order. When this process is complete, the order header is deleted and
all the order detail disappears as a result of the *CASCADE constraint on the
order header file. The entire transaction is finally committed and again the
two-phase commit support ensures that the local database and the remote
stock file are kept synchronized.

•

If the credit limit is OK, this program updates the following fields:
−

The total amount in the customer file to keep track of the customer
balance.

−

The total amount in the Sales Representative/Customer table, to reflect
the sales person′s turnover with the customer.

−

The total amount in the Order Header table items at invoice time.

•

Because there is an update trigger specified on Order Header table, an
invoice program is started immediately. The invoice for the completed order
is printed in the branch office. For more information about triggers, see
Chapter 5, “Database Triggers” on page 81.

•

After the preceding updates have been done, COMMIT is executed.

•

If there are more orders, the Insert Order Header program is started again.

•

If there are no more orders, this order entry application has ended.
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Appendix C. Examples on DB2 CLI
This appendix contains detailed example programs implementing functions and
concepts covered in Chapter 10, “Call Level Interface Programming” on
page 295. All programs are well commented and major steps are explained in
the note that follows each example. The list of the code samples includes:
•

DB2 CLI Order Entry in Figure 151 on page 389

•

Using Scrollable Cursor in Figure 152 on page 404

•

Using DB2 CLI Functions to Query the System Catalogue in Figure 153 on
page 414

•

Using SQL to Query the System Catalogue in Figure 154 on page 422

•

Using Stored Procedures in Figure 155 on page 430

•

Calling Stored Procedures that Return Result Sets in Figure 156 on page 444

•

Retrieving Information on Parameters passed to Stored Procedures in
Figure 157 on page 452

C.1 Downloading Files from Internet Web Site
The DB2 CLI programs and DDS sources for the tables used by these programs
are available to be downloaded through the Internet. OS/400 V4R2 or later is
required.
To use these files, you must download them to your personal computer from the
Internet Web site. A file named README.TXT is included. It contains
instructions for restoring the AS/400 libraries, the VisualAge for Java examples,
and run-time notes.
The URL to access is: www.redbooks.ibm.com
Click on Downloads and then select directory SG244249. In the SG244249
directory, click on download.htm.
Important Information
These example programs have not been subjected to any formal testing.
They are provided ″AS-IS″; they should be used for reference only. Please
refer to the Special Notices section at the back of this document for more
information.

C.2 Header Files for Initialization Tasks
The initialization tasks need to be performed in each application. Therefore, it is
useful to put the functions that perform these tasks in a header file and just call
the functions from all the applications. Most of the examples shown in this
appendix use the functions defined in the following header file.
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/* *********************** Common
#define SQL_MAX_DSN_NAME_LEN 18
#define SQL_MAX_USR_DATA_LEN 10
#define SQL_MAX_STM_LEN
255
#define SQL_SERVER_NOT_FOUND -999
/* *********************** Common

Constants used **************
-+
|
|-1
-+
Constants used **************

/* *********************** Common Variables Used **************
/* -- ********* Variables used for application ********* -- */
SQLHENV Hnd_Henv;
SQLHDBC Hnd_Hdbc;
SQLHSTMT Hnd_Hstmt;
SQLRETURN Nmi_ReturnCode;
/* -- ********* Variables used for application ********* -- */
/* --- ********* Variables used for Connect ********* -- */
SQLCHAR Chr_ServerName??( SQL_MAX_DSN_NAME_LEN + 1 ??); /*Data Source*/
SQLCHAR Chr_UserId??( SQL_MAX_USR_DATA_LEN + 1 ??);
SQLCHAR Chr_PassWord??( SQL_MAX_USR_DATA_LEN + 1 ??);
SQLCHAR Chr_UserMessage??( SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ??);
/* --- ********* Variables used for Connect ********* -- */
/* --- ********* Variables used for Error Handling ********** -- */
SQLCHAR
Chr_SqlState??( SQL_SQLSTATE_SIZE + 1 ??);
-+
SQLCHAR
Chr_MessageText??( SQL_MAX_MESSAGE_LENGTH + 1 ??);|
SQLINTEGER Nmi_CleanUpCode;
|2
SQLINTEGER Nmi_NativeErrorCode;
|
SQLRETURN Nmi_ReturnCode;
-+
/* --- ********* Variables used for Error Handling ********** -- */
/* --- ********* Variables used for Other Purposes ********** -- */
SQLCHAR
Chr_FileName??( SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ??);
SQLSMALLINT Nmsi_NumberOfColumns;
SQLINTEGER Nmi_PcbValue;
SQLINTEGER Nmi_VParam;
/* --- ********* Variables used for Other Purposes ********** -- */
/* *********************** Common Variables Used **********************
/* *********************** Common Functions Used **********************
SQLRETURN Fun_Connect( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv,
3
SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc,
SQLCHAR *Chr_Server,
SQLCHAR *Chr_UserId,
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp001( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv );4
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp002( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv,
5
SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hhdbc );
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp003( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv,
6
SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hhdbc );
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp004( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv,
7
SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc,
SQLHSTMT *Hnd_Hstmt );
SQLRETURN Fun_GetError( SQLHENV
*Hnd_Henv,
8
SQLHDBC
*Hnd_Hdbc,
SQLHSTMT
*Hnd_Hstmt );
SQLRETURN Fun_PrintError( void );9
****************** End of data ****************************************

Figure 149. The CLI Variable Definition Header File (CLIHDRFIL.H)

Notes:

1 These macros are used to define the variables that contain the name
of the data source to connect to, the USERID, the password, and so on.

2 These variable are used by the function Fun_GetError() to retrieve
the error information whenever an error condition exists.
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3 The function prototype of the function that is used to connect to the
data source. The function definition is given in another header file (the
listing follows in the next section).

4 The function prototype of the function that is used to release the
environment handle. This function performs the cleanup after an error
condition has occurred. If the error condition occurs at a point in time
when the handle to the environment is allocated but the handle to the
database connection is not, this function is called.

5 The function prototype of the function that is used to release the
environment handle and the database connection handle. This function
performs the cleanup after an error has occurred. If the error condition
occurs at a point in time when the handle to the environment and the
handle to the database is allocated but the application has not yet
connected to the database, this function is called.

6 The function prototype of the function that is used to release the
environment handle, release the database connect handle, and
disconnect from the database. This function performs the cleanup after
an error condition has occurred. If the error condition occurs at a point
when the application has connected to the database and the environment
and database connection handles have been allocated but the handle to
the statement has not been allocated, this function is called.

7 The function prototype of the function that is used to release the
environment handle, release the database connection handle, disconnect
from the database, and release the statement handle. This function
performs the cleanup after an error condition has occurred. If the error
condition occurs after the environment and connection handles are
allocated, the application has connected to the database, and the
statement handle has been allocated, this function is called.

8 The function prototype for the function that is used to retrieve the
error information after an error condition has occurred.

9 The function prototype for the function that is used to print the error
information onto the display after the error has occurred.
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/* ************ Function to Connect to Data Source ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_Connect( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv,
SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc,
1
SQLCHAR *Chr_Server, SQLCHAR *Chr_userId,
SQLCHAR *Chr_PassWord )
{
SQLRETURN Nmi_ReturnCode002;
/* ************ Allocate the Environment Handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocEnv( Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Return Error Code *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode ); /* ***
on Failure
*** */
}
/* ************ Allocate the Connection Handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocConnect( *Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure set up
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 1;
/* *** Clean up Code and
return( Nmi_ReturnCode ); /* *** return error code
}

);
*** */
*** */
*** */

/* ************ Check if the Data Source is Specified ************ */
if ( Chr_Server??( 0 ??) == ′ ¼0′ )
{
/* *** If data source not *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 2;
/* *** given then set up *** */
return( SQL_SERVER_NOT_FOUND ); /* *** clean up
*** */
}
/* *** code and return
*** */
/* *** error code
*** */
/* ************ Check if the Data Source is Specified ************ */
if ( Chr_UserId??( 0 ??) == ′ ¼0′ )
{
/* ************ Connect to the DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLConnect( *Hnd_Hdbc, Chr_Server, SQL_NTS,
NULL, SQL_NTS, NULL, SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure set up *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 2;
/* *** Clean up Code and *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** return error code *** */
}
}
else
{
/* ************ Connect to the DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLConnect( *Hnd_Hdbc, Chr_Server, SQL_NTS,
Chr_UserId, SQL_NTS,
Chr_PassWord, SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure set up *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 2;
/* *** Clean up Code and *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** return error code *** */
}
else
{
/* *** Successfully connected */
return( SQL_SUCCESS ); /* *** to the database
*** */
}
}
}
Figure 150 (Part 1 of 5). The CLI C o m m o n Functions Header File (COMFUNC.H)
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/* ************ Clean up Function 1 ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp001( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv )2
{
/* ************ Release the environment handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeEnv( *Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode ); /* *** error code
*** */
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
}

/* ************ Clean up Function 2 ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp002( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv, SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc )
{3
/* ************ Release the connection handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeConnect( *Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
/* ************ Release the environment handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeEnv( *Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
}

/* ************ Clean up Function 3 ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp003( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv, SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc )
{4
/* ************ DisConnect from the DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLDisconnect( *Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
Figure 150 (Part 2 of 5). The CLI C o m m o n Functions Header File (COMFUNC.H)
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/* ************ Release the connection handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeConnect( *Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
/* ************ Release the environment handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeEnv( *Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
}

/* ************ Clean up Function 4 ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_CleanUp004( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv, SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc,
5
SQLHSTMT *Hnd_Hstmt )
{
/* ************ Release the statement handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeStmt( *Hnd_Hstmt, SQL_DROP );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
/* ************ DisConnect from the DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLDisconnect( *Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
/* ************ Release the connection handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeConnect( *Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
/* ************ Release the environment handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFreeEnv( *Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On failure return *** */
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );/* *** error code
*** */
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
}
Figure 150 (Part 3 of 5). The CLI C o m m o n Functions Header File (COMFUNC.H)
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/* ************ Function to Retrieve Error Information ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_GetError( SQLHENV *Hnd_Henv, SQLHDBC *Hnd_Hdbc,
6
SQLHSTMT *Hnd_Hstmt )
{
SQLSMALLINT Nmsi_NumBytes;
/* ************ Retrieve the Error Information ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLError( *Hnd_Henv, *Hnd_Hdbc, *Hnd_Hstmt,
Chr_SqlState,
&Nmi_NativeErrorCode,
Chr_MessageText,
sizeof(Chr_MessageText),
( SQLSMALLINT * ) &Nmsi_NumBytes )
/* ************ Check the Clean up Code ************ */
/* ************ Check the Clean up Code ************ */
switch ( Nmi_CleanUpCode )
{
case 1 :
{
/* ************ Call Celan up Function 1 ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp001( Hnd_Henv );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
return ( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
break;
}
case 2 :
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp002( Hnd_Henv,
Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
return ( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
break;
}
Figure 150 (Part 4 of 5). The CLI C o m m o n Functions Header File (COMFUNC.H)
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case 3 :
{
/* ************ Call Celan up Function 3 ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp003( Hnd_Henv,
Hnd_Hdbc );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
return ( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
break;
}
case 4 :
{
/* ************ Call Celan up Function 4 ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( Hnd_Henv,
Hnd_Hdbc,
Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
return ( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
else
{
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
break;
}
}
}
/* ************ Function to Print Error Information ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_PrintError()7
{
printf( ″%s¼n″ , Chr_UserMessage );
/* ********* Call function to Retrieve Error Information ********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_GetError( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
/* ************ Print Error Information ************ */
printf( ″The SqlState is
%s¼n″ ,
Chr_SqlState );
printf( ″The Native Error Code is %d¼n″ ,
Nmi_NativeErrorCode );
printf( ″The Error Message is - ¼n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s¼n″ , Chr_MessageText );
printf( ″Terminating...¼n″ ) ;
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
****************** End of data ****************************************
Figure 150 (Part 5 of 5). The CLI C o m m o n Functions Header File (COMFUNC.H)

Notes:

1 This function is called by the application program to connect to the
server. The function does the following tasks:
•
•
•
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Allocates the environment handle
Allocates the connection handle
Connects to the database
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The function accepts the following arguments:
•

A pointer to a variable of type HENV

•

A pointer to a variable of type HDBC

•

A character pointer to a buffer that contains the name of the data
source

•

A character pointer to a buffer that contains the user ID using the
application to connect to

•

A character pointer to the buffer that contains the password for the
user ID

2 This function is used to clean up if an error occurs at the time of
allocation of the connection handle. It attempts to release the
environment handle that was allocated. It accepts a pointer to the
variable that contains the environment handle as an argument.

3 This function is used to clean up if an error occurs at the time of
connecting to the database. It attempts to release the environment and
connection handles that were allocated. It accepts the following pointers
as arguments:
•
•

The pointer to the environment handle
The pointer to the connection handle

4 This function is used to clean up if an error occurs after the
connection to the database but before the statement handle has been
allocated. It attempts to do the following actions:
•
•
•

Disconnect from the database.
Release the connection handle.
Release the environment handle.

It accepts the following pointers as arguments:
•
•

Pointer to the environment handle
Pointer to the connection handle

5 This function is used to clean up if an error occurs after the allocation
of the statement handle. It attempts to do the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Release the statement handle.
Disconnect from the database.
Release the connection handle.
Release the environment handle.

It accepts the following pointers as parameters:
•
•
•

Pointer to the environment handle
Pointer to the connection handle
Pointer to the statement handle

6 This function uses the SQLError() function to retrieve the error
information. The cleanup code must be set before calling the function.
This is because after retrieving the error information, the function uses
the cleanup code to determine which function to call and then calls the
appropriate function. It accepts the following arguments:
•
•

The handle to the environment
The handle to the connection
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•

The handle to the statement

7 This function prints out the error information that was retrieved by
function Fun_GetError(). It calls the Fun_GetError() function to retrieve the
error information and then prints it. It does not take in any arguments.

C.3 The Order Entry Example
The following example is a sample to show you how some of the functions
described in Chapter 10, “Call Level Interface Programming” on page 295 can
be used to build an application. This example is a simple order entry example
that can insert records, query records, and delete records from the customer file.
The various functions of interest are marked in the example. Some of the
functions shown in the example are explained later in this appendix.
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 11,2 )
decimal( 11,2 )

Chr_SqlStatement001??( SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ??);
Chr_Option;
Chr_CusNbr??( 5 ??);
Chr_CusNam??( 20 ??);
Chr_CusTel??( 15 ??);
Chr_CusFax??( 15 ??);
Chr_CusAdr??( 20 ??);
Chr_CusCty??( 20 ??);
Chr_CusZip??( 5 ??);
Nmpd_CusCrd;
Nmpd_CusTot;

SQLRETURN Fun_Insert( void );
SQLRETURN Fun_Select( void );
SQLRETURN Fun_Delete( void );

void main()
{
/* ************ Get user input for Connecting to Server ************ */
printf( ″Please enter the name of the server to connect :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter th User Id :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the Pass Word :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_PassWord );
/* ************ Call function to connect to server ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
Chr_ServerName, Chr_UserId,
Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )/* *** On Failure print *** */
{
/* *** error and exit
*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Connecting to the sever″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 151 (Part 1 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Get User Interaction for Operation to be ************ */
/* ************
Performed
************ */
printf( ″Enter I to Insert a Customer Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Enter Q to query a Customer Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Enter D to Delete a Customer record\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
scanf( ″%c″, &Chr_Option );
/* ************ Allocate the statement handle ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );1
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** error and exit
*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error allocating Statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************ Determine the Operation chosen ************ */
switch ( Chr_Option )
{
/* ************ Chosen Operation is Insert ************ */
case ′ I′ :
case ′ i′ :
{
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITTED;
/* ************ Set the isolation level to CS ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,
2
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3; /* *** error and exit
*** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* ************ Call function to insert Record ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Insert();3
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Error Occured in Insert\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
}
/* *** exit with error *** */
else
{
Figure 151 (Part 2 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Operation Over. Disconnect from DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv,&Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}

/* ************ Chosen Operation is Select ************ */
case ′ Q′ :
case ′ q′ :
{
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_NO_COMMIT;
/* ************ Set the isolation level to NONE ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3; /* *** error and exit
*** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* ************ Call function to select Record ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Select();4
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Error Occured in Select\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
}
/* *** exit with error *** */
else
{
/* ************ Operation Over. Disconnect from DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv,&Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}

/* ************ Chosen Operation is Delete ************ */
case ′ D′ :
case ′ d′ :
{
Figure 151 (Part 3 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITTED;
/* ************ Set the isolation level to CS ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4; /* *** error and exit
*** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* ************ Call function to delete Record ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Delete();5
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″Error Occured in Delete\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
}
/* *** exit with error *** */
else
{
/* ************ Operation Over. Disconnect from DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv,&Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}

/* ************ Illegal Operation Code chosen by User ************ */
default :
{
printf( ″That was not an available choice\n″ ) ;
/* ************ Disconnect from DataBase ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( -1 );
break;
}
}
}

/* ************ Function to Insert Record ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_Insert( void )
{
Figure 151 (Part 4 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Construct SQL Statement ************ */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″insert into″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.customer″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ values( ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
|-------6
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , 0 ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ) ″ ) ;
/* ************ Print Constructed SQL Statement ************ */
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* ************ Prepare SQL Statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
7 SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Get user input for Column
/* ************
Inserted
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″Please enter the value
gets( Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″Please enter the value

Values to be

************ */
************ */
for Customer Number
:\n″ ) ;
for Customer Name

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Tel

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Fax

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Address

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer City

:\n″ ) ;

for Customer Zip

:\n″ ) ;

Figure 151 (Part 5 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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gets( Chr_CusZip );
printf(″Please ener ythe value for Customer Credit Limit :\n″ ) ;
scanf( ″%D(11,2)″, &Nmpd_CusCrd );
/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
8
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
( SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
( SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNam″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusTel″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 151 (Part 6 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusFax″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusAdr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCty″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Figure 151 (Part 7 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusZip″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_DECIMAL,
SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusC
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Execute the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );9
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Commit changes to database ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTransact( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_COMMIT );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) 10
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Commiting the Insert″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 151 (Part 8 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}

/* ************ Function to Select Record ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_Select( void )
{
/* ************ Construct SQL Statement ************ */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″select″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ *″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ from″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.customer″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ where″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ cusnbr =″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ?″ );
/* ************ Print Constructed SQL Statement ************ */
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* ************ Prepare the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Get user input for record key ************ */
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Number
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );

:\n″ ) ;

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
Figure 151 (Part 9 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNBR″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Execute the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,
11 ( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusNam″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 151 (Part 10 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusTel″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusFax″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusAdr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Figure 151 (Part 11 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusCty″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusZip″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( (256 * 11) + 2 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusCrd″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Bind the Columns of the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusTot,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( (256 * 11) + 2 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
Figure 151 (Part 12 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Column CusTot″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Fetch from the result set ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );12
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Fetching the Rows″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Print the results of the query ************ */
printf( ″The value of Customer Number
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The value of Customer Name
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf(″The value of Customer Telephone is %s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The value of Customer Fax
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The value of Customer Address is %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The value of Customer City
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The value of Customer Zip
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf(″The value of Customer Credit Limit is %D( 11,2 )\n″ , Nmpd_CusCrd);
printf(″The value of Customer Sales Total is %D( 11,2 )\n″ , Nmpd_CusTot);
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}

/* ************ Function to Delete Record ************ */
SQLRETURN Fun_Delete( void )
{
/* ************ Construct SQL Statement ************ */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″delete″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ from″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.customer″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ where″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ cusnbr =″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ?″ );
/* ************ Print Constructed SQL Statement ************ */
Figure 151 (Part 13 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* ************ Prepare the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Get user input for record key ************ */
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Number
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );

:\n″ ) ;

/* ************ Bind the parameters in the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParam( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
( SQLINTEGER * )&Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNBR″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************ Execute the SQL statement ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

Figure 151 (Part 14 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI
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/* ************ Commit changes to database ************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTransact( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_COMMIT );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** On Failure print *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** error and return *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Commiting the Delete″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
Figure 151 (Part 15 of 15). Order Entry Example in CLI

Notes:

1 Example of function SQLAllocStmt()
2 Example of function SQLSetConnectOption()
3 Call to function that inserts a record into the customer file
4 Call to function that selects a record from the customer file
5 Call to function that deletes a record from the customer file
6 Parameter markers used in an SQL statement
7 Example of function SQLPrepare()
8 Example of function SQLBindparam()
9 Example of function SQLExecute()
10 Example of function SQLTransact()
11 Example of function SQLBindCol()
12 Example of function SQLFetch()

C.4 The Scrollable Cursor Example
The following example shows you how to use the scrollable cursors. The
example includes the header files ″CLIHDRFIL.H″ and ″COMFUNC.H″. These
header files are shown in the earlier section of this appendix.
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_Option;
Nmi_vParam;
Nmi_PcbValue;
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch;

SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy [ 5
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusCrd;
decimal(11,2) Dec_CusTot;

];
];
];
];
];
];
];
];

int main()
{
Hnd_Hstmt = SQL_NULL_HSTMT;
printf( ″Example to test scrollable cursors\n″ ) ;
/* **********************Get user input to connect******************** */
printf( ″Please enter the name of the server to connect : \n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter the userid on the server %s : \n″ ,
Chr_ServerName );
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the password for the User Id %s : \n″ ,
Chr_PassWord );
gets( Chr_PassWord );
printf( ″Please Wait....\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Trying to Connect to Server %s\n″ , Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
/* **********************Call function to connect********************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, Chr_ServerName,
Chr_UserId, Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error connecting to Server″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 152 (Part 1 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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/* **********************Construct the SQL Statement****************** */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″select * from ORDAPPLIB.customer″ ) ;
/* **********************Allocate the statement handle****************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed ***
{
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Allocating the Statement Handle″
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/
*/
*/
);

/* **********************Set the statement option for***************** */
/* **********************opening a scrollable cursor****************** */
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,1
SQL_ATTR_CURSOR_SCROLLABLE );
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error setting Scrollable Cursor Option″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Set the statement attribute****************** */
/* **********************to read only
****************** */
Nmi_vParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_vParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error setting Read Only Option″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 152 (Part 2 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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/* **********************Set the statement attribute****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
2
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Executing the Statement″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSNBR″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSNAM″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSTEL″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 152 (Part 3 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSFAX″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSADR″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSCTY″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

Figure 152 (Part 4 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSZIP″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Dec_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER ) ((256 * 11) + 2),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSCRD″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* **********************Bind the result set columns****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Dec_CusTot,
( SQLINTEGER ) ((256 * 11) + 2),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
/* *** operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding Column CUSTOT″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
printf( ″Successfuly Executed the Statement\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The statement is : \n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
do
{
/* **********************Get user input on column to scroll to******** */
printf( ″\n\n\n″ ) ;
printf( ″1> Enter R to Fetch Relative Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″2> Enter F to Fetch First
Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″3> Enter L to Fetch Last
Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″4> Enter N to Fetch Next
Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″5> Enter P to Fetch Prior
Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″6> Enter X to Quit\n″ ) ;
Figure 152 (Part 5 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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fflush( stdin );
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
scanf( ″%c″, &Chr_Option );
switch( Chr_Option )
{
case ′ R′ :
case ′ r′ :
{
/* **********************Get Relative record number******************* */
printf( ″Enter the Record Number to Fetch\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
scanf( ″%d″, &Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch );
/* **********************Call the SQLFetchScroll Function************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,3
SQL_FETCH_RELATIVE,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** operation failed **/
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,/* *** exit with error **/
″Error on Fetch Relative on SQLFetchScroll″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
/* **********************Print out the results************************ */
printf( ″The Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The Customer Credit Limit is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusCrd );
printf( ″The Customer Total Sales is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusTot );
printf( ″Press any key to continue\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
}
Figure 152 (Part 6 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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break;
}
case ′ F′ :
case ′ f′ :
{
/* **********************Call the SQLFetchScroll Function************* */
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_FETCH_FIRST,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** operation failed *** */
/* *** exit with error *** */
printf( ″The return code is %d\n″ , Nmi_ReturnCode );
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error on Fetch First on SQLFetchScroll″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
/* **********************Print out the results************************ */
printf( ″The Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The Customer Credit Limit is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusCrd );
printf( ″The Customer Total Sales is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusTot );
printf( ″Press any key to continue\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
}
break;
}
case ′ L′ :
case ′ l′ :
{
/* **********************Call the SQLFetchScroll Function************* */
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_FETCH_LAST,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch );
Figure 152 (Part 7 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf(″The return code is %d\n″ , Nmi_ReturnCode );
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error on Fetch Last on SQLFetchScroll″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* **********************Print out the results************************ */
else
{
printf( ″The Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The Customer Credit Limit is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusCrd );
printf( ″The Customer Total Sales is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusTot );
printf( ″Press any key to continue\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
}
break;
}
case ′ N′ :
case ′ n′ :
{
/* **********************Call the SQLFetchScroll Function************* */
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_FETCH_NEXT,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf(″The return code is %d\n″ , Nmi_ReturnCode );
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error on Fetch Next on SQLFetchScroll″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 152 (Part 8 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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/* **********************Print out the results************************ */
else
{
printf( ″The Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The Customer Credit Limit is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusCrd );
printf( ″The Customer Total Sales is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusTot );
printf( ″Press any key to continue\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
}
break;
}
case ′ P′ :
case ′ p′ :
{
/* **********************Call the SQLFetchScroll Function************* */
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetchScroll( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_FETCH_PRIOR,
Nmi_RecordNumberToFetch );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf(″The return code is %d\n″ , Nmi_ReturnCode );
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error on Fetch Prior on SQLFetchScroll″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* **********************Print out the results************************ */
else
{
printf( ″The Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The Customer Credit Limit is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusCrd );
printf( ″The Customer Total Sales is %D(11,2)\n″ ,
Dec_CusTot );
printf( ″Press any key to continue\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
gets( Chr_Dummy );
}
Figure 152 (Part 9 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example
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break;
}
case ′ X′ :
case ′ x′ :
{
break;
}
default:
{
printf( ″That was not an available choice\n″ ) ;
break;
}
};
} while ( ( Chr_Option != ′ X′ ) && ( Chr_Option != ′ x′ ) ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Disconecting from the database″ ) ;
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( - 1 );
}
}
Figure 152 (Part 10 of 10). Scrollable Cursor Example

Notes:

1 An example of a set statement option. When using scrollable
cursors, set the statement attribute to allow a scrollable cursor to be
opened when the statement is executed. Also define the statement
attribute as fetch only.

2 An example of the direct execution of an SQL statement. The
statement is not prepared and then executed.

3 An example of the SQLFetchScroll() function. The cursor pointer can
be moved in any direction using this function.

C.5 Querying the System Catalogues
The system catalogue can be queried by using the DB2 CLI functions or by using
the SQL query directly on the catalogue tables/views. Both methods are shown
here.

C.5.1 Using the DB2 CLI Functions to Query the Catalogue
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<decimal.h>
<stdlib.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT

Chr_LibName[ 30 ];
Chr_TableName[ 128 ];
Chr_TableType[ 128 ];
Chr_Remarks[ 254 ];
Chr_ColName[ 128 ];
Chr_CstName[ 128 ];
Chr_ColType[ 128 ];
Nmi_ColPrec;
Nmi_ColBuf;
Nmsi_ColScale;
Nmsi_ColPos;

void main()
{
/* ********************Get User input to Connect********************** */
printf( ″Enter the name of the server to connect:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Enter the user id:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Enter the password:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_PassWord );

/* ********************Call function to Connect*********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
Chr_ServerName,
Chr_UserId,
Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
printf( ″Error Connecting to the server\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Allocate the statement handle****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error allocating statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 1 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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/* ********************Get user input for library, table name********* */
printf( ″Enter the name of the library:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibName );
printf( ″Enter the name of the Table:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableName );

/* ********************Execute SQLTables to get list of tables******** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTables( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 , 1
Chr_LibName, strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName, strlen( Chr_TableName),
″″, 0 );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting table information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_TableName,
sizeof( Chr_TableName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column TableName″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_TableType,
sizeof( Chr_TableType ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column TableType″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 2 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_Remarks,
sizeof( Chr_Remarks ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column Remarks″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ********************Fetch from the result set********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )/* *** Operation failed */
{
/* *** exit with error */
printf( ″The table name is %s\n″ , Chr_TableName );
printf( ″The table type is %s\n″ , Chr_TableType );
printf( ″Remarks:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_Remarks );
}
}

/* ********************Close the cursor associated********************
/* ********************with previous statement************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed ***
{
/* *** exit with error ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column TableType″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/
*/

/* ********************Get use input for table name*******************
/* ********************To show the primary keys***********************
printf( ″Select a Table from the list:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableName );
if ( Chr_TableName??( 0 ??) == ′ \0′ ) / * *** If not specified ***
{
/* *** return
***
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
}

*/
*/

Figure 153 (Part 3 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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*/
*/

*/
*/

/* ********************Call the SQLPrimaryKeys Function*************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrimaryKeys( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 , 3
Chr_LibName,
strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName,
strlen( Chr_TableName ) );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColName,
sizeof( Chr_ColName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_SMALLINT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmsi_ColPos,
sizeof( Nmsi_ColPos ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 4 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CstName,
sizeof( Chr_CstName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ********************Fetch from the result set********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS );/* *** Operation failed
{
/* *** exit with error
printf( ″Name of the primary key is %s\n″ , Chr_ColName );
printf( ″Position in table is %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColPos );
printf( ″Name of Constraint is %s\n″ , Chr_CstName );
}
}

/* ********************Close the cursor associated********************
/* ********************with previous statement************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed ***
{
/* *** exit with error ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column TableType″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/
*/
*/
*/

/* ********************Call the SQLColumns Function******************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColumns( Hnd_Hstmt, ″ ″ , 0 , 4
Chr_LibName, strlen( Chr_LibName ),
Chr_TableName, strlen( Chr_TableName),
″″, 0 );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting table information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 5 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColName,
sizeof( Chr_ColName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColType,
sizeof( Chr_ColType ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column Remarks″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_INTEGER,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_ColPrec,
sizeof( Nmi_ColPrec ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 6 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1
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/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_INTEGER,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_ColBuf,
sizeof( Nmi_ColBuf ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_SMALLINT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmsi_ColScale,
sizeof( Nmsi_ColScale ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage,
″Error Retrieving Primary Key Information″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ********************Fetch from the result set********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )/* *** Operation failed */
{
/* *** exit with error */
printf( ″The Column name is %s\n″ , Chr_ColName );
printf( ″The column type is %s\n″ , Chr_ColType );
printf( ″The column precision is %d\n″ , Nmi_ColPrec );
printf( ″The column buffer is %d\n″ , Nmi_ColBuf );
printf( ″The column scale is %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColScale );
printf( ″Remarks:\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_Remarks );
}
}

Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
Figure 153 (Part 7 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 1

Notes:

1 An example of the SQLTables() function. This function is used to get a
list of the tables in a library.
2 An example of the SQLCloseCursor(). If you want to associate a
second SQL statement with a statement handle with which a cursor is
already associated, you must use this function.
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3 An example of the SQLPrimarykeys(). This function is used to find the
list of primary keys defined for a table.
4 An example of the SQLColumns(). This function is used to retrieve a
list of columns available in a table.

C.5.2 Querying the Catalogue Directly Using SQL Statements
If you want to get the information from the system catalogues directly through
SQL statements rather than from the catalogue functions, you need to know the
names of the tables or views that can be queried for retrieving the information.
Generally, querying the system catalogues directly is not a recommended
method because each platform has different tables to store the system
information.
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<string.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy[ 128 ];
SQLCHAR Chr_TableNamePass[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ] = ″ ″;
SQLCHAR Chr_LibNamePass[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ]
= ″ ″;
SQLRETURN Fun_CheckTable( SQLCHAR *, SQLCHAR * );
SQLINTEGER Nmi_Dummy;
SQLINTEGER Nmi_Counter;

void main()
{

Hnd_Hstmt = SQL_NULL_HSTMT;
/* ************************Get use input to connect******************* */
printf( ″Please enter the name of the server to connect : \n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter the userid on the server %s : \n″ ,
Chr_ServerName );
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the password for the User Id %s : \n″ ,
Chr_PassWord );
gets( Chr_PassWord );
printf( ″Please Wait....\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Trying to Connect to Server %s\n″ , Chr_ServerName );
/* ************************Call function to connect******************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, Chr_ServerName,
Chr_UserId, Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error connecting to Server″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Get user input to see file data************ */
printf( ″Enter the name of the file to see the structure :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_TableNamePass );
printf( ″Enter the name of the library for the file :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibNamePass );
Figure 154 (Part 1 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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/* ************************Call function to get table structure******* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CheckTable(Chr_TableNamePass, Chr_LibNamePass);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004(&Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,&Hnd_Hstmt);
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004(&Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt);
exit( 0 );
}
}

/* ************************Funtion to get table structure************* */
SQLRETURN Fun_CheckTable( SQLCHAR Chr_TableName??( 128 ??),
SQLCHAR Chr_LibName??( 30 ??) )
{
Str_FieldAttr *Str_ColAttr;
SQLCHAR
Chr_SQLStatement001??( SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ??);
SQLCHAR
Chr_TempFieldName??( 128 ??);
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_TempDataType;
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_TempFieldPrecision;
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_TempDecimalPositions;
printf( ″Please Wait.....\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Checking for the existence of the table...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Value of table passed - %s\n″ , Chr_TableName );
printf( ″Value of library passed - %s\n″ , Chr_LibName );
/* ************************Construct SQL statement******************** */
/* ************************to query system tables********************* */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″select″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ table_name″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ from ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, Chr_LibName );
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ . systables″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ where″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ table_name = ′ ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, Chr_TableName );
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ′ for read only″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
Figure 154 (Part 2 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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/* ************************Allocate the statement handle************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Allocating statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ************Set statement attribute to FOR FETCH ONLY************** */
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,1
SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error setting the statement option″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ********************Execute the statement************************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001, SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) 2
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ********************Bind the columns of the result set*************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_C_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_FileName,
sizeof( Chr_FileName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error binding column Table_Name″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 154 (Part 3 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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*/

);
*/
*/
);

/* ********************Fetch from the result set********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Fetching the rows″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *********Close the cursor accociated with statement handle********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );3
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Closing the Cursor″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
printf(″Successfully fetched the Rows from the table SYSTABLES\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Table %s exists\n″ , Chr_TableName );
printf( ″\n″ ) ;
/* ***************Construct the SQL Statement************************ */
/* ***************to get structure of table************************** */
printf( ″Please Wait...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Determining Number of Columns in the table...\n″ ) ;
printf( ″The Sql Statement Is - :\n″ ) ;
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″select″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ *″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ from ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, Chr_LibName );
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ . ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, Chr_TableName );
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ where″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ 1 = 2″ );
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* ***************Allocate the statement***************************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Allocating statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 154 (Part 4 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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/* *********Set the statement attribute to for fetch only************ */
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TRUE;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLSetStmtOption( Hnd_Hstmt,
SQL_ATTR_FOR_FETCH_ONLY,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy(Chr_UserMessage,″Error setting the statement option″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ***********************Execute the statement********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLExecDirect( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001, SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ****************Determine the number of columns in result set****** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLNumResultCols( Hnd_Hstmt,
( SQLSMALLINT * ) &Nmsi_NumberOfColumns );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error determining the number of cols″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
printf( ″The table has %d columns\n″ , Nmsi_NumberOfColumns );
/* *********Close the cursor associated with the statement handle*****
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLCloseCursor( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error determining the number of cols″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 154 (Part 5 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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*/

*/
*/
);

/* ****************Fetch the column attributes in a loop************** */
for ( Nmi_Counter = 0; Nmi_Counter <= ( Nmsi_NumberOfColumns -1 );
Nmi_Counter++ )
{
/* ****************Fetch the column attribute col name**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1,
4
SQL_DESC_NAME,
Chr_TempFieldName,
sizeof( Chr_TempFieldName ),
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_PcbValue,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_Dummy );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
printf( ″Column %d\n″ , Nmi_Counter + 1);
printf( ″Column Name\n″ ) ;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting attributes for column″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ****************Fetch the column attribute col data type*********** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1,
SQL_DESC_TYPE,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_TempDataType ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_TempDataType);
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
printf( ″Column %d\n″ , Nmi_Counter + 1 );
printf( ″Column DataType\n″ ) ;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting attributes for column″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ****************Fetch the column attribute col precision*********** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1,
SQL_DESC_PRECISION,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_TempFieldPrecision ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_TempFieldPrecision );
Figure 154 (Part 6 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
printf( ″Column %d\n″ , Nmi_Counter + 1 );
printf( ″Column Precision\n″ ) ;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting attributes for column″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ****************Fetch the column attribute col scale*************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLColAttributes( Hnd_Hstmt, Nmi_Counter + 1,
SQL_DESC_SCALE,
Chr_Dummy,
sizeof( Nmi_TempDecimalPositions ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue,
(SQLINTEGER *) &Nmi_TempDecimalPositions );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
printf( ″Column %d\n″ , Nmi_Counter + 1 );
printf( ″Column Scale\n″ ) ;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error getting attributes for column″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* ****************Print the results********************************** */
printf( ″The structure of %s is \n″ , Chr_TableName );
printf( ″Column Name - %s\n″ , Chr_TempFieldName );
printf( ″
Datattype
- %d\n″ , Nmi_TempDataType );
printf( ″
Length
- %d\n″ , Nmi_TempFieldPrecision );
printf( ″
Decimal Positions - %d\n″ , Nmi_TempDecimalPositions);
}
return( Nmi_ReturnCode );
}
Figure 154 (Part 7 of 7). Querying System Catalogues Example 2

Notes:

1 An example of SQLSetStmtOption(). When you are querying, always
set the statement attribute to FOR FETCH ONLY. If this is not done, the
query tries to obtain a lock on the table and the query will fail.

2 An example of the direct execution of an SQL statement. The
statement is not prepared and then executed.

3 An example of the SQLCloseCursor(). If you want to associate a
second SQL statement with a statement handle with which a cursor is
already associated, you must use this function.
4 An example of the SQLColAttributes() function. This function is used
to get the attributes of the columns of the result set.
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C.6 Using Stored Procedures
Using DB2 CLI, you can call stored procedures of any sort. You can call stored
procedures that return one or more results from DB2 CLI. This cannot be done
from any other interface natively on the AS/400 system.

C.6.1 The Order Entry Example Using Stored Procedures
The stored procedures that are called in the following program are in the save
file available for download from the Internet. The names of the stored
procedures are:
•

inscust.sql - Insert a record into customer.

•

qrycust.c

•

dltcust.c

•

crtqry.sql - Create the qrycust.c procedure.

•

crtdlt.sql - Create the dltcust.c procedure.

- Retrieve a record from customer.
- Delete a record from customer.
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_Option;
SQLCHAR
Chr_ErrorCode;
SQLCHAR
Chr_Dummy[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
SQLCHAR
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
SQLINTEGER
Nmi_PcbValueN;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusCrd;
decimal( 11,2 ) Nmpd_CusTot;

SQLRETURN Fun_Insert( void );1
SQLRETURN Fun_Select( void );2
SQLRETURN Fun_Delete( void );3

void main()
{
/* *************************Get user input to connect***************** */
printf( ″Please enter the name of the server to connect :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter th User Id :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the Pass Word :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_PassWord );
/* *************************Call function to connect****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
Chr_ServerName, Chr_UserId,
Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Connecting to the sever″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 1 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* ********************Get user input for choice of operation********* */
printf( ″Enter I to Insert a Customer Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Enter Q to query a Customer Record\n″ ) ;
printf( ″Enter D to Delete a Customer record\n″ ) ;
fflush( stdin );
scanf( ″%c″, &Chr_Option );
/* ********************Allocate the statement handle****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error allocating Statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

switch ( Chr_Option )
{
case ′ I′ :
case ′ i′ :
{
/* *****************Set the isolation level to CS********************* */
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITTED;
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,4
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* *****************Call function to insert record******************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Insert();
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
/* *** exit with error *** */
printf( ″Error Occured in Insert\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}
Figure 155 (Part 2 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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case ′ Q′ :
case ′ q′ :
{
/* *****************Set the isolation level to NONE******************* */
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_NO_COMMIT;
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
/* *****************Call function to query record********************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Select();
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
/* *** exit with error *** */
printf( ″Error Occured in Select\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}
case ′ D′ :
case ′ d′ :
{
/* *****************Set the isolation level to CS********************* */
Nmi_VParam = SQL_TXN_READ_COMMITTED;
Nmi_ReturnCode =
SQLSetConnectOption( Hnd_Hdbc,
SQL_ATTR_COMMIT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_VParam );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 3 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Call function to delete record******************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Delete();
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
/* *** exit with error *** */
printf( ″Error Occured in Delete\n″ ) ;
exit( -1 );
}
else
{
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( 0 );
}
break;
}

default :
{
printf( ″That was not an available choice\n″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
&Hnd_Hstmt );
exit( -1 );
break;
}
}
}

SQLRETURN Fun_Insert( void )
{
/* *****************construct sql statement*************************** */
/* *****************call to insert stored procedure******************* */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″call″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.inscust″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ( ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ) ″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
Figure 155 (Part 4 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Prepare the statement*****************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/

/* *****************Get user input for values to insert***************
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Number
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Name
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Tel
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Fax
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Address
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer City
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Zip
:\n″
gets( Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″Please ener ythe value for Customer Credit Limit :\n″
scanf( ″%D(11,2)″, &Nmpd_CusCrd );

*/
);

*/
*/
);

);
);
);
);
);
);
);

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
5
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 5 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNam″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusTel″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusFax″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusAdr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 6 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCty″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusZip″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement**************
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_DECIMAL, SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
0,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCrd″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/

);
*/
*/
);

/* *****************Execute the statement***************************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 7 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Execute the statement*****************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTransact( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_COMMIT
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )6
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Commiting the Insert″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/
);
*/
*/

return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}

SQLRETURN Fun_Select( void )
{
/* *****************Construct the SQL Statement*********************** */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″call″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.qrycstd1″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ( ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ , ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ) ″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* *****************Prepare the statement***************************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 8 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Get customer no from user to fetch record********* */
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Number
:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 1,
SQL_PARAM_INPUT_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNam″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusTel″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 9 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusFax″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusAdr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCty″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 10 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusZip″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_DECIMAL, SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
0,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCrd″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_PcbValue = 0;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_PARAM_OUTPUT,
SQL_DECIMAL, SQL_DECIMAL,
11, 2,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusTot,
0,
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValueN );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusCrd″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}
Figure 155 (Part 11 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *********************Execute the statement*************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/

*/
*/
);

/* *********************Print the result****************************** */
printf( ″The value of Customer Number
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The value of Customer Name
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The value of Customer Telephoneis %s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The value of Customer Fax
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The value of Customer Address is %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The value of Customer City
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The value of Customer Zip
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf(″The value of Customer Credit Limit is %D( 11,2 )\n″ , Nmpd_CusCrd);
printf(″The value of Customer Sales Total is %D( 11,2 )\n″ , Nmpd_CusTot);
gets( Chr_Dummy );
return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}

/* *****************Function to delete a record*********************** */
SQLRETURN Fun_Delete( void )
{
/* *****************Construct the SQL Statement*********************** */
/* *****************call delete record procedure********************** */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″call″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.dltcstd1″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ( ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ? ″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ) ″ ) ;
printf( ″The SQL Statement is :\n″ ) ;
printf( ″%s\n″ , Chr_SqlStatement001 );
/* *****************Prepare the SQL statement*************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/

*/
*/
);

Figure 155 (Part 12 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures
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/* *****************Get customer no from user to delete*************** */
printf( ″Please enter the value for Customer Number
:\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_CusNbr );
gets( Chr_CusNbr );

/* *****************Bind the parameters in the statement************** */
Nmi_PcbValue = SQL_NTS;
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindParameter( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_PARAM_INPUT,
SQL_CHAR, SQL_CHAR,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ), 0,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error*** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Parameter CusNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

/* *********************Execute the statement*************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/

/* *********************Commit the changes****************************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLTransact( Hnd_Henv, Hnd_Hdbc, SQL_COMMIT
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** return with error***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Commiting the Delete″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
return( -1 );
}

*/
);

*/
*/
);

*/
*/

return( SQL_SUCCESS );
}
Figure 155 (Part 13 of 13). Order Entry Example using Stored Procedures

Notes:

1 The function that is called to insert a record into the customer table.
2 The function that is called to retrieve a record from the customer
table.

3 The function that is called to delete a record from the customer table.
4 An example of the SQLSetConnectOption() function. This function is
called to set the isolation level of the connection.
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5 An example of the SQLBindParameter() function. This function is called
to bind the parameters to the call statement of the stored procedure.

6 An example of the SQLTransact() function. This function is called to
commit or rollback the changes to the database.

C.6.2 Calling Stored Procedures that Return Result Sets
The stored procedures that are called in the following program are available for
download from the Internet. The names of the stored procedures are:
•

selres.c - Procedure that returns multiple result sets.

•

crtmres.sql - Creates the procedure selres.c.
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#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 11,2 )
decimal( 11,2 )

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN + 1 ]
Chr_Option;
Chr_CusNbr[ 5 ];
Chr_CusNam[ 20 ];
Chr_CusTel[ 15 ];
Chr_CusFax[ 15 ];
Chr_CusAdr[ 20 ];
Chr_CusCty[ 20 ];
Chr_CusZip[ 5 ];
Nmpd_CusCrd;
Nmpd_CusTot;

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
decimal( 6,0 )
decimal( 6,0 )
decimal( 11,2 )

Chr_OrhNbr[ 5 ]
Chr_SrNbr [ 10 ]
Nmpd_OrhDta;
Nmpd_OrhDly;
Nmpd_OrhTot;

void main()
{
/* ************************Get user input to connect****************** */
printf( ″Please enter the name of the server to connect :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter th User Id :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the Pass Word :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_PassWord );

/* ************************Call Connect Function********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
Chr_ServerName, Chr_UserId,
Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Connecting to the sever″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 156 (Part 1 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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/* ************************Construct SQL Statement******************** */
strcpy( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″call″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ordapplib.qrymrstd1(″ ) ;
strcat( Chr_SqlStatement001, ″ ) ″ ) ;
/* ************************Allocate Statement handle****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error allocating Statement handle″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Prepare the statement********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLPrepare( Hnd_Hstmt, Chr_SqlStatement001,
1 SQL_NTS );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Preparing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Execute the statement********************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLExecute( Hnd_Hstmt );2
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Executing the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns****************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,3
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed ***
{
/* *** exit with error ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusNbr″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

*/
*/
);

Figure 156 (Part 2 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNam,
sizeof( Chr_CusNam ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusNam″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusTel,
sizeof( Chr_CusTel ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusTel″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusFax,
sizeof( Chr_CusFax ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusFax″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 156 (Part 3 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusAdr,
sizeof( Chr_CusAdr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusAdr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusCty,
sizeof( Chr_CusCty ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusCty″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 7, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusZip,
sizeof( Chr_CusZip ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusZip″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusCrd,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 256 * 11 ) + 2 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusCrd″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 156 (Part 4 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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/* ************************Bind the result set columns**************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_CusTot,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 256 * 11 ) + 2 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusTot″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ************************Fetch from the result set****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ************************Prints the results************************* */
printf( ″The value of Customer Number
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The value of Customer Name
%s\n″ , Chr_CusNam );
printf( ″The value of Customer Telephone%s\n″ , Chr_CusTel );
printf( ″The value of Customer Fax
%s\n″ , Chr_CusFax );
printf( ″The value of Customer Address %s\n″ , Chr_CusAdr );
printf( ″The value of Customer City
%s\n″ , Chr_CusCty );
printf( ″The value of Customer Zip
%s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
printf( ″The value of Customer Credit Limit is %D( 11,2 )\n″ ,
Nmpd_CusCrd );
printf( ″The value of Customer Sales Total is %D( 11,2 )\n″ ,
Nmpd_CusTot );
}
}

/* *******Call function to check if there are more result sets******** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLMoreResults( Hnd_Hstmt );4
if ( ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_ERROR ) ||
( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_INVALID_HANDLE ) )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Getting result set data″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 156 (Part 5 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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/* ************************Check if there are more result sets********
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_NO_DATA_FOUND ) /*** There are no more
{
/*** Result sets
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt
printf( ″There are no more result result sets\n″ ) ;
exit( 0 ) ;
}

*/
*/
*/
);

/* *** There are more result sets containing data *** */

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 1, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_OrhNbr,
sizeof( Chr_OrhNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column OrhNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set*********
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 2, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_CusNbr,
sizeof( Chr_CusNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed ***
{
/* *** exit with error ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusNbr″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

*/
*/
);

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 3, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_OrhDta,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 256 * 6 ) + 0 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
Figure 156 (Part 6 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column OrhDta″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_OrhDly,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 256 * 6 ) + 0 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column OrhDly″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_DECIMAL,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmpd_OrhTot,
( SQLINTEGER ) ( ( 256 * 11 ) + 2 ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column OrhTot″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* ************************Bind the columns of the result set********* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_SrNbr,
sizeof( Chr_SrNbr ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation Failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column SrNbr″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 156 (Part 7 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example
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while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* ************************Fetch from the result set****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
printf( ″The value of Order
Number is %s\n″ , Chr_OrhNbr );
printf( ″The value of Customer Number is %s\n″ , Chr_CusNbr );
printf( ″The value of Order
Date
is %D(6,0)\n″ , Nmpd_OrhDta);
printf( ″The value of Order
Delivry is %D(6,0)\n″ , Nmpd_OrhDly);
printf( ″The value of Customer Order Total is %D( 11,2 )\n″ ,
Nmpd_OrhTot );
printf( ″The value of Customer Zip
is %s\n″ , Chr_CusZip );
}
}

/* *******Call function to check if there are more result sets******** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLMoreResults( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_ERROR ) ||
( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_INVALID_HANDLE ) )
{
/* *** Operation Failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error in Binding the Column CusTot″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* *******Check if there are more result sets*************************
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_NO_DATA_FOUND ) /*** There are no more
{
/*** result sets
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt
printf( ″There are no more result result sets\n″ ) ;
exit( 0 ) ;
}

*/
*/
*/
);

}
Figure 156 (Part 8 of 8). Multiple Result Set Example

Notes:

1 An example of the SQLPrepare() function. This function is used to
prepare the SQL statement for execution. After the execution of this
statement, you can retrieve the result sets returned by the execution of
the function.

2 An example of the SQLExecute() function.
3 An example of the SQLBindCol() function.
4 An example of the SQLMoreresults() function. This function is used to
find out whether there are any more result sets from which the data has
not been fetched.
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C.6.3 Retrieving Information on Parameters Passed to Stored Procedure
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<stdlib.h>
<decimal.h>
<sqlcli.h>
″clihdrfil.h″
″comfunc.h″

#define SQL_MAX_COLS 255

SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLCHAR
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLINTEGER
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT
SQLSMALLINT

Chr_SqlStatement001[ SQL_MAX_STM_LEN ];
Chr_LibName[ SQL_MAX_USR_DATA_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_ProcedureName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_CatalogueName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_SchemaName[ SQL_MAX_TABLE_NAME_LEN + 1 ];
Chr_ColName[ 128 ];
Chr_ColumnName[ 128 ];
Nmi_NumberOfParams = 0;
Nmi_ColumnSize;
Nmi_BufferLength;
Nmsi_DecimalDigits;
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength;
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength;
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength;
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength;
Nmsi_ColumnType;
Nmsi_DataType;

void main()
{
/* ************************Get
printf( ″Please enter the
gets( Chr_ServerName );
printf( ″Please enter the
gets( Chr_UserId );
printf( ″Please enter the
gets( Chr_PassWord );

user input to connect****************** */
name of the server to connect :\n″ ) ;
User Id :\n″ ) ;
password :\n″ ) ;

/* ************************Call function to connect******************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_Connect( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc,
Chr_ServerName, Chr_UserId,
Chr_PassWord );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS ) /* *** Operation failed *** */
{
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Connecting to Server″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 157 (Part 1 of 4). Retrieve Stored Procedure Parameters Example
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/* ************************Allocate statemetn handle****************** */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLAllocStmt( Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** *
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 3;
/* *** exit with error *** *
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Allocating the statement″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* *********************construct the SQL statemente****************** */
printf( ″Enter the Name of the procedure to call :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_ProcedureName );
printf( ″Enter the name of the library where the procedure exists :\n″ ) ;
gets( Chr_LibName );
strcpy( Chr_CatalogueName, ″ ″ );
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength = 0;
strcpy( Chr_SchemaName, Chr_LibName );
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength = strlen( Chr_SchemaName );
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength = strlen( Chr_ProcedureName );
strcpy( Chr_ColName, ″ ″ );
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength = 0;

/* **************Call function to get procedure col attributes********
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLProcedureColumns( Hnd_Hstmt,
1
Chr_CatalogueName,
Nmsi_CatalogueNameLength,
Chr_SchemaName,
Nmsi_SchemaNameLength,
Chr_ProcedureName,
Nmsi_ProcedureNameLength,
Chr_ColName,
Nmsi_ColumnNameLength );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Gettin the procedure Columns″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

*/
*/
);

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 4, SQL_CHAR,
( SQLPOINTER ) Chr_ColumnName,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Chr_ColumnName ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
Figure 157 (Part 2 of 4). Retrieve Stored Procedure Parameters Example
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if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column ColumnName″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 5, SQL_SMALLINT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmsi_ColumnType,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Nmsi_ColumnType
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column ColumnType″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

),

*/
*/
);

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************ */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 6, SQL_SMALLINT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmsi_DataType,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Nmsi_DataType ),
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed *** */
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error *** */
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column DataType″ ) ;
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 8, SQL_INTEGER,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_ColumnSize,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Nmi_ColumnSize
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column ColumnSize″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}
Figure 157 (Part 3 of 4). Retrieve Stored Procedure Parameters Example
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*/

),

*/
*/
);

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 9, SQL_INTEGER,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmi_BufferLength,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Nmi_BufferLength
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column BufferLength″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

/* *********************Bind the columns of the result set************
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLBindCol( Hnd_Hstmt, 10, SQL_SMALLINT,
( SQLPOINTER ) &Nmsi_DecimalDigits,
( SQLINTEGER ) sizeof( Nmsi_DecimalDigits
( SQLINTEGER * ) &Nmi_PcbValue );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode != SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *** Operation failed ***
Nmi_CleanUpCode = 4;
/* *** exit with error ***
strcpy( Chr_UserMessage, ″Error Binding the Column DecimalDigits″
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_PrintError();
exit( -1 );
}

*/

),

*/
*/
);

),

*/
*/
);

while ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *********************Fetch from the result set********************* */
Nmi_ReturnCode = SQLFetch( Hnd_Hstmt );
if ( Nmi_ReturnCode == SQL_SUCCESS )
{
/* *********************Print the results***************************** */
printf( ″Column Name - %s\n″ , Chr_ColumnName );
printf( ″
Column Type
= %d\n″ , Nmsi_ColumnType );
printf( ″
Data
Type
= %d\n″ , Nmsi_DataType );
printf( ″
Column Size
= %d\n″ , Nmi_ColumnSize );
printf( ″
Buffer Length
= %d\n″ , Nmi_BufferLength );
printf( ″
Decimal Points = %d\n″ , Nmsi_DecimalDigits );
Nmi_NumberOfParams++;
}
}
printf( ″The Number of parameters is %d\n″ , Nmi_NumberOfParams );
Nmi_ReturnCode = Fun_CleanUp004( &Hnd_Henv, &Hnd_Hdbc, &Hnd_Hstmt );
}
Figure 157 (Part 4 of 4). Retrieve Stored Procedure Parameters Example

Notes:

1 An example of the SQLProcedureColumns() function. This function is
used to retrieve the information about the parameters passed to the
stored procedures.
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Appendix D. Special Notices
This publication is intended to help the techical AS/400 community to understand
and use the DB2/400 relational database. The information in this publication is
not intended as the specification of any programming interfaces that are
provided by the OS/400 operating system. See the PUBLICATIONS section of the
IBM Programming Announcement for DB2/400 for more information about what
publications are considered to be product documentation.
References in this publication to IBM products, programs or services do not
imply that IBM intends to make these available in all countries in which IBM
operates. Any reference to an IBM product, program, or service is not intended
to state or imply that only IBM′s product, program, or service may be used. Any
functionally equivalent program that does not infringe any of IBM′s intellectual
property rights may be used instead of the IBM product, program or service.
Information in this book was developed in conjunction with use of the equipment
specified, and is limited in application to those specific hardware and software
products and levels.
IBM may have
this document.
these patents.
Licensing, IBM

patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter in
The furnishing of this document does not give you any license to
You can send license inquiries, in writing, to the IBM Director of
Corporation, 500 Columbus Avenue, Thornwood, NY 10594 USA.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact IBM Corporation, Dept.
600A, Mail Drop 1329, Somers, NY 10589 USA.
Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.
The information contained in this document has not been submitted to any
formal IBM test and is distributed AS IS. The information about non-IBM
(″vendor″) products in this manual has been supplied by the vendor and IBM
assumes no responsibility for its accuracy or completeness. The use of this
information or the implementation of any of these techniques is a customer
responsibility and depends on the customer′s ability to evaluate and integrate
them into the customer′s operational environment. While each item may have
been reviewed by IBM for accuracy in a specific situation, there is no guarantee
that the same or similar results will be obtained elsewhere. Customers
attempting to adapt these techniques to their own environments do so at their
own risk.
Any performance data contained in this document was determined in a
controlled environment, and therefore, the results that may be obtained in other
operating environments may vary significantly. Users of this document should
verify the applicable data for their specific environment.
Reference to PTF numbers that have not been released through the normal
distribution process does not imply general availability. The purpose of
including these reference numbers is to alert IBM customers to specific
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information relative to the implementation of the PTF when it becomes available
to each customer according to the normal IBM PTF distribution process.
The following terms are trademarks of the International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries:
AS/400
COBOL/400
DATABASE 2 OS/400
DRDA
FORTRAN/400
Integrated Language Environment
OS/2
Personal System/2
SQL/400

C/400
DATABASE 2
DB2
Facsimile Support/400
IBM
Operating System/400
OS/400
RPG/400
400

The following terms are trademarks of other companies:
C-bus is a trademark of Corollary, Inc.
Java and HotJava are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated.
Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows 95 logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
PC Direct is a trademark of Ziff Communications Company and is used
by IBM Corporation under license.
Pentium, MMX, ProShare, LANDesk, and ActionMedia are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other
countries.
UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other
countries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or
service marks of others.
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Appendix E. Related Publications
The publications listed in this section are considered particularly suitable for a
more detailed discussion of the topics covered in this redbook.

E.1 International Technical Support Organization Publications
For information on ordering these ITSO publications see “How to Get ITSO
Redbooks” on page 461.
•

Database Parallelism on the AS/400 , SG24-4826

•

Datawarehousing Solutions on the AS/400 , SG24-4872

E.2 Redbooks on CD-ROMs
Redbooks are also available on CD-ROMs. Order a subscription and receive
updates 2-4 times a year at significant savings.
CD-ROM Title
System/390 Redbooks Collection
Networking and Systems Management Redbooks Collection
Transaction Processing and Data Management Redbook
AS/400 Redbooks Collection
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (HTML, BkMgr)
RS/6000 Redbooks Collection (PostScript)
Application Development Redbooks Collection
Personal Systems Redbooks Collection

Subscription
Number
SBOF-7201
SBOF-7370
SBOF-7240
SBOF-7270
SBOF-7230
SBOF-7205
SBOF-7290
SBOF-7250

Collection Kit
Number
SK2T-2177
SK2T-6022
SK2T-8038
SK2T-2849
SK2T-8040
SK2T-8041
SK2T-8037
SK2T-8042

E.3 Other Publications
These publications are also relevant as further information sources:
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•

DB2 for AS/400 Database Programming , SC41-5701

•

DB2 for AS/400 SQL Programming , SC41-5611

•

DB2 for AS/400 SQL Reference , SC41-5612

•

DB2 for AS/400 SQL Call Level Interface (ODBC) , SC41-5806

•

Distributed Database Programming , SC41-5702-01
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How to Get ITSO Redbooks
This section explains how both customers and IBM employees can find out about ITSO redbooks, CD-ROMs,
workshops, and residencies. A form for ordering books and CD-ROMs is also provided.
This information was current at the time of publication, but is continually subject to change. The latest
information may be found at http://www.redbooks.ibm.com.

How IBM Employees Can Get ITSO Redbooks
Employees may request ITSO deliverables (redbooks, BookManager BOOKs, and CD-ROMs) and information about
redbooks, workshops, and residencies in the following ways:
•

PUBORDER — to order hardcopies in United States

•

GOPHER link to the Internet - type GOPHER.WTSCPOK.ITSO.IBM.COM

•

Tools disks
To get LIST3820s of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO EHONE4 TOOLS2 REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE
TOOLS SENDTO CANVM2 TOOLS REDPRINT GET SG24xxxx PACKAGE (Canadian users only)
To get BookManager BOOKs of redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLCAT REDBOOKS
To get lists of redbooks, type one of the following commands:

TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET ITSOCAT TXT
TOOLS SENDTO USDIST MKTTOOLS MKTTOOLS GET LISTSERV PACKAGE
To register for information on workshops, residencies, and redbooks, type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ITSOREGI 1998
For a list of product area specialists in the ITSO: type the following command:

TOOLS SENDTO WTSCPOK TOOLS ZDISK GET ORGCARD PACKAGE
•

Redbooks Web Site on the World Wide Web

http://w3.itso.ibm.com/redbooks
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trigger buffer
ILE C
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ILE RPG
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trigger condition 85
trigger event 85, 91
Trigger program 85
defined 13
purposes 82
trigger time 85
triggers
application design 151
audit trail program example 103
benefits 83
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example definition 89
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COBOL SQL audit trail example 109
COBOL SQL example 105
combine with stored procedures 292
combining with stored procedures 285
commands
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commitment definition 156
compared with stored procedures 203
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fax example 137
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triggers (continued)
recommendations 156
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SQL Procedure 267
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data 82
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